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Molecules, 
Ions 

T 
o fully appreciate a science like chemistry, we must understand 
something of its origins. In this chapter we will see how chemistry 
developed, paying particular attention to the crucial experiments 

and fundamental laws that form the basis of modern chemistry. We 
will also consider chemical nomenclature and introduce some of the most 
important chemical concepts. 

The Early History of Chemistry 

PURPOSE 

To give a brief account of eafiy chemical discoveries. 

Chemistry has been important since ancient times. The processing o1 natural 

ores to produce metals for ornaments and weapons and the use of embNming fluids 

are two examples of chelrdcal phenomena that were utilized prior to 1000 

~l’hc Greeks were the first to try to explain why chemical changes occur. By 

about 400 me. they had proposed that all matter was composed of four fundamental 
substances: fire, earth, water, and air. The Greeks also considered the question of 

whether matter is continuous, and thus infinitely divisible into smaller pieces, or 

composed of small indivisible particles One st pporter f the latter p s tion was 

Democritus who used the term atomos (wh ch ater became atoms) to describe 
¯ 

these ultlnmte particles. However, because the Greeks had no experiments to test 

their ideas, no definitive conclusion about the divisibility of matter was reached. 

2.1 The Early HistoF/ of Chemistry 
2,9 Fundamental Chemical Laws 
2.3 Dalton’s Atomic Theo~/ 
2.4 Early Experiments to 

Characterize the Atom 
The Electron 
Rad ioactivity 
The Nuclear Atom 

2,5 The Modern View of Atomic 
Str~cture~An Introduction 

2.6 Molecules and Ions 
2.? An Introduction to the Periodic 

Table 
2.8 Naming Compounds 
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TheAIchemists, an oil on slate 
painting by Jan van der Stra~ in 
1570. 

The next 2000 years of chemical history were dominated by a pseudoscience 

called ~lehemy. Alchemists were often mystics and fakes who were obsessed with 

the idea of turning cheap metals into gold. However, this period also saw impontant 

discoveries: elements such as mercury, sulfur, and antimony were discovered, and 

alchemists learned how to prepare the mineral acids 

The foundations for modern chemistry were laid in the sixteenth century with 

the development of systematic metallurgy (extraction of metals from ores) by a 

German, Georg Bauer, and the medicinal application of minerals by a Swiss alche- 

mist called Paracelsus. 

The first person to perform truly quantitative physical expe(maents was Robert 

Boyle (1627-1691), who carefully measured the relationship between the pressure 

and volume of gases. When Boyle published his book, The Sceptical Chemist, in 

1661, the quantitative sciences of physics and chemistry were born. In addition to 

his results on the quantitative behavior of gases, Boyle’s other major contribution to 
chemistry consisted of his ideas about the chemical elements. Boyle held no precon- 

ceived notion about the number of elements. In his view a substance was an element 

unless it could be broken down into two or more simpler substances. As Boyle’s 

experimental definition of an element became generally accepted, the list of known 

elements began to grow, and the Greek system of four elements finally died. Al- 

though Boyle was an excellent scientist, he was not always right. For example, he 

clung to the alchemist’s views that metals were not true elements and that a way 

would eventually be found to change one metal to another. 

The phenomenon of combustion evoked intense interest in the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries: The German chemist Georg Stahl (1660-1734) suggested that 

a substance he called phlogiston flowed out of the burning material. Stahl postulated 

that a substance burning in a closed container eventually stopped burning, because 

the air in the container became saturated with phlogiston. Oxygen gas, discovered 

by Joseph Priestley (1733-1804), ,an English clergyman and scientist (Fig. 2. I), 

was found to support vigorous combustion and was thus supposed to be low in 

phlogiston. In fact, oxygen was originally called "dephlogisticated air." 

Figure 2.1 

Joseph Priestley was born in England on March 
13, 1733, and showed a great talent for 
science and languages from an eady age. 
Priestley performed many important scientific 
experiments, among them the discovery that 
the gas produced by the fermentation of grain 
0ater identified as carbon dioxide) could be 
dissolved in water to produce the pleasant 
drink called seltzer. AIs% as a result of meeting 
Benjamin Franklin in London in 1766, Priestley 
became interested in electricity and was the 
first to observe that graphite was an electrical 
conductor. However, Priestley’s greatest 
discovery occurred in 1774 when he isolated 
oxygen by heating mercuric oxide. 

Because of his nonconformist political 
views (he supported both the American and 
French revolutions), he was forced to leave 
England (a mob burned his house in 
Birmingham in 1791). He spent his last decade 
peacefully in the United States, and died in 1804 
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°2 Fundamental Chemical Laws 
PURPOSE 

To describe and illustrate the laws of conservation of mass, definite proportion, 

and multiple proportions. 

By the late eighteenth centm2¢, combustion had bccn studied extensivcly; the 

gascs carbon dioxide, nitrogen, hydrogen, and oxygen had been discovered; and the 

list of elements continued to grow. However, it was Antoine Lavoisier (1743- 

1794), a French chemist (Fig. 2.2), who finally explained the true nature of 

bustion, thus clearing the way for the tremendous progress that was made near the 

end of the eighteenth century. Lavoisier, like Boyle, rcgarded measurcment as the 

essential opcration of chemistry. His experiments, in which he carefully weighed 

the reactants and the products of various reactions, showed that mass was’ neither 

creawd nor destroyed. Lavoisier’s discovery of this law of conservation of nlass 

was the basis for the developmcnts in chemistry in the nineteenth century. 

Lavoisier’s quantitativc experiments showed that combustion involved oxygen 

(which Lavoisier named), not phlogiston. He also discovered that life was sup- 

ported by a process that also involved oxygen and was similar in many ways to 

combustion. In 1789 Law)isier published the first modern chemistry textbook, Ele- 

mentary Treatise on Chemistry, h~ which he presented a unified picture of the 

chemical knowlcdge assembled up to that timc. Unfortunately, in the same year the 

text was published, the French Revolution broke out. Lavoisier, who had been 

associated with collecting taxes for the government, was executed on tbe guillotine 

as an enemy of the people in 1794. 

After 1800 chemistry was dominated by scientists who, following Lavoisier’s 

lead, perlbrmed carcl)l weighing experiments to study the course of chemical reac- 

tions and to determh~e thc composition of various chentical compounds. One of 

these chemists, a Frenchman, Joscph Proust (1754 1826), showed that a given 

Figure 2.2 

Lavoisier was fascinated by science. 
From the beginning of his scientific 
career, Lavoisier recognized the 
importance of accurate 
measurements. His careful weighings 
showed that mass was conserved in 
chemical reactions and that 
combustion involves reaction with 
oxygen. Also, he wrote the first 
modern chemistry textbook. It is not 
surprising that Lavoisier is often called 
fJ~e father of modern chemistry. 

To heip suppor~ his scientific 
work, Lavoisier invested in a private 
tax-collecting firm and married the 
daughter of one of the company 
executives. His connection to the tax 
coiled.ors proved fdtal, for radical 
French revolutionaries demanded his 
~xecution, which occurred on the 
guillotine on May 8, 1794. 

Antoine Lavoisier was born in Paris on 
August 26, 1743. Although Lavoisier’s 
fdther wanted his son to follow him 
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Figure 2.:3 

John Dalton (1766-1844), an 
Englishman, began teaching at a 
Quaker school wl,en he was 12. His 
tascination with science included an 
intense interest in meteorology (he 
kept careful daily weather records for 
46 years), which led to an interest in 
the gases of the air and their ultimate 
components, atoms. Dalton is best 
known tot his atomic theoly, in which 
he postulated that the fundamental 
differences among atoms are their 
masses He was the first to prepare a 
table of relative atomic weights. 

Dalton was a humble man with 
several apparent handicaps: he was 
poor; he was not articulate; he was 
not a skilled experimentalist; and he 
was color blind, a terrible probiem 
for a chemist in spite of these 
disadvantages, he helped to 
reVolutionize the science of 
chemistry. 

compound always contains exactly the same proportion q[ elements by weight. For 

example, Proust found that the substance copper carbonate is always 5.3 parts 

copper to 4 parts ox’vgen to 1 part carbon (by mass). The principle of the constant 

composition of compounds, orlgmall~ called Pr ust law, is now known as the law 

of definite proportion. 
Proust’s discovery stimulated .lohn Dalton (1766 1844), an English school- 

teacher (Fig. 2.3), to think about atonls. Dalton reasoned that if e]cnlents were 

composed of tiny individual particles, a given compound should alv~a.’rs contain the 
same combination of these atoms- This concept explained wh.’, the same relative 

masses of elements were always found in a given compound. 
But Dalton discovered ar~other prhaciple that convinced him even more of the 

existence of atoms. He noted, for example, that carbon and oxygen formed 

different compounds that contained different relative amounts of carbon and oxygen 

as shown by the following data: 

WeigN of oxygen that combines 
with 1 g of carbon 

Compound I 1.33 g 

Compound II 
2.66 g 

Dalton noted that compound II contained twice as ranch oxygen per gram of carbon 

as conlpound I, a fact that could bc easily explained in tetras of atoms. Compognd I 

might be CO. and compound lI might be CO._. This principle, which was found to 

apply to compounds of other elements as well, beoame known as the law of inulti- 

pie proportions: when two elements.form a series (g" compoands, the ratios of the 
masses oj the second element that combine with 1 gram q~ the first element can 

always be reduced to ~mall whole nambers. 
}o make sure the significance of this observation is clear, in Sample Exercise 

2.1 we will consider data for a series of compounds consisting of nitrogen and 

oxygen. 

Sarnpl~ F~;ercis¢ ~. 1 

Tile following data were collected for several compounds of nitrogen and ox~geu: 

glass of n trogen thai combines 

with 1 g of oxygen 

Compound I 1.750 g 

Compound II 0.8750 g 

Compound III 
0.4375 g 

Show how these data illustrate tile law of multiple proportions. 

Solution 

For the law of multiple proportions to hold, the ratios of the masses of nitrogen 

combining v4th l gram of oxygen in each pair of compounds shonld be small whole 

numbers. We therefore compute the ratios as follows: 

34 % Chapter Two Atoms, Molecules, and Ions 
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I 1.750 2 
II 0.875 1 

II 0.875 2 

1II 0.4375 

I 1.750    4 

III 0.4375 1 

These results support the law of multiple proportions. 

The significance of the data in Sample Exercise 2.1 is that compound I contains 

twice as much nitrogen (N) per grain of oxygen (O) as does compound II and that 

compound II contains twice as much nitrogen per grain of oxygen as does com- 

pound III. In terms of the numbers of atoms combining, these data can bc explained 

by any of the following formulas*: 

Compound 1 N20 NO N402 
Compound II NO or NO_, or N202 

Compound III NO2 NO4 N:O,I 

In tb.ct an infinite number of other possibilities exists. Dahon could not deduce 

absolute formulas from the available data on relative masses. However, the data on 
the composition of compounds in terms of the relative masses of the elements 
supported his hypothcsis that each element consisted of a certain type of atom and 
that compounds were fornmd from specific combinations of atoins. 

Dalton’s Atomic Theory 

PURPOSE 

td To dcscrlbe Dalton’s theo~ of atoms and show the significauce of Gay-Lus- 

sac’s experiments. 

In 1808 Dalton published A New System qfChemical Philosophy, in which he 
presented his theory of atoms: 

1, Each element is’ made up of tiny particle,v called atoms. 

2. The atoms of a given element are identical; the atoms of d!~f~rent elements are 
diff?’rent in some fi~tMamental way or ways. 

3. Chemical compounds are.~brmed when atoms combine with each other. A given 

compound always has the same relative numbers and types of atoms. 

4. Chemical reactions involve reorganization of the atoms changes in the way 

they are bound together. The atoms themselves are not changed in a chemical 

reaction. 

"Subscripts ale used to show the numbers of atoms present. The number i is understood and thus is not 
writtem The symbols for the eletnents axed the ,~,riting of chemical formulas will be illusn’ated turther in 
Sections 2.6 and 2.7. 

2,3 Dalton’s Atomic Theory I ] 35 
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It is instructive to consider Dalton’s reasoning on the relative masses of the 

atoms of the varimls elements. In Dalton’s time water was known to bc composed of 

the elements hydrogen and oxygen, with 8 grams of oxygen present for every I 

gram of hydrogen. If the formula for water were OH, an oxygen atom would have to 

have 8 times the mass of a hydrogen atom. However, if the fom~ula for water were 

H,=O (two atoms of hydrogen for every oxygen atom), this would mean that each 

atom of oxygen is 16 times as heavy as each atom of hydrogen (since the ratio of the 
mass of one oxygen to that of ~wo hydrogens is 8 to 1). Because the formula for 

water was not then known, Dalton could not specify the relative masses of oxygen 

and hydrogen unambiguously, qo solve the problem, Dalton made a fundamental 
assumption: he decided that natm’e would be as simple as possible. This assumption 

led him to conclude that the formula for water should be OH. He thus assigned 

hydrogen a mass of I and oxygen a mass of 8. 

Using similar reasoning for other compounds, Dalton prepared the tirst table of 

atomic masses (called atomic weights by chenfists, since mass is often determined 

by comparison to a standard mass-- a process called weighing). Many of the mas~es 

were later proved to bc wrong because of Dalton’s incorrect assumptions about the 

formulas of certain compounds, but the constraction of a table of masses was an 

important step forward. 

Although not recognized as such for many years, the keys m determining abso- 

lute formulas for compounds were provided in the experimental work of the French 

chemist Joseph Gay-Lussac (1778 1850) and by ~he hypothesis of an Italian chem- 

ist named Amadeo Avogadm (1776-1856). In 1809 Gay-Lussac parti)rmed experi- 

ments in which he measured (under the same conditions of temperatm’e and pres- 

sure) the volumes of gases tha~ reacted with each other. For example, Gay-Lussac 

found that 2 volumes of hydrogen react with 1 volume of oxygen to form 2 volumes 

of gaseous water and that 1 volume of hydrogen reacts with I volume of chlorine to 

form 2 volumes ot hydrogen chloride. These results ,are represented schematically 

in Fig. 2.4 

In 1811 Avogadro interpreted these results by proposing that, at the same 

temperature and pressure, equal volumes oJ diJ]?~rent gases contain the same num- 

ber of particles. This assumption (c’,dled Avogadro’s hypothesis) makes sense if 

the distances between the particles in a gas are very great cmnpzu-ed to the sizes of 

the particles. Under these conditions the volume of a gas is determined by the 

number of molecules present, not by the size of the individual particles. 

Figure 2.4 

A representation of some of Gay- 
Lussac’s experimental results on 
combining gas volumes. 

2 volumes hydrogen 

chloride 

30 [] Chapter Two Atoms, Molecules, and Ions 
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If Aw)gadro’s hypothesis is correct, Gay-Lussac’s result, 

2 volumes of hydrogen react with 1 w)lume of oxygen 

~ 2 volumes of water vapor 

can be expressed as fbllows: 

2 molecules* of hydrogen react with 1 molecule of oxygen 

--~ 2 molecules of water 

These observations can best be explained by assunfing that gaseous hydrogen, oxy- 
gen, and chlorine are all composed oF diatomic (two-atom) molecules: Hz, 02, and 

C12, respectively. Gay-Lussac’s results can then be represented as shown in Fig. 
2.5. (Note that this reasoning suggests that the formula for water is H:O, not OH as 
Dalton believed.) 

Unfortunately, Avogadro’s interpretations were not accepted by most chemists 
and a half-century of ¢ordusion followed, in which many different assumptions 
were made about formulas and atomic masses. 

During the nineteenth century painstaking measurements were made of the 
masses of various elements that combined to form compounds. From these experi- 
ments a list of relative atomic masses could be detemfined. One of the chemists 
in’~olved in adding to this list was a Swede named J6ns Jakob Be~elins (1779- 
1848), who discovered the elements cerium, selenium, silicon, and thorium and 
developed the modem symbols for the elements used in writing the formulas of 
compounds. 

Figure 2,5 

at the molecular level. The circles 
represent atoms in the molecules. 

Early Experiments to 
Characterize the Atom 

PURPOSE 

To summarize the experiments that characterized the structure of the atom. 

interested in the structure of the atom 

~A molecule is a collection of atoms (see Section 2.6 . 

Dalton’s atomic theory caused chemistry to become more systematic and more 
sensible. The concept of aioms was clearly a good idea, and scientists became very 

2.4 Early Experiments to Characterize the Atom [] 37 
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J J. Thornson (1856 !940) was an 
English physicist at Cambridge 
University. He received the Nobel 
Prize in physics in 1906. 

FiB~ r~ 2.7 

Schematic of a cathode-ray tube, A 
stream of electrons passes between 
the electrodes. The fastomovlng 
e!ectrons excite the gas in the tube, 
causing a 8low between the 
electrodes. 

The Electron 
The first impmlant experiments thal led to an m~derstanding of the composition of 

the atom were done by the English physicist .l. J, Thomson (Fig. 2,6), who studied 

electrical discharges in partially evacuated tubes called cathode-ray tabes (l~ig. 2.7) 

durkng the period from 1898 to 1903. Thomson found that, when high voltage was 

applied to the tube, a "ra~’" he called a cathode ray (because it emanated from the 

negative clectrodc, or cafl~ode) was produced. Because tl~s ray was produced at the 

negative electrode and was repelled by the negative pole of an applied electric field 

(see Fig. 2.8), Thomson postulated that the ray ~as a stream of negatively charged 

particles, which he called electrons. By experiments in which he measured the 
deflection of the beain of elcctrons in a magnetic field, Thomson dctermined the 

charge4o-trglss ratio of an electron: 

~" = -1.76 x 10s C/g 
m 

where e represents the charge on the electron in coulombs and m represents the 

electrm~ mass in ~raiBs. 
One of Thomson’s prhnary goals in his cathode-ray tubc expcriments was to 

gain an understanding of the strncture of the atom. Hc reasoned that, since electrons 

~ould be produced frmn electrodes made of ~ arious types of mct~ds, all atoms must 
contain electrons. Since atoms were knowu to be electrically neutral, Thomson 

further assumed that atoms also must contain some positive charge. Thomson pos!u- 
lated* that ,’m atom consisted of a diffuse cloud of positive charge with the negatwe 

electrons embedded randomly h~ it. This model, shown in Fig. 2.9, is often called 

the plum pudding model because the electrons are like raisins dispet sed in a pudding 

(the positivc chargc cloud), as in plum pudding, a favorite Euglish dessert. 

In 1909 Robert Millikan (1868-1953), working at thc University of Chicago, 

perfomaed vcry clever experiments involving charged oil drops. These experiments 

allowed him to determine the magnitude of the electron chargc (see Fig. 2.10). Wifl~ 

this value and the charge-to ~nass ratio determined by Thomson, Millikan was able 
to calculate the mass of the election as 9. l 1 × 10-=s gram. 

Sphericalcloud 

Appliea 

/ 

( 

Figure 2.8 

Defledtion of cathode rays by an 
applied electric field. 

Fis~re 2.9 

One of the early models of the atom 
was Thomson’s plum pudding model, 
in which tile electrons were pictured 
as embedded in a positively charged 
spherical cioud, in tile same way as 
raisins are distributed in an old- 
fashioned plum pudding. 

*~ltllou~4h] I Thomsonisgenerall~’givencreditfarthism°del’~heidea~asapparentlyflrstsaggested 

by the English mathematician at~d physicist William Thomson (better known as Lord Kelvin and not 

related to .I.J. Thomson). 

38 [ ] Chapter Two Atoms, Molecules, and Ions 
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Radioactivity 
In the late nhaeteenth century, it was discovered that certain elements produce high- 
energy radiation. For example, in 1896 the French scientist Henri Becquerel found 
that a piece of a mineral containing uranium could produce its image on a photo- 
graphic plate in the absence of light. IIc attributed this phenomenon to a spontane- 
ous emission of radiation by the uranium, which he called radioactivity. Studies in 
the early twentieth century demonstrated tkree types of radioactive emission: 
gamma (3) rays, beta 03) particles, and alpha (a) particles. A y ray is high-energy 
"light"; a ~ particle is a high-speed electrou; and an c* particle has a 2+ charge, 
that is, a charge twice dmt of the electron and with the opposite sign. The mass of 
an c* particle is 7300 times that of the electron. More modes of radioactivity are now 
l~lown, and we will discuss them in Chapter 21. Ilere we will consider only a 
particles because they were used in some crucial early experiments. 

Figure 2.10 

A schematic representation of the 
apparatus Millikan used to determine 
the charge on the electron. The fall of 
charged oil droplets due to gravity 
can be halted by adjusting the 
voltage across the two plates. The 
voltage and the mass of an oil drop 
can then be used to calculate the 
charge on the oil drop. Millikaffs 
experiments showed that the charge 
on an oil drop is always a whole 
number multiple of the electron 
charge. 

The Nuclear Atom 
In 1911 Eraest Rntherford (Fig. 2.11), who performed many of the pioneering 

experiments to explore radioactivity, carried out an experiment to test Thomson’s 

plum pudding model. The experiment involved directing c* particles at a thin sheet 

of metal hill, as illustrated in Fig. 2.12. Rutherford reasoned that, if Thomson’s 

model were accurate, the massive c~ patricles should crash through the thin foil like 

cannonballs through gauze, as shown in Fig. 2.13(a). He expected the ~ particles to 

travel through the lbil, with, at the most, very minor deflections h~ their paths. The 

results of the experiment were very different from those Ruthcrtord anticipated¯ 

Although most of the ~ p,’~ticles passed straight through, many of the particles were 

deflected at large angles, as shown in Fig. 2.13(b), and some were reflected, never 

hitting the detector¯ This outcome was a great surprise to Rutherford. (He wrote that 

this result was comparable to shooting a howitzer at a piece of paper and having the 

shell reflected back.) 

Ruthertbrd knew from these results that the plum pudding model for the atom 

could not be correct. The large deflections of the c~ particles could only be caused by 

a center of concentrated positive charge, as illustrated h~ Fig. 2.13(b). Most of the c* 

particles pass directly through the foil because the atom is mostly open space. The 

deflected c* particles are those that had a "close encounter" with the positive center 

of the atom, and the few reflected r* particles are those that made a "direct hit" on 

the much more massive positive center. 

Fis~re 2.11 

Ernest Rutberford (1871-1937) was 
born on a farm in New Zealand. In 
1895 he placed second in a 
scholarship competition to at[end 
Cambridge University, but was 
awarded the scholarship when the 
winner decided to stay home and 
get married. As a scientist in England, 
Rutherford did much of the early 
work on characterizing radioactivity. 
He named the ~ and/~ particles and 
the T ray and coined the term half- 
/if~ to describe an important attribute 
of radioactive elements. His 
experiments on the behavior of ~ 
particles striking thin metal foils led 
him to postulate the nuciear atom He 
also invented the name proton for 
the nucieus of the hydrogen atom. 
He received the Nobel Prize in 
chemistry in 1908 

2.4 Early Experiments to Characterize the Atom ~ 39 
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(a) The results of the metal foil 
experiment if Thomson’s model were 
correct. (b) Actual results. 

Figure 2.14 

A nuclear atom viewed in cross 
section. 

deflect scattcred 

alpha particles 

Thin metal foil Most parUcles pass 
straight through loll 

Figure 2.12 

Rutherford’s e~perime~ on ~-pa~cicle bombardment of metal foil. 

In Rutherford’s mind these results could only be explained in terms of a nu- 
clear atom--an atom with a dense center of positive charge (the nucleus) with 

electrons moving around at a distance that is large relative to the nuclear radius. 

The Modern View of Atomic 

2.5 Structure--An Introduction 
PURPOSE 

[] To describe features of subatomic particles. 

To explain the use of the symbol ~X to describe a given atom. 

In the years since Thomson and Rutherford, a great deal has been learned about 
atomic structure. Because much of this material will be covered in detail in later 
chapters, only an introduction will be given here. The simplest view of the atom is 
that it consists of a tiny nucleus (with a radius of about 10 is cm) and electrons that 
move about the nucleus at an average distance of about 10-s cm away from it (see 

Fig. 2.14). 
As we will see later, the chemistry of an atom mainly results from its electrons. 

For this reason chemists can be satisfied with a relatively crude nuclear model. The 

nucleus is assumed to contain protons, which have a positive charge equal in 
magnitude to the electron’s negative charge, and neutrons, ~vhich have the same 
mass as a proton but no charge. The,relative masses and charges of the electron, 
proton, and neutron are shown in Table 2.1. 

Two striking things about the nucleus are its small size compared to the overall 

size of the atom and its extremely high density. The tiny nucleus accounts for 
almost all of the atom’s mass. Its great density is dramatically demonstrated by the 
fact that a piece of nuclear material about the size of a pea would have a mass of 250 
million tons! 

40 [] Chapter Two Atoms, Molecules, and Ions 
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The Mass and Charge of the Electron, Proton, and Neutron 

Particle Mass Charge* 

Electron 9.11 × 10 2~ g 1 - 
Protot~ 1.67 × 10-24 g 1 + 
NeutroII 1.67 × 10 24 g none 

*The magnitade of flae charge of the electron 0a~d the proton is 1.60 × 10 ~9 C. 

Table 2A 

An important question to consider at this point is "lfall atoms are composed of 

these same components, why do different atoms have different chemical proper- 

ties?" The answer to this question lies in the number and arrangement of the elec- 

trons. The electrons comprise most of the atomic volume and thus are the parts that 

"intermingle" when atoms combine to form molecules. Therefore, the number of 

electrons possessed by a given atom ~’eatly affects its ability to interact with other 

atoms. As a result, the atoms of different elements, which have different numbers of 

protons and electrons, show different chemical behavior. 

A sodium atom has 11 protons in its nucleus. Since atoms have no net charge, 

the number of electrons must equal the number of protons. Therefore, a sodium 

atom has 11 electrons moving around its nucleus. It is always true that a sodium 

atom has 11 protons and 11 electrons. However, each sodium atom also has neu- 

trons in its nucleus, and different types of sodium atoms exist that have different 

numbers of neutrons. For example, consider the sodium atoms represented in Fig. 

2.15. These two atoms are |sotopes, or atoms with tlw same number of protons but 

different numbers of neutrons. Note that the symbol for one particular type of 

sodium atom is written 

Mass number ~ ~Na "-- Element symbol 

Atomic Number/m 

where the atomic number Z (number of protons) is written as a subscript and the 
mass number A (the total number of protons and neutrons) is written as a super- 
script. (The particular atom represented here is called "sodium twenty-three." It 
has 11 electrons, 11 protons, and 12 neutrons.) Because the chemistry of an atom is 
due to its electrons, isotopes show almost identical chemical properties. In nature 
elemants are usually found as a mixture of isotopes. 

Figure 2.15 

Two isotopes of sodium. Both have 
eleven protons and electrons, but 
they differ in the number of neutrons 
in their nuclei. 
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Write the symbol for the atom that has an atomic nmnber of 9 and a mass number of 
19. How many electrons and how many neutrons does this atom have? 

Solution 

The atomic namber 9 means the atom has 9 protons. This element is called fluorine, 

symbolized by F. Tlae atom is represented as 

and is called ’ fluonne mneteen.’ Since the atom has 9 protons, it mast also have 9 

electrons to achieve electrical neutrality. The mass number gives the total nmuber of 

protons and ncutrous, which means that this atom has 10 neutrons. 

.6 Molecules and Ions 

PURPOSE 

U~ To introduce basic ideas of bonding in molecules. 

To show various ways of representing molecules. 

From a chemist’s viewpoint the most interesting characteristic of an atom is its 
ability to combine with other atoms to form compounds. It was John Dalton who 
first recognized that chmnical compounds were collections of atoms, but he could 
not determine the structure of atoms or their means tor binding to each other. 

During the twentieth century we have le~’ned that atoms have electrons and that 
these dectrons participate in bonding one atom to another. We will discuss bonding 
thoroughly in Chapters 8 and 9; here we will introduce some simple bonding ideas 

that will be useful in the next few chapters~ 
The forces that hold atoms together in colnpounds are called ¢bemieal bends. 

One way that atoms can form bonds is by sharing electrons. These bonds are catted 
em"aler~t bonds, and the resulting collection of atoms is called a muleeule. Mole- 

cules can be represented in several different ways. The simplest method is the 
ebemi¢al furmula, in which the symbols for the elements arc used to indicate the 
types of atoms present and subscripts are used to indicate tim relative uumbers of 
atoms. For example, the formula for carbon dioxide is CO2, meading that each 
molecule contains 1 atom of carbon and 2 atoms of oxygen. 

Examples of molecules that contain covalent bonds are hydrogen (Ha), water 
(H20), oxygen (02), amnronia (NH~), and methane (CH4). More infomration about 
a molecule is given by its structural formula, in which the individual bonds are 
shown (indicatcd by lines). Structural formulas may or may not indicate the actual 

shape of the molecule. For example, water might be represented as 

0 
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Thc structure on the right shows thc actual shape of the water ruolecule. Scientists 

know from cxperiruental evidence that the molecule looks like this. (We will study 

the shapes of molecules further in Chapter 8.) Other examples of structural formtdas 

are 

In the actual structures on the right the central atom and the solid lines are under- 

stood to be in the plane of the paper. Atoms connected to the central atom by dashed 

lines are behind the plane of the paper, and atoms connected to the central atom by 

wedges are in front of the plane of thc page. 

Ill a compound composed of molecules, the individual molecules move around 

as independent nnits. For example, a san~ple of methane gas is represented in Fig. 

2.16 using space-fMling ruodcls. These models show the relative sizes o[" the atoms 

as well as their relative orientation in the molecule. More examples are shown in 

Fig. 2.17. Ball-and-stick models me also used to represent molecules. The ball 

m~d-stick structure of methane is shown in Fig. 2.18. 

2.16 

19 model of methane gas. 
his t~pe of model shows both the 

sizes of the atoms in the 
~olecule and their spatial 

CO._, CO 
(carbon dioxide) (carbon monoxlde) 

w er~ (hydrogen) 

(ozone) (oxygen) 

Figure 2.18 

Ball-and-stick model of methane. 
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A second type of chemical bond results from attractions anaong ions. An ion is 
an atom or group of atoms that has a net positive or negative charge. The best 
known ionic compound is co~Immn table salt, or sodium chloride, which forms 

when neutral chlorine and sodium react. 
To sec how ions are formed, consider what happens when an electron is trans- 

li:rred from sodium to chlorine (the neutrons in the nuclei will be ignored): 

(Na I ) 

With one electron stripped off, the sodium, with its I 1 protons and only 10 elec- 

trons, now has a net 1+ charge--it has become a positive ion. A positive ion is 

called a cation. The sodium ion is ~witten as Na+, and the process can be repre- 

sented in shorthand form as 

Na -+ Na+ + e 

If an electron is added to chlorine, 

Chlorine ion 
(CI-) 

17 electrons 

the 18 electrons produce a net I - charge; the chlorine has become an ion with a 
negative charge--an anion. The chloride ion is written as C1 , and the process is 
represented as 

Cl+e --~ CI- 

Because anions and cations have opposite charges, they attract each other. This 
fi)rce of anraction between oppositely charged ions is called an ionic bond. Sodium 
metal and chlorine gas (a green gas composed of C12 molecules) react to form solid 
sodium chloride, which contains many Na+ and C1 ions packed together as shown 
in Fig. 2.19(a). The solid tbnns the beautilul colorless cubic crystals shown in Fig. 
2.19(b). 

A solid consisting of oppositely charged ions is called an ionic solid, or a sa!t. 
Ionic solids can consist of simple ions, as in sodium chloride, or of polyatomic 
(many-atom) ions, as in ammonium nitrate (NH~NOs), which contains ammonium 

cations (NH,, ~ ) and nitrate anions (NO3-). The ball-and-stick models of these ions 
are shown in Fig. 2.20. 
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TEN CHAPTER 

Liquids and Solids 

y 
ou have only to think about water to appreciate how different the 
three states of matter are. Flying, swimming, and ice skating are all 
done in contact with water in its various forms. Clearly the arrange- 
ments of the water molecules must be significantly different in its 

gas, liquid, and solid forms. 
In Chapter 5 vde saw that a gas can be pictured as a substance whose 

component particles are far apart, are in rapid random motion, and exert 
relatively small forces on each other. The kinetic molecular model was con- 
structed to account for the ideal behavior that most gases approach at high 
temperatures and low pressures. 

Solids are obviously very different from gases. Gases have low density, 
high compressibility, and completely fill a container. Solids have much 
greater densities, are compressible only to a very slight extent, and are 
rigid--a solid maintains its shape irrespective of its container. These prop- 
erties indicate that the components of a solid are close together and exert 
large attractive forces on each other. So a model for solids wil! be very 
different from that for gases. 

The properties of liquids lie somewhere between those of solids and 
of gases, but not midway between, as can be seen from some of the 
properties of the three states of water. For example, compare the enthalpy 
change for the melting of ice at 0°C (the heat of fusion) to that for vaporizing 
liquid water at 100°C (the heat of vaporization).. 

H,~O(s) --+ H,=O(1) AH°f~ = 6.02 kJ/mol 
o H,,O(/) ~ H20(g) AH ,ap = 41.2 kJ/mol 

101 Intermolecular Forces 
Dipole-Dipole Forces 
London Dispersion Forces 

10.2 The Liquid State 
10.3 An Introduction to Structures 

and Types of Solids 
X ray Analysis of Solids 
Types of C~/stailine Solids 

10.4 Structure and Bonding in 
Metais 

Bonding in Metals 
Metal 

10.5 Carbon and Silicon: Nelwork 
Atomic Solids 

Ceramics 
Semiconductors 

10.6 Molecular Solids 
10.7 Ionic Solids 
108 Vapor Pressure and Cr~anges of 

State 
Vapor Pressure 
Changes of State 

10.9 Phase Diagrams 
Applications of the Phase 
Diagram for Water 
The Phase Diagram for 
Carbon Dioxide 

383 
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Acids and Bases 

n this chapter we reencounter t~vo very important classes of compounds, 
acids and bases. We will explore their interactions and apply the funda- 
mentals of chemical equilibria discussed in Chapter 13 to systems involv- 
ing proton-transfer reactions. 

Acid-base chemistry is important in a wide variety of everyday applica- 
tions. There are complex systems in our bodies that carefully control the 
acidity of our blood, since even small deviations may lead to serious illness 
and death. The same sensitivity is seen in other life forms. If you have ever 
had tropical fish or goldfish, you know how important it is to monitor and 
control the acidity of the water in the aquarium. 

Acids and bases are also important industrially. For example, the vast 
quantity of sulfuric acid manufactured in the United States each year is 
needed to produce fertilizers, polymers, steel, and many other materials 
(see the Chemical Impact in Chapter 3). 

The influence of acids on living things has assumed special importance 
in the United States, Canada, and Europe in recent years as a result of the 
phenomenon of acid rain. This problem is complex and has diplomatic and 
economic overtones that make it all the more difficult to solve. 

4ol The Nature of Acids and Bases 

PURPOSE 

[] To discuss two models of acids and bases aud to relate equilibrium concepts to 

acid dissociation. 

Acids were first recognized as substances that taste sour. Vinegar tastes sour 

because it is a dilute solution of acetic acid; citric acid is responsible for the sour 

taste of a lemon. Bases, sometimes called alkalis, are ch~acterized by their bitter 

14,1 The Nature of Acids and 
Bases 

14.2 Acid Strength 
Water as an Acid ~nd a 
Base 

14.3 The pH Scale 
14.4 Calculating the pH of Strong 

Acid Solutions 
14.5 CaLculating the pH of Weak 

Acid Solutions 
The pH ot a Mixture of 
Weak Acids 
Percent Dissociation 

14.6 Bases 
14.7 Poiyprotic Acids 

Phosphoric Acid 
Sulfuric Acid 

14,8 Acid-Base Properties of Sa!ts 
Salts That Produce Neutral 
Solutions 
Salts That Produce Basic 
Solutions 
Base Strength in Aqueous 
Solution 
Salts That Produce Acidic 
Solutions 

14.9 The Effect of Structure on 
Acid Base Properties 

14.10 Acid-Base Properties of 
Oxides 

14.11 The Lewis Acid-Base Model 
14.12 Strategy for Solving Acid-Base 

Problerns~A Summary 

559 
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The label on a bottle of concentrated 
hydrochloric acid. 

taste and slippery feel. Commercial preparations for unclogging drains are highly 

basic. 
The first person to recognize the essential nature of acids ~d bases was Svante 

Arrhenius. Based on his experiments with electrolytes, Arrhenius postulated that 

acids produce hydrogen ions in aqueous solution, while bases prodace hydroaide 

ions. At the time, thc Arrheni~s concept of acids and bases was a major stcp 

forward ha quantifying acid-base chemist~’, but this concept is limited because it 

applies only to aqueous solutions ,and allows lbr only one kind of base the hydrox 

ide ion. A more general dcfinition of acids m~d bases was suggested by the Danish 

chemist Johmancs BrOnsted and the English chemist Thomas Lo~vry. In terms of the 

Br6nsted-Lowry model, an acid is a proton (H+) donor, and a base is a proton 

accepter. For example, when gascous HC1 dissolves in water, each HCI molccule 

donates a proton to a water molecule, and so qualifies as a Br6nsted-Lowry acid. 

The molecule that accepts the proton in this case, water, is a BrOnsted-Lowry base. 

To understand how water c,qaa act as a base, we need to remember that the 

oxygen of the water molecule has two unshared electron pairs, either of which can 

form.a covalent bond with an H+ ion. When gaseous HCI dissolves, dre following 
reacBon occurs: 

H--O: + H--C1 --~ H-- - CI 

H 

Note that the proton is transferred from the HCI molecule to the water molecule to 

form HaO+, which is called the hydronium ion. 
The gencral reaction that occurs when an acid is dissolved in water can bast be 

represented as 
HA(aq) + H~O(/) ~ H~O+(aq) ± A (aq) (14.1) 

Acid Base Coajt~gate Cot~iugate 
acid base 

This representation emphasizes the significant role el" the polar water ~nolecule in 

pulling the proton from the acid. Note that the conjugate base is everything that 
remains of the acid molecule after a proton is lost. The canjugate acid is formed 
when dre proton is transferred to the base. A conjugate acid-base pair consists of 
two substances related to each other by the donating and accepting of a single 
proton. In Equation (14.1) there are two conjugate acid-base pairs: HA and A-, and 

H~O and H?O ~. 
It is important to note that Equation (14. I) really represents a competition for 

the proton between the n~;o bases HaO and A-. ff H~O is a ~rmch stronger base than 
A-, that is, if tire has a much greater affini~" for H+ thm~ does A , the equilibrium 
position will be far to tire right. Most of the acid dissolved will be in the ionized 

form. Conversely, if A is a much stronger base than H~O, the eq~tilibrium position 
will lie fat to the left. In this case most of the acid dissolved will be present at 
equilibrinm as HA. 

The equilibrium expression for the reaction given in Equation (14.1) is 

[H:~O~][A ] [H’][A I             (14.2) 
Ka 

where K~ is called the acid dissociation constant, Both H~O-(aq) and H+(aq) arc 

commonly used to represent the hydrated proton. In this book ~c will often use 

simply Ha, but you should rcme~nber that it is hydrated in aqueous solutions. 
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In Chapter 13 we saw that the concentration of a pure solid or a pure liquid is 

always omitted from the equilibrium expression. In a dilute solution we can assume 

that the concentration of liquid water remains essentially constant whcn an acid is 

dissolved. Thus the term [H2OI is not included in Equation (14.2), and the equilib 

rium expression tbr K~ has the same lbrm as that tier the simple dissociation 

HA(aq) ~.~ H (aq) + A (aq) 

You should not forget, however, that water plays an important role in causing the 

acid to dissociate. 

Note that K. is the equilibrium constmit for tbc reaction in which a proton is 

removed fi-om HA to form the conjugatc base A . We use K~ to represent only this 

type of reaction. Knowing this, you can write tbe K,~ expression for auy acid, even 

one that is totally unfamiliar to you. As you do Sample Excrcise 14.1, focus on the 

definition of thc reaction correspouding to K~. 

Write the simple dissociation reaction (omitting water) for each of the following 
acids: 

a. hydrochloric acid (HC1) 

b. acetic acid (HCzH3%) 

c. the ammonium ion (NH4+) 

d. the anilinium ion (C6HsNH~+) 

e. the hydrated aluminmn(III) ion [AI(H~O)6]~1 

Solution 

a. HCl(aq) ~ H+(aq) + Cl-(aq) 

b. HC2HsO~(aq) ~ H ~ (aq) + C~HsOa (aq) 

c. NH4+(aq) ~.~ H+(aq) + NHs(aq) 

d. C6HsNH~+(aq) ~ H+(aq) } C6HsNH~_(aq) 

e. Although this formula looks complicated, writing the reacthm is simple if you 

concentrate on the meaning of K;,. Removing a proton, which can only" come 

from one of the water molecules, leaves one OH and five H~O molecules 

attached to the A13 t ion. So the reaction is 

[AI(HaO)6]~ ~ (aq) ~ H (aq) + IAI(HaO)5OH]~- ~ (aq) 

The Br6nsted-Lowry model is not liluited to aqueous solutions; it can be ex- 

tended to reactions in the gas phase, For examplc, wc discussed the reaction be- 

tween gaseous hydrogen chloride and ammonia when we studicd diffusion (Section 

5.7): 
NHs(g) + HCI(g) ~ NHgCI(s) 

In this reaction a proton is donated by the hydrogen chloridc to the ammonia, as 

shown by these Lewis structures: 

H 

H--N:    H CI: ~ 

H 
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Fi3ure 14A 

Graphical representation of tile 
behavior of acids of different 
strengths in aqueous solution. (a) A 
strong acid is complet~!y dissociated, 
(b) In contrast, only a small fraction 
of the molecules of a ~eak acid are 
dissociated at equilibr’um. 

Note that this is not considered an acid-base reaction according to the Arrhenius 

concept. 

Acid Strength 

PURPOSE 

[] To relate acid sU’ength to the position of the dissociation equilibrium. 

To discuss the aatoionization of water. 

The strcugth of an acid is dc fined by the equilibrium position of its dissociation 

HA(aq) + HzO(/) -~ H~O+(aq) + A (aq) 

A strong acid is one I’or which this equilibrium lies far to the right. This means that 
almost all the olfiginal HA is dissociated at equilibrium [see Fig. 14. I (a)]. There is 

an important commotion between the strength of an acid and that of its conjugate 
base. A strong acid yields a weak conjugate base--one lhat has a low affinity for a 
proton. A strong acid can also be described as an acid whose conjugate base is a 
much weaker base than water (see Fig. 14.2). In this case the water molecules win 
the competition for the H+ ions. 

Conversely, a weak acid is one for which the equilibrium lies far to the left. 
Most of the acid originally placed in the solution is still present as HA at equilib- 
rium. That is, a weak acid dissociates only to a very small extent in aqueous solu- 
tion [see Fig. 14.1 (b)]. In contrast to a strong acid, a weak acid has a conjugate base 

HA 

Figure 14.2 

The relationship of acid strength and 
conjugate base strength for the dissociation 
reaction 

HA(aq) ~ H~O(/) ~ HaO+(act) + A 

Acid Conjugate 

Relative 

conjugate 
ba~strengig 
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that is a much stronger base than water. In this case a water 1]3olecule is nut very 

successful in pulling an H- ion from the conjugate base. A weak acid yields a 

relatively strong conjugaw base. 

The v~ious ways of describing the strength of an acid are summarized in Table 

14.1. 

Various Ways to Describe Acid Strenglh 

Property Strong acid Weak acid 

K~ valuc K~ is large K~ is small 

Position of the dissociation Far to file right Far to file left 

cqtfilibrium 

Equilibrium concentration of H~ [H ] =~ [14Ah [H ] "~ [HA]0 

compared to original 

concentration of HA 

Strength of conjugate base A- much weaker A much stronger 

compared to that of water base than H~O base than H_~O 

Table 14.1 

The colnmon strong acids m’e sulfuric acid (ItzSO4(aq)), hydrochloric acid 

(HCl(aq)), nitric acid (HNO?)(aq), and perchloric acid (ItCl04(aq)). Sulfuric acid 

is actually a diprotic acid, ml acid having two acidic protons. The acid H2SO4 is a 

strong acid, virtually 100% dissociated in water: 

HxSO4(aq) ~ H+(aq) + HSO4 (aq) 

but the HSO4 ion is a weak acid: 

tlSOa-(aq) ~- H-(aq) + SO4~ (aq) 

Most acids are oxyacids, in which the acidic proton is attached to an oxygen 

atom. The strong acids mentioned above, except hydrochloric acid, arc typical 

exmnples. Many common weak acids, such as phosphoric acid (H3POz.), nitrous 

acid (HNO2), and hypochlorous acid (HOC1), arc also oxyacids. Organic acids, 

those with a carbon-atom backbone, commonly contain the carboxyl grnup: 

~O __C// 

~O H 

Acids of this type are usually weak. Exatnples are acetic acid (CH~COOH), often 

written HC:H~Oa, and benzoic acid (C6HsCOOH). 

There are some important acids in which the acidic proton is attachcd to an 

atmn other than oxygen. The most significant of these are thc hydrohalic acids HX, 

where X represents a halogen atom. 

Table 14.2 contains a list of cummon monoprotic acids (those having one 

acidic proton) and their K~ values. Note that the strong acids are not listed. When a 

strong acid molecule such as ItC1, for example, is placed in water, the position of 

the dissociation equilibrium 

HCl(aq) ,~ H+(aq) ~ C1 (aq) 

(/ 
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F 

Value of 

HCIO2 
Chlorous acid 1.2 × 10 2 

HC21t2C1Oz Monochloracetic acid 1.35 × l0 ~ 

ElF Hydroi]uoric acid 7.2 x II) 4 

HNOa 
Niu’ous acid 4.0 x 10-4 

HC2H~O2 Acetic acid 1.8 × 10 5 

[AI(HaO)~]3, Ilydrated ahlminum(IIl) ion 1.4 × l0 5 

HOCI Hypochlorous acid 3.5 × 10 ~ 

HCN Hydrocyanic acid 6.2 × 10-m 

NI~ Ammonium ion 5.6 x 10 lo 

HOCaH5 Pl,enol 1.6 × 10 ~o 

Table 14.2 

lies so far to the right that [HCI] cannot be measured accurately. This prevents an 

accurate calculation of K~: 

[H ’ IICI ] 

[HCl] 
%Very small and 

highly uncertain 

Using Table 14.2, arrange the following species according to their strength as bases: 

H2O, F-, C1 , NO2 , CN . 

Soh~tion 

Remember that water is a stronger base than the conjugate base of a strong acid, but 

a weaker base than the conjugate base of a weak acid. This leads to the following 

order: 

CI < H~O < conjugate bases of weak acids 

Weakest bases -- ~ Strongest bases 

We can order the remaining conjugate bases by recognizing that the strength of an 

acid is inverse@ related to the strength of its coujugate base. Since from Table 14.2 

we have 

Ka for HF > K~ for HNO: > Ka for HCN 

the basc strengths increasc as follows: 

F < NOz < CN 

The combined order of increasing base strength is 

CI <Ha()<F <NO~ <CN 
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Water as an Acid and a Base 
A substance is said to be amphoteric if it can behave either as an acid or as a base. 
Water is the most cmrmaon amphoteric substance. Wc can see this clearly in thc 

autoionization of water, which inwflves 1he transfer of a proton from one water 
mnlccule to another to produce a hydroxide ion and a hydmnium ion: 

In this i’eaction one water mnlecule acts as an acid by furnishing a proton, m~d the 

other acts as a base by accepting the proton. 

Autoionization can occur in other liquids besides water. For example, in liquid 

an~nonia the autoionization reaction is 

HHH    HHH~ H    H H 

The autoionizatinn reaction fnr waler 

2H20(1) -~ H30*(aq) + OH-(aq) 

leads to the equilibrium expression 

K,~ = [H30+][OH-] - [H+I[OH ] 

where Kw, called thc iun-prnduct constant (or thc dissociation constaut), always 
mlcrs to the autoimlization of water. 

Experiment shows that at 25°C 

[H"-]- [OH l- 1.0 × 10 ?M 

which means that at 25°C 

K,~.- [H~ ][OH-] - (1.0 × 10-7 lnoliL)(1.0 × 10 ~ tool/L) 

1.0 × 10-I’* molZ/L~ 

The units m’e customarily omitled. 
it is important to recognize the meaning of K,~.. In any aqueous solution at 

25°C, no matter what it contains, the product o11H÷] and [OH ] must always equal 

1.0 X |0-14, There are three pnssible situations: 

1. A neuual solution, where [H+I - [OH-1. 

2. An acidic solution, where [H+] > [OH 1- 

3. A basic solution, where [OH ] 

|n each case, however, at 25°C 

Kw - [H’I[OH ] - 1.0 X 10 14 
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566 [] ChapterFou~een 

5ampt¢ £xcrci~e t4.3 

Calculate [H+] or [OH-] as required for each of the following solutions at 25°C, 

and state whether the solutinn is neutral, acidic, or basic. 

a. 1.0× 10 SMOH 

Solution 

K,~= [H+][OH ]= 1.0× 10 14. Since [OH ]isl.0× 10 5M, solving for [H~] 

gives 

1.0 × 10 9 M 
~OH-] 1.0 x 10 5 

Since [OH I > [Hr], the sointion is basic. 

b. 1.0 × 10-7 M OH-. 

Solution 

A~s in part a, sotvh~g for [H+] gi~cs 

1.0 x 10 t~ 1.0 x 10-14 

[H+] = [OH ] 1.0 X l0~7 

Since [H t / = [OH-I, the solution is neutral. 

e, 10.0 M H~ . 

Solution 

Solving for [OH-] gives 

1.0× 10 ~4    1.0× 10 ~4 

lOH-]     [H~ ]        10.0 
1.0 × 10 ~s M 

Since [H ~ ] > [OH ], the solution is acidic. 

Since K,, is an equilibrium constant, it varies with temperature. The effect of 

temperature is considered in Sample Exercise 14.4. 

At 6&C the value of K,~, is 1 × 10 1_~. 

a. Using Le Chgtelier’s principle, predict whether the reaction 

2H~O(/) ~ H-~O+(aq) + OH (aq) 

is exothermic or endothcrmic. 

b. Calculate [H~] and IOH-] in a neutral solution at 60°C. 

Solution 

a. K,~ increases from 1 × 10 ~4 at 2Y’C to 1 × 10 ~3 at 60°C. Le Ch,Stelicr’s 
principle states that if a system at equilibrium is heated, it will adjust to con 
sume energy. Since the value of K,~ increases with temperature, we nmst think 

of energy as a reactant, and so the process must be endothermic. 

Acids and Bases 
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b. At 60°C 

[H+][OH-[ - I x 10 ~3 

For a neutral solution 

PURPOSE 

[] ’lb define pH, pOH, and pK and to introduce general methods for solving 
acid-base problems. 

Because [H~] in an aquc,.ous solutinn is typically quite small, lhc pH scale 
provides a convenient way to represent sdiution acidity. The pH is a log scale based 
on 10 where 

pH = log[H+] 

Thus for a solution where 

[H~]- 1.0 x 10 VM 

pH - -(-7.00) - 7.00 

At this point we need to discuss significant figures for logarithms. The tale is 

that the number of decimal places in the log is equal to the number of sign![’icant 

figures in the original number. Thus 

,17--2 significant figures 

[H+] = 1.0 X 10 9 m 

pH = 9.00 

~2 decimal places 

Similar log scales are used for representing other quantities, for example: 

pOH = -loglOH-] 

pK = -log K 

Shice pH is a log scale based on 10, the pH changes by 1Jbr eveo’ power q[’lO 
change in [H ~]. For example, a solution of pH 3 has an H+ concentration 10 times 
that of a solution of pit 4 and 100 times that of a solution of pH 5. Also nntc that 
because pit is defined as log[H+], the pH decreases as [H~ ] increases. The pH 
scale and the pH values for several common substances m-e shown in Fig. 14.3. 

The pH of a solution is usually measured using a pH meter, an electronic device 
with a probe that can be inserted into a solution of unknown pH. The probe contains 
an acidic aqueous solution enclosed by a special glass membrane that allows migra 
tion of H+ ions. If the unknown solution has a different pH from the solution in the 

probe, an electrical potential results, which is registered on the meter (see Fig. 
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Figure 14.4 

A typical pH meter. The probe at the 
right is placed in the solution with 
unknown pH. The difference between 
the IH ~ ] in the solution sealed into 
the probe and the IH÷] in the 
solution being analyzed is translated 
into an electrical potential and 
regi~L~red on the meter as a pH 
reading. 

Calculate plcl mid pOH for each of the following solutions at 25°C: 

a. 1.0× 10 3MOH      b. 1.0MII+. 

Figure 14.3 Solution 

The pH sca!e and pH values of some 
common substances, 

a. 
[HT] _ K,~ 

1.0 x I0 ~4 
~. = 1.0 x 10-H M 

[OH ] 1.0 x 10 ~ 

pH = -log[H+] = -log(1.0 x 10 11) = 11.00 

pOH=-log[OH I= log(1.0× 10 3)=3.00 

Kw     1.0 X 10 14 = 1.0X 10 14M 
[OH ] IH+] 1.0 

pH = log[H+] = -log(].0) = 0 

pOH=-log[OH ]= log(I.0x 10 14)= 14.00 

[t is useful to consider the log form of the expression 

K~, = [H’ ][OH-] 

That is, 

or 

Thus 

log K,~ = log[H+] + log[OH ] 

log Kw = ]oglH+] ]oglOH-] 

pKw=pH+pOH (14.3) 
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Since Kw - 1.0 × 10-14, 

pKw - log(1.0 × [0 14) _ 14.00 

Thus, for any aqueous solution at 25°C, pH and pOH add up to 14.00. 

pH + pOH = 14.00 (14.4) 

~be pH of a s~np]e o£ human blood w~s m~asur~d to b~ ~.4] at 25~C. Calculate 

pOH, IH+], and [OH ] fo~ th~ sample. 

Solution 

S~ce pH + pOH - 14.00, 

pOH = 14,00 - pH = 14.00 7.41 - 6.59 

To f~d [H+I we must go back to the dcfinifi~m 

pH - log[H+ 

Thus 7.41 - ~log[H+l or log[H-] - ~ 7.41 

We need to ~ow the antilog of -7.41. As shown ~ Appendix ].2, ta~g the 

anti]og is the same as exponentiation, that is, 

antilog(n) - 10" 

There ~ different methods for ca~ying out the anfilog operation on various calcu- 

lators. The most common are the ~ key and the ~o-key ~ ~ sequence. 

Consult the user’s manual Ik~r your calculator to find out how to do the an~og 

operation. 

S~ce pH = log[H+], 

pH log[H+] 

mad [H ~ ] can be calculated by taking the antHog of pH: 

[H+I - antilog(pH) 

In the present case 

[H~] = ~tilog(pH) - antilog(-7.41) - I0 7.4~ _ 3.9 ~ 10-8 

Similarly, [OH ] - antilog(-pOID, m~d 

[OH ] = antilog(6.59) ~ 10-6.59 - 2.6 ~ 10 7 M 

Now that we have considered all of the fundamental definitions relevant to 
acid-base solutions, we can proceed to a quantitative description of the equilibria 
present in these solutions. The main reason that acid-base problems sccm difficult is 
thai a typical aqueous solution contains many components so the problems tend to 
be complicated. However, you can deal with these problems successfully if you use 
the tbllowing general strategies: 

Think chemistry. Focus on the solution components ,’u~d their reactions. It will 
almost always be possible to choose one reaction that is the most halportant. 
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Be systematic. Acid-basc problems require a step-by-step approach. 

Be flexible. Although all acid-base problems are similar in many ways, impor- 
tant differences do occur. Treat each problem as a separate entity. Do not try to 

force a given problem into matching any you have solved before. Look for both 

the similarities and the differences. 
Be patient. The complete solution to a complicated problem cannot be seen 
irca~ediately in all its detail. Pick the problem apart into its workable steps. 

Be cot!fident. Look within the problem for the solution, and let the problem 
guide you. Assume that you can thh~k it out. Do not rely on memorizing solu- 
tions to problems. In fact, memorizing solutions is usually detrimental because 
you tend to try to force a new problem to be the same as one you have seen 
before. Understand and thin!y; don’t just memorize. 

Calculating the pH of 
1 4o4 Strong Acid Solutions 

PURPOSE 

[] To demonstrate the systemaric treatment of solutions of strong acids. 

When we deal with acid-base equilibria, it is essential to focus on the solution 

compottents and their ctemisto:. [~or example, what species are present in a 1.0 M 

solution of HCI? Since hydrocNoric acid is a strong acid, we assume that it is 

completely dissociated. Thus, although the label on the bottle says 1.0 M HC1, the 

solution contains virtually no HCI molecules. Typically, container labors indicate 

the substance(s) used to make up the solution, but do not necessarily describe the 

solution components after dissolution. Thus a 1.0 M HC1 solution contains H ~ and 

C1 ions rather than HC1 molecules. 
The next step in dealing with aqueous solutions is to determine which compo- 

nents are significant and which can be ignored. We need to focus m~ the major 

species, those solntlon components present in relati,mly large amounts. In 1.0 M 

HCI, for example, the major species are H+, CI-, and H~O. Since this is a very 

acidic solution, OH is present only in tiny amounts and is classed as a minor 

species. In attackiug acid-base problems, the importance of writing the major spe- 

cies’ in the solution as the ttrst step cannot be overemphasized. This single step is the 

key to solving these problems succesffuIly. 
To illustrate the main ideas invo ved. let us calculate the pH of 1.0 M tiC1. We 

first list the major species: H , C aud HzO. Since we want to calculate the pH, 

we will focus on those major species that can furnish H+. Obvinusly. we must 
consider H+ from the dissociation of HC1. ttowever, FI20 also far’nishes H+ by 

autoionization, which is often represented by the simple dissociation reactiou 

H20(/) ~ FI~ (aq) + OH (aq) 

But is autoionization an important source of H ~ ions? In pure water at 25°C, ~H~ ] is ¯ , 7MH+, 
10 7 M. In 1.0 M HC1 solutiou, the water v~lll produce even less than 10 

since by Le Chgtteher’s priuciple, the H ~ from the dissociated HC1 will drive the 

positiou of the water equilibrium to the left. Thus the ,’wnount of tt~ coutributed by 

water is negligible compared to the 1.0 M H+ from the dissociation of HC1. There- 
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fore, we can say that [It+] in the solution is 1.0 M. The pH is then 

pH = log[H+] = -log(1.0) = 0 

a. Calculate the pH of 0.10 M HNO~. 

Solution 

a. Since HNO3 is a strong acid, the major species in solution are: 

tI+,NO~ , and 

The concentration of HNO3 is virtually zero, since the acid completely dissoci- 

ates in water. Also, [OH ] will be very small because the H+ ions from the acid 

will drive the equilibrium 

HaO(1) ~- H+(aq) + OH (aq) 

to the left. That is, this is an acidic solution where [H 

10 v M. The sources of H+ are 

1. H+ from HNO~ (0.10 ~/). 

2. H+ from HaO 

The nmnber o f H+ ions contributed by the autoioinzation of water will be very small 

compared to the 0.10 M contributed by the HNO3 and can be neglected. Since the 

dissolved HNO3 is the only important source of H+ ions in this solution, 

[tI+] = 0.10 M and pH = -log(0.10) = 1.00 

h. Calculate the ptI of 1.0 × 10-1° M HCh 

Solution 

Normally, in an aqueous solution of HCl the major species are II+, CI-, and HaO. 

However, in this c~.se the anaount of HC1 in solution is so small that it has no effect; 

the only major species is H~O. Thus the pH will be that of pure water, or pH = 

7.00. 

~ pH, 

must 
+ by 

1+] is 
!H~, 

e the 

sd by 

here- 

Calculating the pH of 
Weak Acid Solutions 

PURPOSE 

~ To demonstrate the systematic treatment of anlutions of weak acids. 

C1 To show how to calculate percent dissociation. 

Since a weak acid dissolved in water can be viewed as a prototype of almost 

any equilibrium occurring in aqueous solution, wc will proceed carefiJlly and sys- 

tematically. Although some of the procedures we develop here may semn superflu- 

ous, they will become essential as the problems become more complicated. We will 
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develop the necessary strategies by calculating the pH of a 1.00 M solution of 

(K, = 7.2 x 10 4). 
The first step, as always, is to write the mqjor species in the solution. Froar its 

small K;, value, wc know Ihat hydrotlaoric acid is a weak acid and will be dissoci- 

ated only to a slight extent. Thus, when wc write the major species, the hydrofluoric 

acid will be represented in its domhaant form, as HF. The arajor species in solution 

are: HF mad H20. 
The next step (since this is a pH problem) is to decide which of the arajor 

species can furuish H+ ions- Actually, both major species can do so: 

tlF(aq) ~-~ H~ (aq) + F-(aq) K~ - 7.2 × l0 4 

H~O(/) ~ H ~(aq) + OH (aq) K,~. - 1.0 x 10-!4 

But in aqueous solutions typically one source of H’ can be singled out as dominant. 

By comparing K~, for HF to K,,. for H~O, we scc that hydrofluoric acid, ’although 
weak, is still a much stronger acid thm~ water. Thus we will assuare that hydro- 

fluoric acid will be the dominant source of H+. Wc will ignore the tiny contribution 

by water. 
Therefore, it is the dissociation of HF that will determine the equilibrium con- 

centration of H+ and hence the pit: 

ttF(aq) ~ H+(aq) + F-(aq) 

The equilibrium expression is 

[H+][F ] 
Ka = 7.2 x 10-4 - IFIF] 

To anlve the equilibrium problem, we follow the procedures developed in 

Chapter 13 for gas-phase equilibria. First, we list the initial concentrations, the 

concentrations before the reaction of interest has proceeded to equilibrium. Before 

any HF dissociates, the concentrations of the species in the equilibrium are: 

[ttF]0= 1.00M [F ]o-0 [H’]o- 10 7M~(/ 

(Note that the zero value for litq ]0 is an approxhnathar, since we are neglecting the 

H ~ ions from the autoionization of water.) 
The next step is to detern~ue the change required to reach equilibrium. Since 

some ItF will dissociate to come to equilibrium (but that arnoar~t is presendy un- 

known), we let x be the chauge in the conceutration of HF that is required to achieve 

equilibrimn. That is, we assume that x mol/L of HF will dissociate to produce 

x mol/L H+ aud x mnl/L F- as the system adjusts to its equilibrknn position. Now 

the equilibrium concentrations can be defhaed in terms of x: 

[HFI = [HF]o--X = 1.00 x 

[F /=[F /o+X=0+:c=x 

[H+1 = [H+]o ~x~-~0 ~x=x 

Substituting these equilibrium concentratious into the equilibrium expression 
gives 

[H+][F I (x)(x) 
K,~ = 7.2 × 10-4     I~] 1.00 -- x 
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This expression produces a quadratic equation that can be solved using the quadratic 

formula, as for the gas phase systems in Chapter 13. However, since K~ for HF is 

so small, HF will dissociate only slightly, and x is expected to be small. This will 
allow us to simplify the calculation, lfx is very small compared to 1.00, the term in 

the denominator can be approximated as follows: 

1.00-x~ 1.00 

The equifibrium expression then becomes 

7.2 × 10 4    (x)(x),=     (x)(x) 

1 .(lO x    1.00 

which yields 

x2 = (7.2 × 10 4)(1.00) -- 7.2 x 10-4 

x~X/7.2 × 10 4=2.7× 10-2 

How valid is the approximation that [Hlq -- 1 .I)0 M? Because this question will 
za’ise often in connection with acid-base equilibrium calculations, we will consider it 
carefully. The validity of th(~ approximation depends on how much accuracy we 
demand¢br the calculated value of [H~]. Typically, the K.~ values for acids are 

known to an accuracy of only about -+5%. It is reasonable therefore to apply this 
figure when deternfining the validity of the approximation 

[HAlo x ~ [HAlo 

We will use the following test. 
We first calculate the value of x by making the following approximation 

X2 X2 

K~ 
[HAlo x    [HAlo 

where 

x2 ’~ K~[HA]o and x ~ ~/KdHA]o 

We then compare the sizes of x and [HAl0. If the expression 

X 
-- x l(ll) 
[HAlo 

is less than or equal to 5%, the value of x is so small that the approximation 

[HAlo - x ~ IHAIo 

will be considered valid. 

In our example 

and 

X 

IHAIo 

x = 2.7 x 10-? mol!L 

[HAlo = [HF]o = 1.00 mol/L 

2.7 x 10-a 
-- × 100 = x 100 = 2.7% 

1.00 

The approximation we made is considered valid, and the value of x calculated using 
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that approximation is acceptable. Thus 

x~lH÷]-2-7 × l/I-o-M and pII log(2.7>~ 10 2)_ 1.57 

Tlfis problem illustrates all the important steps liar solving a typical equilibrium 

problem inw~lving a weak acid. These steps arc summarized as follows: 

Solving Weak Acid Equilibrium Problems 

I~ List fl~e major species in the solution. 

[] Choose the species that can produce H+, and write balanced equations for the 

reactions producing II+. 

N Using tbe valnes of the equilibrium constal;ts for the reactions y~ u have w~q.tten, 

decide which equilibrinm will dominate in producing H . 

I~ Write the equilibrium cxpressinn for the dominant equilibrinm. 

[] List the initial concentrations of the species participating in the dominant equi- 

libritm~. 

[] Define the change needed m achieve equilibrimn; that is, define x. 

[] Write the equilibrium concentrations in terms of x. 

N Substitute the equilibrium concentrations into the equilibrium expression. 

[] Solve for x the "easy" way; that is, by assuming that [HAl0 - x ~ [HAlo. 

[] Use the 5% rule to veriI) whether the approximation is valid. 

N Calculate IH+] and pH. 

We use this systematic approach in Sample Exercise 14.8. 

The hypochlorite ion 1OC1 ) is a strong oxidizing agent often found in household 

bleaches and disinfectants. It is also the active ingredient that titans when swim- 

ruing pool water is treated with chlorine. In addition to its oxidizing abilities, the 

hypochlorite ion has a relatively high affinity for protons (it is a much stronger base 

than CI-, for example) and forms the weakly acidic hypochlorous acid (HOCI, 

K~ - 3.5 × I(I s). Calculate the pH of a 0.100 M aqueous solution of hypochlorous 
acid. 

Solution 

STEP 1 

We list the major species. Since HOC1 is a weak acid and remains mostly 

undissociated, the major species in a 0.100 M HOC1 soluLion are 

HOC1 and H20 

STEP 2 
Both species can produce H ~ : 

HOCI(aq) ," H+(aq) + OCl-(aq) 

H~O(/) ." H+(aq) + OH-(aq) 

STEP 3 

Since HOC1 is a significantly s[]onger acid thmr H~O, it will dominate in the 

production of H+. 
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STEP 4 

We therefore use the flfllowing cquilibrium expression: 

K,~-3.5 × 10 s [H+HOCI ] 

[HOC1] 

STEP 5 

The initial concentrations appropriate for this equilibrium arc 

[HOC1]o - 0.100 M 

[OC1 ]o 0 

[H+]o ~ 0     (We neglect the contribution from H20.) 

STEP 6 

Since the system v, ill math equilibrium by the dissociation of HOC1, let x bc 

the anaount of HOCI (in mol/L) that dissociates in reaching equilibrium. 

STEP 7 

The equilibrium concentrations in terms of x are 

[HOC1] ~ [HOCI]o x=0.100-x 

IOC1 ]:[OCl-lo+x:0--x=x 

IH+I=[H~]o ~x--~0÷x=x 

STEP 8 

Substituting these concentrations into the equilibrium cxprcssion gives 

K~=3.5 × 10 s (x)(x) 

0.100 - x 

STEP 9 
Sincc Ka is so small, we can expect a small value for x. Thus we muke the 
approximation ]HA Io - x ~ [HAlo, or 0.100 - x ~ 0.100, which leads to the 
expression 

K~=3.5× 10 s_ 
/). 100 x    0.100 

Solving for x gives 

x = 5.9 × l0 5 

STEP l0 

The approximation 0.100 x -~-~ 0.100 nmst be validated. To do this, we com- 

pare x to [HOCllo: 

x x 5.9 × 10 s 
-- x 100 x 100 x 100 - 0.059% 

[ HAlo [HOC1]o 0.100 

Since this value is much less than 5%, the approximation is considered valid. 

STEP 11 

We calculate [H~] ~d pH: 

[H+]-x-5.9x l(I 5M and pH-4.23 
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The pH of a Mixture of Weak Acids 
Sometimes a solution contains two weak acids of very different strengths. This case 

is considered in Sample Exercise 14.9. Note that the steps arc again followed 

(though not labeled). 

,~ampl~ £×¢r¢ise 14.9 

Calculate the pH of a solution that contains 1.00 M ItCN (K~ = 6.2 x 10 10) and 
5.00 M HN()~ (Ks = 4.0 × 10-4). Also calculate the concentration of cyanide ion 

(CN-) in this solution at equilibrimn, 

Solution 

Since HCN and HNOz arc both weak acids and arc largely undissociated, the major 

species in thc solution are: 

HCN, HNOz, and H20. 

All three of these components produce H ~. 

HCN(aq) ~ H+(aq) + CN (aq) K,, - 6.2 × 10 m 

HNO2(aq) ~ H+(aq) + NOz (aq) K~ -- 4.0 × 10 4 

HaO(/) ~ H+(aq) + OH (aq) K~. - 1.0 × 10-~ 

A mixture of three acids might lead to a very complicated problem. Howcver, the 

situation is greatly simplified by the fact that, even though HN()~ is a weak acid, it 

is much stronger than the other two acids present (as revealed by the K values). 

rhns HNOz can be assumed to be the dominant producer ofH, and we will focus 

on the equilibrium expression: 

IH+][NOz-] 
Ks = 4.0 x 10-4     [ItNO21 

The initial concentrations, the definition of x, and the equilibrium concentrations 

are as follows: 

Initial Equilibrimn 

concentration (inol!L) concentration (reel/L) 

[liNe2]0 = 5.00 ~c mollL IlNO~ 
[HNO~[ = 5.00 x 

[NO2-[0 = 0 dissociates ÷ 
[NO~- I = x 

[H’ ]o ~- 0 I H+] ,~ x 

Substituting the equilibrium concentrations in the equilibrium expression and mak- 

the approximation that 5.00 - x = 5.00, gives 

(x)(x)       x~ 
K, = 4.0 x 10-’~- 

5.00 x    5.00 

We solve for x: 

x = 4.5 x 10 z 
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Using the 5% rale, we show that the approximation is valid: 

x            4.5 × 10 2 
× 100 =           × 100 = 0.90% 

[HNO2]o 5.00 

Therefore 

[H+] =x=4.5 x l0 ~’M and pH= 1.35 

We also w,’mt to calculate the equilibrium concentration of cyanide ion in this 

solution. The CN ions in this sdiution crone li-om the dissociation of HCN: 

HCN(aq) ~.~ H+(aq) + CN-(aq) 

Although the position of this equilibrium lies far to the left and does not contribute 

sign![icantly to [H+], HCN is the only source of CN . Thus we must consider the 

extent of the dissociation of HCN to calculate [CN-]. The equilibrium expression 

the above rcacthm is 

[H~ ][CN-] 
K,~-6.2× 10 m 

[HCN] 

We know [Ht ] liar this s~intion li-om the results for the first part of the prob- 

lem. It is important to understand that there is only one kind of H+ in this solution. It 

&)cs not matter from which acid the H+ ions originate. The equilibrinm value of 

[H+] for the HCN dissociation is 4.5 x 10 ~ M, even though the H+ was contrib 

uted almost entirely from dissociation of HNOz. What is I HCN] at 9quilibrium? We 

know [HCN]o 1.00 M, and since K~ for HCN is so small, a negligible amount of 

HCN will dissociate. Thus 

[HCN] = [HCN]o - amom~t of HCN dissociated ~ [HCN]o = 1.00 M 

Since [H+] and [HCN1 are known, we can find [CN ] i¥om the equilibrium expres- 

sion: 

K~=6.2X 10 ~o_ [HV][CN I    (4.5x 10 ~’)[CN I 

[HCNI       1,00 

|CN-I ~ (6,2 x 10 ul)(I.00) 4.5 × 10 z = 1.4× 10-sM 

Note the significance of this result. Since [CN-] - 1.4 × 10 ~ M, and HCN is 

the only source of CN , this means thal only 1.4 × 10 ~ mdi/L of HCN has disso- 

ciated. This is a very small amount compared to the iaitial concentration of HCN, 

whicb is cxacdy what we would expect from its very small K, value, and [HCN] - 

1.130 M as assumed. 

Percent Dissociation 
It is often useful to specify the amount of weak acid that ha~ dissociated in achieving 
equilibrium in an aqueous solution. The percent d~ssoeiation is defined as tkdlows: 

amom~t dissociated (tool/L) 
Percent dissociation × 100 

initial concentration (tool/L) 
(14,5) 
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For example, we found earlier that in a 1.00 M solution of HF, [H~I = 2.7 × 

10- 2 M. 3"o reach equilibrinm, 2.7 × 10-a mol/L of the original 1.00 M HF dissoci- 

Percent dissociation 
2.7 X 10-2 mol/L 

1.00 tnol/L 
× 100 = 2.7% 

For a given u,eak acid, the percent d swmiation increases as the acid becomes 

more dilute. For example, the percent dissociation of acetic acid (HC2H~Oz, K,~ = 

1.8 × 10-5) is significaatly greater in a 0.10 M solution than in a 1.0 M solution, as 

is demonstrated in Sample Exercise 14.10. TI 

578 

Calculate the percent dissociation o[" acetic acid (Ka = 1.8 × l0 5) in each of d~e 

following solutions: 

a. 1.00 M HC2H302 

b. 0.100 M HC2H302 

Solution 

a. Since acetic acid is a weak acid, the major species hr t)is solution are 
and H20. Both species are weak acids, but acetic acid is much stronger than 
water. Thus the dominant equilibrium witl bc 

and the equilibrium expression is 

K~=/.8 x 10 s=~[H~][C?H302 ] 

[HC2H302] 

]’he initial concentrations, defin tion of x, trod the equilibrium concentrations nre as 

follows: 

I nitial Equilibrium 

concentration (moFL) concentration (moL"L) 

[HC2H~Ozb = 1.00 M 

1C2H302 ]0 = (1 

[ll-Io ~:: 0 

x mob’L HC~H~O%, 
dissociates 

[H(}2H302] = 1,(]0 x 

1C2H302 ] = x 

[11+1 = x 

Inserting the equilibrium concentrations into the equilibrium expression and tnnking 

the usual approximatiolr that x is small compared to [HAlo, gives 

[H~][C~H302 ]      (~)(X) ~= X2 
K~ = 1.8 X 10 S      [HC2H302]      1.00 x    1.(]0 

~2_~1.8X10 5 and x~,4.2×10 s 

Thus 

The approximation 1.00 - x ~= 1.00 is valid by, the 5% rule so 

IH+] =x=4.2× 10 3M 
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The percent dissociation is 

;; [H+] 4.2 x 10-s 

[HColI~Oz]~ x 100 × 100 = 0.42% 
.... 1.00 

b. This is a shqfilar problem except that in this case [HC2II30~_]o - 0.100 M. 
Analysis of the pr ~blem leads to the expression 

K~ = 1.8 × 10 5 = H+][CoHsO: ] (x)(x) ~- x2 
IHC:H~O2I 0. I00 x 0.100 

Thns 

x= [H+] = 1.3 x 10 3 M 

1.3 × 10-3 
Percent dissociation - × 100 = 1.3%, 

0.10 

~IsO2 

than 

ire as 

The results in Sample Exercise 14.10 show two imporiant facts. The concentra- 

tion of H+ ion at equilibrium is smaller in thc 0.10 M acetic acid solution than in the 

1.0 M acetic acid solution, as we would expect. However, the percent dissociation 

is significantly ~eater ha the 0.10 M solution than in thc 1.0 M solution. This is a 

general result. For solutions of any weak acid HA, [H+] decreases as [HA]o 

creases, bul the percent dissociation increases as [HA]o decreases. This phenome- 

non can be explained as follows. 

Consider the weak acid HA with the hfitial concentration [HAlo, where at 

equilibrimn 

IHA] = [IIA]0 - x =~ [IIA]o 

[II+1= [A ] =x 

Thus 

[H �1[A-1 (x)(x) 
[HA] I Ha]o 

Now snppose enough water is added suddenly to dilnte the solution by’ a factor of 
10. The new concentrations before any adjustment occurs are 

[A- I o~, = [H ~ ].~,.. 
x 
10 

[HA]0 
[IIA I~,~. 

10 

and Q, the reaction quotient, is 

K. 
10 

10 
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Figure 14,5 

The effect of dilution on the percent 
dissociation and [H+] of a weak acid 
solution. 

Since Q is less than K,, the system must adjust to the right to reach the new 

equilibrium position. Thus the percent dissociation increases when the acid is di- 

luted. This behavior is su~mnarized in Fig. 14.5. In Sample Exercise 14.11 we sec 

how the percent dissociation can be used to calculate the K~ value for a weak acid. 

Lactic acid (HC3HsO3) is a waste product that accmmflates in inuscle tissue Orang 
exertion, leading to pain and a lEeling of l~tigue. In a 0.100 M aqueous solution, 

lactic acid is 3.7% dissociated. Calculate the value of K~ tbr this acid. 

Solution 

From the small value for the percent dissociation, it is clear that HC~HsO~ is a ~veak 

acid. Thus the major species in the solution are the undissociated acid and water: 

HC~HsO3 and H~O. But although HC~HsO3 is a weak acid, it is much smmger than 

water and will be the dominant source of H+ ia the solution. The dissociation        t 

reaction is 

HC~HsO~(aq) ~ H+(aq) q C~HsO3-(aq) 

and the equilibrium expression is 

K~ 

The initial and equilibrimn concentrations are as tbllows: 

initial concentration Equilibrium concentration 

[HC3H~O~]o = 0.10 M x mol/L [IlC~HsO?] = 0.10 x 

[C?HsO~ ]o = 0 HC3HsO~ [C~1150~ ] = x 

llt*]o ~’~ 0 dissociates [H+] = x 

The change needed to reach equilibrium can be obtained from the percent dissocia- 

tion and Equation (14.5). For this acid 

x x 

Percent dissociation = 3.7% = - x 100 = × 100 
[HC:,HsOs Io 0.10 

3.7 
and x = ~0~(0.10) = 3.7 x 10-3 mol/L 

Now we can calculate the equilibrium concentrations: 

[HC~HsO~] - 0.10 - x = 0,10 M (to the correct number of significant fignres) 

[C~HsO~-] - [H+] = x - 3.7 x 10 ~ M 

These concentrations can now be used to calculate the v’,flue of K, for lactic acid: 

K~, = [H+IIC’sHsO3 ] = (3.7 × 10 ~)(3.7 × 10 ~) 1.4 x 10~’* 

[HC~H~O~]                0.10 
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14.6 
PURPOSE 

E3 To introduce equilibria involving strong and weak bases. 

[] To show how to calculate pH for basic solutions. 

According to the Arrhenius concept, a base is a substance that produces OH- 

ions in aqueous solution. According to the Brrnsted-Lowry model, a base is a 
proton acceptor. The bases sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and potassium hydroxide 
(KOH) fulfill both criteria. They contain OH- ions in the solid lattice and, behaving 
as normal dcctrolytes, dissociate completely when dissolved in aqueous solution: 

NaOH(s) --> Na~ (aq) + OH-(aq) 

leaving virtually no undissociated NaOH. Thus a 1.0 M NaOH solution really con- 
tains 1.0 M Na+ and 1.0 M OH . Because of their coarplete dissociation, NaOH 
and KOH are called strong bases in the same sense as we defined strong acids. 

All the hydroxides of the Group IA elements (LiOH, NaOH, KOH, RbOH, 

and CsOH) are strong bases, but only NaOH and KOH are common laboratory 
reagents because the lithimn, rubidium, and cesium compounds are expensive. The 
alkaline earth (Group 2A) hydroxides -Mg(OH)2, Ca(OH)a, and Sr(OH)2--are 
,also strong bases. For these compounds, two moles of hydroxide ion are produced 
|br every mole of metal hydroxide dissolved in aqueous solution. 

The alkaline earth hydroxides are not very soluble and are used only when the 
solubility factor is not important. In fact, the low solubility of these bases can 
somethncs be an advantage. For example, many antacids are suspensions of metal 
hydroxides such as aluminum hydroxide and magnesium hydroxide. The low solu- 
bility of these compounds prevents a large hydroxide ion concentration that would 
harm the tissues of the mouth, esophagus, and stomach. Yet these suspensions 
furnish plenty of hydroxide ion to react with the stomach acid, since the salts 
dissolve as this reaction proceeds. 

Calcium hydroxide, Ca(OH)2, often called slaked lime, is widely used in in- 
dustry because it is inexpensive and plentiful. For example, slaked lime is used in 
scrubbing stack gases to remove sulfur dioxide [h-ore the exhaust of power plants and 
factories. In the scrubbing process a suspension of slaked lime is sprayed into the 
stack gases to react with snlfur dioxide gas according to the thllowing steps: 

SO2(g) -- H20(I) ~ H2SO~(aq) 

Ca(OH)z(aq) + HzSOs(aq) ~ CaS03(s) + 2H20(1) 

Slaked lime is also widely used in water treatment plants for softeuing hard 
water, which involvcs the rcmoval of ions such as Ca2+ and Mg2+, which hamper 
the action of detergents. The sollening method most ollcn employed in water treat- 
ment plants is the llme-soda process, in which lime (CaO) and soda ash (NaaCO3) 
are added to the water. As we will see in more detail later in this chapter, the CO3z- 
ion reacts with water to produce the HCO~- ion. When the lime is added to the 

water, it forms slaked lime 

CaO(s) + H20(I) ---> Ca(OH)2(aq) 
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wtfich then reacts with the HCO~ ion froin the added soda ash and a Ca2+ ioll in      w 

the hard water to produce calcium carbonate: 

? , , 2H20(1) Ca(OH)2(aq) + Ca2~ + 2HCO~ --~ _CaCO3(s) � 

Tbns for every mole of Ca(OtI)2 consumed, 1 mole of Ca2. is removed I’roin the 

hard water, thereby softcning it. Some hmd water naturally contains bicarbonate 

ions. In this case, no soda ash is needcd simply adding the lime produces die 

softening. 
Calculating the pH of a strong base solution is relatively simple, as illustrated 

in Sample Exercise 14.12. 

Calculate the ptI of a 5.0 × l0 2 M NaOtI solution. 

~olution 

The major species in this solution arc 

Na+, OH (both l¥om the dissolved NaOH), 

mid H20 

Al&ough autoionization of water also produces OH ions, the pII will be don~- 

nated by the OH ions from the ~ssolved NaOH. Thus~ in the solulion 

[OH ~-5.0x 10 aM 

~d the concen~ation of tI+ can be calcnlated from Kw: 

K~ ~ 1.0 x 10-~4 
[H~] IOH-] 5.0x l0-~ =2’0x 10 ~3M 

pH- 12.70 

Note this is a basic solution f~r which 

{OH I> [H+] and pH>7 

The added OH from the salt has shifted the water autoionization eqnilibfium 

H~O(I) ~H ~aq)+OtI-(aq) 

to the left, significantly lowering [H ] compm-ed to that in p~e water. 

Many types of protoo acceptors (bases) do not contain the hydroxide ion. How- 

ever. when dissolved in water, dmse snbstanccs increase the concentration of by- 

droxide ion because of their reaction with water. For ex ample, armnonia reacts with 
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the 

water as follows: 

NH3(aq) + H20(I) ~-~ NH4+(aq) + OH (aq) 

The atmnonia moleculc accepts a proton and thus thncfions as a base. Water is the 

acid in this reaction. Note that even thnugh the base ammonia contains no hydroxide 

ion, it still increases the concentration of hydrnxide ion to yield a basic snlution. 

Bases like ammonia typically have at least one unshared pair of electrons that is 

capable of forming a bond with a proton. The reaction nf an annnonia molecule with 
a water molecule can be represented as follows: 

There are many bases likc ammonia that producc hydroxide ion by reaction with 
water. In most of these bases, the lone pair is located on a nitrogen atom. Some 
examples are 

Pyridine 

Note that d~e first four bases can be thought of as substituted mnmonia molecules 

with hydrogen atoms replaced by methyl (CII?) or ethyl (CalI.s) groups. The pyri- 

dinc molecule is like benzene 

except that a nitrogen atnm replaces one of the carbon atoms in thc ring. The general 

reaction between a base (B) and water is given by: 

B(aq) + H20(1) ~.~ BH+(aq) + OH (aq) 

Base Acid Conjugate Conjugate 
acid base 

(14.6) 

The equilibrium constant for this general reaction is 

IBH+IIOH 
Kb 

where Kb always refers to the reaction of a base with water to jbrm the conjugate 

acid and the hydroxide ion. 

Bases of the typc represented by B in Equation (14.6) compete with OH-, a 

veD" strong base, for the H+ ion. Thus thcir Kb values tend m bc small (for exmnple, 

for ammonia, Kb -- 1.8 × 10-5), ~d they are called weak bases. The values of Kh 

lbr some com~mn weak bases are listed in Table 14.3. 
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N ame Formula acid Kb 

Methylmnirte CH3NH2 CH3NH~+ 4.38 × /0-~" 

Ethylamine C~HsNHa C~HsNH~+ 5.6 × 10 4 

Aniline CoII~NH2 C~,HsNH3~ 3.8 × 10 10 

Pyfidine CsH_.N CsIIsNH+ 1.7 × 10 9 

Table 14.3 

Typically, pH calculathms for solutions of weak bases arc very silnilar to those 

for weak acids, as illustrated by Sample Exercises 14.13 and 14.14. 

Calculate the pH for a 15.0 M solution of NH~ (Kb = 1.8 × 10-s). 

Since ammonia is a weak base, as can be seen from its small Kb value, most of the 
dissolved NH3 will remain as NH~. Thus the major species in solution m-e 

NtIz and H,~O 

Both of these substances can produce OH according to the reactions: 

NH3(aq) + H~O(F) ~ NH4+(aq) + OH-(aq) 

HaO(I) ~ H+(aq) + OH (aq) 

However, the contribution from water can be neglected, since Kb >~ K~,.. The equi- 

librium for NH3 will dmninate, and the equilibrium expression to be used is 

Kb = 1.8 × 10-5 
[NH,,=IIOH-] 

[NH31 

The appropriate concentrations arc 

Initial 

concentration (tool/L) 

Eqnilibrimn 

concentration (moll L) 

x mol/L 
INH~]o = 15.0 N]-I3 reacls with 

[NIt3] = 15.0 x 

[Ntt4+10 = (! ~ INH4t ] = x 
H20 to reach 

[OH-I = x [OH !u "~ 11 
equilibrium 

Substituting the equilibrium concentrations in the equilibrium expression and mak- 

ing the usual approximation gives 

Kb= 1.8 × 10-a = [NH41I[OH-] 
(x)(x) xa 

[NIq~] 15.0 - x 15.0 

Thus x ~ 1.6 x 10 a 

The 5% rule validates the approximation, and so 

IOH-]-- 1.6 x 10 aM 
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Sincc we knnwthatKw ~nust be satisfied for this solution, we can calculate [H~] as 

follows: 

Therefore 

Kw 1.0 x 10-14 
[H~] = 6.3 × 10 13 M 

[OH ] 1.6 × 10-2 

pH = 12.20 

Sample Exercise 14.13 illustrates how a typical weak base equilibrium problem 

should be solved. Note two additional important points: 

1. We calculated [H+] ti-um Kw and then calculated the pH, but another method is 

available. The pOH could have been calculated from [OH ] and then used in 

Equation (14.3): 

pK,~, = 14.00 - pH + pOH 

pH = 14.00 - pOH 

2. In a 15.0 M NH3 sulution, the equilibritm~ concentrations of NH4+ and OH- 

are each 1.6 × 10.2 M. Only a small percentage, 

1.6 x 10 2 
× 100 - 0.11% 

15.0 

of the anamonia reacts with water. Bottles containing 15.0 M NH3 solution are 

often labeled 15.0 M NH4OH, but as you can see from these results, 15.0 M 

NH3 is actually a ~nuch *nore accurate description of the solution cuntents. 

5~mp~ ~xerci~e 14,14 

Calculate the pH of a 1.0 M solution uf methylat~dne (Kb = 4.38 x 10-4). 

Solution 

Since methylamine (CH3NH2) is a weak ba~se, the major species in solution are 

CH3NH2 and H20 

Both are basses; however water can be neglected as a source of OH , so the domi- 

nant eqttilibrium is 

CH3NH2(aq) + H20(I) ~ CH3NH3+(aq) + OH-(aq) 

and 

Ku = 4.38 × 10 ’* = [CH3NH3+]IOH ] 
[CH3NHaI 

The concentratiuns are as folluws: 

Initial Eqailibrium 
concentration (tool/L) concentration 0nol/L) 

[CH3NH2]o = 1.0       x moh’L CH~NH2 
[CH3NH3+]o = 0 

reacts with H20 [CH3NH2] = 1.0 x 
~ 

[CH3NH3 
I] = x 

[OH ]0 ~ 0 to reach 
[OH ] = x 

cquifibrium 
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Snbstituting the equilibrium concentrations in the equilibrium expression and mak- 

ing the usual approximation gives 

I Ctt3Ntt3I IIOH-]     (x)(x)     x2 
K, = 4.38 × t0-~ [CH_~NH2] 1.!) - x 1.0 

x~2.1 × 10-2 

The approxflnation is valid by the 5% rule, so 

[OH-l-x- 2.1 × 10 2M 

pOH- 1.68 

pH- 14.00 t.68 - 12,32 

CHEMICAL IMPACT 

~e 
have sccn that many 

bases have nitrogen 

atoms with one lone pair 

and can be viewed as 

substituted ammonia moleculcs, with 

the general formula RxNH(~ x)- 

Compounds of this type are called 

amines. Amines are widely distrib O--H H H 

uted in animals and plants, and corn H C    --C- N--CH~ 
plex anlines oPtcn serve as messen- [ 

gers or regulators. For example, in 

~ 

CH3 

the human nerwms system, there are 

two amine stimulants, norepineph- 

fine and adrenaline. gphedline 

Ott 

Ephedrine, widely used as a decon- 

gesture, was a 1,mown drug in China 

over 2000 years ago. Indians in Mex 

ico mad the Southwest have used the 
hallucinogen mescaline, extracted 

from peyote cactus, for ccnturies. 

Adrenaline 

OH CH~ 

HO~CHCH.NHCH~ 

Mescaline 

HO" ~ 

~ 

Man_v other drugs, such as co- 

deine and quinine, are amines, but 

they are usually not used in their pure 

amine forms. Instead, they are 

treated with an acid to become acid 

salts. An example of an acid salt is 

ammonium chhiridc, obtained by the 

reaction: 

NH + HCI --~ NH4CI 

Amines can also be protonated in this 

way. The resulting acid salt, written 

as AHC1, (where A represents the 

amine), contains AH+ and CI-. In 

general, the acid salts are mom stable 

and mure soluble in water than the 

parent amines. For instance, the par 

ent amine {ff the well-kuown local 

anaesthetic norocaine is water-insol 

uble, while the acid salt is nmch 

more soluble. 

~ N COC--C-- 
I +\ 

C1 CH, CH3 HH 

Novocaine h~ ~ochloride 
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I 4o7 Polyprotic Acids 

PURPOSE 

To describe the dissociation equilibria of acids with more than one acidic pro- 

Some important acids, such as sulfuric acid (It:SO4) and phosphoric acid 

(HaPO4), can furnish more than one proton and are called polyprotie acids. A 

polyprotic acid always dissociates in a stepu,ise mariner, one proton at a time. For 

example, the diprotic (two-proton) acid carbonic acid (H2CO3), which is so impor- 

tant in mah~taining a constant pH in human blood, dissociates h~ the following steps: 

It:COs(aq) ." H+(aq) + HCO~ (aq) [H+] [HCO~ ] 
K< 

[I{2CO3] 
4.3 × 10 v 

HCOs (aq) .~ It+(aq) +~ COs:-(aq) 
IH+][CO~~ ] 

K,~o=. IHCOa-] ~5.6× 10 ~ 

The successive K~ values for the dissociation equilibria ,are designated K< and K,~. 
Note that the conjugate base HCOs- of the first dissociaLion equilibrium becomes 

the acid in the second step. 

Carbotfic acid is tbrmed when carbon dioxide gas is dissolved in water. In fact, 

the first dissociation step Ibr cm’bonic acid is best represented by the reaction 

CO2(aq) + ~ H20(1) ~ H+(aq) + HCO~ (aq) 

since relatively little H~CO3 actually exists in solution. However, it is convenient to 

consider CO2 in water as H2CO3 so that we can treat such solutions using the 

familiar dissociation reactions for weak acids. 

Phosphoric" acid is a triprotie add (Lhree protons) that dissociates in the h)li 

lowing steps: 

HsPO4(aq) ." H+(aq) + HzPO4-(aq) 
[H ~] [H2PO4- ] 

Ka, 
[HsPO4] 

7.5 × 10 3 

H2PO4 (aq) .~ H+(aq) + HPO42 (aq)    K~ 

HPO42 (aq) .~ II+(aq) + PO43 (aq) 

[H+ IIHPO42 ] 
6.2 × 10-s 

I H2PO4 ] 

[H+IIPO4~ ] 
4.8 × 10-~ 

[HP04~ ] 

For a typical weak polyprotic acid, 

That is, d~e acid involved at each step of the dissociation is successively weaker, as 
shown by the stepwise dissociation consttmts given in Table 14.4. These values 
indicate that the loss of a second or third proton occm-s less readily than the loss of 
the first proton. This is not surprising; as the negative charge on the acid increases, 
it becomes more difficult to remove the positively chmged proton. 
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Stepwise Dissociation Constants for Several Common Polyprotic Acids 

Nmale Fom~ula KaI K~. K~ 

Phosphoric acid H~PO4 7.5 × 10-~ 6.2 × 10 ~ 4.8 x 10 13 

Arsenic acid H.~AsO4 5 x 10-’~ 8 × 10-s 6 × 10 l0 

Carbonic acid H2CO3 4.3 × 10 v 5.6 x 10 u 

SulNric acid H2SO4 Large 1.2 X 10 2 

SuKurous acid H2SO3 1.5 × 10 2 1.0 × 10 7 

tiydrosuKuric acid ItaS 1.0 × 10.7 1.3 × 10 13 

Oxalic acid H2C204 6.5 × 10 z 6.1 × 10-5 

Ascorbic acid H2C¢,1t~O6 7.9 × 10 5 1.6 x 10 lz 

(vitamin C) 

Table 14.4 

Although we might expect the pit calculations for solutions of polyprotic acids 

to be complicated, the most co~rffnon cases are surprisingly straigl~tfbrward. To 

illustrate, we will consider a typical case, phosphoric acid, and a unique case, 

sulfuric acid. 

Phosphoric Acid 
Phosphoric acid is typical of most weak polyprotic acids in that the snccessive K~ 

values are very different. For example, the ratios of successive Ku values (fronr 

Table 14,4) are 

K< 7.5 x 10 3 
1.2 × 105 

6.2 × 10 s 

K,., 6.2 x 10 u 
-- 1.3 × 105 4.8 × 10 ~3 

Thus the relative acid strengths are 

H3PO4 >> H~PO4 >> ttPO4" 

This means that in a solution prepared by dissolving H3P04 in water, only thefirst 
dissociation step makes’ an important contribution to [H+]. This greatly simplifies 
the pH calculations for phosphoric acid solutions, as is illustrated ha Sample Exer- 

cise 14.15. 

5~mple: $:~:~g’<~s¢ 14.15 __ 

Calculate the pH of a 5.0 M H3PO4 solution and the equilibriuna concentrations of 

the species H3PO4, H~PO4 , HPO4~ , and PO43 . 

Solution 

The major species in solution are HsPO~ aud H20. None of the dissociation prod- 
ucts of H3PO4 is written, since the K~ values are all so small that they will be uainor 

species. The dominant eqnilibritm~ will be the dissociation of H3POa: 

H~PO4(aq) ~ H i (aq) + U2PO4 (aq) 

where 
[H+] [H2PO4 ] 

K< = 7.5 × 10 3 _ [H3PO4] 

588 ~ 
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The concentrations are as follows: 

Initial Equilibrium 
concentration (molJL) concentration (moFL) 

[HgPO4]0 = 5.0 x mol/L [H~PO~] = 5.0 - x 
[H2PO~ ]o = 0 HgP04 [H2PO4-] = x 
[H+]o ~ 0 dissociates [H+] = x 

Substituting the equilibrium concentrations into the expression for K~ and making 
the usual approximation gives 

Ka~ = 7.5 X 10.3 [H+]IHzPO4-] (x)(x) ~ x2 

[H3PO4] 5.0 - X 5.0 

Thus 

x~l.9x 10 ~ 

Since 1.9 × 10-1 is less tha, n 5% of 5.0, the approximation is acceptable, and 

[H~] =x=0.19M 

pH = 0.72 

So far, we have determined that 

[H+] = [HzPO4-] = 0.19 M 

and 

[H3PO4] = 5.0- x = 4.8 M 

The concentration of HPO42- can be obtained by using the expression for K.~: 

K~ = 6.2 x 10 s _ [H+][HPO4~-] 

[H2PO4-] 

where 

[H+] = [H2PO4 ] = 0.19 M 

Thus 

[HPO42 ] =K~=6.2x 10 SM 

To calculate [PO43-], we use the expression for K,~ and the values of [H ~ ] and 

[HPO,,~-] calculated above: 

IH+][PO43 ] 0.19[PO43 ] 
K,, [HPO42 ] = 4.8 X 10-~s (6.2 x 10 s) 

[PO43_] 
= (4.8 x 10 ~3)(6.2 X 10 s) ---- 1.6 × 10 xu M 

0.19 

These results show that the second and third dissociation steps do not make an 
important contribution to [H+]. This is apparent froar the fact that [HPO4~-] is 
6.2 × 10 s M, which means that only 6.2 X 10 ~ mnl/L of H~PO4 has dissoci- 
ated. The value of [PO4s-] shows that the dissociation of HPO4z- is even smaller. 
We must, however, use the second and third dissociation steps to calculate 

[HPO42 ] mad [POa3-] since these steps are the only sources of these ions. 
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Sulfuric Acid 
Suffufic acid is unique mnong the con~non acids in that it is a strong acid in itsfirst 

dissociation step and a weak acid in its second step: 

H,~SO,,(aq) --~ H~ (aq) + HSO,, (aq) K,~ is very large 

H$Og-(aq) ~.~ H+(aq) + SO42-(aq) K~ - 1.2 × 10 

Sample Exercise 14.16 illustrates how to calculate the pH for saffuric acid 

solutions. 

Calculate the pH of a 1.0 M H2SO4 solution. 

Solution 

The major species in the solution are: 

H+, HS04 , ar,_d H~=O 

where the first two ions are produced by the complete first dissociation step of 

H2SO4- The concentration of H+ in this solution will be at least 1.0 M, shace this 
ainouut is produced by the first dissociation step of ~I2SO4. Wc must now answer 
this question: does the HS04 ion dissociate enough to prodace a significant contri- 
bution to the concentration of H+? This question can be answered by calcula6ng the 
equilibfium concentxations for the dissociation reaction of HNO4-: 

HSOa (aq) .~ H+(aq) ~ SOaz (aq) 

where 

[H+ IISO4: ] 
K,~.~ ~- 1.2 × 10-2 

[~_1SO4_] 

The concentrations are as follows: 

Initial Eq ailib rium 

concentration (moFL) concentralion (tool/L) 

x mol/L HSOa- 
I!ISO4 ]0 = 1.0 dissociates 

[HSO,~ ] = 1.0 x 

[SOa~-]0 = 0 
to reach ) [SO’~2 ] = x 

[H-10 ~ 1.0 [H+] = 1.0 + x 
equilibrium 

Note that [H ]o is not equal to zero, as it usually is for a weak acid, because the first 

dissociation step has already, occurred. Subsntutlng the equlhbnu concentrations 

into the expression for Ka~ ~ald making the usual approximation gives 

IH+][NO42 I    (1.0 + x)(x)    (I.0)(x) 
K~: = 1.2 x 10 ~ - IHS04 ]        1.0 - x ~ (I.0) 

Thus 
x~l.2x 10 2 

Since 1.2 x 10 2 is 1.2% of 1.0, the approxinlation is valid according to the 5% 
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acid 

rule. Note that x is not equal to [H+1 in this case. h~stead 

[H+I 1.OM+x-I.0M+(1.2x 10 

-- 1.0 M    (to the correct number of significant figures) 

Thus the dissociation of HSO~, does not make a significant contribution to the 

concentration of H ~, and 

[H+]= 1.0M and pH-0 

ep of 
this 

Iswer 

antfi- 

Lg the 

~first 
tions 

Sanaple Exercise 14.16 illustrates the most co~rmaon case for sulfuric acid in 

which only the first dissociation makes an important contribution to the concentra- 

tion of H+. In solutions ulore dilute than 1.0 M (for example, 0.10 M H2SO4), the 

dissociation of HSO4 is important, and solving the problem requires use of the 

quadratic fbrmula, as shown in Sample Exercise 14.17. 

$~mpfe g×emise ~4~ ;~ 7 

Calculate the pH of a 1.00 ’~< 10 2 M H?SO4 solution. 

Solution 

The major species in solution are H+, HSO4-, and H20. Proceeding as in Sample 

Exercise 14.16, we consider the dissociation of HSO4-, which leads to the follow~ 
ing concentrations: 

Initial Equilibrium 
concentration (tool/I,) conceniration (mob’L) 

IHS04 ]0 = 0.0100 
x mol/L HS04 

[SO,~2 ]o = 0 
dissociates 

[H ]o = 0.0100 
to reach 

equilibfimn 

from dissociation 

of H2SO~ 

[HSO4 ] = 0.0100 x 

[H+I = 0.0100 . x 

Substituting the equilibrium concentrations into the expression Ibr K~ gives 

[H+]lgO42 ] (0.0100 + X)(X) 
1.2 × 10 2=K~ 

IHSO4 ] (0.0100 - x) 

If we make tile usual approxhnafion, then 0.010 + x ~ 0.010 and 0.010 x = 
0.010, and we have 

1.2 × 10-2 -- (0.0100 + x)(x) ;= (0.0100)x 

(0.0100 a:)    (0.0100) 

The calculated value of x is 

x= 1.2 x 10 2=0.012 

This value is larger than 0.010, clearly, a ridiculous result. Thus we cannot make the 
usual approximation and must instead solve the quadratic equation. The expression 

1.2 × 10 a (0.0100 + x)(x) 

(0.0100 - x) 
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leads to 

(1.2 × l0 z)(0.0100 - x) = (0.0100 + x)(x) 

(1.2 × 10 4) -- (1.2 x 10 2)x - (1.0 x 10-2).:¢ ÷ x2 

x2+(2.2× 10 2)x--(1.2× 10 4)_0 

This equation can be solved using the quadratic formula 

-b + ~ - 4ac 

2a 

wherea- 1, b=2.2× 10 2, andc- 1.2× 10-~*. Use of the quadratic formula 

gives one negative root (which cannot be correct) and one positive root, 

x = 4.5 × 10 3 

Thus 

[H+] = 0.0100 + x - 0.0100 + 0.0045 - 0.0145 

and pH = 1.84 

Note that in this case the second dissociation step produces about half as many H+ 

ions as the initial step does. 

This problem can also be solved by successive approximations, a method illus- 

trated in Appendix 1.4. 

To summarize, a typical weak polyprotic acid has successive K~ values so much 

smaller than the first value that only the first dissociation step makes a signifio’mt 

contribution to the equilibrium concentration of H+. This means that the calculation 

of the pH ibr a solution of a weak polyprofic acid is identical to that for a solution of 

a weak monoprotic acid. Sulfuric acid is unique in being a strong acid in its first 

dissociation step and a weak acid in its second step. For relatively concentrated 

solutions of sulfuric acid (1.0 M or tfigher), the large concentration of H+ from the 

first dissociation step represses the second step, which can be neglected as a contrib- 

utor of H ~ ions. For dilute solutions of sulfuric acid, the second step does make a 

significant contribution, and the quadratic equation is used to solve for x. 

Acid-Base Properties of Salts 

PURPOSE 

[] To explain why certain salts give acidic or basic solutions mad to show how to 

calculate the pH of these solutions. 

Salt is simply another name for ionic compound. When a salt dissolves in 

water, we assume that it breaks up into its ions, which move about hidependently, at 

least in dilute solutions. Under certain conditions these ions can behave as acids or 

bases. In this section we explore such reactions. 
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Salts That Produce Neutral Solutions 
Recall that the conjugate base of a strong acid has virtually no affinity fbr protons as 

compared to that of the water molecule. This is why strong acids completely dissm 

ciate in aqueous solution. Thus, when anions such as CI- and NO3- are placed in 

water, they do not combine with H~ and have no effect on the pH. Cations such as 

K" and Na+ from strong bases have no affinity for H+ nor can they produce H+, 

and so they too have no effect on the pH of an aqueous solution. Salts that consist of 

the cations of strong bases and the anions of strong acids have no effect on [H+] 

when dissolved in water. This means that aqueous solutions of salts such as KCI, 

NaCI, NaNO3, and KNO3 are neutral (have a pH of 7). 

Salts That Produce Basic Solutions 
In an aqueous solution of sodium acetate (NaC2H302), the major species are: 

Na+,     C2HsO2-, and H20 

What are the acid-base properties of each component? The Na+ ion has neither acid 

nor base properties. The C2HgO2 ion is the conjugate base of acetic acid, a weak 

acid. This means that C2H302- h~.s a significant affinity for a proton and is a base. 

Finally, water is a weakly amphoteric substance. 

The pH of this solution will be determined by the C2H302 ion. Since 

C2H302- is a base, it will react with the best proton donor available. In this case, 

water is the only source of protons, and the reaction between the acetate ion and 

water is 

C2H302 (aq) + H20(!) ~ HCzH3Oz(aq) + OH (aq) (14.7) 

Note that this reaction, which yields a basic solution, involves a base reacting with 
water to produce hydroxide ion and a conjugate acid. We have defined Kb as the 
equilibrium constant for such a reaction. In this case 

[HC2H302] [OH-] 
K~ 

[C2H302 ] 

The value of K~ for acetic acid is well known (1.8 × 10 5). But how can we 
obtain the Kb value for the acetate ion? The answer lies in the relationships among 
K~, Kb, and K~.. Note that when the expression forK~ for acetic acid is multiplied by 
the expression for Ku for the acetate ion, the result is K,~,: 

[H+]~ ~[OH ] 
K~ × Kb X [H+][OH ] = 

This is a very important result. For any weak acid and its conjugate base, 

Ka × Kb = Kw 

Thus, when either K~ or Kb is known, the other can be calculated. For the acetate 

ion, 

Kw 1.0 X 10 la 

Kb Ka (for HC2H302) 1.8 x 10-’ = 5.6 x 10-l° 

This is the Kb value for the reaction described by equation (14.7). Note that it is 

obtained from the K~ value of the parent weak acid, in this case acetic acid. The 
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sodium acetate solution is an example of an important general case. For any salt 
wl~ose cation ha; neutral properties (such as Na+ or K+) and whose anio~ is the 

cor~jugate base of a weak acid, the aqueous solution will be basic. The Kb value for 

the anion can be obtained fi’om the relationship Kh -- K,~/K~,. Equilibrium calcula- 

tions of lhis type m’e illustrated in Sample Exercise 14.18. 

Calculate the pit o[" a 0.30 M NaF solution. The K,~ value for HF is 7.2 × 10 ~. 

Solution 

The major species in solution ,are: Na+, F and H~O. 

Since ItF is a weak acid, the F ion must have a significant affinity for protons, 
and the dominant reaction will be 

F (aq) + H~O(/) ~ HF(aq) + OH (aq) 

which yields the Kb expression 

[HF] [OH ] 
] 

The value of Kb can be calculated from K~. and the K~ value for 1iF: 

K,~. 1.0 × l0 ~ 
Kb : 1.4 x 10-H 

K~ (for HF) 7.2 x l0 4 

The concentrations are as follows: 

Initial Equilibrium 

concentration (molJL) concenlration (mol/L) 

r molJL F 
[F ]0 = 0.30 reacts with [F ] = 0.30 x 
[HF~o = 0 "- [HF] = x 
[OH-b ~= 0 H20 to reach 

[OH ] = x 
equilibrium 

Thus J% = 1.4 × 10 11 
IHFIIOH I (x)(x) 

IF I 0.30 x 

x-~2.0 X 10 6 

Tile approximation is valid by the 5% rule, and so 

[OH I-x=2.0×10 6M 

pOH = 5.69 

pH = 14.00 5.69 = 8.31 

As expected, tile solution is basic. 

0.30 

Base Strength in Aqueous Solution 
To emphasize the concept of base strength, let us consider the basic properties of the 

cyanide ion. One relevant reaction is the dissociation of hydrocyanic acid in water: 

HCN(aq) + H20(/) ~ H30+(aq) + CN-(aq) K,~ = 6.2 × I0 ~o 
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Since HCN is such a weak acid, CN appears to bc a strong base, showing a very 

high affinity for H+ compared to HzO, with which it is competing. However, we 

also need to look at the reaction in which cyanide ion reacts with water: 

CN (aq) + H20(/) ~ HCN(aq) + OH (aq) 

where 

K,~.    1.0 × 10 ~4 
Kt, ...... 1.6 × 10 5 

K~    6.2 × 10 io 

In tiffs reaction CN appears to be a weak base; the Kb value is only 1.6 × 10-5. 

What accounts for this apparem difference in base strength? The key idea is that in 

the reaetinn of CN with H20, CN is competing with OH jbr H+, instead of 

competing with HaO, as it does in the HCN dissociation reaction. These equilibria 

show the following relative base strengths: 

OH > CN > H~O 

Similar arguments can bc made for other "weak" bases, such as ammonia, the 

acetate ion, the fluoride ion~, m~d so on. 

Salts That Produce Acidic Solutions 
Some salts produce acidic solutions when dissolved in water. For example, when 

solid NH4CI is dissolved in water, NH4+ and C1 ions are present with NH4+ 

behaving as a weak acid: 

NIL,+(aq) ~.~ NH~(aq) + H+(aq) 

The C1 ion, having virtually no affinity for H+ in water, does not affect the pH of 

the solution. 

In general, salts of which the cation is the conjugate acid qf a weak base 

produce acidic solutions. 

9,,.mp~’e Exercise "I 4~ ~ ~ 

Calculate the pH uf a 0.10 M NII4CI solution. The Kb value for NH3 is 1.8 × 10-5. 

Solution 

The major species in solution are: NH4+, CI , and H20. Note that both NH4+ and 

H20 cma produce H+, The dissociation reaction tbr the NH4- ion is 

NH4+(aq) ~.~ NH_~(aq) + H~ (aq) 

for which 

[NHsJIH+I 
K~ = [NH4+ I 

Note that although the Kb value h~r NHs is given, the reaction corresponding to Kb 

is not appropriate here, since NH~ is not a major species in the solutinn, iaastead, the 

given value of Kb iS used to calculate K, for NH4 t fi-om the relationship: 
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Thus 
Kw        1.0 × l0-14 

- 5.6 x 10-l° 
Ka (for NH4+) = K~ (for NH3) 1.8 × 10-5 

Although NH4~ is a very weak acid, as indicated by its Ka value, it is stronger than 

HoO and thus will dominate in the production of H+. Thus We will focus on thc 
dissociation rcacfion of NH4+ to calculate thc pH in this solution. 

Wc solve the weak acid problem in the usual way: 

Initial Equilibrium 

concentration (tool/L) concentration (tool/L) 

x mol/L NHa+ 
~NHa+]o = 0.10 dissociates [NH4] = 0.10 x 

[NH3]o = 0 ÷ INH~] = x 

[H+]o ~= 0 
to reach [H+] ~ x 

equilibrium 

ThBs 

IH+I[NH3] _ (x)(x) 
5.6 x 10-~° - K~ [NH4+]     0.10 - x 

x ~ 7.5 × 10-~ 

The approximation is valid by the 5% rule, so 

[H+] =x=7.5 × /0-6M and pH-5.13 

X2 

0.10 

A second type of salt that produces an acidic solution is one that contains a 

highly charged metal ion. For example, when solid aluminum chloride (A1C13) is 

dissolved in water, the restdting solution is significantly acidic. Although thc A13 

ion is not itscff a Br6nstcd Lowry acid, the hydratcd ion Al(H20)63+ formed in 

watcr is a weak acid: 

AI(H~O)~3~ (aq) .~ AI(OH)(H~O)5~+(aq) + H~(aq) 

Thc high charge on the mctal ion polarizcs the O--H bonds in the attached water 

molecules, making thc hydrogens in these watcr molecules morc acidic than those 

in flee water molecules. Typically, the highcr the charge on the metal ion, the 

stronger the acidity of thc hydrated ion. 

Calculate the pH of a 0.010 M A1Cln solution. The K~ value for AI(H20)6s+ is 

/.4 x 10 s). 

Solution 

ll~e major species in solution are: AI(H~O)~3+, CI , and HzO. Since the 

AI(H20)~s+ ion is a strongcr acid than water, the dominant eqthlibrium is 

AI(H~O)6:3 ~ .,~ AI(OH)(H20)52+ + H~ 

[AI(OH)(H20)5~- ~][H+I 
and 1.4 x 10 5 __ K~ = [Al(H~O)63+] 
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This is a typical weak acid problem which we can solve with the usual procedures. 

Initial Equilibrium 
concen/ration (mol/L) concentration (tool/L) 

[Al(H20)63+]o = 0.010 

[AI(OH)(H2(/)~2+]o = 0 
[H+lo ~ 0 

x mol[L 

AI(OH~)~:~+-’* [AI(H20)~~+] - 0.010 x 
dissociales IAI(OI 1)(H20)52+] - x 
to reach [H+] - x 

cqdilibrium 

Thus 

1.4× 10 5-K~= [Al(OH)(H20)52~][H+J (x)(x) x2 

[Al(H20)63+J 0.010 - x 0.010 

x ~ 3.7 × 10-4 

Since the approximation is valid by the 5% rule, 

[H+J = x ~- 3.7 × 10-4 M and pH = 3.43 

So thr we have considered salts in which only one of the ions has acidic or basic 

properties. For many salts, such as ammonium acetatc (NH4C:zH3Oa), both ions can 

affect the pH of thc aqueous solution. Because the eqdilibrium calculations for these 

cases can be quite complicated, we will consider only the qualitative aspects of such 

problems. Wc can predict whether the solution will be basic, acidic, or neutral by 

comparing the K, value for the acidic ion to the Kb value for the basic ion. If the K~ 

value Ibr the acidic ion is larger than the Kb value for the basic ion, the solution will 

be acidic. If the Kb value is larger than the K~ value, the solutinn will be basic. 

Equal K~ and Kb values mean a neutral solution. These facts are summarized in 

Table 14.5. 

ater 

lOSe 

the 

Qualitative Prediction of pH for Solutions of Salts 
for Which Both Cation and Anion Have Acidic or Basic Properties 

Relalive K~ and K~ values 
for the ions in solution pH 

K. > Ko pH < 7 (acidic) 
Ku > K~ pH > 7 (basic) 
K~ = Kb pH -- 7 (neutral) 

Table 14.5 

Predict whether an aqueous solutiou of each of the following salts will be acidic, 

basic, or neutral: 

a. NHgCzH30~ b. NH4CN c. A12(SO4)3 
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Solution 

a. The ions in solution are NH4+ and C2~I302 - AS we mentioned previously, K~ 

forNH4~ is 5.6× 10 1o, andKh forC2HsO2 is 5.6 × 10 m. ThusK~ for 
NH,~+ is equal to Kb for CzHsO2 , and the solution will bc neutral (pH = 7). 

b. The solution will contaiu NH4 ~ aud CN ions. The K~ value h)r NH4 ~ is 

5.6× l0 m and 
K,~ 

1.6 × I0 5 Ku (for CN ) K~ (for HCN) 

Since Kb fbr CN is much larger than K~ for NH4+, CN is a much stronger 

base than NH4+ is an acid. This solution will be basic. 

c. The solution will contain AI(HzO)6s÷ and SO42- ions. The K~ value for 
AI(It20)~3q is 1.4 × I 0 5, as giveu iu Sample Exercise 14.20. Wc must calcu 

late Kb for SO4~ . The IclSO4 ion is the conjugate acid of SO£-’-, and its K~ 

value is K~ for sulfuric acid, or /.2 × 10 ~. Therefore 

Kw 
Kb (Cot SO~2 ) -- 

K~2 (for sulfuric acid) 

= 8.3 × 10 ~3 

This solution will be acidic, since K~ for AI(H20)6 ~s inucb greater than Kb 

for SO4a . 

The acid-base properties di" aqueous solntions of wtrious salts are summarized 

m Table 14.6. 

Acid-Base Prop~rtles of Various Types of Salts 

Type of salt Examples Comment pH of sohition 

Cation is from strong KC1, KNOs, Neither ion acts Neutral 

base; anion is from NaC1, NaNO3 as an acid or a 

strong acid base 

Cation is from strong NaC2ItsO2, Anion acts as a Basic 

base; anion is from KCN, NaF base; cation has 

weak acid no effect on pH 

Cation is conjugate NH4CI, Cation acts as Acidic 

acid of weak base, NH4NO3 acid: anion 

anion is from strong has no effect 

acid on pl t 

Cation is conjugate NluI4C2H~O2, Cation acts as Acidic if 

acid of weak base; NH4CN an acid; anon K. > Ks, 

anion is conjugate acts as a base basic if Kb >" Ka, 

base of weak acid neutral if 

Cation is highly AI(NO3)~: Hydrated cation 

charged metal ion; HeCI3 acts as an acid; 

anion is from strong anion has no 

acid effect on pl t 

Acidic 

Table 14.6 
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The Effect of Structure on 
Acid-Base Properties 

PURPOSE 

[] To show how bond strength and polarity affect acid-base propm~ies. 

We have seen that when a substance is dissolved in water, it produces an acidic 

solution if it can donate protons and produces a basic solution if it can accept 

protons. What sn’uctural properties of a molecule cause it to behave as an acid or as 

a base? 

Any molecule containing a hydrogen atom is potentially an acid. However, 

m~my such molecules show no acidic properties. For example, molecules contaitimg 

C--H bonds, such as chloroform (CHC13) and nitromethane (CH3NO2), do not 

produce acidic aqueous solutions because a C--H bond is both strong and nonpolar 

and thus there is no tendency to donate protons. On the other hand, although the 

H--CI bond in gaseous hydrogen chloride is slightly stronger thm~ a C--H bond, it 

is much more poiar, ~md this molecule readily dissociates when dissolved in water. 

Thus there are two main factors that determine whether a molecule containing 

an X--H bond will behave as’a Br6nsted Lowry acid: the strength of the bond m~d 

the polarity of the bond. 

The importance of these factors is c]earIy demonstrated by the rclative acid 

strengths of the hydrogen halides. The bond polarities vary as shown 

H--F>H--CI>H Br>H I 

Most polar Least polar 

because electronegativity decreases going down the group. Based on the high polar- 

ity of the H--F bond, we might expect hydrogen fluoride re be a very strong acid. 

In fact, among HX molecules, HF is the only weak acid (K~, - 7.2 × 10 4) when 
dissolved in water. The H--F bond is unusually strong, as shown in Table 14.7. 

Because it is so difficult to break, the HF molecules in water dissociate only to a 

small extent. 

Bond Strengths and Acid Strengths fl~r llydn~gen Ilalides 

Bond Acid 

strength strength 

II--X bond (kJ/mol) in water 

II--F 565 Weak 

~C1 427 Strong 

~Br 363 Strong 

II--I 295 Strong 

Table 14.7 

Another important class of acids are the oxyacids, which as we saw in Section 
14.2 characteristically contain the grouping H--O--X. Several scries of oxyacids 
are listed in Table 14.8 with thhlr K~ values. Note from these data that for a given 
series the acid strength increases with an increase in the number of oxygen atoms 
attached to the central atom. For example, in the series containing chlorine and a 
varying number of oxygen atoms, HOC1 is a weak acid, but the acid strength is 
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Figure 14.6 

The effect of the number of a~ached 
oxygens on the H--O bond in a 
series of chlorine oxyacids. As the 
number of oxygen atoms attached to 
the chlorine atom increases, they 
become more effective at 
withdrawing electron density from 
the H--O bond, thereby weakening 
and polarizing it. This increases the 
tendency for the molecule to 
produce a proton, and so its acid 
strength increases. 

successively greater as the number of oxygen atoms increases. This happens be- 
cause the very electxonegative oxygen atoms are able to draw electrons away from 
the chlorine atom and the O-H bond, as shown in Fig. 14.6. The net effect is to 

both polarize and weaken the O--H bond; this effect is more important as the 
number of attached oxygen atoms increases. This means that a proton is most 

readily produced by the molecule with the largest number of attached oxygen atoms 

(HC104). 

Oxyacid 

HCIO4 

Several Series of Ox~,acids and Thief K~ Values 

Structure K~ value 

O 

H--O--CI/~O Large (~ 107) 

\o 

O 

HCI03               H--O--C1/                 r_ 1 

\o 

HCI02 H--O--CI--O 1.2 × 10-2 

HCIO H--O--CI 3.5 × 10-~ 

H2SO4 

HaSO~ 

o 

H--O S/--O 

\o 

Large 

O 

u_o__s/ 
\o 

1.5 X 10 2 

O 

HNO3                     H-O-N/                      Large 

\o 

HNO2 H--O--N--O 4.0 x I0 4 

Table 14.8 

This type of behavior is also observed for hydrated metal ions. Earlier in this 

chapter we saw that highly charged metal ions such as Al3+ produce acidic solu- 

tions. The acidity of the water molecules attached to the metal ion is increased by 

the attraction of electrons to the positive metal ion: 

H 

A13+__O/ 

The greater the charge on the metal ion, the more acidic the hydrated ion becomes. 

Acids and Bases 
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For acids containing the H O X grouping, the greater the ability di X to 
dra~v electrons toward itself, the greater is the acidity of the molecule Since the 
electronegativity of X reflects its ability to attract the electrons involved in bonding, 

we might expect acid strength to depend on the electronegativity of X. In fact, there 
is an excellent correlation between the electronegafivity of X and the acid strength 
for oxyacids, as shown in Table 14.9. 

Comparison of Electronegativity ~ff X and K~, value tbr a Series of Oxyaeids 

Electronegativity 
Acid X of X K~ for acid 

HOC1 C1 3,0 4 × 10 s 

HOBr Br 2.8 2 × 10-9 

HOI I 2.5 2 × 10 n 

HOCH~ CH~ 2,3 (for carbon -0 

in CH~) 

Table 14.9 

t this 

5olu- 

Id by 

14ol 0 o, oxi .  
PURPOSE 

[] To show how to predict ~vhether an oxide will produce an acidic or basic 

solution. 

We have just seen that molecules containing the grouping H--O--X can be- 

have as acids and that the acid strength depends on the electron-withdrawing ability 

of X. But substances with this grouping can also behave as bases, if hydroxide ion 

instead of a proton is produced. What determines which behavior will occur? The 

answer lies mainly in tbe nature of the O--X bond. If X has a relatively tfigh 

electronegafivity, the O--X bond will be covalent and strong. When the compound 

containing the H--O--X grouping is dissolved in water, the O--X bond will 

remain intact. It will be the polar and relatively weak H--O bond that will tend to 

break, releasing a proton. On the other hand, if X has a very low electronegativity, 

the O--X bond will be ionic and subject to being broken in polar water. Examples 

are the ionic substances NaOH and KOH that dissolve in water to give the metal 

cation and the hydroxide ion. 

We can use these principles to explain the acid-base behavior of oxides when 

they are dissolved in water. For example, when a covalent oxidc such as sulfur 

trioxide is dissolved in water, an acidic solution results because sulfuric acid is 

fom~ed: 

SO~(g) + HzO(1) ~ H2SO4(aq) 

H---O--X group wiI1 produc~, an 

bond is str<mg and co~,;de~a. If the 

O X bond is ionic tile 
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The structure of Id2SO4 is shown in the mat’gin. In this case, the strong, covalent 

O--S bonds remain intact and the H--O bonds break to produce protons. Other 

common covalent oxides that react with water to form acidic solutions are sulfur 

dioxide, carbon dioxide, and tdtrogen dioxide, as shown by the following reactions: 

SO_~(g) + H20(/) --~ H2SO3(aq) 

CO2(g) + H~O(/) --~ H2CO3(aq) 

2NO~(g) + I][20(I) --~ HNO3(aq) + HNO_~(aq) 

Thus, when a covalent oxide dissolves in water, an acidic solution forms. These 

oxides are called acidic oxides. 

On the other hand, when an ionic oxide dissolves in water, a basic solution 

results, as shown by the following reactions: 

CaO(s) + H20(/) --> Ca(OH)z(aq) 

K20(s) + H~O(/) --> 2KOH(aq) 

These reactions can be explained by recognizing that the oxide ion has a high 

affinity for protons and reacts with water to produce hydroxide ions: 

0~ (aq) + H20(/) --~ 2OH (aq) 

Thus the most ionic oxides, such as those of the Group 1A and 2A metals, produce 

basic solutions when they are dissolved in water. As a result, these oxides are called 

basic oxides. 

The Lewis Acid-Base Model 

PURPOSE 

To define acids and bases in terms of electron pairs. 

We have seen that the first successful conceptualization of acid-base behavior 
was proposed by An:henius. This useful but limited model was replaced by the more 
general Briinstcd-Lowry model An even more general model for acid-base behav- 
ior was suggested by G, N. Lewis in the earl?’ 1920s. A Lewis aeld is an electron- 
pair accepter, and a Lewis base is an elect’on-pair donor. The tttree models at’e 
summ~ized in Table 14.10. 

Three Models fl~r Acids ~aid Bases 

Model Definition of acid Definition of ba~se 

Arrhenius H- producer OH- producer 

Br6nsted-Lowry H+ &mor H+ accepter 

Lewis Electron-pair Electron pair 

accepter donor 

Table 14,10 
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Note that BrOnsted-Lowry acid-base reactions (proton donor-proton acceptor 
reactions) are encompassed by the Lewis model. For example, the reaction between 

a proton and an annnonia molecule 

acid base 

can be represented as a reaction between an electron-pair acceptor (H+) and an 
electron-pair donor (NH3). The same holds true for a reaction between a proton and 

a hydroxide ion: 

H 

H/" 
Lew:is       Lewis 

acid base 

The real value of the Lewis model for acids and bases is that it covers many 
reactions that do not ilwolve Br6nsted-Lowry acids. For example, consider the 
gas-phase reaction between boron trifiuoride and amrnonia: 

Lewis Lewis 
acid base 

Here the electron-deficient BF3 molecule (there arc only six electrons around the 

boron) completes its octet by rcacthag with NH3, which has a lone pair of electrons. 

In thct, as mentioned in Chapter 8, the eleclron deficiency of boron trifluoride 

makes it very reactive toward any electron-pair donor. That is, it is a strong Lewis 

The hydration of a metal ion, such as AI3+, can be also viewed as a Lewis 

acid-base reaction: 

Al:~q 6 .~’~)/ ~+ 

I ,owls Lewis 
acid base 

Here the A13+ ion accepts one electron pair fi-om each of six water molecules. 

In addition, the reaction between a covalent oxide and water to form a Br6n 

sted-Lowry acid can be defined as a Lewis acid-base reaction. An example is the 
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reaction between sulfur trioxide and water: 

H 

Lewis 
base 

Note that as the water molecule attaches to sulfur trioxide, a proton shift occurs to 

form sulfuric acid. 

,5~p~¢ Exercise ~ 4 22~ _ 

For each reaction, identify the Lewis acid and base. 

a. NiZ+(aq) + 6NHs(aq) ---> Ni(NHs)62+(aq) 

b. H+(aq) + H20(1) ~-~ HsO+(aq) 

Solution 

a. Each NH3 molecule donates an electron pair to the Niz+ ion: 

Lewis base 

The nickel(ll) ion is the Lewis acid, and ammonia is the Lewis base. 

b. The proton is the Lewis acid and the water molecule is the Lewis base: 

Lewis 
base 

Strategy for Solving Acid-Base A Sum o  
In this chapter we have encountered many different situations involving aqueous 
solutions of acids and bases, and in the next chapter we will encounter still more. In 
solving for the equilibrium concentrations in these aqueous solutions, it is tempting 

to create a pigeonhole for each possible situation and to memorize the procedures 
necessary to deal with that particular case. This approach is just not practical, and 
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usually leads to frustration: too many pigeonholes are required and there seems to be 

an infinite number of cases. But you can handle any case successfully by taking a 

systematic, patient, and thoughtful approach. When analyzing an acid-base equilib- 

rium problem, do not ask yourself hPw a memorized solution can be used to solve 

the problem. Instead, ask this question: what are the major species in the solution 

and what is their chemical belvavior? 

The most i~nportant part of doing a complicated acid-base equilibrium proble~n 

is the analysis you do at the beginning of a problem: 

What major species are present? 

Does a reaction occur that can be assumed to go to completion? 

What equilibrium dominates the solution? 

Let the problem guide you. Be patient. 
The following steps outline a general strategy for solving problems involving 

acid-base equilibria. 

Solving Add-Ba~e Problems 

STEP 1 

List the major species in solution. 

STEP 2 

Look for reactions that can be assumed to go to completion, for example, a 

strong acid dissociating or H~ reacting with OH-. 

STEP 3 

For a reaction that can be assmned to go to completion: 

a. Determine the concentrations of the products. 

b. Write down the major species in solution after the reaction. 

STEP 4 

Look at each major component of the solution and decide if it is an acid or a 

base. 

STEP 5 

Pick the equilibrium that will control the pH. U se known values of the dissocia- 

tion constants for the various species to help decide on the dominant equilib- 

a. Write the equation for the reaction and the equilibrium expression. 

b. Compute the initial concentrations (assuming the dominant equilibrium has 

not yet occurred, that is, no acid dissociation, etc.). 

c. Define x. 

d. Compute the equilibrium concentrations in terms of x. 

e. Substitute the concentrations in the equilibrium expression and solve for x. 

f. Check the validity of the approximation. 

g. Calculate the pH and other concentrations as required. 

Although these steps may seem somewhat cumbersotne, especially for sitnpler 
problems, they will become increasingly helpful as the aqueous solutions become 

more complicated. If you develop the habit of approaching acid-base problems 
systematically, the more complex cases will be much easier to manage. 
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Iu this chapter we have developed several models of acid-base behavior and have 
applied fundamantal equilibrimn principles to calculate the pH values for solutions 
of acids and bases. 

Arrhenius postulated that acids produce H+ inns in solutions and bases produce 

OH- ions. The Br6nsted-Lowry model is more general: an acid is a proton donor, 
and a base is a proton receptor. Water acts as a Br6nsted Lowry base when it 
accepts a proton from an acid to form a hydronium ion: 

HA(aq) + H20(/) ~.~ H30 ~ (aq) + A (aq) 

Acid Base Conjugate Conjugate 
acid base 

A conjugate base is everything that remains of the acid molecule after the proton is 
lost. A conjugate acid is fomaed when a proton is transferred to the base. Two 
substances related in this way are called a conjugate acid-base pair. 

The equilibrium expression for the dissociation of an acid in water is 

[H+][A ] 
K~ 

[HA] 

where H30+ is simplified to H+, [H~O] is not included because it is assumed to be 
constant, and K. is called the acid dissociation constant. The strength of an acid is 
defined by the position of the dissociation equilibrium. A small value of Ka denotes 

a weak acid, one that does not dissociate to any great extent in aqueous solution. A 
strong acid is one for which the dissociation equilibrium lies far to the right--the K~ 

value is very large. 
Smmg acids such as nitric, hydrochloric, sulfuric, and perchlotic acids have 

weak coujugate bases, which have a low affinity lbr a proton. The strength of an 
acid is inversely related to the strength of its conjugate base. 

Water is an amphoteric substance because it can behave either as an acid or as 
a base. The autoionization of water reveals this propc~y, since one water molecule 
transfers a proton to another water molecule to produce a hydronium iou and a 
hydroxide ion: 

2H20(1) ~-~ H30+(aq) + OH (aq) 

This leads to the equilibrium expression 

K,~ = [H+][0H ] 

where K,~ is called the ion-product constant. It has been experimentally shown that 
at 25°C in pure water [H ~ ] = [OH ] = 1.0 x 10 7 M. Thus at 25°C 

Kw = 1.0 × 10 14 

In an acidic solution, [H ~ ] is greater than [OH ]. In a basic solution, [OH I is 
greater than [H =]. In a neutral solution, [H+] is equal to [OH-]. 

To describe [H~] in aqueous solutions, we often use the pH scale, where 

pH= log[H~] 

Since pH is a log scale based on 10. the pH changes by 1 for every change by a 
+ power of 10 in [H+]. Because pH is defined as -log[H ], the pH decreases as [H ] 

increases. 
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The percent dissociation of a weak acid is defined as flfllows: 

Percent dissociation = mnount dissociated (tool/L) x 100 
initial concentration (lllol/L) 

This is another measure of the strength of an acid: the larger the percent dissocia- 

tion, the stronger the acid. As [HAlo decreases. [H+] decreases, but the percent 

dissociation increases. That is, dilution causes mr increase in the percent dissocia- 

tion. 

Strong bases arc hydroxide salts, such as NaOH or KOH, that dissociate com- 

pletely in water, Bases do not have to contain the hydroxide ion; they can be species 

that remove a proton from water, producing the hydroxide ion. For example, am- 

monia is a base because it can accept a proton from water 

NH~ + H20 ~ NH4~ + OH- 

The equilibrium expression is 

[NH4+][OH-] 
Kb 

[NH~] 

where Kb always refers to a reaction in which a base reacts with water to produce the 

co~!iugate acid and hydroxide ion. Because bases like ammonia lllust compete with 

the hydroxide ion for the proton, values of Kb for these bases are typically rnuch less 

than 1, and these substances ,are called weak bases. 

A polyprotic acid is an acid with more than one acidic proton, which dissociate 

in a stcpwise fashion with a K, value for each step. Typically, for a weak polyprotic 

acid 

Sulfuric acid is unique in that it is a strong acid in the first dissociation step and a 
weak acid in the second step. 

Salts can exhibit neutral, acidic, or basic properties when dissolved in water. 
Salts that contain the cations of strong bases and the anions of strong acids produce 
neutral aqueous solutions. A basic solution is produced when the dissolved salt has 
a neutral cation and an anion that is the conjugate base of a weak acid. An acidic 
solution is produced when the dissolved salt has a cation that is the conjugate acid of 
a weak base and a neutral ,anion. Acidic solutions are also produced by salts contain- 
ing a highly charged metal cation. For example, the hydrated ion AI(H20)d~+ is a 

weak acid. 
Most substances that function as acids or bases contain the H--O X group- 

ing. Molecules where the O--X bond is strong tend to behave as acids, especially 
when X is tfighly electronegative, because the X--O bond is polarized and weak- 
cried. When X has low electronegativity (if X is a metal, for example), the O--X 
bond tends to be ionic and hydroxide ion forms when these substances are dissolved 
in water. 

The Lewis model thr acids and bases generalizes the concept of acid-base 
behavior in terms of electron pairs. A Lewis acid is an electron-pair acceptor, and a 
Lewis base is an electron-pair donor. The value of the Lewis model is that it covers 
many reactions that do not involve Br6nsted-Lowry acids and bases. 
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Key Terms 
~xrhenius concept (14.1) 

Br6nsted-Lowry model 

t~ydro~fium ion 

conjugate base 

conjugate acid 

conjugate aciddiase pair 

acid dissociation constant 

strong acid (14.2) 

weak acid 

diprotic acid 

oxyacids 

organic acids 

carboxyl group 

monoprotic acid 

amphotcric substance 

autoionization 

ion product constant 

pH scale (14.3) 

major species (14.4) 

percent dissociation (14.5) 

strong bases (14.6) 

slaked lime 

lime soda process 
weak base 

amine 
polyprotic acid (14.7) 
triprotic acid 

salt (14.8) 
acidic oxide (14.10) 
basic oxide 

Lewis acid (14.11) 
Lewis ba~e 

Exercises 
Nature of Acids and Bases 

1. Classify each of the following as a strong acid, weak acid, 4. 

a. HNO~ O 
b. H3P04 11 

c. CH3NH:, g. HC--OH 

d. NaOH h. H2NCIIaCH2NH2 

e. NH3 i. H2SO4 

f. HF 

For each of the following reactions, idcntil}/ the acid, die 

base, the conjugate base, and the conjugate acid: 

a. H~O + H20 ~- ||*O+ ~- OH 
O O 

b CH30- + CH3CCH3 . " CH~OH I CH_aC=CHa 

c. HzS I NH3 ~-~ HS +NH41 

d. H280~ I H20 ~ H?O+ [ HSO4 

e H~ +OH- ~H20 
f. H2PO4 + It~O ~ H3PO4+ OH 

g H2PO4 + H~O ~ HPO4 + H30= 

h. H2PO4 ~- H2PO~- -~ H3PO4 + HPO42 

i. Fe(l120)6~q + H20 ~ Fe(H20)s(OH)a ~- H-~O+ 

j. HCN+ CO~2 ~ CN I HCO~ 

k. CO2 + 2H~O ~ HCO3 + 1t30= 

Write the dissociation reaction and the corresponding equilib- 

rium expression for each of the lbllowing acids in water: 

a H_aPO~ g. acetic acid, CH3CO?H 

b. H2PO,,- h. phenol, C6HsOH 

c. H~PO42- i. benzoic acid. C~HsCOzH 

d HNO2 j. gtycine, H:NCIIzCO2II 

e. Ti(H20)6’*+ 

f. IICN 

Write the reaction and the corresponding Kb equilibrium ex- 
pression for each of the following substances acting as bases 

a. PO,*~- 

b. HPO,*a- 

d. NH3 

e. CN- 

f. pyridine, CsHsN 

g. glycinc, NHaCH2CO~It 

h. ethylanrinc, CH3CHzNH.* 

i. aniline, C6H~NHa 

j. dimcthylaminc, (CIt3)~NH 

Define each of the following: 

a. strong acid 

b. strong base 

c. weak 
d. weak base 

Hydaide ion (H) and methoxide ion (CH30) have much 

greater affinities for H ~ than the OH ion does. Write equa- 

tions for the reactions that occur when Nail and NaOCH3 arc 

dissolved in water. 

Why is H?O- the stro~lgest acid and OH the strongest base 

that can exist in aqueous solutions? 
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Autoionization of Water and me pH Scale 

Give the conditions for a neutral solution at 25°C, in terms of 
[H+], pH, and the ruladonship between [H+] and [OH ]. 

Values of K,~ as a function of temperature are a~ follows: 

Temp (°C) Kw 

0 1.14 X 10-~5 
25 1.00 X 10 14 
35 2.09 X 10 14 
40 2.92 X 10 14 
50 5.47 X 10 14 

a. Is the autoioalzation of water exotherrulc or endothermic? 
o b. What is the pH of pure water at 50 C. 

c. Restate your answers to Exercise 8 for water at 

10. 

11. 

d. From a plot of ln(K~,) versus lIT (using KElvin scale) esti- 

mate K,~ at 37°C, normal physiological temperature. 

e. What is the pH of a neutral solution at 37°C? 

Calculale the pH of each solution: 

a. [H~]=l.4× 10 3M e. [OH-]~ 8× 10 11M 

b. [H+]-2.5 × 10-~°M f, [OH ] = 5.0M 
c. [B+] 6.1 M g. pOH = 10.5 

d. [OH ] = 3.5 × 10 2M h. pOH-2.3 

Calculate [H+] and IOH-] for each solution: 
a. pH - 7.41 (the normal pH of blood) 
b. pB 15.3 
c pB--1.0 e. pOH = 5.0 
d. pH=3.2                                    f. pOH=9.6 

Which of the three criteria for neutrality is most general? 

Solutions of Acids 

12. Calculate the pH of each of the following solutions of a strong 

acid in water: 

a 0.1MHC1 d. 3.0×10 5MHC1 

h. 0.1M HNO3 e. 2.0× 10 2M HNO3 

c 0.1 MHC104 f. 4.0MHNOa 

113. Calcula|e the pH of a 1.0 × 10 t~ M solution of HCI in water. 

Before checking your answer, decide whether or not it makes 

f4. A solution is prepared by adding 50.0 mL of concentrated 
hydrochloric acid and 20.0 mL of concentrated nitric acid to 
300 mL of water. Water is added until the final volume is 
500.0 mL. Calculate [H+I, IOH-I, and pH for this solution. 
(See Exercise 2 in Chapter 11 for the composition of the con- 
centralvd reagents.) 

15. Using the K~ values given in Table 14.2, calculate the coneen- 
lrations of all species present and the pH for each of the fop 
lowing: 
a. 0.20 M HC2H302 

b. 1.5 M HNO~ 
c, 0.020 M HY’ 
d. 0.83 M lactic acid 

CH3CHCO~H, K~ = 1.38 × 10 

16. Formic acid (HCO2H) is secreted by ants. Calculate [H+] and 
the pH of a 0.025 M solution of fonnic acid (K~ = 1.8 x 

10 4). 

17. Calculate the pH of a 0.50 M solution of chlorous acid 

(HCIO2, K~ = 1.2 × 10 ~). 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21~ 

22. 

Boric acid (H3BO~) is commonly used in eyewash solutions in 
chemismy laboratories to neutralize bases splashed in the eye. 
It acts a.s a monoprotic acid, but the dissociation t~aetion is 
slighfly different from that of other acids: 

B(OH)3 + H~O ~-~ B(OH)4 + H ~ 

K,=5.8× 10 m 

Calculate the pH of a 0.50 M solutiol~ of boric acid. 

A solution is prepared by dissolving 0.56 g of benzoic acid 
(CtHsCO2H, Ka -- 6.4 × 10-5) ill enough water to make 

1.0 L of solution. Calculate [CtHsCOaHI, ICtHsCO~-], 
[H ~ ], [OH ], and the pH in this solution. 

At 25°C a saturated solution of benzoic acid (see Exercise 19) 
has a pH of 2.8. Calculate the water-solubility of benzoic acid 

in moles per liter and grma~s per 100 milliliters. 

A solution with a volume of 250.0 mL is prepared by diluting 
20.0 mE of glacial acetic acid with water. Calculate [H ] and 
the pH of this solution. Assume glacial acetic acid is put~ 
liquid acetic acid, with a density of 1.05 g/cm3. 

Calculate the pH of each of the following: 

a. a solutioo containing 0.10 M HC1 and 0.10 M HOCI 

b. a solution contaialng 0.050 M HNO~ and 0.50 M 

HC2H302 

A solution is prepared by adding 50.0 mL of 0.050 M HC1 to 
150.0 mL of 0.10 M HNO3. Calculate the concentrations of 
all species in this solution. 

Calculate the pH of a 0.0010 M solution of H2SO4. 
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25. What types of measurements, other than pH measuremeuts, 

can bc made to determine the extent of dissociation of an acid 

in water? 

26~ In a 0.100 M solution of HF, the pement dissociation is 8. 1%. 

Calculate K~. 

27~ Calculate the percent dissociation of the acid in each of the 

following solutions: 

a. 0.50 M acetic acid 

b. 0.050 M acetic acid 

c. 0.0050 M acetic acid 

2~L Calculale the percent dissociation of a 0.22 M solution of 

chlorou~ acid (HC10.~) (K~, = 1.2 x 10 z). 

29. Using lbe K~ values in Table 14.2, calculate the percent disso- 

ciation in a 0.100 M solulion of each of the fdilowing acids: 

a. hypochlorous acid (HOC1) 

b. hydrocyadic acid (HCN) 

c. hydrochloric acid (HCI) 

3(I. The pH of a 0.063 M solution ~f hypobromous acid (HOBr 

but usually written HBrO) is 4.95. Calculate K~. 

3L Trichloroacetic acid (CC13CO~H) is a corrosive acid that is 
used to precipitate proteins. The pH of a 0.050 M solufion of 

32. 

txichloroacetic acid is 1.4. Calculate K~. 

Using the K~ values in Table 14.4, and only the first dissocia- 

tion step, calculate the pH of 0.10 M solutions of each of the 

following polyprotic acids: 

a. H~PO~ c. H~CO3 

b H~AsO~ 

Calculate [H+], [OH ], [H3PO4], [H_~PO4 ], [HPO~~ ], and 

[PO~3 ] for a 0.10 M solution of H3POa. 

Calculate [CO~-~ ] in a 0.010 M solu00n of CO2 in water 

(H~CO3). If all the CO32 in this sdiution comes from the 

reaction 

what percent of the H+ ions in the solution are a result of the 

dissociation of HCO~ ? Wben acid is added to a solution of 

sodium hydrogen carbonate (NaHCO3), vigorous bubbling 

occurs. How is Ihis reaction related to |he existence of car- 

bonic acid (H~_CO?) molecules in aqueous solution? 

Solutions of Bases 

35. 

36. 

Thallittm(I) hydroxide is a strong base used in the synthesis of 

some organic compounds. Calculate the pH of a solution con- 

tahting 2.48 g of T1OH per liter. 

Calculal¢ IOH ], pOH, and pH for each of the Ibllowing: 

a. 0.25 M NaOH 

b 0.00040 M Ba(OH)~ 

c. a solution containing 25 g of KOH per hter 

d. a solution containing 150.0 g of NaOH per liter 

33. 

What is the percen! ionization in each of the following solu- 

tions? 

a. 0.10 M NH-~ 

b. 0.010 M NH3 

c. 0.10 M CH3NJ:Ia 

41. 

For the reaction of hydrazine (N2H4) in water, 

HzNNH2 + H20 -~ H2NNH3~ + OH 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

The presence of what element most commonly results in basic 

properties for an organic compound? 

Calculale IOH ], [H% andpH of 0.200 M solutions of each 

of the following alnines (the ndssing Kb values are found in 

Table 14,3): 

a ethylamine 

b diethylamine, (C_~Hs)_~NH, Kb = 1.3 × 10 3 

c. Irietbylanfine, (C~Hs)~N, K~ 4.0 × 10-~ 

d aniline 

e. pyridine 
f. hydroxylamine, HONH2, Ko = 1.1 × l0 s 

Draw Ihe slructures of the conjugate acids of ephedrine and 
mescaline. See page 586 for structures of the atnines. 

Codeine is a derivative of morpltine and is used as an analgc- 

sic~ narcotic, or antitusalvc. It was once cotmnordy used in 

cough syrups, but is now available only by prescription be- 

caus~ of its addictive properties. The formula of codeine is 

CI8HnNOa and the pKb is 6.05. Calculate the pH of a 10.0- 

mL sdiution containing 5.0 nag of codeine. 

43. 

Kb is 3.0 x 10 6. Calculate the pH of a 2.0 M solution of 
hydrazine in water, 

Quin ae (C20H~4N~O2) is the most important alkaloid derived 
from cinchona bark. It is used as an antimalarial drug. 

H~C=CH 

H 
N~H 

ItO--CiI 

H3CO-. 

Quinine 
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For quinine, pKbl = 5.1 and pKba ~ 9.7. (Recall /hat pKs 
log Ku.) A gram of quinine will dissolve in 1900.0 mL of 

water. Calculate tile pH of a saturated aqueous solution of 

quinine. Consider only the reaction Q + 1120 ~ QH+ + 

OH desclibed by pKb~. 

.IL The pH of a 0.016 M solution ofp-toluidine (CH~C6IIgNHa) 

in water is 8.6. Calculate 

45. ~lhe pH of a 1.00 x 10 3 M solution of pyTrolidine is 10.82. 

Calculate Kb, 

CH2----CH, 

C        ’ 
-H2\ ,CH2 

Pyrrolidine 

the 

Acid-Base Properties of Salts 

47. 

48. 

Derive an expression for the relationship between pK~ 
and pKb tbr a conjugate acid-base pair. (Recall lhat pK = 

log K.) 

Are solutions of the fbllowing salts acidic, basic, or ncutraI? 

For those that are not neutral, write balanced chemical equa- 
tions for tile reactions causing the soinllon to be acidic or 
basic. The relevant K~ and Kb values are found in Tables 14.2 
and 14.4. 
a KCI e. NHaNO2 
b NaNO? f. Nal[CO~ 
c. NaNO2 g. NII4C2HsO2 
d. NH4NO~ h. NaF 

Calculate the plt of each of tile following solutions: 

a I).10 M CH~NH~C1 

b. 0.050 M NaCN 

51. 

c 0.20 M Na2CO~ (consider only the reaction CO~2 + H~O 

d. 0.12 M NaNOa 
e. 0.45 M NaOC1 

Is an aqueous solution of NalISO4 acidic, basic, or neutral? 

What reaction with water occurs? If solid Na2CO3 is added lo 

a solution of NaltSO4, whal reaction can occur between the 

CO32 and [ISO4 ions? 

Sodium azide (NAN3) is sometimes added to water to kill bac- 

teria. Calculate the concentration of all species in a 0.010 M 

solution of NaN> The K~ value for hydrazoic acid (HN3) is 

1.9×10 5. 

Criven that the K~ value for acetic acid is 1.8 × 10 5 and the 

K~ value lbr hypochlorous acid is 3 × 10 ~, which is the 

stronger base, OCI- or C2H302-? 

Relationships Bet~veen Structure and Strengths of Acids and Bases 

52 Place the species in each of the lbllowthg groups in order of 
increasing acid strength. Give your reason for tile parllcular 

order you chose in each group. 

a. HBrO, HBrO> IlBrO~ 
b. H3AsOa, l[zAsO4 , HAsO~2- 

53, Place the species in each of the lbllowing groups h~ order of 
increasing base strength. Give your reasoning ill each case. 

a. BrO , BrOa-, B~O? 
b. H2POa-, l[PO42 , PO43 

Will ll~e fNIowing oxides give acidic, basic, or neutral solu- 

tions when dissolved in water? Write reactions to justify your 
answers, 
a CaO d. C120 
b Naa.O e. P40!O 

C SO2 f. NO2 

Lewis Acids and Bases 

Define each of the following: 

a. Arrhenuls acid 

b. Br6nsted-Lowry acid 

c. Lewis acid 

Which of the definitions in Exercise 55 is most general? Write 
reactions to justit}," 3’our answer. 

57. Identit~ the Lewis acid and |he Lewis base in each of the 
tbllowthg reactions: 
a. B(OH)3 + H20 ~" B(Oll)4- + H+ 
b. Ag+ + 2Ntt3 ~- Ag(NH3)2~ 
c. BF-~ + NH3 ~ F3BNIt3 

d. I~+I ~-I~- 
e, Zn(OU)2 ÷ 2OH ~-~ an(Oil)42 
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58. Ahmlinun~ hydroxide is an amphoteric substance. It can act as 
either a Br6nsted-Lowry base or a Lewis acid. Write a reac- 
tion showing AI(OH)~ acting as a base toward H+ and as an 

acid toward OH . 

In terms of orbitals and electron arrangements, what must be 

present for a molecule or ion to act as a Lewis acid? What 

must be present for a molecule or ion to act as a Lewis base? 

Additional Exercises 

Liquid ammonia is sometimes used as a solvent for chemical 

reactions, it undergoes the autoionization reaction: 

a. What species correspond to H and OH- in liquid ammo- 

nia? 
b. What is the condition for a neutral sohthon in liquid am- 

monia? 64. 

c. So(hum metal reacts with liquid ammonia in a manner 
analogous to the reaction of 5o(hum metal with water. 

Write a balanced chemical equation describing this reac- 

tion. 
d. What advantages might lhere be to using liquid a~norfia 

as a solvent? 

Alka Seltzer employs the reaction between citric acid and 
sodinm bicarbonate to generate ils fizz (CO~(g)). The stmc- ~5, 

ture of citric acid and values of the acid dissociation constants 

are 

CH2 COzH K< = 8.4 x 10 4 

HO--~--CO:H K~,~- 1.8 × 10-s 

CH2 CO2H K~, = 4.0 x 10 6 

Calculate the value or the equilibrium constant for each of the 

following reactions (we abbreviate c tric acid as H3Cit) using 

the K~ values for citric acid and for carbonic acid: 

H3Cit + HCO3 -~ H2Cit + H20 + CO2 

H~Cit + 3HCO3- ~ Cit~- ~ 3H~O ~ 3COa 

Hint: When react oas are added, the corresponding equilib- 
rium constants are multiplied. 

62. qq~e bsmotic pressure of a 1.00 × 10-~- M solution of cyanic 

acid (HOCN) is 217.2 torr at 25~C. Calculate K~ for HOCN 
£rom this rcsult. 

63. a. The principal equilibrium in a solution of NaHCO~ is 

HCO~ ÷ HCO3 ~ H2CO3 + CO32 

Calculate the value of the equilibrium constant for this re- 
action. 

b. At equilibrium, what is the relationship between [H~CO3] 

and [CO3z ]? 
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66, 

c. Using the equilibrimn 

H~CO~ ~ 2H+ + CO32 

derive an expression for the pH of the solution in terms of 

K~ and K~: using the result from part b. 

d. What is the pH of a solution of NaI-ICO3? 

Calculate the value for the equilibrium constant for each of the 

following reactions: 

a. NH~ + H30~ ~ NI-14+ + H20 

b, NO2 + H3O+ ~- I~02 + H20 

c, NH4+ + CHACO2 ~ NI-I3 + CH~CO21t 

d. H~O+ + Oft- ~ 2H~O 

e. NILe" + OH- -~ NH~ + H20 

f. HNO2 4 OH ~- H20 ÷ NO2 

Hemoglobin (abbreviated Hb) is a protein that is responsible 
for the transport of oxygen in the blood of mat~unals. Each 
hernoglobin molecule contains four iron atoms that are the 

binding sites for Oa molecules. The oxygen binding is pH 

dependent. The relevant equilibrium reaction is as follows. 

UbU44+ ÷ 402 ~ Hb(O2)4 b 4H+ 

Use Le Cb~ttclier’s principle to answer the following. 
a. Whal lbrm of hemoglobin, HbH44- or 1tb(O2)4, iS favored 

in the lungs? What form is favor~ in the cells? 

b. When a person hyperventilates, tbe concentration of CO2 
in the blood is decreased, ltow does this affect the oxygen- 

binding equilibrimn? How does breathing into a paper bag 

help to counteract this effect’.’ 
c. When a person has suffered a cardiac arrest, injection of a 

so(hum bicarbonate solution is given. Why is this neces- 

sary? 

Construct a thermochemical cycle for the following reaction 
in terms of bond energies, ionization energies, and electron 

affinities: 

HX(g) ~ H+(g) + X (g) 

a. Calculate M4 for the above reaction when X = F, C1, Br, 

b. How are the results of this thcrmochemical cycle consist- 

ent w, ith statements in the chapter? 
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~7. Use the results of Exercise 66 to explain what two things will 

increase the strength of an acid. 

Using your conclusions from Exercise 67, place the species in 

each of the following groups in order of increasing acid 
strength: 
a. H20, H~S, H2Se    (bond energies: H- O, 463 kJ/mol; 

H S, 363 kJ/mol; ~Se, 276 kJimol) 

b. CH~CO2H, FCH2CO2H, F2CHCO2H, F~CCO2H 
c. NH4+, CH~NH3 , HONH~+ 
Give reasons liar the orders you chose. 

69. Using your conclusions i]-om Exercise 68, place the species in 
each of the following groups in order of increasing base 
strength: 

a. OH-, SH-, Sell- 
b. NH2, PH~ (bond energies: N--H, 386 ld/mol; P--H, 

322 kJ/mol) 

70. Calculate the pH of a 1.0 × 10-7 M solution of NaOH in 

water. Consider the araount of hydroxide ion from the 

autoionization of water and file effect of the added hydroxide 

ion on the position of Ihe autoionizalion equilibrium. 

71. Making use of the assumplions we ordinarily make in calcu~ 
lating the pH of all aqueous solution of a weak acid. calculate 

the pH of a 1.0 × 10 6 M solution of hypobromous acid 

(HBrO, K~ = 2 × 10 ~). What is wrong widl your answer? 

Why is it wrong? Without trying to solve the problem, tell 

what has to be included to solve the problem colrecdy. 
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Solid 

Figure 10.1 

Corr~parison of the three states of 
matter. 

Table 10.1 

These values show that there is a much greater change in structure in going 
from the liquid to the gaseous state than in going from the solid to the 
liquid. This suggests that there are extensive attractive forces among the 
molecules in liquid water, similar to but not as strong as those in the solid 

state. 
The relative similarity of the liquid and solid states can also be seen in 

the densities of the three states of water. As sho~vn in Table !0.1, the 
densities for liquid and solid water are quite close. Compressibilities can 
also be used to explore the relationship among water’s states. At 25°C, the 
density of liquid water changes from 0.99707 g/cm3 at a pressure of 1 atm 
to 1.046 g/cm3 at 1065 arm. Given the large change in pressure, this is a very 
small variation in the density. Ice also sho~vs little variation in density with 
increased pressure. On the other hand, at 400°C, the density of gaseous 
water changes fi’om 3.26 x 10 3 g/cm3 at 1 arm pressure to 0.15Y g/cm3 at 
242 atm--a huge variation. 

The conclusion is clear. The liquid and solid states show many similari- 
ties and are strikingly different from the gaseous state (see Fig. 10.1). We 
must bear this in mind as we develop models for the structures of solids 
and liquids. 

Densiti~ of the Three Stat~ of Water 

State Density (g/cnr~) 

Solid (0°C, 1 arm) 0.9168 

Liquid (25°C, 1 am0 0.9971 

Gas (400°C, 1 arm) 3.25 × 10-4 

I 0ol Intermolecular Forces 
PURPOSE 

E3 To define dipole-dipole forces, hydrogen bonding, and London dispersion 
tbrces. 

~ To describe the efthcts these forces have on the properties of liquids at~d solids. 

In Chapters 8 and 9 we saw that atoms can fornl stable units called molecules 

by sharing electrons. This is called intramolecular (within the molecule) bonding. 

In this chapter we consider the properties of the condensed states of matter (liquids 

and solids) and the forces that cause the aggregatiotx of the components of a sub- 

stance to tbrm a liquid or a solid. These forces may involve covalent or ionic 

bonding, or they may involve weaker interacti~ms usually called intermolecular 

fnrees (because they occur between, rather than within, molecules). 

It is important to recognize that when a substance like water changes from solid 

to liquid to gas, the molecules remain intact. The chat~ges of state are due to 

changes in the forces among the molecules rather than those witt~in the molecules. 

h 
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bi 
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In ice, as we will see later in this chapter, the ~nolecules are virtuully locked in 

place, although they can vibrate about their positions. If energy is added, the mo- 

tions of the molecules increase, and they eventually achieve the greater movement 

and disorder characteristic of liquid water. The ice has melted. As more energy is 

added, the gaseous state is eventually reached, with the individual molecules far 

apart and interacting relatively little. However, the gas still consists of water mole- 

cules. It would take much lnore energy to overcome the covalent bonds and decom- 

pose the water molecules into their component atoms. This can be seen by compm’- 

ing the energy needed to vaporize 1 mole of liquid water (41.2 kJ) to that needed to 

break the O--H bonds in 1 mole of water molecules (934 kJ). 

Dipole Dipole Forces 
As we saw in Section 8.3, molecules with polar bonds often behave in au electric 

field as if they had a center of positive charge and a center of negative charge. That 

is, they exhibit a dipole moment. Molecules with dipole moments can attract each 

other electrostatically by lining up so that the positive and negative ends are close to 

each other, as shown ha Fig. 10.2(a). This is called a dipole-dipole attraction. In a 

condensed state such as a liquid, the dipoles find the best compromise between 

attraction and repulsion, as shown in Fig. 10.2(b). 

Dipole-dipole forces are typically only about 1% as strong as covalent or ionic 

bonds, and they rapidly become weaker as the distance between the dipoles in- 

creases. At low pressures in the gas phase, where the molecules arc far apart, these 

forces are relatively uni~nportant. 

Particulm’ly strong dipole-dipole forces, however, are seen anaong molecules in 

which hydrogen is bound to a highly electroncgative atom, such as nitrogen, oxy- 

gen, or fluo~me. Two factors account for the strengths of these interactions: the 

great polarity of the bond and the close approach of the dipoles, allowed by the very 

small size of the iaydrogen atom. Because dipole-dipole attractions of ttais type are 

so unusually strong, they are given a special name hydrogen bonding. Figure 

10.3 shows hydrogen bonding among water molecules. 

Hydrogen bonding has a very important effect on various physical properties. 

For exan~ple, tiae boiling points for the covalent hydrides of the elements in Groups 

4A, 5A, 6A, and 7A arc given in Fig. 10.4. Note that the nonpolar tetrahedral 

(a) 

Figure 10.2 

(a) The electrostatic interaction of 
two polar molecules. (b) The 
interaction of many dipoles in a 
condensed state. (b) 

Repulsion 
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Figure 10.3 

(a) The polar water molecule. (b) 
Hydrogen bonding among water 
molecules. Note that the small size of 
the ?~ydrogen atoms allows tor close 
interactions. 

Figure 10.4 

The boiling points of the covalent 
hydrides of elements in Groups 4A, 
5A, 6A, and 7A. 

(a) (b) 

100 

200 

\ 

hydrides of Group 4A show a steady iucrease in boiling point with molecular weight 

(that is, in going down the group), while for the other groups, the lightest member 

has an unexpectedly high boiling point. Why? The gmswer lies in the especially 

large hych-ogen-bonding interactions that exist among the smallest molecules with 

the most polar X--H bonds. An unusually large quantity of energy must therefore 

be supplied to overcome these interactions and separate the molecules to produce 

the gaseous state. These molecules will remahr together in the liquid state even at 

high temperatttrcs; hence the very high boiling points. 

London Dispersion Forces 
Even molecules without dipole moments must exert forces on each other. We kuow 

this because all substances--even the noble gases exist in the liquid and solid 

states under certain conditions. The very weak forces that exist among noble gas 
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atoms and non )lar molecules are called London dis ers on forces To understand P ,P ~ ~. 

the origin of these forces, lct us consider a pair of noble gas atoms. Although we 

usually assume that the electrons of an atom are urtfformly distributed about the 

nucleus, tl~is is apparently not true at every instant. Atoms can develop a mmnen- 

tary nonsymmetrical electron distribution that produces a temporary dipolar ar- 

rangement of charge. This instantaneous dipole can then induce a simil~ dipole in 

a neighboring atom, as shown in Fig. 10.5(a). This phenomenon leads to an intcro 

atomic attraction that is both weak and short-lived, but siginficm~t in the absence of 

any other types of bonding forces. For these interactions to become strong enough 

to produce a solid, the motions of the atmns must be greatly slowed down. This 

explains, [’or instance, why the noble gas elements have such low freezing points 

(sec Table 10.2). 

Note from Table 10.2 that the freezing point rises going down the group. There 

are two p~q.ncipal facturs that cause this trend. First, as the atomic mass increases, 

the average velocity o[’ an atom at a given temperature decreases, allowing the atom 

to "lock into" the solid mute readily. Second, as the atomic number increases, the 

number of electrons increases, and there is an increased chance of the occurrence 

mo~nentary dipole interactions. We say that lm’ge atoms with many electrons exhibit 

a higher polarizability than small atoms. Thus the impol~ance of London dispersion 

forces increases as the si7e of the atom increases. 

These same ideas also apply m nonpulm" molecules such as H2, CH4, CC14, and 

CO: [see Fig. 10.5(b)]. Since none o[’ these molecules has a permanent dipole 

moment, their principal means of attracting each other is through I x)ndon dispersion 

forces. 

~ 0~ ~ T he I Liquid State 

PURPOSE 

[] To describe some properties of liquids: surface tension, capillary action, and 

(a) 

Atom B 

Molecule A Molecule B 

Instantaneous 

dipole on A 

dipole on B, 

F~gure 10.5 

(a) An instantaneous polarization can 

instantaneous dipole. This dipole 
creates an induced dipole on 
neighboring atom B (b) Nonpolar 
molecules such as H,2 can develop 
instantaneous and induced dipoles. 

viscosity, 

~ight 
nber 

wi~ 

~fore 

duce 

solid 

~ gas 

Liquids and liquid solutions are vital to our lives. Of course, water is the most 

important liquid. Besides being essential to life, it provides a medium for food 

preparation, for transportation, for cooling in many types of machines and hrdustrial 

processes, for recreation, for cleaning, and for a myriad of other uses. 

Liquids exhibit many characteristics that help us understand their nature. We 

have already mentioned their low compressibility, lack of rigidity, and high density’ 

compared to gascs. Many of the properties o[’ liquids give us direct infi.wmation 

about the lbrccs that exist among the particles. For example, when a liquid is poured 

onto a solid surface, it tends to bead as droplets, a phenomenon that depends on the 

intermolecular lbrces. Although molecules in the interior of the liquid are com- 

pletely surrounded by othcr molecules, those at the liquid surface are subject to 

attractions only from the side and from below (b’ig. 10.6). The effect of this uncven 

pull on the surthcc nmlecules draws them into the body of the liquid and causes a 

droplet of liquid to asstm~c the shape that h~ the mininmm surface area--a sphere. 
To increase a liquid’s surface area, molecules must move fi-om the interinr of 

the liquid to the surface This requkes energy, since some intermolecular forces 

The Freezing Points of the 
Group SA Element~ 

Element Freezing point (°C) 

Helimn -269.7 

Neon -248.6 

Argon -189.4 

Krypton - 157.3 

~Xenon 
-111.9 

Table 10.2 
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Beads of water on a waxed 
car finiah. 

Figur~ 10.6 

A molecule in the interior of a liquid 
is atiraeted to th~ molecules 
surrounding it, while a molecule at 
the surface of a liquid is attracted 
only by mo!ecules below it and on 
each side. Thus th~ interior rnolecules 
exert a net force pulling the surface 
molecule into the interior of the 
liquid. 

must be overcoine. The resistance of a liquid to an increase in its surface area is 
called the surfnee tension of the liquid. As we wo~dd expect, liquids with relatively 
brge intermolecular forces tend to have relatively high surface tensions. Thus we 
can readily predict the surface tension if we know the polarity of the particles 

comprising the liquid, as seen in Sample Exercise 10.1. 

Would you expect liquid carbon tetrachloridc (CCI~) or liquid chloroform (CHC]3) 

to have the higher surface tension? 

Solution 

Both carbon tetrachloride and chlorotbnn have molecules with a tetrahedral ar- 
rangement of atoms around carbon. However, because chloroform has three bonds 

of one type and one of another, it has a dipole moment. Carbon tetrachlofide, with 

thur equal bonds, does not have a dipole moment. Because of the polar character of 

its molecules, the much larger intermolecular forces in liquid chloroform cause it to 

have a liigher surface tension. 

Polar liquids also exhibit capillary action, the spontaneous rising of a liquid i~ 
a narrow tube, as shown in Fig. 10.7(a). Two different types of forces are responsi- 

ble for this property: cohesive .threes, the internlolecular forces mnong the mole- 
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cules of the liquid; and adhesive forces, the forces between the liquid molecules and 

their container. We have already seen how cohesive forces operate among polar 

molecules. Adhesive forces occur when a container is made of a substance that has 

polar bonds. For example, glass coutains many oxygen atmns with partial negative 

charges that arc attractive to the positive end of a polar molecule such as water. 

Since water has both strong cohesive (intermolecular) lbrces and strong adhesive 

forces to glass, it "pulls itself" up a glass capillary tube (a tube with a small 

diameter) to a height where the weight of the colunm of water just balances the 

water’s tendency to be attracted to the glass surface. The concave shape of the 

meniscus [see Fig. 10.7(a)] shows that water’s adhesive forces toward the glass arc 

stronger than its cohesive forces. A nonpolar liquid such as mercury [see Fig. 

10.7(b)] shows a lower level in a capillmy tube and a convex meniscus. This 

behavior is characteristic of a liquid in which the cohesive forces are stronger than 

the adhesive forces toward glass. 

Another property of liquids strongly dependent on intcrmolecular forces is vis- 

cosity, a measure of a liquid’s resistance to flow. As might be expected, liquids 

with large intennolecular forces tend to be highly viscous. For example, glycerol, 

whose structure is 

H 

HCOH (a) 

H--COH 

H 

has an unusually high viscosity mainly duc to a high capacity to R~ hydrogen 
bonds. 

Molecular complexity also leads to higher viscosity because very large mole- 
cules can become eutangled with each other. For example, nonviscous gasoline 
contains molecules of the type CH3--(CH:),,--CH3, where n varies from about 3 to 
8. However, grease, which is very viscous, contains much larger molecules in 
which n varies from 20 to 25. 

In many respects, the development of a structural model for liquids presents 
greater challenges than developing such a model for the other two states of matter. 
In the gaseous state, the particles are so far apart and are moving so rapidly that 
intemaolecular forces are negligible under most circumstances~ This means we can 
use a relatively simple model for gases. In the sofid state, although the intermolecu- 
lar forces are large, the moleculm motions are minimal and fairly simple models are 

again possible. The iiquid state, however, has both strong intermolecular forces and 
sigTfificant molecular motions. Such a situation precludes the use of really simple 
models for liquids. Recent advances in spectroscopy, the study of the manner in 
which substances interact with electromagnetic radiation, make it possible to follow 
the very’ rapid changes that occur in liquids. As a result, our models of liquids are 
becoming more accurate. As a starting point, a typical liquid might best be viewed 
as containing a large number of regions where the anangements of the components 

(b) 

Figure 10.7 

(a) The rise of a polar liquid, such as 
vvatet, in a capillary tube due to large 
adhesive and cohesive forces. The 
concave meniscus (the level of the 
water is higher against the capilla~ 
walls than it is in the Center of the 
tube) indicates that the adhesive 
forces are somewha~ larger than the 
cohesive forces. (Io) A nonpolar 
liquid such as mercu~ shows a 
smaller rise than that o� water in the 
capillary tube 5rid a Convex meniscus 
(the mercu~ level is higher in the 
center of the tube than it is against 
the capillary walls). In this case, the 

are similar to those found in the solid, but v;,ith more disorder, and a smaller number �~h4~i~e and adhesive forces are 
of regions where holes are present. The situation is highly dynamic, with rapid both r~latively small, Dut the cohesive 

fluctuations occurring in both types of regions, force is the larger of the two. 
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An Introduction to Structures 
and Types of Solids 

PURPOSE 
~q To contrast crystalline and amorphous solids. 

Tu introduce X-ray diffraction as a means for structure determination. 

There are many ways to classify solids, but the bruadest categories ae crystal- 

l~e s~lids, those with a highly regul~ m-angement of their components, and ~r- 
phous s~lids, thuse with considerable ~sorder in their s~ucture. 

The regul~ arrangement of the components of a crystalline solid at the micro- 
scopic level produces the beautil’~, characteristic shapes of crystNs, such as those 
shown in Fig. 10.8. The positions of the components iu a crystNlinc solid ~e 
usuN]y represented by a lattice, a three-dimensional system of points designating 
the centers of the components (atoms ions, or molgcules). The smallest repeagng 
unit of the lattice is called ~e unit cell. Thus a panicular lattice cau be generated by 
repeating the unit cell in all ttuee dimensions to fom~ the extended structure. Tt~ee 
co~on unit cells and the~ lattices arc shown in Fig. 10.9. 

Although we will concengate on cwstalline solids in this book, there are m~y 
Figure 10.8 important noncwstalline (anlo~huus) materials. An example is comlnon glass, 

which is best pictured as a solution in ~h~ch the components are frozen m place 
S~era~ cwstalline solids: Ca) halite 
(NaCI), (b) qua~z (S~O2), and (c) iron 

before they can achieve an ordered a~augemcnt. Although glass is a sulid (it has a 

pyrite (FeS~) rigid shape), a great den of disorder exists iu its stmc~c. 
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Figure 10,9 

Three cubic unit cells and the 
corresponding lattices: (a) simple 
cubic, (b) body centered cubic, and 
(c) fdce-centered cubic. 

X-ray Analysis of Solids 
The structures of crystallhm solids arc most commonly determined by X-ray dif- 

fraction. Diffraction occurs when beams of light are scattered from a regular an-ay 

of points or lines in which the spacings between the components are comparable to 

the wavelength of the light. Diffraction is due to constructive interference when the 

wayes of pmallel beams arc in phase and to destructive interference when the wavcs 

me out of phase. 
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Figure 10.10 

X rays that are scattered from two 
different atoms may either (a) 
reinforce or (b) cancel each other 
when they meet, depending on 
whether they are in phase or out of 
phase. 

When X rays of a single wavelength are directed at a crystM, a diffraction 

pattern is obtNncd, as we saw in Fig. 7.5. The light and dark areas on the photo- 

graphic plate occur because the waves scattered t-ore various atoms may reinforce 

or cancel each other when thcy meet (see Fig. 10.10). The key to whether the waves 
reinforce or cancel is the difference in distance traveled by lira waves afler they 

strike the atoms. The waves are in phase before they me reflected, so if the diffcr- 

ence in distance traveled after reflection is an integral number of wavelengths, the 
wavcs will still bc in phase when they meet again. 

Since the distance traveled after reflection depends on the distance betwccn the 

atoms, the diffraction pattern can be used to determine the interatomic spacings. 

The exact relationship can be worked out using the diagram in Fig. 10.11, which 
shows two in-phase waves being neflected by atoms in two different layers in a 

crystal. The extra distance travclcd by the lower wave is the sum of the distances 

and yz, and the waves will be in phase after reflection if 

xy + yz = nh (10.1) 

phase before 

Wavcs still 

X-ray wavele.gths. 

dI 

d2 

figure 10.11 

Reflechon of X ra’-s of wawlengm 
from a pair of atoms in two dfferent 
ayers of a crystal. The lower wave 

travels an extra distance equal to the 
sum of xy and yz. If ths distance is 
an integral number of wavelengths 
(n = 1, 2, 3 . . . ), the waves wil 
re nforce each other when they exit 
the c~/stal 
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where n is an integer and A is the wavelength of the X rays. Using tfigonometr3 ~see 

Fig. 10.14), we can show that 

xy + yz - 2d sin 0 10.2) 

where d is the distance between the atoms and 0 is the angle of incidence and 

reflection. Cmnbining Equation (10.1) and Equation (10.2) gives 

nA = 2d sin 0 (10.3) 

Equation (10.3) is called the Bragg equation ~ffter William Henry Bragg (1862- 
1942) and his son William Lawrence Bragg (1890 1972), who shared the Nobel 
prize in physics in 1915 for theh" pioneering work in X-ray crystallography. 

A dfffractometer is a computer-controlled instrument used for carrying out the 
X-ray analysis of crystals. It rotates the crystal with respect to the X-ray beam and 
collects the data produced by the scattering of the X rays from the various planes of 
atoms in the crystal. The results are then analyzed by computer. The techniques for 
crystal structure analysis have reached a level of sophistication that allows the 
determination of very complex structures, such as those important in biological 
systems. Using X-ray diffraction, we can gather data on bond lengths and angles, 
and in doing so can test the predictions of our models of molecular geometry. 

X rays of wagelength 1.54 A were used to analyze an aluminum crystal. A reflec- 
tion was produced at 0 = 19.3°. Assunfing n = 1, calcula~ the distance d between 
the planes of atoms producing this reflection. 

Solution 

To determine the dist~ce between the pl~es, we use Equation (10.3) with n = 1, 

A= 1.54~, m~d 0= 19.3~. S~ce2dsin0=n, 

na (1)(1.54 ~) 
d - 2.33 ~ 

2 s~ 0 (2)(0.3305) 

Types of Crystalline Solids 
There are many different Upes of crystalline solids. For example, although both 
sugar and salt dissulve readily in water, the properties of the resulting solutions are 
quite different. The salt solution readily conducts an electric current, while the 
sug~ solution does not. This behavior arises from the nature of the components in 
these two solids. Common salt (NaC1) is an ionic solid; it contains Na+ and C1 
ions. When solid sodium chluride dissolves in the pol~ water, sodium and chloride 
ions are distributed throughout the resulting solution and are free to conduct electri- 
cal current. Table sugar (sucrose), on the other hand, is composed of neutral mole- 
cules that are dispersed throughout the water when the solid dissolves. No ions are 
present, and the resulting solution does not conduct electricity. These examples 
illustrate two linportant types of solids: ionic solids, represented by sodium chlo- 

ride; and molecular solids, represented by sucrose. 
A third type of solid is represented by elements such as graphite and diamond 

(both pure carbon), boron, silicon, and all metals. These substances all contain 
atoms covalently bonded to each other; we will call them atomic solids. Examples 
of’the three types of solids are shown in Fig. 10.12. 
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Figure 10~12 

Examples of three t~pes of crystalline solids. Only part of the structure 
shown in each case. (a) An atomic solid. Each sphere represents a 
carbon atom in diamond. (b)/m ionic solid The spheres represent 
alternating Na and CI ions in solid sodium chloride. (c) A molecular 
solid. Each unit of three spheres represents an H~O molecule in ice. 
The dashed lines show the hydrogen bonding among the polar water 
molecules. 

(a) /b) 

The properties of a solid ,are determined primarily by the nature of the fl)rces 

that hold the solid together. For example, although argon, copper, and diamond all 

form atomic solids, they have strikingly different propertics. Argon has a very low 

melting point (-189°C), while diamond and copper melt at high temperatures 

(about 3500°C and 1083°(’-, respcctivcly). Copper is an excellent c~mductor of elec- 

tricity, while argon and diamond me both insulators. Coppcr c~1 be easily changed 

in shape; it is both malleable (will form thin sheets) aud ductile (can be pulled into a 

whe). Diamond, on the other hand, is tire hardest natural substance known. The 
marked difli:rcnces in properties among these three atomic solids are due to bonding 

differences. We will explore the bonding in solids in the next two sections. 

Structure and Bonding in Metals 

PURPOSE 

[] To discuss file concept ol" closest packing of metal atoms. 

[] To describe two models for bonding in metals. 

[] To define and classify alloys. 

Metals are characterized by tfigh thertnal and electrical conductivity, malleabil- 

ity, and ductility. As we will see, these properties cmr be traced to the nondirec 

tional covalent bonding found in metallic crystals. 

A mctallic crystal can be pictured as containing spherical atoms packed to 

getbcr and bondcd to each other equally in all directions. We can model such a 
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stmctme by packing unil’erm, hard spheres in a manner that roost efficiently uses 

the available space. Such ,an arrangemcm is called closest packing. The spheres are 

packed in layers, as shown in Fig. 10.13(a), where each sphere is sttrrounded by six 

others. In the second layer the spheres do not lie directly over those in thc first layer. 

Instead each one occupies ma indentation (or dimple) formed by three spheres in the 

first layer [see Fig. 10.13(b)]. In the third layer the spheres can occupy the dimples 

of the second layer in two possible ways. They can occupy positions so that each 

sphere in the third layer lies directly over a sphere in the lirst layer (the aba arrange 

inent), or they can occupy positions so that no spherc in the third layer lies over one 

in the first layer (the abc ~rangement). 

The aba arrangement has the hexagonal unit cell shown in Fig. 10.14, and the 

resnlting structure is called the hexagonal closest packed (hcp) structure. The abc 

arrangement has a face-centered cubic unit cell, as shown in Fig. 10.15, and the 

resulting structure is called tbc cubic closest packed (ccp) structure. Note that in 

the hop structure tile spheres in every other layer occupy the same vertical position 

(ababab . . . ), while in the ccp structure the spheres in every Ik~ulXb layer occnpy 

the same vertical position (abcabca...). A characteristic of bodl struc0arcs is that 

each sphere has 12 equivalent nearest neighbors: 6 in thc same layer, 3 in the layer 

above, and 3 ha the layer below (that form the dhnples). This is illustrated l’or the 

hcp structure in Fig. 10.16 on tile l’ollowJng page. 

first layer. 

Figure 10.14 

When spheres are closest packed so that the spheres in 
the third layer are directly over those in the first layer 
(aba), the unit cell is the hexagonal prism illustrated here. 
Because of its hexagonal unit ceil, the aba arrangement is 
called the hexagonal closest packed structure. 

Figure 10.15 

When spheres are packed in the aOc arrangernent, the 
unit ce!] is face-centered cubic. To make the cubic 
arrangement easier to see, the vertical axis has been tilted 
as shown. Since this arrangement has a cubic unit cell, 
it is called the cubic closest packed structure. 

(~) 

(c) 

Figure 10.13 

The closest packing arrangement of 
uniform spheres. (a) A b/pica[ layer 
where each sphere is surrounded by 
six others. (b) The second layer is like 
the first, but it is displaced so that 
each sphere in the second layer 
occupies a dimple in the first layer. 
(c) The spheres in the third layer can 
occupy dimples in the second so 
that the spheres in the third layer lie 
directly over those in the first layer 
(aba), or the,/can occupy dimples in 
the second layer so that no spheres 
in the third layer lie above any in the 
first layer (aOc). 
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Figure ~0~16 

The inqicated ~phere has "12 nearest 
neighbors 6 in the same layer, 3 in 
the layer abovei and 3 in the layer 
below, the laRer 6 forming the 
dimples above and below the 
sphere 

Knowing the net ntm~ber of spheres (atoms) in a particul~ unit cell is importmlt 
for m~my applications thvdiving solids. To illustrate how to find the net number of 
spheres h~ a unit cell, we will consider a face-centered cubic unit cell (Fig. 10.17). 
Note that this tufit cell is defined by the centers of the spheres on the cube’ s conlers. 
Thus 8 cubes share a given sphere, so ~ of this sphere lies inside each unit cell. Since 
a cube has 8 corners, there are 8 x ~ pieces, or enough to put together 1 whole 
sphere. The spheres at the center of each face arc shared by 2 unit cells, so ½ of each 
lies inside a parLicular unit cell. Since the cube has 6 faces, we have 6 × ½ pieces, or 
enough to construct 3 whole spheres. Thus the net number of spheres in a face-cen- 
tered cubic unit cell is 

(a) (b) 

Figure 10.17 

The net number of spheres in a face-centered cubic unit ceil (a) Note that the sphere the co ore  is shared w th other unit ce  s.  hus such a oFla corner of 

sphere lies within a given unit cell Since there are 8 corners in a cube, there ale 8 of 
these ~ pieces, or 1 nc~ sphere. (b) The sphere on the center of each face is shared by 
b,vo unit ceils, and thus each unit cell has ½ of each of these types of spheres. There are 
6 of these ½ spheres to give 3 net spheres (c) Thus the face-centered cubic unit cell 
contains 4 net spheres. 

Silver crystallizes in a cubic closest packed structurc. Tile radius of a silver atom is 

1.44 ~. Calculate the density of solid silver. 

Solution 

Density is mass per unit volume. Thus we need to know how man3, silver atmns 

occup~y a given wflumc in the crystal. The structure is cubic closest pa~ked, which 
me,ms tbe udit cell is face-centered cubic, as shown in the accompanying figure. 
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We nmst find the volmne of this unit cell [br silver and the net number of atoms 

it contains. Note that in this structure the atoms touch along the diagonals of each 

face and not along thc edges oF the cube. Thus the length of the diagonal is r ~- 

2r ~ r, or 4r. We use this fact to find the length of the edgc of the cube by thc 

Pythagorean theorent: 
d~ + d2 - (4r)a 

2d2 - 16r~ 

Since r = 1.44 ~ for a silver atom, 

d = (I .44 ~)(’v’~8) = 4,07 7\ 

The vdiume of the unit cell is d~, which is (4.07 ~)3, or 67.4 7\~. Wc convert this to 
cubic centimeters as follows: 

67.4~?× (1.00×10=_ U cm.)3=6.74× 10_23cm? 

A 

Since we know that the net number of arums in the face centered cubic unit cell is 
4, we have 4 silver atoms contained in a volume of 6.74 × 10 2~ cm3. The density 
is therefore 

mass     (4 atoms)(107.9 g/mol)(1 mu176.022 x 100~ atoms) 
Density = -- 

volume 6.74 × 10 23 cm3 

= 10.6 g/cm3 

Examples of metals that are cubic clusest packed are aluminum, iron, copper, 
cobalt, and nickel. Magnesium and zinc are hexagonal closest packed. Calcin~n and 
certain other metals can crystallize in either of these structures. Some metals, how- 
ever, assume structures that are not closest packed. For example, the alkali metals 
have structures characterized by a body-centered cubic (bcc) unit cell [see Fig. 
10.10(b)], where the spheres touch along the body diagonal of the cube. In this 
structure each sphere has 8 nearest neighbors (coum the number of atoms around the 
atom at the center of the unit cell), as compared to 12 in the closest packed struc- 
tures. Why a particular metal adopts the structure it does is not well understood. 

Bonding in Metals 
Any successful bonding model for metals must account for the typical physical 
properties of metals: malleability, ductility, and the efficient and uniform conduc- 
tion of heat and electricity in all dh’ections. Although the shapes of most pure metals 
can be changed relatively easily, most metals are durable and have high melting 
points. These facts indicate that the bonding in most metals is both strong and 
nondirectional. That is, although it is difficult to separate metal atoms, it is rela- 
tively easy to move them, provided the atoms stay in contact with each other. 

The simplest picture that explains these observations is the electron sea model, 
which cnvisinns a regular array of mctal cations in a :’sea" of valence electrons (see 
Fig. 10.18). The mobile electrons can conduct heat and electricity, and the cations 
can be easily moved around as the metal is hanmmred into a sheet or pulled into a 
wire. 

©       © 

(b) 

Figure 10.18 

The electron sea model for metals 
postulates a regular array of cations ~n 
a "sea" of valence electrons, 
(a) Representation of an alkali metal 
(Group 1A) with one va!ence 
electron, (b) Representation of an 
alkaline earth r~etal (Group 2A) with 
lwo valence electrons. 
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Figure ~0~19 

The molecular orbital energy levels 
produced when varous numbers of 
atomic orbitals interact. Note that for 
1)vo atomic orbitals 1)vo rather widely 
spaced energy levels result. (Recall 
the description of H~ in Section 9.2.) 
As more atomic orbitals are available 
to Form molecular orbitals, the 
resulting energy levels are more 
closely spaced, finally producing a 
band of ve~i c!osely spaced orbitals. 

4 8 16 6.02 × 10’:~ 

A related model that gives a more detailed view of the electron energies and 
motions is the band model, or molecular orbital (MO) model, for metals. In this 
model flae electrons are assumed to travel around the metal crystal ha molecular 
orbitals formed from the valence atomic orbitals of the metal atoms (Fig. 10.19). 

Recall that in the MO model fur the gaseous Li2 molecule, two widely spaced 
molecular orbital energy levels (bonding and antibonding) result when two identical 
ato~nic orbitals interact. However, wben many metal atoms interact, as in a metal 
crystal, the large number of resulting molecular orbitals beco~ne more closely 
spaced and f’mally form a virtual continuum of levels, called bands, as shown in 
Fig. 10.19. 

Aa an illustration, picture a magnesimn metal crystal, wtfich has au hcp struc- 
ture. Since each magnesium atom has one 3s and three 3p valence atomic nrbitals, a 
crystal with n ma~m~csium atoms has available n(3.0 and 3n(3p) orbitais to form tile 
molecul~ orbitals, as illustrated in Fig. 10.20. Note that the core electrons are 
localized, as shnwn by flaeir presence in the energy "well" ,around each magnesium 
atom. However, the valence electrons occupy clnscly spaced molecular orbitals, 
which are nnly partially t’dled. 

The existence of empty molecular m’bitals close in energy to filled molecular 
orbitals explah~s the flmrmal and electrical conductivity of metal crystals. Metals 
conduct electricity mad beat very efficiently because of the availability of bighly 
mobile electrons. For example, when an electrical potential is placed across a strip 
of metal, for current to flow electrons must be free to move from the negative to the 
positive ~eas of the metal. In the band model for metals, mobile electrons are 
funaishcd when electrons in filled molecular orbitals are excited into empty ones. 
These conduction electrons are free to travel throughout the metal crystal as dictated 
by the potential imposed on the metal. The molecular orbitals occupied by tbese 
conducting electrons arc called conduction bands. These mobile electrons also 
account for the efficiency of the conduction of heat through metals. When one end 
of a metal rod is heated, the mobile electrons can rapidly transmit tbe tbermal 
energy to thc other end. 
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Empty MOs 

\ 

Mugnesium 

Figure 10.20 

A representation of the energy levels 
(bonds) in a magnesmm crystal. The 
electrons in the la, 2s, and 2;0 
orbitals are close to the nuclei and 
thus are localized on each 
magnesium atom as shown. However, 

the 3s and 3,o valence orbitals 
over!ap and mix to form molecular 
orbitals Electrons [n these energy 
levels can travel throughout the 
oystal 

and 
this 
ular 
19). 
~ced 
Jcal 
tetal 
sely 
n in 

Metal Alloys 
Because of the nature of the structure and bonding of metals, other elements can be 

introduced into a metallic crystal relatively easily to produce substances called 

alloys. An alloy is best defined as a substance that contains a mixture of elements 

and has metallic properties. Alloys can be conveniently classified into two types. 

In a substitt~tional alloy some of the host metal atoms are replaced by other 

metal atonts o[" similar size. For example, in brass approximately one third of the 

atoms in the host copper metal have been replaced by zinc atoms, as shown in Fig. 

10.21(a). Sterling silver (93% silver and 7% copper), pewter (85% tin, 7% copper, 

6% bismuth and 2% antimony), and plumber’s solder (67% lead and 33% tin) are 

other examples of substitutional alloys. 

An interstitial alluy is lbrmed when some of the interstices (holes) in the 

closest packed metal structure are occupied by small atoms, as shown in Fig. 

] 0.21 (b). Steel, the best known interstitial alloy, contains carbon atoms in the holes 

of m~ iron crystM. The presence o[" the interstitial atoms changes the properties of the 

host metal. Pure iron is relatively soft, ductile, and malleable due to the absence of 

strong directional bonding. The spherical metal atoms can bc rather easily moved 

with respect to each other. However, when carbon, which forms strong directional 

bonds, is introduced into an iron crystal, the presence of the directional carbon-iron 

bonds makes the resulting alloy harder, stronger, and less ductile than pure iron. 

The amount of carbon directiy ,affects the prope~ies of steel. Mild steels, containing 

less than 0,2% carbon, are dnctile and malleable and used [’or nails, cables, and 

Brass Steel 
(a) tb) 

Figure 10,21 

Two Wpes of alloys (a) BrdSS s a 
substitutional alloy in whicn copper 
atoms ~n the host crystai are replaced 
by similarly sized zinc atoms 
(b) Steel is an interstitia aloy in 
which carbon atoms occupy 
interstices (holes) among the closest 
packed iron atoms. 
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chains. Medium steels, containing 0.2 0.6% carbom are harder than mild steels and 

are used in rails and structural steel bemns, ltigh-carbon steels, containing 0.6- 

1.5% carbon, are tough and hard and me used for springs, tools, and cutlery. 

Many types of stccl also contain elements in addition to mm and carbon. Such 
steels are often called allm, steels and can be viewed as being mixed interstitial 

(carbon) a~M substitutional-(other metals) alloys. Bicycle frames, for example, arc 

constructed from a wide variety of alloy steels. The compositions of the two brands 

of steel tubing most colrun~mly used in expensive racing bicycles are given in Table 

10.3. 

The C~,mposition of Ihe ’l~v~, Brands ill Sled Tubing Most Conmlonly Used 

1o Make Lightweighl RaCing Bicycles 

Bra~ld of tubing % C % Si % ~rm % Me %Cr 

Reynolds 0.25 0.25 1.3 0.2(I -- 

Coluz~lbus 0.25 0.30 0,65 0.20 1.0 

Tabl~ 10.3 

10.5 
Carbon and Silicon: 
Network Atomic Solids 

PURPOSE 

[] To show how the bonding in elemental carbon and silicon accounts for the 

widely dilfi:rent properties of their COlnpounds. 

[] To explain how a semiconductor works. 

Many atomic solids contain strong directional covalent bonds. We will call 

these substances network solids. In contrast to metals, these materials are typically 

brittle and do not efficiently conduct heat or electricity. To illustrate network solids, 

in this section we will discuss two very important glements, carbon and silicon, and 

some of their compounds. 
Carbon, which occurs in the al!otropes diamond and graphite, is a typical 

network solid. In diamond, the hardest naturally occurring substance, each carbon 

atom is surrounded by a tetrahedial arrangement of other carbon atoms, as shown in 

Fig. 10.22(a). This structure is stabilized by covalent bonds, which, in terms of the 

localized electron model, are for~ned by the overlap of sp3 hybridized cm-bon atolnic 

orbitals. 
It is also useful to consider the bonding mnong the carbon atoms hr diamond in 

terms of the molecular orbital model. Energy level diagrams for diamond and a 

typical metal are given in Fig. 11).23. Recall that the conductivity of metals can be 

explained by postulating that clectrons are excited l~om filled levels into the very 

near empty levels, or conduction bands. However, note that in the energy level 

diagram for diamond there is a large gap between the filled and the erupt’ levels. 

This means that electrons cannot be easily transferred to the empty conduction 

bands. As a result, diamond is not expected to be a good electrical conductor. In 

fact, this prediction of the model agrees exactly with the obscrved behavior of 

diamond, which is known to be an electrical insulator--it does not conduct an 

electrical current. 
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(b) 

Figure 10.22 

The structure of the carbon 
allotropes. (a) Diamond contains a 
nods,york of carbon atoms, each of 
whch is bonded to four other 
carbon atoms in a tetr0hedral 
arrangement. (b) Graohit~ contains 
~ayers of carbon atoms o~ganized in 
fused six-membered rings. 

Empty MOs 

(a) 

Emply MOs 

Figure 10.23 

Partial representation of the mo[ecular 
orbital energies in (a) diamond and 
(b) a B, pical metal Note that in the 
metal the filled and empb! levels are 
adjacent, but in diamond there is a 
large gap between the filled and 
erupt/ 

Graphite, the other allotrope of elemental carbon, is very different from dia 

mond. While diamond is hard, basically colorless, and an insulator, graphite is 

slippery, black, and a conductor. These differences, of course, arise from the difi’er- 

ences in bonding in the two types of solids. In contrast to the tetrahedral ,arrange- 

ment ol" carbon atoms in diamond, the structure ol" graphite is based on layers of 

carbon atoms mTa~ged in fused six-membered rings, as shown in Pig. 10.22(b). 

Each carbon atom in a particular layer of graphite is surrounded by three other 

carbon atoms in a trigonal planar arrangement with 120° bond angles. The localized 

electron model predicts sp~ hybridization in this case. The three sp2 orbitals on each 

carbon are used to form o- bonds to three other carbon atoms. One 2p orbital remains 

unhybridizcd on each carbon a~d is perpendicular to the plane of carbon atoms, ag 

shown in Fig. 10.24. These orbitals combine to fbrm a group of closely spaced ~r 

Figure 10.24 

The p orbitals perpendicular to the 
plane of the carbon ring system 
g~dphite can combine to form an 
extensive ~, bonding neb,vork. 
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Fibre 10.25 

Electron microscopic view of 
graphite. 

Figure 10.26 

The structure of quartz (empirica! 
fom~ula SiO~). Quartz contains chains 
of SiO~ tetrahedra that share oxygen 

molecular orbitals that are important in two ways. First, they contribute signifi- 

cantly to the stability of the graphite layers because of the rr bond fomaation. 

Second, the ~r molecular orbitals with their delocalized electrons account for the 
electrical conductivity of graphite. These closely spaced orbi ’tals are exactly nualo- 

gous to the conduction bnnds found in metal crystals. 
Graphite is often used as a lubricant in locks (where oil is undesirable because it 

collects dirt). The slipperiness that is characteristic of graphite can be explained by 
noting that graphite has very strong bonding within the layers of carbon atoms but 
little bonding bet~veen tbe layers (the valence electrons are all used to form tr nud ~r 
bonds among carbons within the layers). This arrangement allows the layers to slide 

past one another quite readily. Graphite’s layered structure is quite obvious when 
viewed with a high-maghification electron microscope (Fig. /0.25). This is in con- 
trast to diamond which has uuiform bonding in all directions in the crystal. 

Because of their extreme hardness, diamonds are extensively used in induslxial 

cutting implements. Thus it is desirable to convert cheaper graptfite to dianmnd. As 
we might expect from the higher density of diamomi (3.5 g/cm~) compared to that of 
graphite (2.2 g/cm3), this transformation can be accomplished by applying very 
high pressures to graphite. The application of 150,000 atm of pressure at 2800°C 
converts graphite virtually completely to diamondi The high temperature is required 

to break the strong bonds in graphite so the rearrangement can occur. 
Silicon is an hnportant constituent of the compouuds that make up the earth’s 

crust. In fact, silicon is to geology as carbon is to biology. Just as carbon cmn- 
pounds are the basis for most biologically significant systems, silicon compounds 

arc fundamental to most of the rocks, sands, and soils found in the earth’s crest. 
However, although carbon and silicon are next to each other in Group 4A of the 

periodic table, the carbon-based compounds of biology and the silicon-based corn 

pounds of geology have markedly different structures. Carbon compounds typically 
contain long strings of carbon-carbon bonds, while the most stable silicon com- 
pounds inw)lve cbains with silicon-oxygen bonds. The most important silicon com- 

pounds contain silicon and oxygen. 
The ftmdamental silicon-oxygen compmmd is silica, which has tbe empirical 

formula SiO2. Knowing the properties of the similar compound carbon dioxide, one 
might expect silica to be a gas that contains discrete SiO2 molecules. In fact, noth- 
ing could be fiu’ther from the truth--quartz and some types of sand are typical of the 
materials composed of silica. What accounts tbr this difference? The answer lies in 

the bonding. 
Recall that the Lewis stmctare for CO2 is 

:i,=c=o:: 
and that each C=O bond is a combination of a o- bond, involving a carbon sp 
hybrid orbital, and a ~r bond, involving a carbon 2p orbital. On the contrary, silicon 

cannot use its valence 3p orbitals to form strong ~- bonds to oxygen, mainly because 
of the larger size of the silicon atom mad its urbitals, which results in less effective 
overlap with the smaller oxygen orbitals. Therefore, instead of forming ~r bonds, 
the silicon atom satisfies the octet rule by forming single bonds to four oxygen 
atoms, as shown in the representation of the structure of quartz in Fig. 10.26. Note 
that each silicon atom is at the centcr of a tetrahedral arrangement of oxygen atoms, 
which are shared with other silicon atoms. Although the emph’ical for~nula for 

quartz is SiO2, the structure is based on a network of SiO~ tetr’,dtcdra with shared 
oxygen atoms rather than discrete SiOz molecules. It is obvious that the differing 
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abilities of carbon and silicon to form ~- bonds with oxygen have profound effects 

ou the structures and properties of CO_~ and SiOa. 
Compounds closely related to silica and fouud in most rocks, soils, and clays 

are the silicates. Like silica, the silicates are based on interco~mccted SiO4 tclra- 

hedra. However, in contrast to silica, where the O:Si ratio is 2:1, silicates have O:Si 
ratios greater than 2:1 and contain silicon-oxygen anions. This me,ms that to Iorm 

the neutral solid silicates, cations are needed to balance the excess negative charge. 

In othar words, silicates are salts containing metal cations aod pdlyatomic silicon- 

oxygen anions. Examples dl" important silicate anions are shown in Fig. 10.27. 

Figure 10.27 

Examples of silicate anions, all of 
which are based on SiO~~ 
tetrahedron. 

When silica is heated above its melting point (about 1600°C) ~md cooled rap- 

idly, an amorphous solid called a glass results (see Fig. 10.28). Note that a glass 

contains a good deal of disorder, in contrast to the crystalline nature of quartz. Glass 

more closely resembles a very viscous solution than it does a crystalline solid. 

Common glass results when substances such as Na2COs are added to the silica melt, 

which is then cooled. The properties of glass can be varied greatly by varying the 

additives. For example, addition of B:O~ produces a glass (called borosilicate glass) 

that expands and coutracts little under lmge temperature changes. Ttms it is useful 

for labware aud cooking utensils. The most common brand name for this glass is 

Pyrex. The addition of KxO produces an especially hard glass that can be ground to 

tl£e precise shapes needed for eyeglass and contact louses. The compositions of 

several types of glass are shown in Table 10.4. 
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~O- 

(b) 

Figure 10.28 

Two-dimensiona! representations of 
(a) a quartz crystal and (b) a quartz 
glass, 

Colnpllsitions of Some ( m[[ on types of Glass 

Percentagos of varions components 

Type of glass SiOp CaO Na20 B20~ A1203 K20 MgO 

Window 
(soda-lime glass) 72 l I 13 0.3 3.8 

Cookware 
(aluminosilicate glass) 55 15 0 -- 20 -- 10 

I teat-resistant 
(borosilicate glass) 76 3 5 13 2 0.5 

Optical 69 12 6 0.3 -- 12 -- 

Table 10.4 

Ceramics 
Ceramics ~e typically made from clays (which contain silicates) and hardened by 
firing at high temperatures. Ceramics are a class of nonlnetallic materials that arc 

strong, brittle, and resistam to heat and attack by chemicals. 
I.ike glas’s, ceramics are based on silicates, but with that the resemhlunce ends. 

Glass can be melted and rcnleltod as o*~en as dcsired, but once a cera~nic has been 
hardened, it is resistmrt to extmnlely high temperatures. This behavior results fi-onl 

the very different structures of glasses and ceramics. A glass is a homogeneous, 
noncrystalline "frozen solution," and a ceramic is heterogeneous. A ceramic con 

rains two phascs: minute crystals of silicates are suspended in a glassy cement. 
To undurstand how ceramics harden, it is necessaw to know something about 

the structure of clays. Clays are formed by the weathefing action of water and 
carbon dioxide on the mineral feldspar, which is a mixture of silicates with empiri- 
cal lbrnrulas such as K)O - AI2()~ ¯ 6SIO2 and Na~_O " Ab_O~ " 6SIO2. Feldspar is 
realD an alnminosilicate in which aluminum as well as silicon atoms are part of lhe 

oxygen-bridged polyanion. ’lhe weathering of feldspar produces kaolinite, consist- 

ing of tiny thin platelets with the empirical formula A12SiOs(OH),!. When dry, the 
platelets cling together; when water is present, they can slide over one another, 
giving clay its plasticity. As clay dries, lhc platelets begin to interlock again. When 
the remaining water is driven off during tiring, the silicates and cations form a glass 

that binds the tiny crystals of kaolinite. 
Ceramics have a very long hi~tory. Rocks, which are natural ceranric materials. 

served as the earliest tools. Later, clay vessels dried in the sun or baked in fires 

served as containers for food mid water. These early vesscls were no doubt crude 
and quite porous. With the discovery of glazing, wl~ich probably occurred about 
3000 ~.c. in Egypt, pottery, became more serviceable as well as more beautiful. 
Prized porcelain is essenfially the santo material as crude earthenware, but specially 
selected days and glazings are used for porcelain and the clay object is fired at a 

very high temperature. 

Semiconductors 
Elemental silicon has the same structure as diamond, as might be expected from its 
position in the periodic table (in Group 4A directly under carbon). Recall that in 
diamond there is a large energy gap between the filled and empty molecular orbitals 

(Fig. 10.26). This gap prevents excitation of elecmms to the empty molecular 
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Figure 10.29 

than s I’con. Tqis is cal ed a o ~pe 

orbitals (c~mduction bands) and makes diamond an insulator. In silicon the situation 

is similar but the cncrgy gap is slnaller. A few electrons can cross the gap at 25°C, 

making silicon a semiconduc~ing element, or semiconductor. In addition, at higher 

temperatures, where more energy is available to excite electrons into the conduction 

bands, the conductivity of silicon increases. This is typical behavior for a selnicon- 

ducting element and is in contrast to that of metals, whose conductivity decreases 

with increasing temperature. 

The small conductivity of silicon can be enhanced at normal temperatures if the 

silicon crystal is doped with certain othcr elements. For example, whcn a small 

fraction of silicon atoms is replaced by arsenic atoms, each having one more valence 

electron than silicon, extra electrons become available for conduction, as shown in 

l’ig. 10.29(a). This produces an n-type semiconductor, a substance whose conduc- 

tivity is increased by doping it with atoms having more valence electrons thaw the 

atoms in the host crystal. These extra electrons lie close in energy to the conduction 

bands and can easily be excited into these levels, wherc they can conduct an electric 

cunent [see l’ig. 10.30(a)]. 

We call also eniiancc the conductivity of silicon by doping the crystal with an 

element such as boron, ~,vhich has only three valence electrons, one less than silicon. 
Because boron has one less electron than is required to form the bonds to the 

sunounding silicon atoms, an electron vacancy, or hole, is created, as shown in Fig. 

10.29(b). As an electron fills this hole, it lcaves a new hole, and this process c,’m be 

repeated. Thus the hole advances through the crystal in a direction opposite to 

movement of the electrons jmnping to fill the hole. Another way of thiuking ~.bout 

this phenomenon is that in pure silicon each atom has four valence electrons, and 

the low-energy molecular orbitals are exactly filled. Replacing silicon atoms with 

boron atoms leaves vacm~cics in these molecular orbitals, as shown h~ Fig. 

10.30(b). This means there is only one electron in some of thc molecular orbitals, 

(a) 

Figure 10.30 

Energy-level diagrams for (a) an 
n b/pe semiconductor and (b) a 
p-~pe semiconductor In the n-b/pe 
semiconductor, atoms with more 
valence elect~ons than the atoms in 
the host crystal u~ inserted. These 
extra eiectrons lie close in energy to 
the empty molecular orbitals and can 
easily be excited into these levels. 
(b) In the p4ype semiconductor, 
atoms with fewer valence elections 
tJ1an the atoms of the host crystal are 
inserted. As a result, some molecular 
ofbitals contain only one electron, 
and these unpaired electrons can act 
as conductors 
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Figure 

The p-n junction involves the contact 
of a p-b!pc and an n-b/pc 
semiconductor, (a) The chalge 
carriers of the p-b/pc region are holes 
(O) In the n-lype iegion the charge 
carriers are electrons (,). On contact 
there is a natural migration of some 
electrons from the n-lype region to 
the p type region, setting up a 
juncton potential where the p-type 
region is negative and the n-type 
region is positive. (b) An applied 
external potential, where the p-type 
region is connected to the negative 
terminal of the batted/and the n type 
region is connected to the positive 
terminal, tries to force the charge 
carriers to flow in the direction 
opposite to the natural flow. No 
current flows (reverse bias). (c) When 
a p-n junction is attached to a 
battep¢ with the p-type region 
connected to the positive terminal 
and the n type region to the negative 
termina, current readily flows 
(forward bias). Note that each 
electron that c~osses the bounda~/ 
leaves a hole behind. Thus the 
electrons and the holes move in 
opposite di)ections. 

and these tmpaired electrons can function as conducting electrons. Thus dae sub- 
stance becomes a better conductor. When semiconductors are doped with atoms 

having fewer valence electrons than the atoms of the host crystal, they are called 

p-type semicnnductnrs, so named because the positive holes can be viewed as the 

charge carriers. 
Most important applications of semiconductors involve connection of a p-type 

and an n type to form a p-n junctinn. Figure 10.31(a) shows a typical junctinn; the 

dark circles represent excess electrons in the n-type semiconductor, and the white 

circles represent holes (elecn’on vac~acies) in the p-type semiconductor. At the 

junction a small number of electrons migrate from the n type region into thc p type 

region, where there are vacancies in the low-energy molecular orbitals, l’he effect 

of these migrations is to place a negative charge on the p-type region (since it now 

has a surplus of electrons) and a positive charge on the n-type region (since it has 

lost electrons, leaving holes in its low-energy molecular orbitals). This charge 

build-up, called the contact potential, or junction potential, prevents further miga 

tion of electrons. 

Now suppose an external electrical potential is applied by connecting the nega 

five terminal of a batrcry to the p-type region and the positive terminal to the n-type 

region. The situation reprcsented in Fig. 10.31(b) results. Electrons are drawn to- 

ward the positive terminal, and the resulting holes move towm-d the negative termi- 

iml--exactly opposite to thc natural flow of electrons at thc p-n junction. The 

junction resists the imposed current flow in this direction mad is said to be under 

reverse bias, No current flows throt@~ the system. 
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On the other hand, if the battery is connected so that the negative terminal is 

connected to the n-type region and the positive terminal is connected to the p-type 

region [Fig. 10.31(c)], the movement of electrons (and holes) is in the tavored 

direction. The jmaction has low resistance, and a current flows easily. The junction 

is said to be underfurward bias. 

A p-n juoction makes an excellent rect~ier, a device that produces direct cur- 

rent (flows in one direction) [:roln an alternating cmxent (flows in both directions 

alternately). When placed in a circuit where the potential is constantly reversing, a 

p-n junction transmits current only under forward bias, thus converting the alternat- 

ing current to a direct current. Radios, computers, and other electrical devices 

formerly used bulky, unreliable vacuum tubes as rectifiers. The p n junction has 

revolutionized electronics; modem solid-state components contain p-n junctions in 

printed circuits. 

10.6 Molecular Solids 
PURPOSE 

[] To describe the bonding in molecular solids. 

So far we have considered solids in which atoms occupy the lattice positions, 

and in most cases such a crystal can be considered to be one giant molecule. How- 

ever, there are many types of solids that contain discrete molecular units at each 

lattice position. The most common example is ice, where the lattice positions are 

occupicd by water molecules [see Fig. 10.12(c)]. Other examples are dry ice (solid 

carbon dioxide), smnc ttirms of sulfur that contain Sa molecules IFig. 10.32(a)], 

(a) Sulfur crNstals contain Ss 
molecules. (b) White phosphorus 
contains P4 molecules. It is so 
reactive with ~he oxygeu in air that it 
must be stored under water. 
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and certain forms of phosphorus that contain P4 molecules [Fig. 10.32(b)]. Thcse 

substances are characterized by strong covalent bonding within the molecules but 

relatively weak forces between the molecules. For cxample, it takes only 6 kJ of 

energy to melt 1 nmle of solid water (ice) because only intermolecular (H20 H,_O) 
interactions must be overcome. However, 470 kJ of energy is required to break a 

mole of covalcnt O H bonds. "[he differences between the covalent bonds within 

the molccules and the forces between the molecules are apparent from the cmnpari- 

son of the interatomic and intcrmolccular distances in "[’able 10.5. 

Comparison ~ff Atomic Separations Within Molecules (C~valcnt l~ol|ds) 

Distance between Closest distance 

Solid atoms in molecule* between molecules 

2.06 ~ 3.7 A 

1.99 ,~ 3.6 ~ 

Table 113.5 

The forces that exisl among the molecules itr a molecular solid depend on the 

nature of thc molecules. Many znolecules such as COs, I~, P4, and Ss havc rm dipole 

moment, and the intermolecular lbrccs arc the relatively weak London dispersion 

|brces. Because these forces are usually small, we might expect all of these sub- 

stances to be gaseous at 25°C, as is the case |br carbon dioxide. However, as the 

size of the molecules increases, the London forces become larger, caushrg many of 

thcse substm~ces to be solids at 25°C. 

When molecules do have dipole moments, thcir intennolecular forces are sig- 

nilicantly greater, especially when hydrogen bonding is possible. Water molecules 

are particularly well suited to interact with each other because each molecule has 

two polar O--H bonds and two lone pairs on the oxygen atom. "[’his can lead to the 

association of four hydrogen atoms with each oxygen: two by covalent bonds and 

two by dipole forces. 

H 

4-08 hl Chapter Ten 

Note the two relatively short covalent oxygen hydrogen bonds and the two longer 

oxygen-hydrogen dipole interactions Ihat can be seen in the ice strucmrc in Fig. 

tO. 12(c). 
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10.7 lonic Solids 

PURPOSE 

To model the structures of ionic solids using the packing of spheres. 

Ionic solids are stablc, high mclting substances held togethcr by the strong 

electrostatic forces that exist between oppositely chargcd ions. The principles gov 

erning the structures of ionic solids were introduced in Section 8.5. In this section 

we will review and extend these principles. 

The structures of most binary ionic solids, such as sodmnr chloride, can be 

explained by the closest packing of spheres. Typically, the larger ions, usually the 

anions, are packed in one of the closest packing arrangements (hcp or ccp), and the 

smaller cations fit into holes among the close packed anions. The packing is done in 

a way that maximizes the electrostatic attractions among oppositely charged ions 

and minimizes tbc repulsions among identically charged ions. 

There arc three types of holes in closest packed structmes: 

1. Trigonal holes are formed by tbmc spheres in the same layer [Fig. 10.33(a)]. 

2. Tetrahedral holes are formed when a spherc sits in the dimple of three sphcrcs 

in an adjacent layer [Fig. 10.33(b)1. 

3. Octahedral holcs are formed between two sets of three spheres in adjoining 

layers of the closest packcd structures [Fig. 10.33(c)]. 

For spheres of a given diameter, the holes increase in size in the order: 

Trigonal < tetrahedral < octahedral 

In fact, trigonal holes are so small that they arc nm’er occupied in binary ionic 

compounds. Whether [be tetrahedral or octabedral holes in a given binary ionic 

solid are occupied depends mainly on the relative sizes of the auion and cation. For 

exmnplc, in zinc sulfide tbe S~- ions (ionic radius - 1.8 ~) are an-anged in a cubic 

closest packed structure with the smaller Zn2+ ions (ionic radius - 0.7 ~) in the 

tetrahedral holes. The location of the tetrahedral holes in the face-centered cubic 

unit cell or" the ccp structure is shown in Fig. 10.34(a). Note fi-om this figure that 

there are eight tetrahedral holes in the unit cell. Also recall from the discussion in 

Section [0.4 that there ar~ four net spheres in the face-centered cubic unit cell. Thus 

there are twice as many tetrahedral holes as packed anions in the closest packed 

stracture. Zhac sulfide must have the same number of S2- ions and Zn2÷ ions to 

achieve electrical neutrality. Thus in the zinc suffide structure only half of the 

tetrahcdral holes contain Zn2+ ions, as shown in Fig. 10.34(b). 

(al 

(b) 

Figure 10.33 

The holes that exist among closest 
packed uniform spheres. (a) The 
trigonal hole formed by three spheres 
in a given plane. (b) ~he tetrahedra! 
hole formed when a sphere occupies 
a dimple in an adjacent layer. (c) The 
octahedra! hole formed by six 
spheres in bcvo adjacent layers. 

~c) 

Figure 10,34 

(a) The locations (x) of the eisht 
t¢trahedral ho!es in the face centered 
cubic unit ce!l. (b) The unit cell for 
ZnS where the S~ ions (0) are 
closest packed with the Zn~+ ions 
(~) in alternate tetrahedral holes. 
(c) The unit cell for CaF,~ where the 
Ca~ ions (~) are closest packed 
with the F ions (0) in all of the 
tetrahedral holes. 
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Figure 10.35 

(a) The locations (x) of the oct~hedral 
holes in the face-centered cubic unit 
cell. (b) Representation of the unit 
cell for solid NaCI The CI- ions have 
a cop arrangement with Na ~ ions in 
all of the octahedral holes 

(a) 

The structure o1" calcimn fluoride (Cal~2) can be similarly explained. Ilowcver, 
in this case the s/ructure is best ,~’isualized as a cub c closest packed array of Ca: 

ions with I-’ ions in all of the tetrahedral holes [I-’ig. 10.34(c)]. This produces the 

requircd 2:l stoichiometry- 

Tbe structme of sodium chloride can be described in terms of a cubic closest 
packed array of CI- ions with Na- ions in all o1" the octahedral holes. The location 
o1" the octahedral holes in the face-centered cubic unit cell is shown in l:ig. I 0.35(a). 

The easiest octahedral hole to find in this structure is the one at the center of the 
cube. Note that this hole is surrounded by six spheres, as is required to form an 

octahedron. The remaining octahedral holes are shared with other unit cells and ,are 

more difficult to visualize. However, it can be shown that the nmnber of octahedral 
boles ha the ccp structure is the same as the number of packed anions. Figure 

10.35(b) shows the structure For sodium chloride that results from Na+ ions filling 

all of the octahedral holes h~ a ccp array of CI ions. 

A great variety of ionic solids exists. Our purpose i~ this section is not to give 

an exhausti~ e treatment of nic solids but to emphasize the fundamental principles 

governing their structures. As we have seen, the most useful model for explaining 

the structures of these solids regards the ions as hard spheres that are packed to 

maximize attractions and minimize repulsions. 

Sampte ~xercise 10~4 

Determine the net nnmbcr of Na= and C1 ions in the sodium chloride unit cell. 

Solution 

Note from Fig. 10.35(b) that the C1 ions are cubic closest packed and thus form a 

lace-ccntered cubic unit cell. There is a C1 ion on each comer and one at the center 
of each face of the cube. Thns the net number of C1 ions present in a unit cell is 

~(~) w 6(@) 4 

The Na+ ions uccupy the octahcdral hules located in the center of abe cube and 

midway along each edge. The Na ion in the center of the cube is contained entirely 

in the unit cell, whilc those on the edges are shared by four unit cells (four cubcs 

share a common edge). Sh~ce the number of edges in a cube is / 2, the net rarmber of 

Na+ ions present is 

Wc have shown that the net nmnber of ions in a unit cell is 4 Na ions and 4 C1 
ions, which agrees with the 1:1 stoichiometD’ of sodimn chloride. 
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In this chapter we have considered various types of solids. Table 10.6 sunmaa- 

rizes these types of solids and some of their properties. 

l~pes and Properties of Solids 

Type of Solid 

Molecular Atomic Ionic 

Network Metallic 

Structural unit Molecule Atom Atom Ion 

Type of bonding Polar molecules: Highly directional Nondirectional covalenl Electrostatic 

dipole-dipole interactions covalent bonds bonds involving 

electrons that are 
Nonpolar molccules: 

d¢localized 
London dispersion ibrces 

throughout Ihe 

crystal 

3~pical properties Sofl Hard ’ Wide range of Hard 

hardness 

Low melting point High melting point Wide range of lligh melting point 

melting points 

Insulator Insulator Conductor Insulator 

Examples Ice (solid H~O) Diamond Silver Sodium chloride 

Dry ice (solid COn) Graphite* Iron Calcimn fluoride 

Siliconl Brass 

*A conductor 
IA scmiconductor 

Table 10.6 

Using Table 10.6, classify each of the following substances according to the type of 

solid it forms: 

a. gold 

b. carbon dioxide 

c. lithium fluoride 

d. krypton 

Solution 

a. Solid gold is an atomic solid with metallic properties. 
b. Solid carbon dioxide contains nonpolar carbon dioxide molecules mad is a mo- 

lecular solid. 
c. Solid lithium fluoride contains Li~ ,and F- ions and is a binary ionic solid. 
d. Solid krypton contains krypton atoms that can interact only through London 

dispersion forces. It is an atomic solid but has properties characteristic of a 

molecular solid wilh nonpolar molecules. 
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Figure 10.36 

container. (a) Initially neL evaporation 
occurs as molecuMs are transferred 
from the iiquid to the vapor phase, 
so the amount of liquid decreases. 
(b) As the number of vapor 
molecules increases, the rate of return 
to the liquid (condensation) 
increases, until finally the rate of 
condensation equals the rate of 
evaporation. The system is at 
equilibrium, and no further changes 
occur in the amounts of vapor or 
liquid. 

Vapor Pressure and Changes 

10o8 of State 
PURPOSE 

[] To define the vapor pressure of a liquid, 

To discuss the features of heating curves. 

Now that we have considered the general properties of the three states of mat- 
ter, we can explore the processes by which matter changes state. One very familiar 
example of a chaage in state occurs when a liquid evaporates frora an open con 
tainer. This is clear evidence that the molecules of a liquid can escape the liquid’s 
surface and form a gas. Called vaporization, or ew~poration, this process is endo- 
thermic because energy is rcqthred to overcome the relatively strong iutermolecular 
forces in the liquid. The energy required to vaporize I mole of a liquid at a pressure 
of 1 atli1 is called the heat of vaparizalion, or the enthalpy of vaporization, and is 
usually symbolized as 

The endothermic nature of vaporization has great practical significance; in fact, 
one of the most important roles that water plays in our wo*qd is m act as a coolant. 
Because of the strong hydrogen bonding among its molecules in the liquid state, 

water has an unusually large heat of vaporization (41.2 kJ/mol). A significant por- 
tiun of the sun’s energy that reaches carth is spent evaporating water d-am the 
oceans, lakes, and rivers rather than warming the earth. The vaporization of water is 
also crucial to the body’s temperature control system ttnough evaporation of perspi- 
ration. 

Vapor Pressure 
When a liquid is placed in a closed container, the amount of liquid at first decreases 
but eventually becomes constant. The decrease occurs because there is an initial net 
transfer of molecules frum the liquid to the vapor phase (Fig. 10.36). However, as 

the number of vapor molecules increases, so does the rate uf return of these mole- 
cules to the liquid. The pmcess by which vapor molecules ref0rm a liquid is called 
eondensafion. Eventually euongh vapor molecules are present above the liquid so 
that the rate of condensation equals the rate of evaporation (see Fig. 10.37). At this 
point no further net change occurs in the amount qf liquid or vapor because the two 

Figure 10.37 

The rates of condensation and 
evaporation over time for a liquid 
sealed in a closed container. The rate 
of evaporation remains constant and 
the rate of condensation increases as 
the number of molecules in the vapor 
phase increases, until ~he two rates 
become equal. At this point, the 
equilibrium vapor pressure is 
attained. 
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opposite processes exactly balance each other; the system is at equilibrium. Note 

that this system is highly dynamic on the molecular level--molecules are constantly 

escaping from and entering the liquid at a high rate. Howeven there is no net change 

because the two opposite processes just balance each other. 
The pressure of the vapor present at equilibrium is called the equilibrium vapor 

pressure, or more connnonly, the vapor pressure of the liquid. A simple barometer 

can measme the vapor pressure of a liquid, as shown behlw in Fig. 10.38(a). The 

liquid is injected at the bottom of the tube of mercury and floats to the surl~tce 

because the mercury is so dense. The liquid evaporates at the top of the colunm, 

producing a vapor whose pressure pushes some mercury out of the tube. When the 

systom reaches equilibrimn, the vapor pressure cao be determined from the change 

in the height of the mcmury columu since 

The vapor pressures of liquids vary widely Isee Fig. 10.38(b)]. Liquids with 

high vapor pressures ,are said to be volatile-- they evaporate rapidly l)’om an open 

dish. 
The vapor pressure of a liquid is affected by two main factors: the molecular 

weight and the intermolecular]brces. Molecular weight is important because at a 

given temperature heavy molecules have lower velocities than light molecules and 

thus have a much smaller tendeucy to escape from the liquid surface. A liquid with a 

high molecular weight tet~ds to have a small vapor pressure. Liquids in which the 

lntermolecular forces are large also have relatively low vapor pressures because the 

molecules need high energies to escape to the vapor phase. For example, although 

water has a much lower molecular weight rhau that of diethyl ether, the strong 

hydrogen bonding forces that exist among water molecules in the liquid cause wa- 

ter’s vapor pressure to be much lower than that of diethyl ether [see Fig. 10.38(b)]- 

Measurements of the vapor pressure for a given liquid at several temperatures 

show that vapor pressure increases significantly with temperature. Figure 10.39 on 

the following page shows the distribution of molecular velocities in a liquid at two 

temperatures. To overcome the intermolccular torces in a liquid, a molecule must 

760 ton 736 

(b) 

215 

Figure 10.38 

(a) The vapor pressure of a liquid 
can be easily rne~sured using a 
simple barometer of the lype shown 
here. (b) The thr~e liquids water, 
~thano! (C~H~OH), and diethyl ether 
[(C2H5)90] have quite different vapor 
pressures Ether is by far the most 
voiatile of the three. 
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~igure 10.39 

The number of molecules in a iiquid 
with a given kin~ic energy versus 
kinetic energy at two temperatules, 
where T~ > T~. The energy necessary 
for molecules to overcome the 
intermolecular forces in the liquid 
and to escape to the vapor phase is 
indicated. Note that the proportion 
of molecules with enough energy to 
escape (indicated by shaded areas) 
increases dramatically with 
temperature. This causes vapor 
pressure to increase markedly with 
temperature. 

have a n~nimum kinetic energy. As the tetnperature of the liquid is increased, the 

fraction of molecules having sufficient energy to overcome these forces and escape 

to the vapor phase increases markedly. Thus the vapor pressure of a liquid increases 

dramatically with temperature. 
The qum~titative nature of the temperature dependence of vapor pressnre can bc 

dctemfined graphically. Plots of vapor pressure versus temperature tor water, etha- 

nol, and diethyl ether are shown in l-’ig. 10.40(a), Note the nonlinear increase in 
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(a) The vapor pressures of water, ethanol, arrd diethy] ether as a functon of 
t~mperature. (b) Plots of in(Pv~p) versus lIT (K~lvin temperature) for water, 
ethanol, and diethyl ether. 
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vapor pressure fur all the liquids as the temperature is increased. We find that a 

straight line c~ be obtained by ploning ln(P,.~@ versus l/T, where T is the Kelvin 

temperature, as shown in Fig. 10.40(b). We cur represent this behavior by the 

equation 

ln(P~u,) 
~ 

? C /10.4) 

where AHv,~v is the heat of vaporization, R is the universal gas constant, and C is a 

constant characteristic of a given liquid. The symbol In means that the natural 

logarithm o1’ the vapor pressure should be taken. 
Equation (10.4) is the equation of a straight line of the formy - ma + b, where 

y = ln(P~p) 

1 

m = slope = 
R 

b = intercept = C 

~ample F~xerdse 10.6 

using the plo~s in Fig. lO.40(b), determine whether water ur diethyl ether has the 

larger heat of vaporizatinn. 

Solution 

When ln(P~p) Js plotted versus liT, the slope of the resulting straight line is 

R 

Note from Fig. 10.40(b) that the slopes of lhc lines for water and diethyl ether me 
both negative, as expected, and that the line for ether has the smaller slope. Thus 
ether has the smaller value of AHv~p. This makes sense because the hydrogen b{md- 
ing in water causes it to ha,m a relatively large heat of vaporization. 

Appclrdi:~ I 2 

Equation (10.4) is impol~ant for several reasons. For example, we can deter- 

mine the heat uf vaporization for a liquid by measuring P~p at several temperatures 
and then evaluating the slope of a plot of ln(P,.~p) versus 1iT. On the other hand, if 

we know the value of "~!,ap and !~w,p at one temperature, we can use Equation 
(10.4) to calculate P,~p at another temperature. This can be done by recugnizing that 
the constant C does not depend on temperalure. Thus at two temperatures, T~ a~rd 

Te, we can solve Equation (10.4) for C and then write the equ,qlity 

This can be rearranged to 

ln(P~p) ln(P~ap) = -- R     ~ 
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or 

(1{I.5) 

The vapor pressure of water at 25°C is 23.8 tort, and the heat of vaporization of 
water is 41.2 kJ/moh C~dculate the vapor pressure of water at 50°C. 

Solulion 

We will use Equation (10.5): 

For water we have 

Thus 

P~p - 23.8 ton- 

T~-25+273-298 K 

T~ - 50 + 273 323 K 

AH~p - 41.2 kJ/mol = 41,200 J/tool 

R - 8.3148 J/K mol 

/ 23.8 torr ~ / 1 l ’ 
ln~--} =[-32~ K 

, ¯ Pv,~p (torr) 29~ K ) 

1.288 

Taking the ~tilog (scc Appendix 1.2) of both sides gives 

23.8 
- 0.276 

T2 
Pvap 

Pvap 86.2 ton7 

Like liquids, solids have vapor pressures. Figure 10.dl shows iodine vapor in 

equilibrium with solid iodine in a closed llask. Under normal conditions iodine 

sublimes; that is, it goes directly from the solid to the gaseous state without passing 

through the liquid state. Sublhnation also occurs with dry ice (solid carbon diox 

ide). 

Changes of State 
What happens when a solid is heated? Typic~dly, it will melt to form a liquid. K the 

heating continues, the liquid will at some point boil and form the vapor phase. This 

process can be represented by a heating curve: a plot o1" temperature versus time 

a process where energy is added at a constant rate. 

ph: 

of~, 

ck 

D0 
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Figure 10.4-1 

A closed flask containing solid iodine 
in equilibrium with its vapor 

2O 

Figure 10.4-2 

The heating curve for a given quantib/ 
of water where energy is added at a 
constant rate The plateau at the 
boiling point is longer than the 
plateau at the melting point because 
it takes almost seven times more 
energy (and tt~us seven times the 
heating time) to vaporize liquid water 
than to melt ice. The slopes of the 
other lines are dlffelent because the 
different states of water have 
different heat capacities (the energy 
required to raise the temperature of 1 
mole of a substance by 1°C), 

The heating curve for water is given in Fig. 10.42. As energy flows into the 

ice, the random vibrations of the water molecules increase and the temperature 

rises. Eventually the molecules become so energetic that they break loose from their 

lattice positions, mad the change from solid to liquid occurs. This is indicated by a 

plateau at/)°C on tim heating curve. At this temperature, called the meltingpoint, all 

of the added energy is used to disrupt the ice structure by breaking the hydrogen 

bonds, thus increasing the potential energy of the water molecules. The enthalpy 

change that occurs when a solid melts is called the heat of fusion, 

The temperature remains constant until the solid has completely chaoged to 

liquid, then it begins to increase again. At 100°C the liquid water reaches its boiling 

point, and tim temperature then remains constaot as the added energy is used to 

vaporize the liquid. When the liquid is completely changed to vapor, the tempera- 

turc again begins to rise. Note that changes of state are physical changes; although 
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Figure 10.43 

The vapor pressures of solid and 
liquid water as a function of 
temperature: The data for !iquid 
water below 0°C are obtained from 
supercooled water. The data for solid 
water above 0°C are estimated by 
extrapolation of vapor pressure from 
below 0°C 

Water vapor 

Solid Liquid 

Fis~re 10.44 

An apparatus that allows solid and 
iquid water to interact only through 

the vapor s~ate. 

intermolecular forces have been overcome, no chemical bonds have been broken. If 

the water vapor were heated to much higher temperatures, the water umleculcs 

would break down into the individual atoms. This would be a chemical change since 
covalent bonds are broken. We no longer have water. 

The melting and boiling points for a substance ,are determined by the vapur 

pressures of the solid and liquid states. Figure 10.43 shows the vapor pressures of 

solid and liquid water as functions of temperature near 0°C. Note that below 0°C the 

vapor pressure of ice is less than the vapor pressure of liquid water. Also note that 

the vapor pressure of ice has a larger temperature dependence than that of the liquid. 

That is, the vapor pressure of ice increases more rapidly for a given rise ha tempera 

ture than does the vapor pressure of water. Thus, as the temperature of tbc solid is 

incrcased, a point is eventually rcached whcrc the liquid and solid have identical 

vapor pressures. This is the melting point. 

Thcse conccpts can be demonstrated experimentally using the apparatus illus- 

trated in Fig. 10.44, where ice occupies one compartment and liquid water the 

other. Consider the fullowing cases. 

Case 1. A temperature at which the vapor pressure of the solid is greater 

than that of the liquid. At this temperature the solid requires a higher pressure 

than the liquid does to bc in equilibrium with the vapor. Thus, as vapor is 

released from the solid to try to achieve equilibrimn, the liquid will absorb 

vapor in an attempt to reduce the vapor pressure to its equilibrium value. The 

net effect is a conversion from solid to liquid through the vapor phase. In fact, 

no solid c~m exist under these conditions. The amount of solid will steadily 

decrease and the volume of liquid will increase. Finally, there will be only 

liquid in the right compartment, which will come to equilibrium with the water 

vapor, and no further changes will occur in flue system. This temperature must 

bc above the melting point of ice, since only the liquid state can exist. 

Case 2. A temperature at which the vapor pressure of the solid is less than 

that ~fthe liquid. This is the opposite of the situation in Case 1. In this case, the 
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liquid requires a highcr pressure than the solid does to be in equilibrium with 

the vapor. So thc liquid will gradually disappear, and the amount of icc will 

increasc, lqnally, only the solid will remain, which will achicve equilibrium 

with the vapor. This temperature must be below the melting point of ice, since 

ot~ly the solid state can exist. 

Case 3. A temperature at which the vapor pressures of the solid and liquid 

are identical. In Ihis case, the solid and liquid states have the same vapor 

pressut~c, so they can coexist in the apparatus a~ equilibrium simultaneously 

wilh the vapor. This temperature rcpt~csents the melting point where both the 

solid and liquid states can exist. 

We can now dcscribe the melting point of a substance more precisely. The 
normal melling pnint is defined as the temperature at which the solid and liquid 
state, s have the same vapor pressure under condilions where the total pressure is" 1 
atmosphere. 

Boiling occurs when the vapor pressure of a liquid becomes equal to the pres- 
sure of its enviroma~ent. The normal boiling point of a liquid is the temperature at 
which the vapor pressure of the liquid is exactly 1 atmosphere. This concept is 
illustrated in Fig. 10,45. At temperatures where the vapor pressure of the liquid is 
less than 1 atmosphere, no bubbles of vapor can fi~rm because the pressure on the 
surface of the liquid is greater than/he pressure in any spaces in the liquid where the 
bubbles are trying to form. Only when the liquid reaches a temperature at which the 
pressure of vapor in Ihe spaces in the liquid is I aUnospherc can bubbles form and 
boiling occur. 

But changes of state do not always occur exactly at the boiling point or melting 

poim. For example, water can be readily supercooled; that is, it can be cooled 
below 0°C at 1 arm pressure and remain in the liquid state. Supet~cooling occurs 
because, as it is cooled, the water may not achieve the degree of organization 
necessary to form ice at 0°C, and thus it continues to exist as the liquid. At some 
point the con-ect ordemag occurs and ice rapidly forms, releasing energy in the 
exothemlic process and bringing the temperature back up to Ihc melting point, 
where the remainder of the water freezes (see Fig. 10.46 on the next page). 

Movable 

piston 

Figure 10,45 

Water in a dosed system wltf] a 
pressure of 1 atm exerted or] the 
piston, No bubbles can ~orm within 
tf]e liquid as long as the vapor 
pressure is less tf]an 1 arm. 
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Figure 10.46 

A liquid can also bc superheated, or raised to temperatures above its boiling 

point, especially if it is heated rapidly. Superheating can occur because bubble 

formation in the interior of the liquid requires that many high-energy molecules 

gather in the same vicinity, and this 1nay not happen at the boiling point, especially 

if the liquid is heated rapidly. If thc liquid becomes superheated, the vapor pressure 

in the liquid is grcatcr than the atmospheric pressure. Once a bubble does foma, 

since its internal pressure is greater than that of the atmosphere, it can burst before 

rish~g to the surface, blowing the surrounding liquid out of the container. This is 

called bumping, and has ruined mm~y experiments. It can be avoided by adding 

boiling chips to the flask containing the liquid. Boiling chips are bits o1" poruus 

ceramic material containing trapped air that escapes on heating, forming tiny bub- 

bles that act as "starters" for vapor bubble formation. This allows a smooth onset .... 

of boiling as the boiling pohat is reached. 

420 ~ Chapter T~n 

Phase Diagrams 

PURPOSE 

[] To discuss the features of phase diagrams. 

A phase diagram is a convenient way of representing the phases of a substance 

as a li~nction of temperature and pressure, b’or example, the phase diagr~n for water 

(Fig. 10.47) shows which state exists at a given temperature and pressure. It is 

important to recognize that a phase diagram describes conditions and events in a 

closed system of the type represented in trig. 10.45, where no material can escape 

into the surroundings and no air is present. 

To show how to interpret the phase diagram for water, wc will consider heating 

experiments at several pressures, shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 10.48. 

Experiment 1. Pre.ssure is’ 1 arm. This experiment begins with ttae cylinder 

shown in Fig. 10.45 corupletely filled with ice at a temperature of 20’~C, and 
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0 0.0098 100 374 

empera ure (°C) 

Figure 10+47 

The phase diagram for water. T,. represents the norrnal 
melting point; ~ and /~ denote the triple point; Tb 
represents the normal boi!ing point; ~ represents the 
critical temperature; P,: represents the critical pressure. The 
negative s!ope of the sofid/liquid line reflects the fact that 
the density of ice is less than that of liquid water. 

Figure 10.48 

Diagrams of various heating experiments on 
samples of water in a closed system. 

the piston exerting a pressure of ] atm directly on the ice (there is no air space). 

Since at temperatures below 0°C the vapor pressure of ice is less than 1 atm-- 

which is the constant external pressure on the pist~m no vapor is present in the 

cylinder. As thc cylinder is heated, ice is thc only component until the tempera- 

turc reaches 0°C, where the ice changes to liquid watcr as energy is added¯ This 

is the normal meltin~ point of water. When the solid has completely changed m 

liquid, the temperature again rises. At this point, the cylindcr contNns only 

liquid water. No vapor" is present because the vapor pressure of liquid water 

under these conditions is less than 1 atmosphere, the constant external pressure 

on the piston. Heating continues until the temperature of the liquid water 

reaches 100°C. At this point, the vapor pressure o1" liquid water is 1 arm, and 

boiling occurs, with the liquid changing to vapor. This is the normal boiling 

point of water. After the liquid has been completely convcrtcd to steam, thc 

temperature again rises as the heating continues¯ The cylinder now contains 

only water vapor. 
Experimem 2. Pressure is 2.0 tort. AgNn wc start with ice as the only 

component in the cylindcr at 20°C. The pressure exerted by the piston in this 

case is only 2.0 torr. As heating proceeds, the temperature rises to 
where the ice changes dircctly to vapor, a process called sublimation. Sublima- 

tion occurs when the vapor pressure of ice is equal to the external pressure, 

which in this case is only 2.0 turr. No liquid water appears under these condi 

tions because the vapor pressure of liquid water is always greater than 2.0 torr 

and thus it cannot exist at this pressure. If liquid water were placed in a yylinder 
under such a low pressure, it would vaporize immediately. 

Experiment 3. Pressure is 4.588 torr. Again we start with ice as the only 

component in the cylh~der at 20°C. In this case the pressure exerted on the ice 

¯ by the piston is 4.588 ton-. As the cylinder is heated, no new phase appears 
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until the temperature reaches 0.0098°C. At this point, called the triple point, 

solid and liquid water have identical vapor pressures of 4.588 tom Thus at 
0.0098°C and 4.588 torr all three states of water are pre~enl. In fact, ~n~v 

under these conditions can all three states of water coexist. 

Eaperiment 4. Pressure is 225 attn. In this experiment we start with liquid 

water hi the cylinder at 300°(?; the pressure exerted by the piston on the water is 
225 arm. Liquid water can be present at this temperature because of the high 
external pressure. As the temperature increases, something happens that we did 
not see iu the first three experiments: the liquid gradually changes into a vapor 
bur goes through an intermediate "fluid" region, which is neither tru6 liquid 
nor vapor. This is quite unlike the behavior at lower temperatures and pres- 
sures, say at 100°C and 1 arm, where the temperature remahis constant while a 
definite phase change from liquid to vapor occurs. This unusual behavior oc 

curs because the conditions arc beyond the critical point for water. The critical 
temperature can be defined as the temperature above which the vapor cannot 
bc liquefied no matter what pressure is applied. The critical pressure is the 

pressure required ro produce lique[’acthm at the critical temperature. Together, 
the critical ternperature and the critical pressure define the critical point. For 
water the critical point is 374°(? and 218 atm. Note that the liquid/vapor line on 
the phase diagram l~r water ends at the critical point. Beyond this point the 
transition from one stare to another havolves the intermediate "fluid" region 
just described. 

Applications of the Phase Diagram for Water 
There arc several additional interesting features of the phase diagram for water. 

Note that the solid/liquid boundary line has a negative slope. This means that the 

melting point of water decreases as the external pressure increases. This behavior, 

which is opposite to that observed fur most substances, occurs because the dcnsity 

of ice is less than that of liquid water at the melting point. The maximum density of 

water occurs at 4°C; when liquid water flceezes, its volmne increases. 

We can account for the effect of pressure on the melting point of water using the 

fi~lhiwing reasoning. At the melting point, liquid and solid water coe,dst--they are 

in dynamic equilibrium, since the ratc at which ice is melting is just balmaced by the 

rate at which the water is freeziug. What happens if we apply pressure to this 

system? When subjected to increased pressure, matter reduces its volume. This 

behavior is most dramatic for gases but also occurs [’or condensed states. Since a 

given mass of ice at 0°C has a lager volume than the same mass of liquid water, the 

system can reduce its volume in response to the hacreased pressure by changiog to 

liquid. Thus. at 0°C and an external pressttre greater than 1 atm, water is liquid. In 

other words, the freezing point of water is less than 0°C when the pressure is ~eatcr 

than 1 atm. 

Figure [0.49 illustrates the effect of pressure on ice. At the point X on the phase 

diagram, ice is subjected to increased pressure at constant temperature. Note that as 

the pressure is increased, the solid/liquid line is crossed, indicating that the ice 

melts. This is exactly what happens in ice skating. The narrow blade of the skate 

exerts a large pressure, sincc the skater’s weight is supported by the small area of 

the blade. The ice under the blade mchs bccausc of the pressure, providhag lubrica- 

tion. After the blade passes, the liquid refreezes, as normal pressure rcturns. With- 
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Figure 10.4-9 

The phase diagram for wa~er. ~ 
point x on the phase diagram wdEer 
s a solid. However, as the exEerna 
pressure is ncreased while ;ne 
temperature remains constara 
(]ndicdted by the verticd aouea 
line), the sohd/liquid ’ne ~ crossed 
and the ice melts. 

out this lubrication effect due to the thawing ice, ice skating would not be the 

smooth, graceful activity that it can be. 

Ice’s lower density has other implications. \Vhen water freezes in a pipe or an 

engine block, it will expand and break the container. This is why water pipes arc 

insulated in cold climates and antifreeze is used in water-cooled engines. The lower 

density of ice also means that ice 1brined on rb,’ers and lakes will float, providing a 

layer of insulation that helps prevent bodies of water from freezing solid in the 

winter. Aquatic life can therefore continue to live through periods of freezing tem- 

peratures. 

A liquid boils at the temperatnre where the vapor pressure of the liquid equals 

the extenral pressure. Thvs the boiling point of a substance, like the melting point, 

depends on the external pressure. Tiffs is why water boils at different tempera0~res 

at different elevations (see Table 10.7), and any cooking cm’ried out in boiling water 

will be ’affected by this variation. For example, it takes longer to hard-boil an egg in 

Leadville, Colorado (elevation: 10,150 ft), than in Chicago (sea level), since water 

boils at a lower temperature in Leadville. 

Boiling Pnint of Water at Various Locations 

Feet above Patm Boiling point 

Location sea level /tolr) (°C) 

Top of MI. Everesl, Tibet 29,028 240 70 

Top of MI. McKinley, Alaska 20,320 340 79 

Top of MI. Whi/ney, Calif. 14,494 430 85 

Leadville, Colo. 10,150 510 89 

Top of MI. Washington, N.II. 6,293 590 93 

Boulder, Colo. 5,430 610 94 

Madison, Wis. 900 730 99 

New York City, N.Y. 10 760 10(I 

Death Valley, Calif. 282 770 100.3 

Table 10.7 
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As wc mentioncd earlier, the phase diagram for water describes a closed sys- 

tem. Therefore. we must be very cautious in using the phase diagram tu explain the 

behavior of water in a natural setting, such ~ on the earth’s sttrface. For example, 

in dry climates (low humidity), snow and ice seem to sublime--a minimum amount 

of slush is produced. Wet clothes put on an outside line at tempcraturcs below 0°C 
freeze, then dry while ffozcn. However, the phase diagram (Fig. 10.47) shows that 

icc should not be able to sublime at normal atmospheric pressures. What is happen- 

ing in these cases? Ice in the natural environmem is not in a closed system. The 

pressure is provided by the atmosphere rather than by a solid piston. This means that 

the vapor produced over the ice can escape ti-om the immcdiatc region as soon as it 

is |k)rmed. The vapor does not come to equilibrium with the solid, and the ice slowly 

disappears. Sublimation, which seems |i~rbidden by the phase diagram, does in fact 

occur under these conditions. 

The Phase Diagram for 
Carbon Dioxide 
The phase diagraul for carbon dioxide (Fig. 10.50) differs froln that for water. The 

solid/liquid line has a positive slope, since solid carbon dioxide is more dense than 

liquid carbon dioxide. The triple point for carbon dioxide occurs at 5.1 atul and 

56.6"C, and the critical point occurs at 72.8 arm and 31°C. At a pressure of 1 arm, 

solid carbon dioxide sublimes at 78°C, a property that leads to its common name, 

dry ice. No liquid phase occurs under normal atmospheric conditions, making dry 

ice a convenient refrigerant. 

Carbon dioxide is often used in fire extinguishers, where it exists as a liquid at 

25°C under high pressures. Liquid carbon dioxide released from the extinguisher 

into the environment at 1 arm inanediately changes to a vapor. Being heavier than 

~dr, dais vapor smothers the fh’e by keeping oxygen away from the flame. The 

liquid/vapor transition is highly endothermic, so coolh3g also results, which helps to 

put out the fire. The "fog" produced by a carbon diuxidc extinguisher is not solid 

cmbon dioxide but rather moisture frozen from the air. 

Figure 10.50 

]he phase d agrarn for carbon 
d~ox~de. ]he I ou~c~ state does not 
ex~s~ a~ a ~ressure of 1 atmosphere. 
The sol o~c~u~d ne has a positive 
sroDe s nee ~ne <]ens~ty of so ~d 
cartoon c~ox 3e is greater than that of 
~ud carbon dioxide. 

~o = 
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CHEMICAL IMPACT 

T 
ransistors have had an im- 

utense impact on the technol- 

ogy of electronic devices for 

which signal amplification is 

needed, such as communications 

equipment and computers. Before the 

invention of the transistor at Bell 

Laboratories in 1947, ~npliflcation 

was provided exclusively by vacuum 

tubes, which were both bulky and 

unreliable. The first electronic digitN 

computer, ENIAC, built at the Uni- 

versity of Pennsylvania, had 19,000 

vacuum robes and consumed 150,000 

watts of electricity. Because of the 

discovery and development of the 

transistor ~d the printed circuit, a 

hand-held calculator run by a small 

battery has the same computing 

power as ENIAC. 

A .junction transistor is made 

by joining n-type and p-type semi 

conductors so as to form an n p n or 

a p-n-p junction. The former type is 

shown in Eig. 10.51. In this diagram 

the input signal (to be amplified) oc- 

curs in circuit 1 which has a small 

resistance mad a li)rward-biascd n-p 

junction (junction l). As the voltage 

of the input signal to this circuit var- 

ies, the current in the circuit va~fes, 
which means there is a chm~ge in the 

number of electrons crossing the n-p 

junction. Circuit 2 has a relatively 

large resistance and is under reverse 

bias. The key to the operation of the 

transistor is that current only flows in 

circuit 2 when electrons crossing 

junction 1 also cross junction 2 and 

travel to the positive terminah Shace 

the current in circuit 1 determines the 

number of electrons crossing junction 

1, the number of electrons available 

to cross junction 2 is also directly 

proportional to the current in circttit 

I. The current in circuit 2 therefi~rc 

varies depending on the current in 

circuit 1. 

The voltage (V), current (1), and 

resistance (R) in a circuit are related 

by the equation 

V=IR 

Since circuit 2 has a large resistance, 

a given cnrrent in circuit 2 produces a 

l~ger voltage than the same current 

in circuit 1, which has a small rcsis 
taoce. Thus a signal of wu~able volt- 

age in circuit 1~ such as might be pro- 

duced by a human voice on a 

telephone, is reproduced in circuit 2, 

but with much greater voltage 

changes. That is, the input signal has 

been amplified by the junction tran- 

sistor. This device can do the job of 

Lhc large vacuum tube and yet is a 

tiny component of a printed circuit on 

a silicon chip. 

Silicon chips are really "planar" 

transistors constmcted fi’om thin lay 

ers of n-type and p-type regions con- 

nected by conductors. A tiny chip 

less than 1 cm wide can contain sev- 

eral hundred printed circuits and be 

used in computers, culculators, ra- 

dios, and television sets. 

A printed circuit has ~nany n-p-n 

junction transistors. Figure 10.52 il 

lustrates the formation of one transis- 

Figure 10.51 

schematic of b~vo circuits connected 
by a transistor The signal in circuit 1 

amplified in circuit 2. 

Juncaon Junction 

Small 

/ 

Amplified 
Large output 
resistance signal 
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CHEMICAL    IMPACT 

(c) 

Figure 10.52 

The step5 for forming a transistor in a 
crystal of initially pure 5i’iicon. 

Tempiale 

tor area. The chip begins as a thin 

wafer ~ff silicon that has been doped 

with an n-type impurity. A protective 

layer of silicon oxide is then pro- 

duced on the wafer by exposing it in 

a fflrnace to an oxidizing atmosphere. 

The next step is to produce a p-type 

Template 

semiconductor. To do this, the sur- 

face of the oxide is covered by a 

light-sensitive wax, as shown in Fig. 

10.52(a). A template that only allows 

light to sl~lne through in selected 

areas is then placed on top [Fig. 

10.52(b)1, and ligllt is shone on the 

chip. The wax that has been exposed 

to light undergoes a chemical change 

that causes its solubility to be differ- 

ent from the unexposed wax. The 

unexposed wax is then dissolved 

using selective solvents [Fig. 

10.52(c)], and the exposed area is 

treated with an etching solution to 

dissolve the oxide coating [Fig. 

10.52(d)1. When the remaining wax 

is dissolved, the silicon wafer has its 

oxide coating intact except at the one 

spot (of diameter x), as shown in Fig. 

10.52(d). 

Exposing the water to a p-type 

impurity such as boron at about 

1000°C causes a p-type semiconduc- 

tor ~u’ea to be formed in the exposed 

spot as the boron atoms diffuse into 

the silicon crystal [Fig. 10.52(e)1. 

Next, to lbm~ a small n-type area in 

the center of the p-type region, the 

wal?r is again placed in the oxidizing 

fftrnace to be recoatcd over its cndre 

surface with oxide. Then a new wax 

covering is applied, which is illumi 

hated through a template with a 

transparent area indicated by y [Fig. 

/0.52(f)]. The wax and oxide are 

then removed from the illuminated 

~ea, and the wal?r is exposed to an 

n-type impurity to furm a small n- 

type region as shown in Fig. 

10.52(g). Next, conductors are lay- 

ered onto the chip giving the finished 

transistor [Fig. 10.52(h)], which has 

two circuits connected through an 

n-p-n junction, such as is illustrated 
in Fig. 10.51. This trm~sistor then 

becomes a part of a larger circuit lay- 

ered oNo the chip and interconnected 

by cunductors. 

The method given here for pro 

ducing a printed circuit does not rep- 
resent the latest technology in this 

field. The manufacture of printed cir 

cuits is a highly cmnpetitive business 

and changes in methodology occur 
almost daily. 
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Summary 
Liquids and solids are the two condensed states of matter; their formation is caused 

by intermolecular forces anmng the molecules, atoms, or ions. Dipole-dipole forces 

are attractions between molecules that have dipole moments. These lbrces are par- 

ticularly strong for molecules containing hydrogen bonded to a highly elcctronega 

rive element such as nitrogen, oxygen, or fluorine. In these cases the resulting 

dipole l’urces are called hydrogen bonds and account lbr the unusually high boiling 

points of the hydrides of the Iirst elemelrts in Groups 4A, 5A. 6A, and 7A. London 

dispersion forces caused by instantaneous dipoles are important in substances com- 

posed of nonpolar molecules. Liquids exhibit various properties surface tension, 

capillary action, aM viscosity that depend on the strcngths of the intermolecular 

forces. 

The two broadest categories of solids are cD’stalline and amorphous solids. 

Crystalline solids have a regular arrangement, or lattice, of component particles, the 

smallest repeating unit of which is the uint cell. "lhe al~-angement of particles in a 

crystalline solid can be determined by X-ray diffrachim techniques, and the inter- 

atomic distances in the crystal can be related to the wavelength and angle of reflec- 

tion of the X rays by the Bragg equation. 

The structure of metals is modeled by assuming atoms to be uniform spheres 

and packing them as compactly as possible. There are two closest packing arrange- 

arents: hexagonal aud cubic. 

The bonding in metallic crystals can be described in terms ol the electron sea 

model (valence electrons are assumed to move freely about the metal cations) or in 

terms olthe band ~nodel (electrons are assumed to travel through the metal crystal in 

mdiecular orbitals formed l’rom the valence ato~nic orbitals of the metal atmns). In 

flue band model the large number of available atomic orbitals form closely spaced 

energy levels. Electricity can bc readily condncted by electrons in conduction 

bands, which are moledalar orbitals containing only a singlc electron. 

Metals furm alloys, which can be classified as substitutional or interstitial. 

Carbon is a typical network solid containing strong dti-ectional covalent bonds. 

Diamond and graphite are the two allotropes of carbon, with very’ different physical 

properties determined by theti- difti:rcnt bonding. 

Silicon should be very similar in properties to carbon since carbon aud silicon 

are next to each other in Group 4A, but in fact their compounds are markedly 

dissimilar. Silica, flue fundamental silicon-oxygen compound, does not contain dis- 

crete SiO2 mdiecules but rather a network of intercotarected SiO,~ tetrahedra. Sill 

cares, salts containing polyatomJc anions of silicon mad oxygen, are components of 

rocks, soil, clay. glass, and ceramics. 

Se~niconductors are lbrmed when pure silicon is doped whh other elements. An 

n-type semiconductor contains atoms with more valence electrons than the silicon 

atom, and a p-type semiconductor has atoms with fewer valence electrons than 

silicon. The modern electronics industry is based on devices that contain p n junc 

tions. 

Molecular solids consist of discrete molecnlar units held together by relatively 

weak intermolecular forces. Ice is an example. Ionic solids, on the other hand, are 

held togcthar by strong electrostatic attractions. The cty’stal structure of ionic solids 

can often be described by fitting the smaller ions (usually cations) into holes in the 

closest packed structures formed by the larger ions (usually anions). 

The phase change between liquid and vapor is called vaporization, or cvapora- 
tidn, and the e~rergy required to change 1 mole of liquid to its vapor is the heat of 
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Key Terms 
condensed states (l O. 1 ) 
intcrmolecular lbrces 

dipole-dipole attraction 
hydrogen bonding 

London dispersion forces 
surface tension (10.2) 
capillary action 
viscosity 
crystalline sohd (10.3) 

amorphous solid 

lattice 
unit cell 
X-ray diffraction 

ionic solid 
molecular solid 
atomic solid 
closest packing (10.4) 

vaporization (AH,.~p). Condensation is the reverse process by which vapor mole- 
cules femur to the liquid state. When the rates of evaporation and condensation 
exactly balance in a closed container, the system is at equilibrium, and the resulting 
pressure of the vapor is called the vapor pressure. 

Volatility of liquids depends on both molecular weight and intermolecular 
forces. Liquids composed of heavier molecules tend to be less volatile, as do liquids 
with strong intermolccular forces. The normal melting point of a solid is defined as 
the temperature at which the solid and its liquid have identical vapor pressures. The 
normal boiling point of a liquid occurs at a temperature where the vapor pressure of 
the liquid is 1 atmosphere. 

A phase diagram for a substance shows which state exists at a given tempera .... 
ture and pressure. The triple point on a phase diagram represents the tetnperature 
and pressure where all three states coexist. The critical point is defined by the 
critical temperature and critical pressure. Critical tetnperature is that tetuperaturc 
above which the vapor cannot be liquefied no matter what pressure is applied. The 
critical pressure is the pressure required to produce liquefaction at the critical tem- 
perature. 

p-n junction 
vaporization (10.8) 

heat of vaporization 

condensation 

vapor pressure 
sublimation 
heating curve 
normal melting point 

heat of fusion 
nom~al boiling point 

supercooled 
superheated 
phase diagram (10.9) 

triple point 

critical tempcr~.ture 
critical pressure 
critical point 

liexagonal closest packed (licp) structure 
cubic closest packed (ccp) structure 
electron sea model 

band model 

bands 
conduction band 
alloy 

substitutional alloy 
interstitial alloy 

network solid (10,5) 
silica 

silicate 
glass 

ceramic 
semiconductor 
n-type semiconductor 
p-type semiconductor 

Exercises 
Intermolecular Forces and Physical Properties ._ 

Describe the relationship between the polarity of individual 
molecules and the nature and strength of intermolecular 
forces. 

List the major Upes of intermolccutar forces in order of in 
creasing strength. Is there some overlap’? That is, can the 
strongest London dispersion li)rces be grealer than some di- 
pole dipolc forces? Give exmnplcs of such instances. 

Describe the relationship between molecular size and the 
strength of London dispersion forces. 

Liquids and Solids 

How do tlie following physical properties depend on lhe 
strenglh of intermolecular forces? 
a. surface tension d. boiling point 
b. viscosity e. vapor pressure 
c. melting point 

Does the nature of intcrmolccular forces cliange when a sub- 
stance goes from a solid to a liquid, or from a liquid to a gas? 
What causes a substance to undergo a phase change’? 
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6= Identify the most important types of interparticle forces pres- 

ent in the solids of each of the following substances: 

a BaSO4 i NH4CI 

b H2S j steel 

c. Xc k. teflon. CF3(CF2CF2),~CF3 

d C2H6 1. polyethylene, CH3(CH2CII2)~,CII-~ 

c Cs m. CHC!~ 

t Hg n. Ge 

a.P,~ o. NO 

h H20 p. BF3 

Rationalize the difference in boili0g points for each of the 

tbllowing pairs of substances: 

a. n-pentane CH3CH2CH2CH~CH~ 36.2~C 

neopentane 9.5°C 

H3C--C--CH3 

CH3 

b dimethyl ether 
ethanol    CH3CIt2OH 

c ItF    20°C 
HCI -85°C 

d TiCI,~ 136°C 

LiC1 1360°C 

c. HC1 -85°C 
LiC1 1360°C 

f. LiCI 1360°C 

CsC1 1290°C 

CH3OCH3    35°C 
79°C 

Rationalize the tbllowing differences in physical properties in 

terms of intcrmolecular l~rces. Compare the first three suh- 
stances to each other, compare the last three to each other, and 

then compare all six. Can you accounl for any anomalies? 

bp (°C) mp (°C) 2ut/~@kI/moI) 

Benzene, C6H6 80 6 33.9 

Naphthalene, 

C~oH~ 218 80 51.5 

Carbon letra- 
chloride 76 23 31.8 

CH3COCHa         56 -95 31.8 

Acelic acid, 
CHBCOzH 118 17 39.7 

Benzoic acid, 
C6HsCO~H 249 122 68.2 

9. Consider Ihe following enthalpy changes: 

11. 

12. 

F q HF~ FttF A/I= 155 kJhnol 

CHa)~C--O + HF -- /CH~)~C--o-- 

AH = -46 kJ/mol 

H~O(g) + HOH(g) ~ H20-- HOH (in ice) 
AH =    21 kJ!inol 

llow do the strengths of hydrogen bonds vary with the clcc- 

tronegativity of the clement to which hydrogen is bonded? 

Where in the above series would you expect hydrogen bonds 

of the fbllowing type to fall? 

~N --HO-- and ~N H--ix// 
/ / \ 

What structure would you predict for the bifluoride ion 

(FHF)? Why? 

Why is AH,,,~v fbr water much grcaler than AII~? What does 
this say’ aboul changes in intcrmolecular forces in going from 

liquid to solid to vapor’? 

Using {he heats of fusion and vaporization for water, calculate 

the change in enthalpy fbr the sublimation of water: 

H20(S) --~ H20(g) 

Using the AH value given in Exercise 9 and the number of 

hydrogen bonds formed Io each water molecule, estimate 

what portion of the intcm~olccular forces in ice can bc ac- 

counted for by hydrogen bonding. 

Oil of wintergreen, or methyl salicylate, has the following 

slructure: 

Methyl-4-hydroxybenzoate is anotber molecule with exactly 

the same molecular lbrmula; il has the l\dlowing structure: 

O 

C OCH3 

mp 127~C 

OH 

Account Ibr the large difference in the melting points of the 
two substances. 
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14. Consider the following melting poinl data: 

Cotiipound NaCI MgCI2 AIC13 SIC14 PCI? SCI2 CI2 

mp (°C) 801 708 190 ~0 91 -78 -101 

Compound NaF MgF2 A1F3 SiF4 PFs SFs F~ 

mp (°C) 997 1396 1040 90 94 56 -220 

Account for the trends in melting points in temps of intcrparti- 
cle forces. 

1~. In each of the following groups of substances, pick the one 

that has the given property. Justify each answer. 

~ Highest boiling poinl: Hg, NaC1, or N2 

b Smallest surface tension: 1120, CI[~CN, or CII~OI[ 

~ [.owesl lieezing point: H~, CH4, or CO 

d Smallest vapor pressure at 25°C: SiOa, CO2, or H20 

e Greatest viscosity: CH3Cll2CH2CH> CH?CH_,OH, or 

HocH2CH~OH 
f. Strongcsl hydrogen bondiJag: NH?, PHi, or SbH3 

g. Greatest heat of vaporization: HF, HC1, HBr, or HI 

h. S~nallcst enthalpy of lhsion: 1120, CO2, MgO, or Li20 

Tile heats of vaporization of the hydrogen halides are 

HF 7,5 kJimol 

HCI 16.1 kJimol 

HBr 17.6 kJimol 

III 19.7 kl/mol 

The boiling points for the hydrogen halides follow the same 

trend as those of the hydrides of the elemenls in Group 5 and 

Group 6. Can you account for any discrepancies between 

these data and your predictions in part g of Exercise 157 

Hint: Think abotd Ihe effects of aggregates in the vapor phase. 

17. How could you tell experinaentally if TiO:~ is an ionic solid or 

a network solid? What would you predict on Ihe basis of elec- 

tronegativlly differences? 

f*’! Distinguish between each of the fbllowing: 

a. polarizabilily and polarity 

b. London dispersion forccs and dipole-dipole forces 

c. intermolecular ~brces and inU-amolecular Inrces 

19. Titanium(IV) chloride is a liquid that boils at 136°C. What 

might explain why TIC14 exisls as discrete covalent molecules 

rather than as an ionic substance? 

Properties of Liquids 

2~!. In what ways are liquids similar to solids? In whal ways are 
liquids similar to gases? 

21. Define critical temperature and critical pressure. In terms of 

the kinelic molecular Iheory, why is it impossible for a sub- 
stance to exist as a liquid above ils critical temperature? 

22. ~at is tile relationship between critical temperature and in- 

termolecular forces? 

23, Tile shape of the meniscus of water in a glass tube is different 

from that of mercury in a glass tube. Why? 

What would be the shape of the meniscus of water in a poly- 

ethylene tube’? (l’olyethylene can be represented as 

CH~(CH~)~CH3 where n is a large number on the order of 

1000.) 

24. Will waler rise to a grealer heighl by capillary action in a glass 

tube or in a polyethylene tube of the same diameter? 

2& Some of the physical properties of H20 and DaO are as Inl- 

HaO DzO 

Density at 20°C (g!mL) 0.997 1.108 

Boiling point (°C) 100.00 101.41 

Melting poinl (°C) 0.00 3.79 

~/vap (kJ!mol) 40.7 41.61 

AH~ (kJdnoD 6.01 6.3 

Account for the differences. (Note: D is a symbol olden used 

for 2H, the deuterium isotope of hyda-ogen.) 

Hsdrogen peroxide (H202) is a s5 rupy liquid with a relatival5 

low vapor pressure and a normal boiling point of 152.2°C. 

Rationalize the differences of these physical properties from 

those of water. 

Structures and Properties of Solids 

Distinguish between the following pairs: 
a. crystalline solid and anrtorphous solid 
b. ionic solid and molecular solid 
c. molecular solid and network solid 

Will a crystalline solid or an amorphous solid give a si,npler 
X ray,diffraction pattern? Why? 

;,9. When a metal ,.’,’as exposed to X ray’s, it emitted X rays of a 

different wavelenglh. The emitled X rays were dif£racled by a 

LiF crystal (d = 201 pro) and first order diffraction (n = I in 

the Bragg equation) was detected at an m~gle of 34.68°. Cal- 

culate the wavelength of the X ray emitted by the metal. 

3~. The value of 2d ~br mica: a silicate mineral, is 19.93 ~.. What 
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would bc the angle for fhst order difflaction (n = 1 in the 

Bragg equation) of X rays #om a molybdenum X ray source 

(A = 0.712 ~)? 

31. X rays f?om a copper X-ray tube (A - 1.54 4) were diffracted 

at an angle of 14.22" by a crystal of silicon, Assuming first 

order diffraction (n / in tile Bragg equation), what is the 

intetplanar spacing in silicon? 

32. Consider the following values for laltice energies (Section 

8.5) and inlerionic distances (center Io center) for sotne of Ihe 

alkali metal halides: 

Lattice energy Inlerionic distance 
(kJ/rnol) (~) 

IJF 1034 2.01 
LiC1 840 2.57 
LiBr 781 2.75 

Lil 7 / 8 3.02 
NaF 914 2.31 

NaC1 770 2.8/ 
NaBr 728 2.98 
NaI 680 3.23 
KCI 701 3.14 

RbC1 682 3.28 
CsC1 629 3.56 

CsF 744 3.00 

Plot the lattice energies of these compounds as a fi~nction of 

interionic distance and as a function of the reciprocal of the 

interionic distance. Which plol is most nearly linear? Why? 

Are Ihere any discrepancies in the linear plot’? Accounl for 

them. 

33, A metallic solid with atoms in a face-cenlered cubic unit cell 

with all edge length of 3.92 ,~ has a density of 21.45 g!cm~. 

Calculale the atomic weight and the atomic radius of the 

metal. ~at clement might this metal be? 

34, The unit cell for a pure xenon fluoride is sho;w~ below. What 

is the formula of the compound? 

35: The unil cell for nickel arscnide is shown below. What is tile 
formula of this compound? 

Cobalt exists in Iwo crystalline lbrms. Below 417’:C cobalt is 
in the ~-f~ma, which has a hexagonal closest packed structure 
and a densig, of 8.91) gicm3. Above 417°C cobalt is in file 

/3 form, a cubic closest packed alxangement. The atomic ra 
dius of coball is 1.25 ,X,. Is the~e a change in the densily of 
cobalt iu going fiom tile ~-lonn Io the /?-form? 

~7~ Iridium (lr) has a face-centered cubic unil cell with an edge 

length of 3.833 ~_. The densily of iridium is 22.61 g/cm3. Use 

these data to calculate a value for Avogadro’s nurnber. 

38. Titathum metal has a body centered cubic unit cell. Tile dcn- 

sig’ of titanium is 4,50 glcm?. Calculale file edge length of the 

unit cell and a value for the atomic radius of titanium. (Hint: 

In a body centered anangement of spheres, the spheres Iouch 

across the body diagonal.) 

Perovskite is a mineral containing calcium, titanium, and 

oxygen. A diagrarn of its unit cell is show n below’. What is the 

tbrmula of perovskitc? 

Calcium 

(~ Oxygen 

40. Tile StrUCltlres of some co~mnon crystalline substances are 

shown below. Show that the net composition of each unit cell 

COlTesponds to the correct formula of each substance. 
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41. Nickel has a face centered cubic unit cclh Tbe density of 

nickel is 6.84 g/ctn~. Calculate a value for the atomic radius 

of uickel. 

conductors, and semiconductors. 

Use the band model Io explain why each of the lbllowing 

increases the conductivity of a semiconductor: 

a. increasing the temperature 

b. irradiating with light 

c. adding an itnpurity 

Phase Changes and Phase Diagrams 

45, Define each of the tbllowing: 

a. condensation 

b. evaporation 

c. sublimation 

d. supercooled liquid 

46. Describe what is ~neant by a dynamic equilibrium in terms of 

the w~por pressure of a volatile liquid. 

’47. The lemperature niside a pressure cooker is 115°C. Use Equa 

tion 10.5 to calculate the vapor pressure of water inside the 

pressure cooker. What would be the temperature niside the 

pressure cooker if the vapor pressure of water was 3.5 aim.’? 

48. What pressure would have to be applied to steam at 350°C to 

condense the steam Io liquid water? 

49. How much energy does il take to convet~ 500 g of ice at 

20°C to steam at 250:’C? (Heat capacities: ice, 2.1 Jig °C; 

liquid, 4.2 l/g °C;,steam, 1.8 Jig ~:C; 2ff/wp - 41.2 hl/tnol, 

AHfus 6.0 kJlnlol.) 

50. What is the final temperature when 850 J of energy is added to 

10.0 g ice at 0°C? 

51. In regions witb dry climates, evaporative coolers are used to 

cool air. A typical electric air conditioner is rated at 10,000 

Btuihr (1 Btu, or British thermal unit - amount of energy to 

raise the temperature of 1 lb of water by I°F.). How much 

water must be evaporated each hour to dissipate this much 

heat’? 

52. Plot Ihe fbllowing data and determine ,5,H~p for magnesium 

and lithium. In which metal is the bonding stronger? 

53. How does each of the ~bllowing affect the rate of evaporation 

of a liquid in an open dish? 

a. intermoleculm forces 

b. te~nperature 

c. surface area 

Some water is placed in a sealed glass container connected to 

a vacuum pump (a device used to pump gases frown a cola 

tainer), and the pump is turned on. The water appears to boil 

aM then freezes. Explain these changes using the phase dia- 

gram for water. What would happen to the ice if the vacuum 

pump was left on indefinitely? 

Consider the phase diagram given below. What phases are 

present at points A through It? Identify the triple point, nor- 

mal boiling point, normal lbeezing point, and critical point. 

H 

A                B F        G 

56. Describe how a phase diagrana can be constructed from the 

heating curve for a substance. 

57. A substance has the following properties. 

Vapor pressure Temperature (’:C) 

(nmaHg) Li Mg 

1 750 620 

10 890 740 

100 1080 900 

400 1240 1040 

760 1310 1110 

432 

Heat capacities 

AH~p 20 kJimol C<,~) 3.0 Jig °C 

AHfu~ 5 kJ!inol C~O 2.5 Jig °C 

bp 75°C 1.0 J!g °C 

mp - 15°C 

Sketch a heating curve for the substance starting at -50°C. 
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58. Why is a bum from steam typically much more severe than a 

bnrn froln boiling water? 

A 10.0-g chunk of sodiunl metal is dropped into a mixture of 

50.0 g of waier aud 50.0 g of ice a ° ’ t 0 C. The reaction is as 
follows 

Additional Exercises 

2Na(s) + 2H20(11 ---> 2NaOH(aq) ~ He(g) 

AH = --368 kI 

Will Ihe ice melt? Assuming that the final mixlure has a heat 

capacily of 4.18 J/g °C calcu ate the final temperature. 

6@, 

61. 

62. 

Boron nitride (BN) exists in two forms. The first is a slippei3’ 

solid formed from the reaction of BCI~ with NI l~, l~,llowed by 

heating in an armnonia atmosphere at 750°C. Subjecting the 

first form of BN to a pressure of 85,0t10 arm at 1800"C pro- 

duces a sccond fonn that is the second hardest substance 

known. Both forms of BN remain solids to 3000~C. Suggest 

structures tbr the Iwo lbrms of BN. 

A crystal of hatifium (Hf) was exposed to X rays fi-om a Me 

X-ray tube (~ - 71.2 pro). Firsl-order difliaction (n - 1 iu 

the Bragg equation) was observed at an angle of 5.564". The 

density of hathium is 13.28 g/cm3. Assnming that the distance 

calculaled lk-om the Bragg equation gives the edge length of 

the cubic unit cell, does hafnium exist in a body-centered or 

face centered cubic arrangemenl? Calculate Ihc atomic radius 

of hafifiunl. 

From Ihe follou, ing data for liquid ni[ric acid, determine its 

heal of vaporization and normal boiling point. 

Temperatnrc (°C) Vapol pressure (ram Hg) 

0 14.4 

l0 26.6 

20 47.9 

30 81.3 

40 133 

50 208 

80 670 

64. When wet laundry is hung on a clothesline on a cokl winter 

day, it wil! freeze, but eventually dry. Explain. 

What fraction of the total volume of a cubic closest packed 

structure is occupied by atoms? 

Many organic acids, such as acetic acid (CH3CO_~H), whose 

structure is shown in Exercise 67, exisl in the gas phase as 

hydrogen-bonded dimers (two molecule units). Draw a rea 

sonable structure fbr such dimcrs. 

67. Ralionalizc the fbllowing boiling points: 

~O 
CHiC// 

OH 

CICH,d 189oc 

- \OH 

Use the diagram of the unit ceil fbr the hexagonal closest 

packed structure in Fig. 10.14 to calculate the net numbcr of 

atoms in the unit cell. 

63. What is the unit cell for the follo~4ng two-dimensional array 

of circles? How many of each type of circle are in each unit 

cell? 
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CHAPTER    LIGHT 

Bonding- 
General Concepts 

s we examine the world around us, we find it to be composed 

A almost entirely of compounds and mixtures of compounds: 
rocks, coal, soil, petroleum, trees, and human bodies are al! 
complex mixtures of chemical compounds in which different 

kinds of atoms are bound together. Substances composed of unbound 
atoms do exist in nature, but they are very rare. Examples are the argon in 
the atmosphere and the helium mixed with natural gas reserves. 

The manner in which atoms are bound together has a profound effect 
on chemical and physical properties. For example, graphite is a soft, slip- 
pery material used as a lubricant in locks, and diamond is one of the hardest 
materials known, valuable both as a gemstone and in industrial cu~ing tools. 
Why cto these materials, both composed solely of carbon atoms, have such 
different properties? The answer, as we will see, lies in the bonding in these 

substances. 
Silicon and carbon are next to each other in Group 4A on the periodic 

table. From our knowledge of periodic trends, we might expect SiO~ and 
CO~ to be very similar. But SiO~ is the empirical formula of silica, which is 
found in sand and quartz, and carbon dioxide is a gas, a product of respira- 
tion. Why are they so different? We will be able to answer this question after 

we have developed models for bonding. 

CONTENTS 

8.1 Types of Chemical Bonds 

8.2 Electronegativity 

8.3 Bond Polarity and Dipole 
Moments 

8.4 Ions: Electron Configurations 
and Sizes 

Predicting Formulas of Ionic 
Compounds 
Sizes of 

8.5 Binary Ionic Compounds 

Lattice Energy Calculations 

8.6 Partial Ionic Character of 
Covalent Bonds 

8.7 The Covalent Chemical Bond-- 
A Model 

An Overview of Models 
8.8 Covalent Bond Energies and 

Chemical Reactions 
Bond Energy and Enthalpy 

8.9 Covalent Bonding Models 

8.10 Lewis Structures 
8.11 Exceptions to the Octet Rule 

8/12 Resonance 
Odd-Electron Molecules 

8.13 Molecular Structure: the VSEPR 
Model 

The VSEPB Model and 
Multiple Bonds 
Molecules Containing No 
Single Central Atom 

The VSEPR Model- How 
Well Does It Work? 
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Molecular bonding and structure play the central role in determining 
the course of all chemical reactions, many of which are vital to our survival. 
Later in this book we will demonstrate their importance by showing how 
enzymes facilitate complex chemical reactions, how genetic characteristics 
are transferred, and how hemoglobin in the blood carries oxygen through- 
out the body. All of these fundamental biological reactions hinge on the 
geometric structures of molecules, sometimes depending on very subtle 
differences in molecular shape to channel the chemical reaction one way 
rather than another. 

Many of the world’s current problems require fundamentally chemical 
answers: disease and pollution control, the search for new energy sources, 
the development of new fertilizers to increase crop yields, the improve- 
ment of the protein content in various staple grains, and many more. Clearly, 
to understand the behavior of natural materials, we must understand the 
nature of chemical bonding and the factors that control the structures of 
compounds. In this chapter we will present various classes of compounds 
that illustrate the different types of bonds. We will then develop models to 
describe the structure and bonding that characterize materials found in 
nature. Later these models will be useful in understanding chemical reac- 
tions. 

Types of Chemical Bonds 

PURPOSE 

[] To explain why an ionic bond is formed. 
[] To explain why a covalent bond is formed. 
[] To introduce the polar covalent bond. 

What is a chemical bond? There is no simple and yet complete answer to this 
question. In Chapter 2 we defined bonds as forces that hold groups of atoms to- 
gether and make them function as a unit. 

There are many types of experiments we can perform to determine the fnnda- 
mental nature of materials. For example, we can study physical properties such as 
melting point, hardness, and electrical and thermal conductivity. We can also study 
solubility characteristics and the properties of the resulting solutions. To determin( 
the charge distribution in a molecule, we can study its behavior in an electric fieldl 
We can obtain information about the strength of a bonding interaction by measuring 
the energy required to break the bond, the bond energy. 

There are several ways in which atoms can interact with one another to form 
aggregates. We will consider several specific examples to illustrate the various 
types of chemical bonds. 

Earlier, we saw that when solid sodium chloride is dissolved in water, 
resulting solution conducts electricity, a fact that convinces us that sodium chloride 
is composed of Na~ and C1 ions. So when sodium and chlorh~e react to 
sodium chloride, electrons are transferred from the sodium 
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atoms to form Na+ and C1 ions, which then aggregate to form solid sodium 

chloride. Why does this happen? The best sinaple answer is that the system can 

achieve the lowest possible energy by behaving in this way. The attraction of a 

chlorine atum for tbe extra electron and the very strong mutual attractions of the 

oppositely ch,nxged ions provide the driving forces for the process. The resulting 

solid sodium chloride is a very sturdy material; it has a melting point of approxi- 

mately 800°C, The bonding forces that produce this great thermal stability result 

from the electrostatic attractions of the closely packed, oppositely charged ions. 

This is an example of ionic bonding. Ionic substances are formed when an atom 

that loses electrons relatively easily reacts with an atom that has a high affmity for 

electrons, ha other words, an ionic compound resnlts when a metal reacts with a 

uonmetal. 
The energy of interaction between a pair of ions can be calculated using Cou- 

lomb’s law: 

rim(Q1Q2) E = 2.31 x 10-19 J    \~z 

where E has units of joules, r is the distance between the ion centers in nm, and Q~ 
and Qz are the numerical ion charges. 

For example, in solid s~odium chloride the distaoce between the centers of the 
Na~ and C1 ions is 2.76 A (0.276 nm), and the ionic energy per pair of ions is 

2.31 × 10- J nnn----L = 8.37 × 10-19 J 
L 0.276 mn I 

where the negative sign indicates an attractive force. That is, the ion pair has lower 

energy than the separated tons. For a mole of parrs of N and CI- ions, the energy 

of interaction is 

E=(-8.37×10 ~97 J. )(6.022×10~3i°npair] 

kJ 
= --504 

mol 

Coulomb’s law can also be used to calculate the repulsive energy when two 

like-charged ions are brought tugether. In this case the calculated value of the 

energy will have a positive sign. 
We have seen that a bonding force develops when two very different types of 

atoms react to form oppositely charged ions. But how does a bonding force develop 

between two identical atoms? Let’s explore this situation from a very simple point 

of view by considering the energy terms that result when two hydrogen atoms are 

brought close together, as shown in Fig. 8.1(a). When hydrogen atoms are brought 

close together, two opposing forces come into play. There are two arffavorable 

energy terms, proton-protun repulsion and electron-electron repulsion, mad oue fa- 

vorable term, proton-electron attraction. Under what conditions will the Ha mole- 

cule be favored over the separated hydrogen atoms? That is, what conditions will 
favor bond formation? The answer lies in the strong tendency in nature for any 

system to achieve the lowest possible energy. A bond will form, that is, the two 

hydrogen atoms will exist as a molecular unit, if the system can lower its total 

energy inthe process. 
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Figure 8.1. 

The interaction of two hydrogen atoms, (a) As b~vo hydrogen atoms get 
close enough to interact, there is an increase in eJectron probabili’o/ in 
the area between the nuclei. The tact that the electrons are 
simultaneously attracted to b~vo nuclei causes the energy of the H2 
molecule to be lower than that of ~vo separated atoms. A bond results. 
(b) Potential energy profile as a funcqion of the distance beb~veen the 
nuclei of the hydrc~en atoms. As the atoms approach each other, the 
energy decreases until the distance reaches 0.074 nm (0.74 ,~) and then 
begins to ~ncrease again as the atoms get closer due to repulsions. 

Optimum distance to aclti~ve lowest 

overaa energ) of system 

(a) 

45 

(b) 

In this case, then, the hydrogen atoms will position themselves so that the 
system will achicve the lowest possible energy; the system will act to minimize the 
sum of the positNe (repulsive) energy terms and the ncgative (aitractive) energy 
term. The distance where the energy is mitfimum is called the bond length. The 
total energy of fl~s system as a lhnction of distance between the hydrogen nuclei is 
shown in Fig. 8.1(b). Note several important features of this diagram: 

The energy involved is potential energy that results from the attractions and 
repulsions among the charged particles. 

The zero point of energy is defined with the atoms at infi~fite separation. 

At very short distances the energy rises steeply because of the importance of the 
repulsive lbrces ~vhen the atoms are very close together, 

The bond length is the distance at which the system has miuimum energy. 

In the H2 molecule the electrons reside primarily in the space between the two 
nuclei where they’ are attracted simultaneously by both protons. This positioning is 
precisely what leads to the stability of the H2 molecule compared to two separated 
hydrogen atoms. The potential energy of each electron is lowered because of the 
increased attractive forces in this area. When we say that a bond is formed between 
the hydrogen atoms, we mean that the H2 molecule is more stable than two sepa- 
rated hydrogen atoms by a certain quantity of energy (the bond energy). 

We can also think of a bond in terms of forces. The simultaneous attraction of 
each electron by the two protons generates a three that pulls the protons toward each 
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other and that just balances the proton-proton and electron electron repulsive forces 

at the distance corresponding to the bond length. 

The type of bonding we encounter in the hydrogen molecule and in many other 

molecules where electrons are shared by nuclei is called covalenl bonding. 

So far we have considered two extreme types of bonding, fia ionic bonding the 

p,~ficipating atoms am so difli:rent that one or more electrons are transferred to 

form oppositely charged ions. The bonding results from electrostatic interactions. In 

covalent bonding two identical atoms share electrons equally. The bonding results 

from the mutual attraction of the two nuclei [or the shared electrons. Between these 

extremes are intermediate cases in which the atoms are not so different that elec- 

trons are completely transl?rred but are different enough so that unequal sharing 

results, formiug what is called a polar covalent bond. An example of this type of 

bond occurs in the hydrogen fluoride (HF) molecule. When a sample of hydrogen 

fluoride gas is placed in an elccmic field, the moleculcs teud to orieut themselves as 

shown in Fig. 8.2, with the fluoride end closest to the positive pole and the hydro 

gen end closest to the negative pole. This result implies that the HF molecule has the 

following charge distribution: 

H--F 
8+ 3 

where 6 (delta) is used to indicate a fractional chargc. This same effect was noted in 

Chapter 4 where many of water’s unusual properties were attributed to the polar 

O--H bouds in the H,_O molecule. 

The most logical explanation for the development o1 the partial positive and 

negative charges on the atoms (bond polarity) in such molecules as HF and H;O is 

that the electtons in the bonds are not shared equally. For cxamplc, we can account 

for the polarity of the I-IF molecule by assuming that the fluorine atom has a sttonger 

attraction for the shared electrons than thc hydrogen atom. Likewise, in the H20 

molecule the oxygen atom appears to attract the shared electrons more strongly than 

the hydrogen atoms do. Bccansc bond polarity has important chemical implications, 

we find it useful to quantify the ability of an atom to attract shared electrons. In the 

next section we show how this is drone. 

o 2 Electronegativity 

PURPOSE 

[] To discuss the nature of bonds in terms of electrouegativity. 

The different affinities of atoms for the electrons in a bond are described by a 
propcrty called eleelronegativity: the ability of an atom in a molecule to attract 

shared electrons to itself. 
The most widely accepted method for determining values of electronegativity is 

that of Linus Pauling, an American scientist who has won tile Nobel Prizes lk~r both 

chemistt3~ and peace. To understand Pauling’s model, consider a hypothetical mole- 
cule HX. The relative electronegativities of the H and X atoms are determined by 
comparing tile measured H--X bond energy and the "expected" H--X bond en- 
ergy, which is an average of the H--H and X--X boud energies: 

X bond energy 
Expected H--X bond energy 

2 

H 

F H V 

(a) 

II--F 

II--F 

3+ 3 

H i’ 

H--F 

(b) 

Figure 8.2 

The effect of an electric field on 
hydrogen fluoride molecules, (a) 
When no electric field is present the 
molecules are randomly oriented 
When the field is turned on (b) the 
molecules tend to line up with their 
negative ends toward the positive 
pole and their positive ends toward 
the negativg pole. 
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The difference (A) between the actual (measured) and expected bond energies is 

A = (H--X)act - (H--X)exp 

If H and X have identical electronegativitics, (H--X)~ and (H--X)exp arc the same 

and A is 0. On the other hand, if X has a greater electronegativity than H, the shared 

electron(s) will tend to be closer to the X atom. The molecule will be polar, with the 

following charge distribution: 

H--X 

Note that this bond can be viewed as having an ionic, as well as a covalent, 

component. The electrostatic attraction between the partially charged H and X 

atoms will lead to a greater bond strength. Thus (H--X)aet will be larger than 

(H--X)exp. The greater the difference in the electronegativities of the atoms, the 
greater the ionic component ~ff the bond and the greater the value of A. Thus the 

relative electronegativities of H and X can be assigned from the A values. 

Electronegativity values have been deternfined by this process for virtually all 

of the elements; the results are given in Fig. 8.3. Note that electronegativity gener- 

ally increases going from left to right across a period and decreases going down a 

group fl~r the representative elereents. The range of electronegativity values is from 

4.0 for fluorine to 0.79 for cesium. 

The relationship between electronegativity and bond type is shown in "Fable 

8. I. For identical atoms (an electronegativity difference of zero), the electrons in 

the bond are shared equally and no polarity develops. When two atoms with very 

different electronegativities interact, electron transfer usually occurs, to produce the 

ions that make up an ionic substance, hltermediate cases give polar covalent bonds 

with unequal electron sharing. 

K 

0.8 

Rb 

17.8 

Cs 

0.7 

Fr 

(I.7 

Ca 

Sr 

Ba 

0.9 

Ra 

0.9 

Increasing electronegativity 

Sc Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn 

1.3 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.8 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.6 

y Zr Nb Mo ~fc Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd 

1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 1.9 2.2 2.2 2.2 1.9 1.7 

La-Lu Hf Ta W Re Os lr Pt Au Hg 

[.0-1 .~ 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.9 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.4 1.9 

Ae Th Pa U ’qp-No 

1.1 1.3 1,4 1.4 [.4 1.3 

2.0 -. 3,5 4.0 

Ga Gc As Se Br 

1.6 1.8 2.0 2.4 2,8 

In Sn Sb Te 1 

rl Pb Bi Po At 

1.8 1.9 L9 2.0 2.2 

Figure 8.3 

The Pauling electr6negativity v~lucs, ~lectroncga~ivity generally increases 
across a period and decreases down a group. 
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The Relationship Between E|ectronegativity and Bond l~pe 

Electronegativity difference Bond Covalent Ionic 

in the bonding atoms type character character 

Intexrnediale Polar covalent 

Large Ionic 

Table 8.1 

Order the following bonds according to polarity: H--H, O--H, C1--H, S H, and 

Solution 

The polarity of the bond increases as the difference in electronegativity increases. 
From the electronegativity values in Fig. 8.3, the following variation in bond polar- 
ity is expected (the clectronegativity value appears in parentheses below each ele- 
ment): 

H--H < S--H < C1--H < O--H < F--H 
(2.1) (2.1) (2.5) (2.1) (3.0) (2.1) (3.5) (2.1) (4.0) (2.1) 

Electronegativity 
difference 0 0.4 0.9 1.4 1.9 

Covalent bond ~ Polar covalent bond 
Polarity increases 

Bond Polarity and Dipole Moments 

PURPOSE 
[] To define the relationship between bond polarity and molecular polarity. 

We have seen that when hydrogen fluoride is placed in ,an electric field, the 
molecules have a preferential orientation (Fig. 8.2). This follnws from the charge 
distribution in the HF molecule, which has a positive end zmd a negative end. A 
molecule like HF that has a center of positive charge and a center of negative charge 
is said to be dipolar, or to have a dipole moment. The dipolar character of a 
molecule is ofien represented by an arrow pointing to the negative charge center 
with the tail of the arrow indicating the positive center of charge: 

8+ 8 

Of course, any diatomic (two-atom) molecule that has a polar bond will also 

show a molecular dipole mmnent. Polyatontic molecules can also exhibit dipolar 

behavior. For example, because the oxygen atom in the water molecule has a 

~-eatcr elcctronegativity than the hydrogen atoms, the molecular charge distribution 
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Figure 

(a) The charge distribution in the 
water molecule. (b) The water 
molecule in an electric field 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 8.6 

(a) The carbon dioxide molecule. 
(b) The opposed bond polarities 
cancel air, and tile carbon dioxide 
molecuie has no dipole moment. 

is that shown in Fig. 8.4(a). Because of this charge distribution, the water molec~fle 
behave~ in ~ electric field as if it had two centers of charge-- one positive and one 

negative -as shown in Fig. 8.4(b). The water molecule has a dipole moment. The 

stone type of behavior is observed for the NH3 molecule (Fig. 8.5). Some molecules 

have polar bonds but do not have a dipole moment. This occurs when the htdi,Adual 

bond polarities arc ~ranged in such a way that they cancel each other out. An 
example is the COz molecule, which is a linear molecule and has the charge distri- 

bution shown in Fig. 8.6. In this case, the opposing bond polarities cancel out ,and 

the carbon dioxide molecule does not have a dipole moment. There is no preferen- 

tial way for this molecule to line up in an electric field. (Try to fhad a preferred 

orientation to make sure you understand this concept.) 

Figure 8.5 

(a) The structure and charge 
distribution of the ammonia 
molecule. The polarity of the 
N--H bonds occurs because 
nitrogen has a greater 
electronegativity than hydrogen. 
(b) The dipole moment of the 
ammonia molecule oriented in an 
electric field, 

(a) 

There are man> cases besides that of carbon dioxide where the bond polarities 

oppose mtd exactly cancel each other. Some common types of molecules with polar 

bonds but no dipole moment are shown in Table 8.2. 

Types of Molecules with Polar Bonds but No Resulting Dipole Mument 

Cancellation 

Type                          Example           of polar bonds 

~incar ~nolecules 

witb two idcnlical B--A B CO~ 

bonds 

Planar lnoleculcs 

L ~A~. 

wi0~ tbrcc identical 
SO3 

bonds 120" apart                                              ~)~ ~’~ B a20o B 

Tenahedral ~noleculcs ,/~1 n9.5~ 
with four identical 

bonds 109.5° apart. B~’~~’B 
B 

Table 8.2 
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For each of the following molecules, show the direction of the bond polarities and 
indicate which ones have a dipole n3omcnt: HC1, C1;, SO3 (a planar molecule with 

the oxygen atoms spaced evenly around tbe central sulfur atom), CH~ (tetrahedral 

(see Table 8.2) with the carbon atom at the center), and H2S (V-shaped with the 

sulfur atom at the point). 

The HCI molecule: From Fig. 8.3 we can see that the electronegativity of chlorine 
(3,0) is greater than that of hydrogen (2.1). Thus the chlorine will be partially 
negative, and the hydrogen will bc partially positive. The HC1 molecule has a dipole 
moment: 

Cl 

The C12 molecule: The two chlorine atoms share the electrons equally. No bond 

polarity occurs, and the C12 molecule has no dipole moment. 

The SOs molecule: The electronegativity of oxygen (3.5) is greater than that of 

sulfur (2.5). This means that each oxygen will havc a partial negative charge, and 

the sulfur will have a partial positive charge: 

8-07 ~’O 8- 

The bond polarities arranged symn~etrically as shown cancel, and the molecule has 
no dipole moment. Tbis molecule is the sccond type shown in Table 8.2. 

The CHu molecule: Carbon has a slightly higher electronegativity (2.5) than 
does hydrogen (2.1). This leads to small partial positive charges on the hydrogen 
atoms ~d a small partial negative charge on the carbon: 

H 

This case is similar to the third type in Table 8.2, and the bond polarities cancel. Tile 

molecule has no dipole moment. 

The It2S molecule: Since the electronegativity of sulfur (2.5) is greater than that 

of hydrogen (2.1), tile sulfur will have a pal~ial negative charge and the hydrogen 

atoms will havc a partial positive charge, which can be represented as follows: 

This case is analogous to the water molecule, and the polar bonds result in a dipole 
moment oriented as shown: 

H II 
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Ions: Electron Configurations 
and Sizes 

PURPOSE 

13 To show how to predict the formulas of ionic compounds. 

To discuss the fhctors governing ion size. 

The description of the arrangements of electrons hi atoms that emerged d-ore 

the wave mechanic*d model has helped a great deal in our understanding of what 
constitutes a stable compound. In virtually every’ case tile atoms in a stable com- 

pound have a noble gas arrangement of electrons. Nonmetallic elements achieve a 

noble gas electron configuration either by sharing electrons wifl~ other nonmetals to 

form covalent bonds ur by taking electrons from metals to form ions. In the second 

case the nonmetals form anions and the metals form cations. The generalizations 

that apply to electron configurations in stable compounds are as follows: 

[] When two nonmetals rcact to form a covalent bond, they share electrons in a 

way that completes the valence electron configurations of both atoms. That is, 
both nonmetals attath noble gas elecmm configurations. 

[] When a nonmetal and a representative group metal react to form a binary ionic 
compound, the ions form so that the valence electron configuration of the non- 
metal is completed and the valence orbitals of the metal are emptied. In this way 
both ions achieve noble gas ele[]ron configurations. 

With a few exceptions these generalizations apply m the vast majority of coin- 
pounds and are important to remember. We will deal with covalent bonds more 
thoroughly later. Next we will consider what implications these rules hold thr ionic 
compounds. 

Predicting Formulas of Ionic Compounds 
To illustrate the principles of electron configurations in stable compounds, we will ..... 
consider the tbrmation of an ionic compound from calcium and oxygen. We can    ? 

predict what compoar~d will form by considering the valence electron configura- 
tions of the two atoms. 

Ca: [Ar]4s"~ 

O: [He[2s22p4 

From Fig. 8.3 we see that the electronegativity of oxygen (3.5) is much greater 
than that of calcium (1.0). Because of this large difference, electrons will be trans- 
ferred from calcium to oxygen to form an oxygen anion and a calcium cation. How 
many electrons are transt~rred? We can base our prediction on the observation that 
noble gas contigurations are the most stable. Note that oxygen needs two electrons 
to fill its 2s and 2p valence orbitals and achieve the c6nfiguration of neon 
(ls~-2sZ2p6). And by losing two electrons, calcium can achieve the configuration of 
argon. Two electrons will therefore be transferred as shown: 
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To predict the formula of the ionic compound, we must recognize that chemical 

compounds arc always electrically neutral--they have the same quantities of posi- 
tive and ncgative chm-gcs. In this case wc must have equal numbers of Caa ’ and 

02 ions, and the empirical fornrnla of the compound is CaO. 

The same principles can bc applied to many other cases. For example, consider 

the cmnpound formed fi-om almninum and oxygen. Almninum has the configuration 
[Ne13s23p~. To achieve tile neon COlafiguration, almninum must lose ttuee electrons 

to form the AIs+ ion. Thus the ions will be A1z+ and 02-. Since the compound must 
be elcctrically neutral, there must be t~ee Oz ions for every two AI3+ ions, and 

the compound has the empirical formula AI20> 
Table 8.3 shows cmnmon elements that fbnn ions with noble gas electron 

configurations in ionic compounds. In losing electrons to form cations, metals in 

Group 1A lose one electron, those in Group 2A lose two electrons, and those in 

Group 3A lose three electrons. In gaining electrons to form anions, nonmetals in 

Group 7A (the halogens) gain one electron and those in Group 6A gain m’o elec- 

trons. Hydrogen typically behaves as a nonmetal and can gain one electron to form 

the hydride ion (H), which has tile electron configuration of helium. 

Common Ions With Noble Gas Configurations in Ionic Compounds 

Eleclron 

Group 1A Group 2A Group 3A Group 6A Group 7A configuration 

It , Li Be~+ [He] 

Na+ Mg~- A1~ 02 F [Nc] 

K÷ Ca2÷ S~ (-I I Ar] 

Rb i Sin- Scz Br [Krl 

Cs+ Ba~ Tc2 1- [Xe] 

Table 8.3 

There are stone important exceptions to the rules wc have been following here. 

For example, tin forms both Sn2+ and Sn4+ ions, and lead forms both Pb~ and 

Pb4+ ions. Bismuth [’orms Bi34 and Bi5÷ ions, and thallium [’orms T1+ and TI3- 

ions. There arc no simple explanations for the behavinr of these ions. For now, just 

note them as exceptions to the very usc[’ul r~le that ions generally adopt noble gas 

electron configurations in ionic compounds. Our discussion here refers to represent- 

ative metals. The transition metals exhibit more complicated behavior, forming a 

variety of ions that will be considered in Chapter 20. 

Sizes of Ions 
Ion size plays an important rolc in determining the structure and stability of ionic 

solids, the propeffies of ions in aqueous solution, and the biological effects of ions. 

Various factors influence ionic sizc. We will first cmrsider the relative sizes of an 

ion and its parent atom. Since a positive ion is formcd by taking electrons from a 

neutral atom, the resulting cation is smaller than its parent atonr. The opposite is 
tree for negative ions; the addition of electrons to a neutral atom produces an anion 

significantly larger than its parent atom. Selected examples of this behavior are 

shown in Fig. 8.7. 

(1.52) (0 60) 0 

0 (2,31) (1.33) 

Atom           Anion 

0 64)             (1.36) 

(099) @    (1.81) 

(1.33) (2.16) 

Figure 8.7 

Sizes of some ions and their parent 
atoms, Note that cations are smaller 
and anions are iarger than their parent 
atoms. The numbers in parentheses 
are the ionic radii given in angstroms. 
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It is also impoieant to know how the sizes of ions var~ depending on the 

positions of the elements in the periodic table. Figure 8.8 shows the sizes of the 

nmst important ions (each with a noble gas configuration) related to their position in 

the periodic table. Note tbat ion size increases going down a group. The changes 

that occur horizontally are complicated because there is a change from predomi 

nantly metals on tbe left-hand side of the periodic table to nomnetals on the right- 

hand side. A given period thus contains both elements that give up valence electrons 
to form cations and ones that accept electrons to form anions. 

One trend worth noting involves the relative sizes of a set of is~eleetroni¢ 

iuns--ions comaining the same number ~]~ eledrons. Consider the ions O~-, F , 

Na~, Mg2+~ and AI~ �. Each of these ions has the neon electron configuration 

(confiml this for yoursel0. How do the sizes ~ff these ions va~’? In general, there 

arc two inrportant facts to consider in predicting the relative sizes of ions: the 

nmnber of electrons and d~e namber of protons. Since the ions being co~sidered 
here are isoelectronic, the number of electrons is ten in each case. Electron repu~ 

sions should therefore be abom the same in all cases. However~ the number of 
protons increases from eight to thirteen as we go from tbe O~- ion to the A1?+ ion. 

T[ms, in going from Oa- to A1~ ~, the ten electrons experience increasing attxaction 

by tbe increasing positive charge of the nucleus, which causes the ions to become 

smaller. You can confirm this by looking at the sizes of these ions as strewn in Fig. 

8.8. In general, for a series of isoelectronic ions, the size decreases as the nuclear 

charge (Z) increases. 

(0 95) (0.65) 

K÷ 

33) 

Atz + 

© 
(050) 

o o 

(097/ 

00o 
(0.8I) (071) /062) 

Figure 8.8 

Sizes of ions related to positions of elements in the periodic tdble. Note 
thut size ~qenerdlly increases soins down a srobp. Also note that in ~ series 
of isoelectronic ions size decreuses with increasing atomic number. The 
numbers in parentheses are the ionic radii in units of ~ngstroms. 
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Anange the ions Sc2-, Br , Rb+, and St2+ in order of decreasing size. 

Solution 

This is an isoclectronic series of ions with the electron configurathm of krypton. 
Since these ions all have the stone nmnber of electrons, lheir sizes will depend on 
nuclear charge (Z). The Z values are 34 for Se2 , 35 for Br-, 37 fi~r Rb+, and 38 
lbr Sr2~ . Since the nuclear charge is geatest for the Sr2+ ion, it will be the smallest 

of these ions. The Se-~- ion with the smallest value of Z will be the large:st: 

Se~ >Br >Rb+> Sr~+ 

Largest Smallest 

Choose lhe largest ion in each of the followh~g groups: 

a. Li~, Na~,K+,Rb+, Cs- b. Ba2*,Cs+,I ,Tea 

Solution 

a. The ions are all from Group 1A elements. Since size increases going down a 
~Joup (the ion with the greatest number of electrons is the largest), Cs+ is the 

largest ion. 

b. This is ma isoelectronic series of ions, all of which have the electron configura- 
tion of xenon. ]’he ion with the smallest nuclear charge will bc the largest ion: 

Tc2 > I- ;> Cs+ > Ba~ 

z 52 z-53 z 55 z=56 

Binary Ionic Compounds 

PURPOSE 

[] To define lattice energy and to show how it can be calculated. 

Ix~ this section we will introduce the factors influencing the formation mad 
structures of binary, ionic colnpounds. We know that metals and nonmetals react by 
transferrhag elecmms to form cations and anions that are mutually attractive. The 

resulting ionic solid forms because lhe aggregaled oppositely charged ions have 
lower energy than the original elements. Just how stl’ongly the ions attract each 

other in the solid state is indicated by lhe lattice energy the change in energy that 
takes place when separated gaseous ions are packed together to form an ionic solid: 

M~(g)+X (g)~MX(s) 

The lattice energy is oRcn defined as the energy released when an ionic solid forms 
from its ions. However, in this book, the sign of the lattice energy will be deter- 

nrined fi’om the system’s point of view: negative if the process is exothermic; posi- 
tive if endoihermic. 

We can illustrate the energy changes inw~lved in the formation of an ionic solid 

by considering the formation of solid lithium fluoride from its elelnents: 

Li(s) + ½F~(g) --~ LiF(s) 
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To see the energ3~ ten-ns associated with this process, we will take advantage of the 

fact that energy is a state fnnction and break this reaction down into steps, the sum 

of which gives the overall reaction: 

STEP 1 
Sublimation of solid lithium. Sublimation involves taking a substance from the 

solid state to the gaseous state: 

Li(s) --> Li(g) 

The energy of sublimation for Li(s) is 161 kJ!1-nol. 

STEP 2 
Ionization of lithium atoms to form Li+ ions in the gas phase: 

Li(g) ~ Li+(g) + e 

This process corresponds to the first ionization energ3~ t’~ r lithiul’n, which is 520 

kJ/mol. 

STEP 3 
Dissociation of fluorine molecules. We need to form 1 mole of fluorine atoms 

by breaking the F F bond in { mole of F~ molecules: 

1 
-- F2(g) --> F(g) 
2 

The energy required to break this bond is known t’rom expcri~nent to be 154 

kk,’mol, In this case we are breaking the bonds in a half mole of fluorine, so the 

energ3~ required for this step is 154 kJ/2, or 77 k.I. 

STEP 4 

Formation of F ions from fluorine atoms in the gas phase: 

F(g)+ e ~> F (g) 

We have defined the energy change for this process as the electron affinity of 

fluorine, which is 328 k.l/moh 

STEP 5 

Formation of solid lithinm fluoride from the gaseous Li~ m~d F ions: 

Li+(g) + F (g) --> LiF(s) 

This corresponds to the definition of the lattice energy for LiF, which is known 

to be - 1047 kJ/mol. 

Since the sum of these five processes gives the o,,crall reaction desired, the sum 

of the individual energy changes gives the overall energy change: 

Process Energy change (kJ) 

Li(~s) --~ Li(g) 
Li(g) ~ Li+(g) ~- e 

~F2(g) ~ F(g) 
F(g) v e ~F (g) 

l,i+(g) + l--(g) --> LiF(s) 

Overall: Li(s) ~ ½F2(g) > LiF(s) 

161 
520 

77 
-328 
1047 

-617 kJ (per mole of LiF) 
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Figure 8.9 

The energy changes involved in the formation of solid lithium fluoride 
from its elements Step (1) represents sublimation of solid lithium. Step 
(9) represents the ionization of lithium atoms in the gas phase. Step (3) 
represents dissociation of a half mole of gaseous fluorine molecules. 
Step (4) represents the addition of elecSrons to fluorine atoms in the gas 
phase. Step (5) represents formation of solid lithium fluoride from the 
~aseous ions. 

(s) 
g) + F(g) 

g) + F (g) 

12 F~(g) 

+ @ Fz(g ) 

--LiF(s) 

This process is summarized by the energy diagram in Fig. 8.9. Note that the 
fomlation of solid lithium flouridc from its elements is highly exothermic, mainly 
because of the very large negative lattice energy. A groat deal of energy is released 
when the ions combine tu Ibm1 the solid. In fact, note that the energy relcased when 
an electron is added to a fluorine alum to form the F- ion (328 ld/mol) is not enough 

to remove an electron from lithium (520 kJ/mol). That is, when a metallic lithium 
aU~m reacts with a nonmetallic tluurine atom to fom~ separated ions, 

Li(g) + F(g) --~ Li+(g) + F (g) 

the process is endothermic and thus unfavorable. Clearly fl~en, the main impetus for 
the formation of an ionic compotmd rather than a covalent compo~md in this case 
results I~’om the strung mutual attractions of the Li+ and 1s- ions in the su]id. The 

lattice energy is fl~e dominant energy term.      , 
The structure of the solid lithium fluoride is reprcsentcd in Fig. 8.10. Note the 

alternating arrangement of the Li+ and F ions, ,and flaat each Li+ is surrounded by 
six F ions and each F- ion is surrounded by six IA ions. This structure can be 
ratinna]ized by assuming tbat tbe ions behave as hard spheres that pack in a way that 
both maxhnizes the attractions among tbe oppositely charged ions and minimizes 
tbe repulsions among the identically charged ions. 

All of the binary ionic compounds formed by an alkali metal and a halogen 

have the structure shown in Fig. 8.10, except the cesium salts. The atrrangemem of 
ions shown in Fig. 8.10 is often called the sodium chloride strucmre after the most 
cormnon substance that possesses it. 

(a) 

Lattice Energy Calculations 
In the discussion of the energetics of the formation of solid lithium flnoride, we 

emphasized the importance of lattice energy in cuntributing to the stability of ionic 

solids. Lattice energy cam be represented by Coulomb’s law, 

Latfice energy = k(Q’Q2) 

where k is a proportionality constant that depends on the structure of the solid and 

the electron configuratiuns uf the ions, QI and Qa are the charges on the ions, and r 

is the shortest distance between the centers of the cations and anions. Note that the 

lattice energy has a negative sign when Q1 and Q2 have opposite signs. This is to be 

expected, since bringing cations and anions togctbcr is an exothermic process. Also 

note that the process becomes more exothemfic as the ionic charges increase and the 

distances between the ions in the sulid decrease. 

Figure 8.10 

The structure of lithium fluoride. (a) 
Represented by a ball and stick 
model. Note that each Li+ ion is 
surrounded by six F ions, and each 
F ion is surrounded by six Li+ ions. 
(b) Represented with the ions shown 
as spheres. The structure is 
determined by packing the spherical 
ions in a way that both maximizes 
the ionic attractions and minimizes 
the ionic repulsions. 
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Figure 8.11 

Comparison of the energy chanses 
involved in the formation of solid 
sodium fluoride and solid magnesium 
oxide. Note the large lattice enerS~/ 
for magnesium oxide (where doubly 
charged ions are combining) 
compared to that for sodium fluoride 
(where sinslY ~harsed ions are 
combining) 

The importance of charge in inmc sofids can be illustrated by comparing the 

energies involved in the li)rmatinn of NaF(s) and MgO(s) where lhe ions involved, 

Na+, F , Mg2 , and Os-, are isoelectronic. The energy diagram for the formatinn 

of the two ionic solids is given in Fig. 8. l l. There are several important features to 

note: 

The energy released when gaseous Mg~ and O~ ions combine to Ibnn 
MgO(s) is much greater than that released when gaseous Na+ ,’rod F- ions 

combine to fi)rm NaF(s). 

The energy required to remove two electrons fi-om the ma~maesium atom (735 

kJ/mol tbr the fkst and 1445 kJ/mol for the second for a total of 2180 kJ/mol) is 
much greater than the energy required to remove an eleclron from a sodium 

atom (496 kJimol). 

Energy (737 kJ/mol) is required to add two electrons to the oxygen atom in the 

gas phase. Addition of the first electron is exothcrmic ( 14t kl/mol), but 

,addition of the second electron is quite endothcrmic (878 kJ/mol). 
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In view of the thcts that twice as much energy is required to remove the second 

electron from magnesium as to remove the first and that addition of an electron to 

the gaseous O ion is quite endothermic, it seems puzzling that magnesium oxide 

contains Mg2+ and O2 ions rather than Mg+ and O- ions. The answer to tiffs lies 

in the lattice energy. Note that the lattice energy Ibr combining gaseous Mg2+ and 
O2 ions to lbnn MgO(s) is 3000 kJ/mol more negative than that for combining 

gaseous Na+ and F- ions to form NaF(s). Thus the energy released in tbrnting a 

solid containing Mg~+ and O2 ions rather than Mg+ and O ions morn than 

compensates for the energies required for the processes that produce the Mg2 and 

O2 ions. 

If there is so much lattice energy to be gained in going from singly charged to 

doubly charged ions in the case of magnesium oxide, why then does solid sodium 

fluoride contain Na+ and F- ions rather than Na2+ and Fz ions? We can answer 

this question by recognizing that both Na+ ,’rod F- inns have the neon electron 

configuration. Removal of an electron from Na+ would require an extremely large 

quantity of energy, since it would be a 2p electron. Conversely, the addition of an 

electron to F- would require use of the relatively large 3s orbital, which is also an 

unfavorable process. We can say that for sodium fluoride the extra energy required 

to form tile doubly charged ions is greater than the gains in lardce energy that would 

tnesult. 

This comparison of the energies involved in the formation of sodium fluoride 

and magnesium oxide illustrates that a variety of factors operates to determine the 

composition and structure of ionic cmnpoands. TILe most important of these factors 

involve the balancing of the energies required to form higtfly charged ions and tile 

energy released when highly ch~ged ions combine m Ibmr the solid. 

Partial Ionic Character of 
Covalent Bonds 

PURPOSE 

To show the relationship between electronegativity and the ionic character of a 

bond. 

When atoms with different electronegativities react m form c~mpounds, the 

electrons are not sha-ed equally. Tile possible result is a polar cow, dent bond or, in 

the case ol a large electronegativity difference, a complete transfer of one or more 

electrons to form ions. The cases a~e smumarized in Fig. 8.12. 

How well can we tell the difference between an ionic bond and a polar covalent 

bond? The only honest answer to this question is that there are probably no totally 

ionic bonds. The evidence fbr this state~nent comes from calculations of tile percent 

ionic character in various binary compounds. These calculations are based on com- 

parisons of the measured dipole moments tbr molecules of the type X---Y with the 

cNculated dipole moments tbr the completely ionic case, X+Y . The percent ionic 

character of a bond is then defined as follows: 

Percent ionic character of a bond 

( measttred dipole moment of X--Y ) 
=\ ~alculated dipole moment of X Y ~/ × 100 

Figure 8.12 

The three possible types of bonds: 
(a) a covalent bond formed between 
identical atoms; (b) a polar covalent 
bond, with both ionic and covalen~ 
components; and (c) an ionic bond, 
with no electron sharing. 
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Figure 8A 3 

The relationship between the ionic 
character of a covalent bond and the 
el¢¢tronegativity difference of the 
bonded atoms. 

Application of this definition to various ionic compounds gives the results shown in 

Fig. 8.13, where percent ionic chmacter is plotted versus the difference in the 

electronegativity values of X mid Y. Note frmn this plot that ionic character in- 

creases with clectronegativity difti:rence, as expected. However, none of the cmn- 

pounds reaches 100% ionic character, even though compounds with the maximmn 

possible electronegativity differences arc considered. Thus, according to this defini- 

tion, no compounds are completely ionic. This is in contrast to the usmd classifica- 

tion of these compounds. All of the compounds shown in Fig. 8.13 with more than 

50% ionic character are normally considered to be ionic. 

Another cmnplication in identifying ionic compounds is that many substances 

contain polyatomic ions. For example, NH4CI contains NHa- and C1 ions, and 

NaTSO4 contains Na+ and SO4~ ions. The ammonium and sulfate ions m’e held 

together by covalent bonds. Thus calling NH4CI and Na2SO4 ionic compounds is 

somewhat ambiguous. 

We will avoid these problems hy adopting an operational definition of ionic 

compounds: any solid that conduz’ts an electric current when melted or dissolved in 

water will be classified as ionic. Also, the generic term salt will bc used inter- 

changeably with ionic compound in this book. 

The Covalent Chemical Bond-- 
A Model 

PURPOSE 

TO discuss the covalent bonding model. 

Before we develop specific inodels of covalent chemical bonding, it will be 
helpful if we summarize some of the concepts that have been introduced ha this 
chapter. 

What is a chemical bond? A chemical bond can be viewed as a force that causes 
a group of atoms to behave as a unit. 

Why do chemical bonds occur? There is no principle of nature that states that 
bonds are favored or disfavored. Bonds are neither inherently "good" nor inher- 
ently "bad" as far a~s nature is concerued, but they restflt from the tendency of a 
system to seek its lowest possible energy. From a sinaplistic point of view, bonds 
occur where collections of atoms are more stable (lower hi energy) than are the 
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sep~ate atolns. For example, approxitnately 1652 kJ of energy is required to break 

a mole of tne/hane (CH~) tnolccules into sepaate C and H atotns. Or. to take thc 
opposite view, 1652 kJ of energy is released when 1 inole of methanc is formed 

from I mole of gascous C atoms and 4 moles of gaseous H atoiilS. Thus we can say 

that 1 mole of CH4 molecules in the gas phase is 1652 kJ lower in energy than 1 

mole of carbon atoms plus 4 moles of hydrogen atoms. Methane is therefore a stable 

molecule relative to the separated atoms. 

We find it useful to inteqpret tnolecular stability in terms of a model called a 

chemical bond. To understand why this model has been invented, let’s continue 

with methane, which consists of four hydrogen atoms arranged around a carbon 

atom at the comers of a tetrahedron: 

H 

H 

Given Ibis structure, it is natural to envision four individual C H interactions (we 

call them bonds). The energy of stabilization of CH4 is divided equally mnong them 

to give an average C--H bond energy per mole of C--H bonds: 

1652 kJ 
413 kl 

4 

Next considcr tncthy] chloride, w~ch consists of CHjC1 molecules having the 

From expcrimcnt, it has bccn determined that approxiinately 1578 ld of energy is 

required to break down 1 mole of gaseous CH3C1 molecules into gaseous c~rbon, 

chlorine, and hydrogen atorns. The reverse process can be rcprescnted ~s: 

C(g) + Cl(g) + 3H(g) --> CH_~C1 + 1578 kJ/iilOl 

A molc of gaseous methyl chloride is lower in energy by 1578 kl than its separate 

gaseous atoms. Thus a mole of methyl chloride is held together by 1578 kJ of 

energy. Again, it is very’ useful to divide this energy into individual bonds. Methyl 

chloride can be visualized as cuntaining one C--C1 bond and three C H bonds. K 

we assuine arbitraily that a C--H interaction represents the same quantity of en- 

ergy in any situation (that is, that the strength of a C--H bond is independent of its 

molecular environmen0, we ca~ do the following bookkeeph~g: 

I tool ofC Cl bonds plus 3 molofC--Hbonds- 1578kj 

C--C1 bond energy + 3(average C-- H bond cnergy) = 1578 kJ 

C--C1 bond energy ~ 3(413 kJ/inol) = 1578 kJ 

C--CI bond energy - 1578 - 1239 = 339 kJ/inol 

These assumptions allow us to associate given quantities of energy with C--H and 

C~CI bonds. 
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It is important to note that the bond concept is a human invention. Bonds 

simply provide a method for dividing up the energy cvolved when a stable molecule 

is formed from its component atoms. A bond thus represents a quantiiy of ene~gy 
obtained from the overall molecular cncrgy in a rather arbitrary way. This is not to 

say that thc bonding concept is a bad idea. In fact, the modern concept of die 

chemical bond, conceived by the American chemists G. N. Lewis and Linus Paul- 

ing, is one of the most useful idcas chemists have ever conceived. 

Models An Overview 

The framework of chemistry, like that of any science, consists of models--attempts 
to explain how nature operates on the microscopic level, based on experiences in the 

macroscopic world. To understand chemistry it is essential to understand its models 

and how dicy are used. We will use the concept of bonding to reemphasize the 

important characteristics of modcls including their origin, structure, and uses. 

Models originate from our observations of the properties of nature. For exam- 

ple, the concept of bonds arose from the observations that most chemical processes 

involve collections of atoms and diat chemical reactions diw)lve rearrangements of 

the ways the atoms are grouped. So to understand reactions we must understand the 

forces that bind atoms together. 
In natural processes there is a tendency toward lowar energy. Collections of 

atoms therefore occur because the aggrcgated state has lower energy dian the sepa- 

rated atoms. Why? As we have seen earlier in this chapter, the best explanation for 

the energy change involves tidier atoms sharing electrons or atoms transfen-ing 

electrons to become ions. In the case of electron sharing, we tSnd it convenient to 

assume that individual bonds occur between pairs of atoms. Let’s explore the valid- 

ity of this assumption and see how it is useful. 

In a diatomic molecule such as H> it is natural to assume that a bond exists 
between the atoms that holds them together. [t is also useful to assume that individ 

ual bonds are present in polyatomic molecnles such as CH4. So instead of thinking 
of CH~ as a unit with a stabilization energy of 1652 kJ per mole, we choose to diink 

of CH4 as containing four C--H bonds, each worth 413 kJ of energy per mole of 

bonds. Withont this concept of individual bonds !n molecules, chemistry would be 

hopelessly complicated. There arc rnillions of di fferent chemical compounds, ~d if 

each of these compounds had to be considered as an entirely new entity, the task of 

understanding chemical behavior would be overwhehning. 

The bonding model provides a framework to systematize chemical behavior by 

enabling us to think of molecules as collections of common fundamental compo 

nents. For example, a typical biomolccule, such as a protein, contains h~mdrcds of 

atoms and might seem discouragingly complex. However, if we think of a protein 

as being constructed with individnal bonds: C--C, C--H, C--N, C O, N--H, 

and so on, it helps tremendously in predicting and understanding the protein’s 

behavior. The essential idea is that we expect a given bond to behave about the same 

in any molecular envirotmmnt. Used in this way, the model of the chemical bond 

has helped chemists to systematize die reactions of the millions of existing com- 

pounds. 

In addition to being yew useful, the bonding model is also physically sensible. 

It makes sense that atoms can form stable groups by sharing electrons. Shm’ed 
electrons give a lower energy state because they are simultaneously attracted by two 

nuclei. 
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Also, as we will see in the next section, bond energy data support the existence 

of discrete bonds that are relatively independent of the molecular environment. It is 

very important to remember, however, that the chemical bond is only a model. 

While our concept of discrete bonds in molecules agrees with many of our observa- 

tions, some molecular properties require that we think of a molecule as a whole, 

with the electrons free to move through the entire molecule. This is called delocali- 

zation of the electrons, a concept that will be discussed more completely in the next 

section. 

It is essential that anyone who studies science understand the construction and 

the use of models. They have several fundament’,d properties: 

1. Models are human inventions, always based on an incomplete m~derstanding of 

how nature works. A model does not equal reality. 

2. Models are often wrong. This property derives from the first property. Models 

are based on speculation and are always oversimplifications. 

3. Models tend to become more complicated as they age. As flaws are discovered 

in our models, we patch them by adding more assumptions. 

4. it is very important to understand the assumptions inherent in a particular 

model before you use it to interpret observations or to m~e predictions. Sin~ple 

models usuMly involve very restrictive assmnptions and can only be expected 

to yield qualitative information. Asking |br a sophisticated explanation from a 

simple model is like expecting to get an accurate m~ss lbr a diamond using a 

bathroom scMe. 

If a model is to bc used effectively, we must understand its strengths and 

weaknesses and ask only appropriate questions. An illustration of this point is 

the simple Aut]~au principle used to explain the electron configurations of the 

elements. Althongh this model correctly predicts the configuration for most 

atoms, chromium and copper do not agree with tile predictions. Detailed stud- 

ies show that the configurations of ckrominm and copper result from complex 

electron interactions that are not taken into accmmt in the model. But this does 

not mean that we should discard the simple model that is so useful li)r most 

atoms. Instead, we should apply it with caution and not expect it to be correct 

in every case. 

5. When a model is wrong, wc often learn moch ~nore than when it is right. If a 

model makes a wrong prediction, it usually means we do not understand some 

fundamental characteristics of nature. We often learn by making mistakes (try 

to remember that when you get back your next che~histry test). 

Covalent Bond Energies and 
Chemical Reactions 

PURPOSE 

[] To describe the relationship of bond energy to bond multiplicity. 

[] To silow how bond energies can be used to calculate heats of reaction, 

In this section we will consider the energies associated with various types of 

bonds and see how the bonding concept is useful in de;fling with the energies of 

cilemical reactions. One important consideration is to establish the sensitivity of a 
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particulm" t_vpe of bond to its molecular envmminent. For example, consider the 

stepwise decomposition of methane shown below: 

316 U 

Process Energy required (kJ/mol) 

CH~(g) --~ CH?(g) + H(g) 

CH~(g) -o CH?(g) + H(g) 

Clio(g) -~ CH(g) + H(g) 

CH(g) ~ C(g) + H(g) 

435 
453 

425 
339 

Tot~ 1652 
1652 

413 
4 

Although a C H bond is being broken in each case, the energy requked varies 

in a nonsystcmatic way’. This shows that the C -H bond is semewhat sensitive to its 

envmmment. We use the average of these individual bond dissociatien energies 

even though this quantity oNy approximates the energy associated with a C--H 

bond in a particular molecule. Similar measurements on other types of b{mds have 

provided the values for bond energies listed in Table 8.4. 

Table 8,4 

H H 
It F 

l I--CI 
H--Br 

H I 

C--H 

C N 
C 0 

C--CI 

C--Br 
C I 
C S 

Average Bond Energies (k,llmol) 

Single bonds 

432 N--H 391 l--I 149 

565 N--N 160 I--C1 208 

427 N F 272 I Br 175 

363 N C1 200 

295 N--Br 243 S--H 347 

327 

413 O--H 467 S C] 253 

347 O--O 146 S Br 218 

305 O--F 190 S--S 266 

358 O--C1 2113 

485 O I 234 Si Si 226 

339 Si--H 323 

276 F--F 154 Si--C 3111 

240 F--CI 253 Si--O 368 

259 b Br 237 

239 

218 

193 

Multiple bonds 

614 
839 

495 
799 

1072 

418 
941 
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So far, we have discussed bonds where one pair of clcctrons is shared. This 

type of bond is called a single bond. As we will see in morc detail later, atoms 

sometimes sh are two pairs of electrons, forming a double bond, or share three pairs 

of electrons, forming a triple bond. The bond energies for thcse muIgple bonds are 

also given in Table 8.4. 

There is also a relationship between the number of shared electron pairs and the 

bond length. As the number of shared electrons increases, the bond length shol~ens. 

This relationship is shown for selected bonds in Table 8.5. 

Bolld Lengths for Selected Bonds 

Bond Bond type Bond length (}~) Bond energy (kJimoI) 

C- C single 1.54 347 

C=C double 1.37 614 

C~C triple 1.20 839 

C--O single 1.43 358 

C~O double 1.23 799 

C--N single 1.43 305 

C=N double 1.38 615 

C~N triple 1.16 891 

Table 8,5 

Bond Energy and Enthalpy 
Bond energy values can be used to calculate approximate energies for reactions. To 

illustrate how this is done, we will calculate the change in energy that accompanies 

the following reaction: 

H2(g) + F_~(g) --~ 2HF:(g) 

This reaction h~v~lves brealdng one H--H and one F--F bond ,qn_d forming 

two H--F bonds. To break bonds energy must be added to the system, which is an 

endothermic process. This means that the energy terms associated with bond break- 

ing will have positive signs. The formation of a bond releas~,s energy, an exothcr- 

mic process, and d~e energy terms associated with bond malting will carry a nega- 

tive sign. We can write the enthalpy chm~ge lbr the rcaction as follows: 

stun of the energies required to break old bonds (positive signs) plus the 
energies released li-om the formation of new bonds (negative signs) 

This leads to the expression 

AH -,XD (bond~ broken), ~D Coondcs formed) 

Energy required           Energy released 

where ~ reprcsents the sum of terms and D represents the bond energy per mole of 

bonds. (D always has a positive sign.) 

In the case of the formation of HF: 

432 kJ 154 kJ 565 kJ 
= 1 mol × -- + 1 1~1ol x 2 reel × 

reel reel mol 
544 kJ 

Thus when 1 mole of H2(g) and ] mole of F,_(g) react to form 2 moles of Hl~(g), 544 

k.J of energy should be released. 
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Using the bond energies listed in Table 8.4, calculate ~ for thc reaction of meth- 

anc with chlorine and fluorine to give Frcon-12, CF2CI2. 

CH4(g) + 2C12(g) + 2F~_{g) ~ CF2CI2(g) + 2HF(g) + 2HCI(g) 

Solution 
The idea here is to break the bonds in the reactants to give indi,Adual atoms and then 

asscmble thesc atoms into the products by forrning new bonds: 

Reactants > atoms products 

We then combine the energy changes to calculate ~I: 

~/= energy required to break bonds - energy released when bonds form 

where the minus sign gives the correct sign to the energy terms for the exothermic 

processes. 

Reactant bonds broken. 

ReactanLs Bonds E ~ergy required 

413 kJ 

CH4 4 mol C--H 4 mol × mol     1652 k.I 

239 k.I 

2C1~ 2 mol C1--CI 2 mol × mol 478 kJ 

154 kJ 

2F2 2 tool F F 2 mol x tool 308 kJ 

Total energy required = 2438 kJ 

Product bonds f!)rmed: 

Products Bonds Energy released 

485 kJ 
CF2C12 2 tool C--F 2 tool × mol - 970 kJ 

and 
339 kJ 

2 tool C- Cl 2 tool × 
mol~ = 678 kJ 

HF 

HC1 

565 kJ 

2 tool tt F 2 mol × mol~ = 1130 kJ 

427 kJ 
2 mol tt--C1 2 tool x tool 854 kJ 

Total enmgy released = 3632kJ 

We now can calculate &H: 

zMl = energy required to break bonds - energy released when bonds lk~m~ 

= 2438 kl 3632 k.l 

= -l194kJ 

Since the sign ofthe vatueforthe enthalpy change is negative, this means that 1194 

kl of energy is released per mole of CF2Clz Rwmed. 
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Covalent Bonding Models 

PURPOSE 

To compare aud contrast the molccular orbital arodel and the localized electron 

modch 

So far wc have discussed the gencral characteristics of thc chemical bonding 

model and have seen that properties such as bond strength and polarity c,’m be 

assigned to individual bonds. In this section we introduce two specific models used 

to describe covalent bonds: the molecular orbital model and the localized electron 

model (often called the valence bond model). 

The molecular orbital (MO) model considers a molecule to be a cullection of 

nuclei and electrons that can be treated using the same type of wave mechanics 

applied successNlly to individual atoms. The fundamental idea is that the electrons 

occupy orbitals in the molecule in much the sanae way that they occupy orbitals in 

atoms and thus that the electron probability will extend over the entLre molecule: the 
orbitals are molecular orbitals and axe characterized by delocalization o1’ the elec- 

trons. 

The MO model has been applicd to a wide range of molecules and has been 

quite successful in accounting for thulr properties. Although an excellent physic’,fl 

model (it secures to describe nature quite accurately), the MO model has a major 

disadvantage: its application to anything but very, simple molecules requires rather 

sophisticated mathematical procedures. We need a siarpler model that can be easily 

applied even to very complicated molecules and that can be used routinely by 

chemists to interpret and organize the wide variety ul’ chemical phenomena. The 

model that serves this purposc is the localized electron (LE) model, which assumes 

that a molecule is cotnposed of atoms that are bound together hy sharing pairs qf 

electrons using the atomic orbitals of the bound ato~ns. Electron pairs in the mole- 

cule are assmned to be localized on a particular atom or in the space between two 

atoms. Those pairs of electrons localized on ax~ atom are called lone pairs, and 

those [kmnd in the space between the atoms are called bonding pairs. 

As we will apply it, the LE model has three parts: 

1. Description of the valence electron an-augement in the molecule using Lewis 

structures, discussed in the next section. 

2. Prediction of the geometry of the molecule, using the valence shell electron 
pair repulsion (VSEPR) model, discussed in Section 8.13. 

3. Description of Ihe types of atomic orbitals used by the atoms to share electrons 

or hold lone pairs. We will discuss orbitals in Chapter 9, where a more detailed 

descripti~m of the bonding models will be presented. 

At this point, it is instructive to compare the two models. The MO model 

regards a molecule as a cullection of nuclei and delocalized electrons, and the LE 

model regards a molecule as a collection of atmns with localized electron pairs. The 

MO model requires sophisticated mathematics bnt cax~ furnish us with quantitative 

information such as bond strengths and bond lengths for molecules. The LE model, 

as we will use it, is a qualitative model that is easy to apply but gives little qnantita- 

rive infom~atinn. Thus the two models complement each other: one gives a detailed 

description of mdiecules while the other provides a simple means for predicting and 

systematizing qualitative properties of molecules. In this text we’ll describe and 

apply the LE model extensively axed give only an introduction to the MO medel. 
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Lewis Structures 

pURPOSE 

To show how to write Lewis structures. 

The Lewis structure of a molecule shows how’ the valence electrons are ar- 
ranged among the atoms in the molecule. These representations are named after 

G. N. Lewis (Fig. 8.14). The rules for writing Lewis structures are based on obser- 

vations of thousands of molecules. From experhuent, chemists have learned that the 

most important reqnirement for the formarlon (f a stable compoun~l is that the 

atoms achieve noble gax electron cor~figurations. 
We have already seen that when metals and nonmetals react to form binary 

ionic compounds, electrons are transfened and the resulting ions typically have 

noble gas electron configurations. An example is the formation of KBr where the 

K~ ion has the [Ar] electron configuration mad the Br ion has the IKr] electron 

configuration. In writing Lewis strnctures, the rule is that only the valence electrons 

are included. Using doks to represent electrons, the Lewis structure for KBr is 

charge charge 

No dots are shown on the K+ ion since it has no valence electrons. The Br ion is 
shown with eight electrons since it has a filled valence shell. 

Next we will consider Lewis structures for molecules with covalent bonds, 
involving elements in the first and second periods. The principle of achieving a 

noble gas electron configuration applies to these elements as follows: 

1. Hydrogen forms stable molecules where it shares two electrons. That is, it 

follows a duet rule. For example, when two hydrogen atoms, each with one 

electron, combine to form the H~ molecule, we hnve 

H:H 

By sharing electrons, each hydrogen in H~, in effect, has two electrons; that is, each 

hydrogen has a filled valence shell. 

2. Helium does not form bonds because its valence orbitals are already filled; it is 

a noble gas. Helium has the electron configuration ls: and can be represented 

by the Lewis structure 

3. The second row nonmetals carbon through fluorine form stable molecules when 

they are surrounded by enough electrons to fill the valence orbitals, that is, the 

2s and the three 2p orbitals. Since eight electrons are requ~ed to fill these 
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orbitals, these elements typically obey thc octet rule; they ,are surrounded by 

eight electrons. An example is the F2 molecule, which has the following Lewis 

structure: 

Note that each fluorine atom in F2 is, in effect, surrounded by eight electrons, 

two of wiffch are shared with the other atom. Tiffs is a bonding pair of elec- 

trons, as discussed earlier. Each fluorine atom ’also has three pairs of electrons 

not inw~lved in bonding. These arc the lone pairs’. 

4. Neon does not form bonds since it already has an octet of valence electrons (it 

is a noble gas). The Lewis structure is 

Note that only die valence electrons of the neon atom (2s~2p6) are represented 

by the Lewis structure. The ls~ electrons are core electrons and take no part in 

chemical reactions. 

Froru the discussion above we can folmtdate the following rules for writing 

L~wis structmes of ruoleculcs containing atoms froru the first two periods. 
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Rules for Writing Lewis Structures 

1. Sum the valence electrons from all the atoms. Do not worry about keeping 

track of which electrons come from which atoms. It is the total ntmther of 

clectrons that is important. 

2. Use a pair of electrons to form a bond bctween each pair of bom~d atoms. 

3. Arraoge the remaining electrons to satisfy the duet rule for hydrogen and the 

octet rule for the second-row elements. 

To see how these roles are applied, we will draw the Lewis structures of a few 
molecules. We will first consider the water molecule and follow the roles given 
above. 

1. We sum the valence electrons for H20 as shown: 

1 + 1 + 6 = 8 valence electrons 

H H O 

2. Using a pair of electrons per bond, we draw in the two O~It single bonds: 

H--O--H 

Note that a line instead of a pair of dots is used to indicate each pair of bonding 
electrons. Tiffs is the standard notation. 

We distribute the remaining electrons around the atoms to achieve a noble gas 
electron configuration for each atom. Sh~ce four electrons have been used in 
forming the two bonds, four electrons (8 4) remain to be distributed. Hydro 
gcn is satisfied with two electrons (duet rule), but oxygen needs eight electrons 
to have a noble gas configuration. Thus the remaining four electrons are added 
to oxygen as two lone pairs. Dots are used to represent the lone pairs: 

H--O--H Lone pairs 

This is the correct Lewis structure for thc water molecule. Each hydrogen has 
two electrons aad the oxygen has eight as shown below. 

2e 

As a second exaurple, let’s write the Lewis structure for carbon dioxide. Sum- 

ming the valence electrons gives 

4+6+6=16 

C 0 0 

After forming a bond between the carbon and each oxygen, 

O--C--O 

thc 

ato: 

dra’ 

ox! 

at( 

C 
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the remailfing electrons are distributed to achieve noble gas configurations on each 

atom. In this case we have twelve electrons (16 - 4) remaining after the bonds arc 

drawn. The distribution of these electrons is determined by a trial-and-error process. 

We have six pairs of electrons to distribute. Suppose we try three pairs on each 

oxygen to give 

Is this correct? To answer this we need to check two things: 

1. The total nuruber of electrons. There are sixteen valence electrons in this struc- 

ture, ~vhich is the COlTect number. 

2. The octet rule for each atom. Each oxygen has eight electrons, but the carbon 
only has four. This cannot be the correct Lewis structure. 

How can we ,arrange the sixteen available electrons to achieve an octet for each 

atom? Suppose there arc two shared p,’firs between the carbon and each oxygen: 

Now each atom is surrounded by eight electrons, and the total number of electrons 

is sixteen, as requh’ed. Tbis is the correct Lewis structure [br carbon dioxide, which 

has two double bonds. 

Finally, let’s consider the Lewis structure of the CN (cyanide) ion. Sununing 

the valence electrons, wc have 

4-5+1=10 

Note that the negative charge means an extra electron must be added. Aller drawing 

a single bond (C--N), we distribute the reruaiinng electrons to achieve a noble gas 

configuration for each atom. Eight electrons remain to be distributed. We can try 

various possibilities, for example: 

C--N 

This strncture is incorrect, because C and N have only six electrons each instead of 

eight. The con’ect arrangement is 

I:C~N:] 

(Satisfy yourself that both carbon and nitrogen have eight electrons.) 

Give the Lewis structure for each of the following: 

a, HF b. Na c. ]N~3 do CH4 e. CF4 f. NO+ 
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b. N2 

d. CH4 

f. NO+ 

Solution 

In each case we apply the three rnles fbr writing Lewis Stla~cturcs. Recall that lines 

are used to indicate shared electron pairs and that dots arc used to indicate nonbond- 

ing pairs (lone pairs). We have the fbllowing tabulated results: 

Calculate 
Total nmnber of 

valence Draw single electrons 

electrons bonds remaining 

1+7=8 

5+5=10 

5+3(1)=8 

Use remaining 
electrons ~o 

achieve noble 

gas configttrations 

Check 

Atom Electrons 

H--~ : H 2 

F 8 

N--N 

H--N--H 

H 

8 

2 

: N~N : 

H 

N 8 

4 ~ 4(1) = 8 

H 

tI--C--H 

H 

F 

24 

F 

H 

H--C--H H 2 

C 8 
H 

c 
:F: 

5+6-1=10 N 4) 8 [: N~O:]+ N 8 

O 8 

PUI 

ru/i 
sud 

do~ 

tur! 

cie 

No 

bo~ 

tea 

When writing Lewis structures, don’t worry, about which electrons come from 

wtfich atoms in a molecule. The best way to look at a molecule is to regard it as a 

new entity that uses all of the available valence electrons of the atoms to achieve the 

lowest possible energy.* The valence electrons belong to the molecule, rather than 

to the individual atoms. Simply distribute all valence electrons so that the various 

rules are satisfied, without regard to the origin of each pmnticular electron. 

*ha a sense this approach corrects for the i~act that the localized elecUon model overemphasizes that a 
molecule is simply a sum of its parts, that s. hat the atoms retain their hadividual identifies in the 
molecule. 

elm 

wil 

val~ 
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Exceptions to the Octet Rule 

PURPOSE 

To show how to write Lewis structures for certain special cases. 

The localized electron model is a simple but very successful ~nodel, and the 
rules we have used for Lewis structures apply to most molecules. However, with 
such a shnple model, some exceptions are inevitable. Boron, for example, tends to 
form compomuls where the boron atom has fewer than eight electrons around it it 
does not have a complete octet. Boron trifluoride (BF3), a gas at normal tempera- 
turcs and prcssmes, reacts very energeticaily with molecules such as water and 

an~nonia that have available elecmm pairs (lone pairs). The violent reactivity of 

BF~ with electron-rich molecules arises becanse the boron atom is electron defi- 
cient. Boron trifluoride has 24 valence electrons. The Lewis structure that seems 
most consistent with the properties of BF3 is 

Note that in this strtlcture boron has only six electrons around it. The octet rule for 

boron can be satisfied by drawing a structure with a double bond, snch as 

:F: 

However, since tluorine is ranch more clectronegativc than boron, this does not 

make sense. In fact, experm~ent, s indicate that each B--F bond is a single bond in 

accordance with the first Lewis structure. Tiffs structure is also consistent with the 
reactivity of BF3 toward clectron-rich nmlecules, lbr example, toward NHs to form 

h~ this stable compound boron has an octet of electrons. 

It is characteristic of boron to lbrm molecules where the boron atom is electron- 

deficient. On the other hand, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and flnorine can be coanted 

on to obey the octet rule. 
Some atoms exceed the octet rule. This behavior is observed only for those 

elements in Pcriod 3 of the periodic table and beyond. To see how this arises, we 

will consider the Lewis structme for sulfur hexafluoridc (SF~). The sum of the 

valence electrons is 

6 + 6(7) = 48 electrons 
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Indicating the single bonds gives the structure on the left below: 

F 

F..~/F 

:1~ F: 

/ 

F :F: 

We have used 12 electrons to form the S-- F bonds, which leaves 36 eleclrons. 
Since fluorine always Ii)llows lhe octet rule, we complete the six llaori~e octets to 

give the structure on the right above. This smacture uses all 48 valence electrons for 

SF6, but sulfur has 12 electrons around it; that is, sulfur exceeds tire octet tulle. How 

can this happen? 
To answer riffs question we need to consider the different types of valence 

orbitals characteristic of second- m~d third-period elements. Tire second-row ele- 

ments havc 2s and 2p valence orbitals, and lhe third-row dements have 3s, 3p, and 

3d orbitals. The 3s and 3p orbitals fill with electrons in going from sodimn to argon, 

but the 3d orbitals remain empty. For example, the valence orbital diagram for a 

suffur atom is 

3s 31) 3d 

The localized elcclron modci assumes that the cmpty 3d orbitals can be used to 

accommodate extra electrons. Thus the sulfur atmn in SF6 can have 12 electrons 
around it by using the 3s ,nard 31) orbitais to hold 8 electrons with tire extra 4 

electrons placed in the fomaerly empty 3d orbitals. Second-row elements never 

exceed the octet rule because they have valence orbitals (2s and 2p) that can hold 

only eight electrons. Although third-row elements often sati.sfv the octet rule, they 

also often exceed it by using their empO’ d orbitals to share electrons. 

When writing the Lewis structure for a molecule, satisfy’ the octet role for the 

atoms first. If electrons remain, place them on tire elements having available d 

orbitals. These arc the elements in the third period or beyond. 

Write the Lewis structure for PC15. 

Soludon 

We can follow the same stepwise procedure we used previously. 

STEP I 

Sum the valence electrons. 

5 + 5(7) = 40 electrons 

p c1 

STEP 2 

Indicate single bonds between bound atoms. 
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STEP 3 

Distribute the remaining electrons. In this case, 30 electrons (40 10) remain. 

These ,are used to satisfy the octet rnle for each chlorine atom. The final Lewis 

structure is 

’ 
I/’" 

Note that phosphorus, which is a third-row element, has exceeded the octet rnle 
by two electrons. 

In the PCIs and SF6 molecules, the central atoms (P and S, respectively) must 

have the extra electrons. However, in molecules havhag more than one atom that 

can exceed the octet rale, it is not always clear which atom should have the extra 

electrons. Consider the Lewis structure tbr the triiodide ion (I3-), which has 

3(7) + 1 = 22 valence electrons 

t t 
I     1 - charge 

Indicating the single bonds gives I--I--I. At this point 18 electrons (22 - 4) 

remain. Trial and error will convince you that one of the iodine atoms must exceed 

the octet role, but which one? 

The rule we will follow is that when it is necessary to exceed the octet rule for 

one of several third-row (or higher) elements, assume that the extra electrons 

shouM be placed on the central atom. 

Thus tbr I3- the Lewis structare is 

where the central iodine exceeds the octet rule. This structure agrees with known 

properties of 13 . 

Write the Lewis structure for each molecule or ion: 

a, CIF3 b, XeO~ c, RnC12 d, C103- e, ICI,~- 

Solution 

a. The chlonne atom (third row) accepts the extra electrons. 

F : 

F: 

b. All atoms obey the octet role. 
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d. All atoms obey the octet rule. 

C1     : 

e. Iodine exceeds the octet rule. 

Resonance 

PURPOSE 

El To illustrate the concept of resonance. 

[] To show how to write resonance structures. 

Sometimes urore than nnc valid Lewis structure (one that obeys the rules we 

have nutlined) is possible for a given rnolecule. Consider the Lewis sn~cture for 

sulfur trioxide (SO~), which has 24 valence electrons. Tn achieve an nctet of elec- 

trons around each atom, a structure like tiffs is required: 

If this structure accurately represents the bonding in SO~, there should be two types 

of S--O bonds observed in tt~e ntolecule: one shurtur bond (the double bond) and 

two identical longer ones (the two single bonds). However, experimenLs clearly 

show that SOa exhibhs only one type of S--O bond with a length and strength 
between those expected for a single bond and a double bond. Thus, although the 

structur’e we have shown above is a valid Lewis structure, it does not correctly 

represeut the bonding in S()> Tiffs is a serious problem, and it means that the model 

must be moditied. 

Look again at the proposed Lewis structure for SO3. There is no reason fnr 

choosing a particular oxygen atom to have the double bond. Thurc are really three 

valid Lewis structures: 

o/ 

Is an)’ of these structures a correct description of the bonding in SOs? No, because 
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SOs does not have one double and two singlc bonds--it has three equivalent bonds. 
We can solve this problem by making the following assumption: the correct descrip- 

tion of SO3 is not given by at~v one of the three Lewis structures, but is given only 

by the superposi~ion of all three. 
Sulfur trioxide does not exist as any of the tirree extreme structures but exists as 

an average of all three. Resnnanee occu~ when more than one valid Lewis struc- 

ture can be written.¢br a particular molecule. The resulting electronic structure of 

the nmlecule is given by the average of these resunance strnetures. This situation 

is usually represented by double-headed arrows as follows: 

.... 
Note timt in ~1 of these resonance strucm~es the arrangement of the nuclei is the 

same, Only the placement of the electrons differs, The urrows do not indicate that 

the molecule "flips" from one resonance su~ucturc to unother. They simply show 

that tile actual structure is an average of the three resonance structures. 
The concept of resonance is necessary because the localized electron model 

postulates that electrons are localized between a given pair of atoms. However, 

nature doesn’t really operate this way. Electrons are really delocaiized--thcy can 

nmve around the entire molecule. The valence electrons in the SO~ molecule distrib 
ute themselves to provide equivalent S--O bonds. The molecular orbital nrodel, 

which assmnes that electrons are delocalized, can readily handle molecules like SO3 

and does not require the concept of resonance. Resonance is necessary to compen- 

sate for the defective assumption of the localized electron model. However, tiffs 

model is so uselgl that we retain the concept of localized electrons and add reso- 

nance to allow the model to treat molecules like SO~. 

Describe the electron arrangement in the nitrite anion (NO2) using the localized 

electron model. 

Solution 

We will follo~ the usual procedure for obtaiaing the Lewis structure for the NO~- 
ion. 

In NO~- there are 5 + 2(6) + 1 = 18 valence electrons. 
Indicating the single bonds gives the structure 

O--N--O 

The remairfing 14 electrons (18 4) can be distributed to produce these struc- 
tures: 

This is a resonancc situation. Two equivalent Lewis structures can be drawn. 
The electronic structare of the molecule is not correctly represented by either reso- 
nance structure but by the average of the two. There are two equivalent N -O 
bonds, each one intermediate between a single and double bond. 
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Odd-Electron Molecules 
Relatively few molecules formcd froln notm~etals contain odd nulnbers of electrons. 

One common example is nitric oxide (NO) which is formed when nitrogen and 

oxygan gases react at thc high temperatures in automobile engines. Nitric oxide is 
anfftted into thc air, where it immediately reacts with oxygen to form gaseous 

nitrogen dioxide (NO2), another odd-clectron molecule. 

Since the localized electron inodel is based on pairs of electrons, it does not 

handle odd electron cases in a natural way. To treat odd-electron molecules, a inore 

sophisticated model is nceded. Thc usual choice is the molecular orbital model, 

which has no problems with odd numbers of electrons. 

8 !3 
Molecular Structure: 
The VSEPR Model 

PURPOSE 
[] To describe how molecular geometry can be predicted from the number of 

electron pairs. 

The structures of molecules play a very important role in deterlnining their 

chemical properties. As we will see later, this is particularly important for biologi- 

cal molecules; a slight change m the structure of a large biomolecule can colnpletely 

destroy its usefulness to a cell or may even change thc cell from a normal one to a 

Many accurate methods now exist for determining muleeular structure, the 

three-dimensional arrangement of atoms in a molecule. These methods must bc 

used if precise information about structure is required. However, it is often useful to 

be able to predict the approximate molecular structure of a molecule. In tiffs section 

wc consider a simple model that allows us to do this. This model, called the valence 

shell electrun pair repulsinn (VSEPR) model, is useful in predicting the geome- 

tries of molecules formed from nomnetals. The main postulate of tiffs model is that 

the structure around a given atom is determ#wd principttlly by minimizing electron- 

pair repulsions. The idea here is that the bonding and nonbonding pairs arotmd a 

given atom will be positioned as far apart as possible. To see how tiffs model works, 

we will first consider the molecule BcCI~_, which has the Lewis structure 

Note that thcre are two pairs of electrons around the beryllium atom. What arrange- 

ment of these electron pairs allows them to bc as far apart as possible to nffnimize 

the repulsions? Clearly, the bcst arrangement places the pairs on opposite sides of 

the beryllium atom at 180° from each other: 

180~ 

This is the ~naxhnum possible separation for two electron pairs. Once we have 

determh~ed the opthnum arrangement of ti~e electron pairs around thc ccntral atom, 

we can specify thc molecular structure of BeC]_,. that is, the positions of the atoms. 
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Since each electron pair on beryllium is shared with a chlorine atom, the molecule 
has a linear structure with a 180° bond angle: 

Next, let’s consider BF3, which has the Lewis structure 

:F: 

Hem the boron atom is surrounded by three pairs of electrons. What arrangement 

will minimize the repulsions? The electron pairs are farthest apart at angles of 120°: 

120° 

Since each of the elecm)n pairs is shared with a fluorine atoIn, the molecular struc- 

ture will be 

F 

120° 

120° 

This is a planar (flat) and triangular molecule, which is commonly described as a 

trigonal planar structure. 

Next, let’s consider the methane molecule, which has the Lewis structure 

H 

H--C--H 

H 

There are four pairs of electrons around the central carbon atom. What arrangement 

of these electron pairs best nfinhnizes the repulsions? First, let’s try a square plm~ar 

arrangement: 

The carbon atom and the electron pairs are centered in the plane of the paper, and 
the angles between the pairs are all 90°. 

Is there another arrangement with angles greater than 90° that would put the 
electron pairs even farther away from each other? The answer is yes. The tetrahe- 
flral arrangement has angles of approximately 109.5°: 

It can be shown that this is the maximum possible separation of four pairs around a 

given atom. This means that whenever four pairs qf electrons are present around an 

atbm, they should always be arranged tetrahedrally. 
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Figure 8,15 

The molecular structure of methane. 
The tetrahedral arrangement of 
electron pairs produces a tetrahedral 
arrangement of hydrogen d~oms. 

pair 

332 [] Chapter Eight 

Now that we have the electron-pair arrangement that gives the leag[ repulsion, 

we can determine the positions of the atoms and thus the mulecular structure of 

CH,,. In methane each of the four electron pairs is shared between the carbon atom 

and a hydrogen atom. Thus the hydrogen atoms are placed as in Fig. 8.15, and the 

molecule has a tetrahedral structure with the carbon atom at the center. 
Recall that the main idea of the VSEPR model is to find the arrangement of 

electron pairs around the central atom that minin~zes the repulsions. Then we can 

determine the molecular structure from knowing how the electron pairs are shared 

with the peripheral atoms. Use the fellowing steps to predict the structure of a 

molecule using the VSEPR model. 

[] Draw the Lewis structure for the molecule. 

N Count the electron pairs and arrange them in the way that minimizes repulsion 

(that is, put the pairs as far apart as possible). 

N The positions of the atoms are determined from the way the electron pairs are 

shared. 

N The name of the molecular structure is detemfined from the positions of the 

We will predict the structure of anmlonia (NH3) using this stepwise approach. 

STEP 1 

Draw the Lewis structure: 

STEP 2 

Count the pairs of electrons and arrange them to minimize repulsions. The NH3 

molecule has four pairs of electrons: three bonding pairs, and one nonbonding 
pair. From the discussion of the m[]hane molecule, we know that the best 

arrangement of four electron pairs is a tetrahedral structure as shown in Fig. 

8.16(a). 

STEP 3 

Determine the positions of the atoms. The three H atoms share electron pairs as 

shown in Fig. 8.16(b). 

STEP 4 

Name the molecular structure. It is very important to recognize that the name of 

the mulecular stractare is always based on the positions of the atoms. The 

placement of the electron pairs determines the structure, but the name is based 

on the positions of the atoms. Thus it is incorrect to say that the NH3 molecule 

is tetmhedral. It has a tetrahedral arrangement of electren pairs but not a tena- 

hedral arrangement of atoms. The molecular structure of ammonia is a trigonal 

pyramid (one side is different li-mn the other three) rather than a terrahcdron. 

Figure 8.16 

(a) The tetrahedral arrangement of electron pairs around the nitrogen atom in the ammonia 

atoms as shown and one is a lone pair. Although the arrangement of electron pairs is 
tetrahedral, as in the methane molecule, the hydrogen atoms in the arnmoma molecule 
occupy only three corners of the tetrahedron. A lone pair occupies the fourth corner. 
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Describe the molecular structure of the water molecule. 

Solution 

The Lewis structure for water is 

There are four pairs of electrons: two bonding pairs, and two nonbonding pairs. To 
minimize repulsions, these are best arranged in a tetrahedral structure as shown in 
Fig. 8.17(a). Although H20 has a tetrahe&’al arrangement of electron pairs, it is noi 
a tetrahedral molecule. The atoms in the H20 molecule form a V shape as shown in 
Fig. 8.17(b) and (c). 

From Sample Exercise 8.10 we sec that the H20 molecule is V-shaped, or bent, 

because of the presence of tbe lone pairs. If no lone pairs were present, the molecule 

would be linear, and the polar bonds would cancel and the molecule would have no 

dipole moment. This would make water very different frolll the polar substauce so 

familiar to us. 

From the previous discussion we would predict that the H--X--H bond angle 

(where X is the central atom) in CH4, NH3, and H20 sbould be the tetrahedral augle 

of 109.5°. Experimental studies, however, have shown that the bond angles are 

those given in Fig. 8.18. What significance do these results have for the VSEPR 

model? One possible point of view is that we should be pleased to have the observed 

augles so close to the tetrahedral angle. The opposite view is that the deviations are 

significant enough to require modification of tbe simple model so that it can more 

accurately handle similar cases. We will take the latter view. 

Let us examine the following data: 

CH4 NH~ H20 

Ntmaber of lone pairs 0 1 2 

B ond angle 109.5° 107° 104.5° 

Onc interpretation of the trend observed here is that lone pairs require more space 

than bonding pairs; in other words, as tbe nmnber of lone paks increases, the 

bonding pairs are increasingly squeezed together. 

This interpretation seems to make physical sense if we think in the following 

terms. A bonding pair is shared between two nuclei and the electrons can be close to 

either nucleus. They are relatively confined between the two nuclei. A lone pair is 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

(a) 

pair 

/ 
/ 

Bonding // 

pair\ 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 8.17 

(a) The tetrahedral arrangement of the 
four electron pairs around oxygen in 
the water molecule. (b) Two of the 
electron pairs are shared between 
oxygen and the hydrogen atoms and 
two are lone pairs. (c) The V-shaped 
molecular structure of the water 
molecule. 

H 

H 109.5° H 107° 104.5° 

Figure 8.18 

The bond angles in the CH#, NH_a 
and H20 molecules. Note that 
although each of these molecules has 
four pairs of electrons around the 
central atom, the bond angle 
between bonding pairs decreases as 
the number of lone pairs increases. 
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(a) 

Figure 8.19 

(a) In a bonding pair of electrons, the 
electrons are shared by t~vo nuclei. 
(b) In a lone pair, both electrons 
must be close to a single nucleus 
and tend to take up more of the 
space around t~at atom. 

localized on only onc nucleus and both clcctrons will be close only to that nucleus, 
as shown schematically in Fig. 8.19. These pictures help us understand why a hme 

pair may require more space near an atom thau a bonding pair. 
As a result of these observations, we Inake the following addition to the origi- 

nal postulate of the VSEPR urodel: lone pairs require more room than bonding 
pairs and tend to compress the angles ben,/een the bonding pairs. 

So far we have considered cases with two, three, and four electron pairs around 
the central atour. These are summarized in Table 8.6. Fox" five pairs of electrons, 
there are several possible choices. The one that prurhiccs miniuruur repulsion is a 
trigonal bipyramid. Note flour Table 8.6 that this arrangement has two different 
augles, 90° and 120°. As the name suggests, the structure formed by this arrange- 
ment of pairs consists of two trigonal-based pyramids that share a corma~on base. 
Six pairs of electrons can best be arranged octahedrally around a given atom with 
90° angles, as shown in Fable 8.6. 

Arrangements of Electron Pairs Around an Atom Yielding Minimum Repulsion 

Number of 

electron 

pairs Geomelric arrangement of eleclrou pairs 

--.z~ -- 

planar 

6 

In order to use the VSEPR modcl to determine the geometric structures of 
molecules, you should ureurorize the relationships hetwccn the nmnber of electron 

pairs and their best an-angeurent. 
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When phnsphonts reacts with excess chlorine gas, the compound phosphorus penta- 
cNoridc (PCIs) is formed. In the gaseous and liquid states, this substance consists of 
PC1s molecules, but in the solid state it consists of a 1 : 1 mixture of PC14+ and 

PCI6 ions. Predict the geometric structures of PCls, PC[*+, and PCI6 . 

Solution 

As shown previously, die Lewis structure for PCls is 

Five pairs of electrons around the phosphorus atom require a trigonai bipyramidal 
arrangement (see Table 8.6) as shown on the left below. When the chlorine atoms 
are included, a tfigonal bipyramidal molecule results, as shown on the fight. 

es of 

The Lewis structure for the PCh+ ion [5 + 4(7) 1 = 32 valence electrons] 

is: 

:fl:      ~ 

There are four pairs of electrons surrounding the phosphorus atom in the PCI,* ion, 

which requires a tetrahedral arrangement of the pairs, as shown below on the left. 
Since each pair is shared with a chlorine atom, a tetrahcdral PC]4+ cation results. 
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The Lewis structure for PCI~- [5 + 6(7) + I = 48 valence electrous] is 

Since phosphorus is surromided by six pairs of electrons, an octahedral arrangement 

is required to mi~imizc repulsions, as shown below on the left. Since each electron 

pair is shared with a chlorine atom, an octahedral PC16 anion is predicted. 

Because the noble gases have filled s and p valence orbitals, they were not expected 

to be chemically reactive. In fact, for many years these elements were called inert 

gases because of this supposed inability to form any compounds. However, in the 

early 1960s several compounds of kryptnn, xenon, and radon were synthesized. For 

example, a team at the Argonne National Laburatory produced the stable colorless 

compound xenon tetrafluoride (XeF4). Predict its stracture. 

Sohttion 

The Lewis structure for XeF4 is 

The xenoa atom in this molecule is surrounded by six pairs of electrons, which 
means an octahedral nn’angement: 

The structure predicted for this molecule will depend on how the lone pairs and 

bonding pairs are arranged. Consider the two possibilities shown in Fig. 8.20. The 

bonding pairs are indicated by the presence of the fluorine atoms. Since the struc- 

ture predicted differs hi the two cases, we must decide which of these arrangements 
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~ment 
~ctron 

Figure 8.20 

Possible electron pa~r arrangements 
for XeF+ Since arrangement (a) has 
lone pairs at 90° from each other, it 
is less favorable than arrangement (b), 
where the lone pairs are at 180°. 

,ected 
inert 

in the 
I. For 
~fless 

180° 

~hich 

:s and 

,. The 

struc- 

is preferable. The key is to look at the lone pairs. In the structure in part (a) the lone 
pair-lone pair angle is 90°; in the structure in part (b) the lone pairs are separated by 
180°. Since lone pairs require more rootn than bonding pairs, a structure with two 
lone pairs at 90° is unfavorable. Thus the arrangement in Vig. 8.20(b) is preferred, 
and the tnolecular structure is predicted to bc square planar. Note that this molecule 
is not described as being octahedrai. There is an octahedral arrangement of electron 
pairs, but the atoms form a square planar structure. 

We can further illustrate the use of the VSEPR model for molecules or ions with 

lone pairs by considering the ts’iiodide ion (la). The Lewis structure for I3- is 

The central iodine ato~n has five pairs around it, which requires a trigonal bipyranfi- 

dal arrangement. Several possible arrangeinents of the lone pairs are shown in Fig. 
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Figure 8.21 

Three possible arrangements of the 
electron pairs in the I3- ion. 
Arrangement (c) is pr6ferred because 
there are no 90° lone pair lone pair 
int6racqions. 

(b) 

8.21. Note that structures (a) and (b) have lone pairs at 90°, whereas in (c) all lone 
120°. Thus sturcture (c)is prclerred. The resulting urolecular structure pairs are at 

for I3- is linear. 

[I--I--I] 

The VSEPR Model and Multiple Bonds 
So far in our treatment of the VSEPR urodel, we have not considered any molecules 

with urultiple bonds. To sec how these molecules are handled by this model, let’s 

consider the SO~ molecule, which requires three resonance structures to describe its 

electronic stmcturc: 

The SOu molecule is ka~own to be planar with 120° bond angles. 

This plm~ar structure is the one expected for three pairs of electrons around a 
central atom, which means that a double bond should be counted as one efj~ctive 

pair in using the VSEPR modeh This makes sense because the two pairs of elec- 
trons involved in the double bond are not independent pairs. Both of the electron 
pairs must be in the space between the nuclei of the two atours in order to form the 
double bond. In other words, the double bond acts as one center of electron density 

to repel the other pairs of electrons. "llae same holds true fur triple bonds. This leads 
us to another general rule: j#)r ttw VSEPR model multiple bonds count as on~ efj~c- 

Five electron pair, 

Bondin pts 
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The molecular structure of sulfttr trioxide also shows us one more important 

point: when a molecule exhibits resonance, any one of riTe resonance structures can 

be used to predict the molecular structure using the VSEPR model. These rules are 

illustrated in Sample Exercise 8.13. 

.~ampf¢ ~xerci.se & ~ 3 __ 

Predict the molecular structure of the sulfur dioxide molecule. 

Solution 

First, we must determine the Lewis structure for the SO2 molecule, which has 18 
valence electrons. The resonance structures arc 

To determine the molecular structure, wc must count the electron pairs around the 
sulfur atom. h~ each resonance structure the sulfur has one lone pair, one pair in a 

single bond, and one double bond. Counting the double bond as one pair yields 

three effective pairs around the sulfur. According to Table 8.6, a trigonal plm;ar 

arr,’mgement is required, which yields a V~shaped molecule: 

Thus the structure o[" the SO2 molecule is expected to be V-shaped with a 120° bond 
angle. 

It should be noted at this point that lonc pairs that are oriented at least 120° from 

other pairs do not produce significant distortions of bond angles. For cxmnplc, the 

angle in the SO~ molecule is actually quite close to 120°. We will follow the general 

principle that a 120° angle provides lone pairs’ with enough sTmce so that distortions 

do not occur. Angles less than 120° are distorted when lone pairs are present. 

Molecules Containing No Single Central Atom 
So far we have considered molecules consisting of one central atom surrounded by 

othcr atoms. The VSEPR model can bc readily extended to more complicated mole 

cules, such as methanol (CH3OH). Tiffs molecule is represented by the following 

Lewis structure: 

H 

H 

The molecular structurc can be predicted from the arrangement of pairs around the 

carbon and oxygen atoms. Note that there are four pairs of electrons around the 
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Figure 8.22 

The molecular structure of methanol. 
(a) The arrangement of electron pairs 
and atoms around the carbon atom. 
(b) The arrangement of bonding and 
[one pairs around the oxygen atom. 
(c) The molecular structure. 

carbon, which calls for a tetrahedrai arrangement as shuwn in Fig. 8.22(a). The 

oxygen also lras four pairs, wlffch requires a tetvahedrai arrangement. However, in 
this case the tetrahedron will be slightly distorted by tlre space reqnlrements of the 

lone pairs IFig. 8.22(b)]. The overall gcomeiric arrangement for the molecule is 

shown ir~ Fig. 8.22(c). 

Summar’/oI the VSEPR Model 

Tlre rules for ushag the VSEPR model to predict molecular structure are 

1. Determine the Lewis structure(s) for the molccnle. 
2. For molecules with resonance structures, use any of the structures to predict the 

molecular structure. 

3. Sum the electron pairs around the central atom. 

4. ha counting pairs, cuunt each multiple bond as a single effective pair. 

5. The arrangement of the pairs is determined by minhnlzing electron pair repul- 

sions. These arrangements are shown hi Table 8.6. 

6. Lone pairs require more space than bonding pairs. Chouse an arrangement tlrat 

gives the lone pairs as much room as possible. Recognize that the lone pairs 

may produce a slight distortion of the structure at angles less than 120°. 

The VSEPR Model How Well Does It Work? 
The VSEPR model is very sh~aple. There are only a few roles to remember, yet the 

model correctly predicts tlre molecular structures of most molecules lbrmed fi-om 

nonmetallic elements. Ivlolecules of any size can be treated by applying the VSEPR 

model to each appropriate atom (those bonded to at least two other atoms) in the 

molecule. Thus we can use tiffs model to predict the structures of molecules with 

hundreds of atoms. It does, lrowever, fail hr a few instances. For example, phos- 

phine (PH3), which has a Lewis structure analogous to that of ammonia, 

tI tI 

would be predicted m have a molecular sm~cture shnilar to that for NH~ with bond 

angles of approximately 107°- However, the bond angles of phosphine are actually 

94°. There are ways of explaining this structure, but more rules have to be added to 

the model. 
This again illustrates the point that simple models arc bound to have excep- 

tions. In introductory chemistry we want to use simple models that fit the majority 

of cases; we are willing to accept a few failures rather than complicate the model. 

The atoning tiring about the VSEPR model is that such a simple model predicts 

correctly the sttxlctures of so many mulecules. 
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11 this chapter we have stressed the 

importance of being able to predict 

the three-dimensional structure of 

a molecule. Molecular structare is 

important because of its effect on 

chemical reactivity. This is espe- 

cially true in biologicaI systems, 

where reactions must bc efficient and 

highly specific. Among the hundreds 

of types of molecales in the fluids of 

a typical biological system, the ap- 

propriate reactants must find and 

react o~y with each other--they 

mast be very discriminating. This 

specificity depends largely on struc- 

ture. The molecules are constructed 

so that only the appropriate partners 

can approach each other in a way that 

allows reaction. 

Another area Where molecular 

structure is central is in the use of 

molecules as a lneans of communica- 

tion. Examples of chemical comuar- 

nication occur in humans in the con- 

ducthm of nerve impulses across 

synapses, the control of the manufac- 

ture and storage of key chemicals in 

cells, and the senses of smell and 

taste. Plants and mfimals also use 

chemical cormnunication. For exam- 

ple, ants lay down a chemical trail so 

that other ants can find a particular 

food supply. Ants also warn their 

low workers of approaching danger 

by emitting certain chemicals. 

Molecules convey messages by 

fitth~g into appropriate receptor sites 

in a very specific way, which is de- 

termined by their structure. When a 

molecule occupies a receptor site, 

CHEMICAL IMPACT 

chemical processes are stimulated 

that produce the appropriate re- 

sponse. Sometimes receptors can bc 

fooled, as ha the use of artificial 

sweeteners molecules fit the sites 

on the taste buds that stimulate a 

"sweet" response in the brain, but 

they are nut metabolized in the same 

way as natural sugars. Similar decep- 

tion is useful in insect control. If an 

area is sprayed with synthetic t~male 

sex attractant nmlecules, the males of 

that species become so conlhsed that 

mating does not occor. 

A semiochemical is a molecule 

that delivers a message between 

members of the same or different 

species of plant or animal. There are 

three groups of these chemical mes- 

sengers: allomunes, kalroltlones, and 

pheromones. Each is of great ecolog- 

ical importance. 

An allomone is defined as a 

chemical that somehow gives adap- 

tive advantage to the producer. For 

example, leaves of the black walnut 

tree contain a herbicide, juglone, that 

appears after the leaves fall to the 

ground. Juglone is not toxic to grass 

or certain grains, but it is cfl?ctive 

against plants such as apple trees that 

would compete for the available 

water and fuod supplies. 

Antibiotics arc also alkimones 

since the microorgauisms produce 

them to inhibit other species from 

growing near them. 

Many plants produce bad-tasting 

chemicals to protect themselves from 

plant-eating insects and animals. The 

familiar compound nicotine deters 

animals from eating the tobacco 

plant. The millipede sends an unmis- 

takable "back off" message by 

squirting a predator with bcnzaldc- 

hyde and hydrogen cyanide. 

Defense is not the only use of 

allomones, however. Flowers use 

scent to attract pollinating insects. 

Honeybees, for instance, are guided 

to alfalfa flowers by a series of 

sweet-scanted compounds. 

Kairomones are chemical mes- 

sengers that bring advantageous news 

to the receiver, and the floral scents 

are kairomones from the honeybees’ 

viewpoint. Many predators are 

guided by kalromones emitted by 

their food. For example, apple skins 

exude a chemical that attracts the 

codling moth larva. In some causes 

kalromones help the underdog. Cer- 

tain marine mollusks can pick up the 

"scent" of their predators, the sea 

stars, and make their cscape. 

Pheromones are chemicals that 

affect receptors of the same species 

as the donor. That is, they are spe- 

cific within a species. Releaser pher 

omones cause an immediate reaction 

in the receptor, and primer phero- 

mones cause long-term effects. Ex- 

amples of releaser phcromones are 

the sex attractants of insects, gener 

ated ha some species by the males and 

in others by the femaIes. Sex phero- 

mones have also been lbund in plants 

and mallmlals. 

Alarm pheromones are highly 

volatile compounds (ones easily 
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changed to a gas) released to warn of 
Primer pheromones, which so that only the queen herself can 

danger. Honeybees produce isoamyl 
acetate (CVH1402) in their s~g 

glands. Because of its high volatility, 

this cmnpound does not linger after 

the state of alert is over. Social be- 

havior in insects is characterized by 

the use of trail pheromones, which 

are used to indicate a food source. 

Social insects such as bees, ants, 
waspsl and termites use these sub- 

stances. Since trail pheromones are 
less volatile compounds, the indica- 

tors persist for some time. 

canse long-term behavioral changes, 
are harder to isolate and identify. 

One example, however, is the 

"queen substance" produced by 
queen honeybees. All the eggs in a 
colony are laid by one queen bee. If 

she is removed from the hive or dies, 
the worker bees are activated by the 
absence of the queen substance and 
begin to feed royal jelly to bee larvae 
in order to raise a new queen. The 
queen substance also prevents the 
development of the workers’ ovaries 

produce eggs. 
Many studies of insect phero- 

mones are now underway in the hope 

that they will provide a method of 
controlling insects that is more effi- 

cient and safer than the current cbern- 
ical pesticides. Pest control will be 
discussed in Chapter 24. 

Summary 
Chemical bonds hold groups of atoms together. Bonding occurs when a group of 
atoms can lower its total energy by aggregating. Bonds can be classified into several 
types. In an ionic bond there is a transfer of electrons to form ions; in a covalent 
bond electrons are shared. Between these extremes, in a polar covalent bond elec- 

trons are shared unequally. The percent ionic character of the bond in a diatomic 

molecule XY can be defined as 

( measured dipole moment of X - Y ) × 100 
Percent ionic character = -- ~ -- ~ y- 

\ calculated dipole moment of X , 

Electronegativity is defined as the relative ability of an atom in a molecule to 

attract the electrons shared in a bond. The electronegativlly difference of the atoms 
involved in a bond determines the polarity of that bond. The spatial arrangernent of 
polar bonds determines the overall polarity, or dipole moment, of a molecule. 

Stable molecules usually contain atoms that have filled valence orbitals. Non- 
metals bonding to each other achieve noble gas configurations in their valence 

orbitals by covalent bonding. A nonmetal and a representalive group metal achieve 
the same result by transferring electrons to form ions. 

lons have significantly different sizes from their parent atoms. Cations are 
smaller because the parent atom has lost elecn’ons to become an ion. Anions, be- 
cause they have more electrons than the parent atom, are larger. In general, ion size 
increases going down a group. Isoelectrmtkc ions (having the same number of elec- 

trons) decrease in size with increasing Z values. 
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Lattice energy is the change in energy that takes place when separated gaseous 

ions are packed togethcr to tbrm an ionic solid. Bond energy, the energy necessay 

to break a covalent bond, varies with the number of shared electron pairs. A single 

bond involves onc electron pair; a double bond, two electron pairs; and a triple 

bond, three electron pairs. Bond energies can be used to calculate the enthalpy 

change for a reaction. 

The Lewis structure of a molecule shows how the valence electrons are ar- 

ranged among the atoms. The duet rule for hydrogen and the octet role for second- 

row elements reflect the observation that atoms tend to fill their valence orbitals. 
Elements in the third row and beyond can exceed the octet rule because of the 

availability of empty d orbitals. 

Sometimes more than one valid Lewis structure can be drawn for the sanre 

molecule, which is accounted for by the concept of resonance. The actual electronic 

structure is represented by the superposition of the resonance structures in such 

cases. 

The VSEPR model is very useful in predicting the geometries of molecules 

formed from nonmetals. The principal postulate of this model is that the structure 

around a given atom is determined by minimizing electron-pair repulsions. 
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Exercises 
Chemical Bonds and Electronegal~’ity 

I. ’lel] the di£f)rence between the following pairs of terms: 
a. elec~-onegativity and electron affinity 
b. covalent bond and polar covalent bond 
c. polar covalent bond and ionic bond 

2 Use Coulomb’s law, E k/QxQ2\{) 

to calculate the energy of interaction for the following two 
arrangements of charges in arbitrary units. Assume a value of 

3. Without using Fig. 8.3, predict the order of increasing elec- 
tronegati~ty in each of ~e following ~oups of elements: 

~ C,N,O 

b S, Se, C1 
c Si, Ge, Sn 
d. ~, S, Ge 

4. Without using Fig. 8.3, predict winch bond in each of the 
following groups will be the most polar: 

a C--F, Si--F, Ge--F 
b P--C1, S--C1 
c S--F, S--C1, S Br 
d Ti--C1, Si--CI, Ge--C1 
e. C--H, Si H, Sn--H 
f. A1--Br, Ga--Br, ln--Br, TI--Br 

Repeat Exercises 3 and 4. This time use the-values for the 
electronegativifics of the elements given in Fig. 8.3. Are there 

any differences in your answers? 

6~ a. Although not often used, the elcctronegativilies of the 
noble gases are quite high. (Ne - 4.4; Ar = 4.0; Kr = 

2.9; Xe - 2.6) Explain these high values relative to those 
of the other elements using an alternative definition of the 
electtonegativlty 

Elcctronegativity ~ (I.E. E.A.) 

where I.E. is the ionization energy and E.A. is/he electron 
affinity using the sign convention of this book. 

b. Elemental fluorine (F2) reacts directly with xenon to pro 

duce three different compounds: XcF~, XeE,, XeF6. 

Would you expect any of the other noble gases to react 
with fluorine? 

Ionic Compounds 

7. For each of the following groups, place the atoms and ions in 

order of decreasing size: 
,~ Cu, Cu+, Cu2+ 

b Ni~+, Pd~+, Pt~+ 
c O~-, S~-, Se~ 
d. La?+, Eu3+, Gd3~, Yb3~ 
e. Te2 ,I ,Xe, Cs~,Ba~,La~+ 

Write electron configurations for the following ions: Mg2+, 

Cr3+, Zn2+, Sn~+, Sna+, Se?-, i-. 

9. Which of the lbllowing ions have noble gas electron configu- 
rahons? 

a Fe2~, Fe3~, Sc3+, Co3+ c. Pu4+, Ce4~, Ti~+ 

b T1+, ’le~ , Cr3+ d. Ba~, Pt~+, Mn~+ 

~(~. Define the term isoelectronic. When comparing sizes of ions 

of ele~nents in the same period in the periodic table, why is it 
advantageous to compare isoelcctronic species? 

11. Which compound in each of the following pairs of ionic sub- 

stances has the greatest lattice energy’? Justify your answers. 

a. NaC1, KC1 

b. LiF, LiC1 

c Mg(OH)~, MgO 

d Fe(OH)2, Fe(OH)~ 

12. Some of the important properties of ionic compounds are 

I. Low electrical conductivity as solids, and high con- 

ducrivity in solution or when lnolten 

1I. Relatively high melting and boiling points 

Ill. Brittleness 

IV. Solubility in polar solvents 

How does the concept of ionic bonding discussed in this chap- 

ter account for these properties? 

t3. Use the following data to esthnate -42/? for sodium chloride. 

Na(s) + ½ Cla(g) ~ NaCl(s) 

Lattice energy 

Ionization energy for Na 

Electron affinity of CI 

Bond energy of Cla 

Enthalpy of sublimation lbr Na 

-757 k J/reel 
495 kJ/mol 
348 ld/mol 
239 kl/mol 

108 kJ/mol 

14. Give three ions that are isoelectronic with the krypton atom. 
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15. Consider the following energy changes: 

Mg(g) --> Mg+(g) 4 e 737.7 
Mg- (g) ~ Mga+(g) + c 1450.7 

O(g) + e- --~ O-(g) 141 
O (g) 4 e---> 02 (g) +780 

a. Magnesium oxide exists as Mg2 ~ O2 and not as Mg+O-. 

Explain. 

b. What simple experiment could bc done to confirm that 

magnesium oxide does not exist as Mg+O ? 

l& 

17. 

Predict the cmphical formulas of the ionic compounds formed 
from the following pairs of elements. Name each compound. 
a. Li and N 
b. Ga and O 
c. Rb and C1 

d. Ba and S 

Using Fig. 8.13 and the electronegativity values from Fig. 

8.3, predict the percent ionic character for the following com- 

pounds. 

a TiC14 e SnF2 i. MgS 
b H2S f PbO j. SiO2 
~: CsH g. Fe~O3 k. CS2 
d SbBr3 h. A1C13 1. SO2 

/he 
gr= 

~hose 
the 

react 

:hal}- 

~ride. 

ol 
ol 

ol 

ttom. 

Bond Energies 

a. ~C=C/ + Bra > CH2BrCH2Br 

H/ \U 

18. Use bond energy values in Table 8.4 to estimate AH fbr each 
H H 

of the following reactions in the gas phase: 
HOCH2CH2CN 

H/ ~\C N 

OH OH 

C2H~ ~ H202 ~ CH2--CH2 

20. 

c. H + C12 --> 2HC1 

d. N2 + 3H2 ~-~ 2NH~ 

Compare your answdrs £,-om Exercise 18(c) and (d) to AH 
values calculated for each reaction r-ore standard enthalpies of 
formation in Appendix 4. Do enthalpy changes calculated 

from bond energies give a reasonable estimate of fl~e actual 

values? 

Three processes thal have been used for the industrial manu- 

facture of acrylonitrile, an hnportant chemical used in |he 

manufhcmre of plastics, synthetic rubber, and fibers are 

shown below. Use bond energy, values (Tables 8.4 and 8.5) to 

estimate ~ for each of/he reactions. 

H H 

CH2--CH2 + HCN * HOC--C--C~N 

\f// I 
H H 

b. 4CH2=CHCH3 ~ 6NO 700~C> 
Ag 

4CH2=CHCN + 6H20 q N2 
]~e nitrogen-oxygen bond energy in nitric oxide, NO, is 630 

k J/tool. 

c. 2CH2=CHCH3 + 2NH~ + 3Oz Catalyst ; 
425 510°C 

2CH~=CHCN + 6H?O 

21, Is the elevated temperature noted in parts b and c of Exercise 

20 needed to provide energy to endothermic reactions? 

22. Acetic acid is responsible l~r the sour taste of vinegar. It can 

be manufactured using the following reaction: 

23. 

O 

CH3OH 4 CO ~ CH3C OH 

Use tabulated values of bond energies (Table 8.4) to estimate 

~ for this reaction. 

Use bond energies (Table 8.4), values of electron affinities 
(Table 7.7), and the ionization energy of hydrogen (1312 kJ/ 
tool) to estimate 2xH for each of thc following reactions: 

a. HF(g) --~ H+(g) + F (g) 
h. HCI(g) --> H+(g) + C! (g) 
c. HI(g) --, H+(g) + I (g) 
d. H20(g) --~ H+(g) + OH-(g) 

(Electron affinily of OH(g) = 180 kj/mol) 

L~wis Structures and Resonsance 

2[. Write a Lewis structure for each of the lbllowing molecules 
and ions. In each case the first atom listed is ff~c central atom. 

a. POe13, 8042-, XeO4, PO43 , C104 
b. NF3, SO32-, PO33 , C103 

C. CIO2 , gel2, PC12- 

25. Considering your answers to Exercise 24, what conclusions 

can yon draw concerning the slructures of isoelectroinc spe- 

cies containing lhe same nttrnbcr of atoms? 
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26. Write Lewis structures for the following. Show all resonance 

structures where applicable. 

a. NO., , HNO> NO3 , HNO~ 

b SO4"* , HSO4-, lbSO4 

~ CN , flCN 

d. OCN , SCN , N~ 

e. CAN.* (atundc arrangement is NCCN) 

27. Some of the important pollutants in the atmosphere are ozone, 

sulfur (lioxide, and sulfur trioxide. Write Lewis structures for 

these three molecules. 

2g. Peroxvacetylninate, or PAN, is a product of photochemical 

smog]Write Lewis structures, including resonance structures, 

tor PANt The skeletal alrangemetu of atoms is 

’~ [     0 N/ 
0 

29. Benzene (Ct, lt6), consists of a six-membcred ring of carbon 

atoms with one hydrogen bonded to each carbon. Write Lewis 

structures for benzene, incltKling resonance structures. 

30. An important observation supporting the need for resonance 
in the localized electron model was that there arc only three 

isomers of dichlorobenzcne (CcJrL~C12). How does this fact 

support the need for the concept of resonance’? 

31. Borazine (B~N3116), has often been called "inorganic" ben- 

zene. Write Lewis structures for borazine. Borazine contains a 
sh~-membered ring of alternating boron and nitrogen atoms. 

32. Write Lewis structures for the following molecules, which 

have central atoms that do not obey Ihe octet rule: PFs, BrF?, 

Bc(CI I~)~, BCI> XeOF4 (Xe is the central atom), XeFr,, SEE+. 

33. Write Lewis structures tor CO~2 , IlCO~ , and IIaCO> 
When acid is added to an aqueous solution containing carbon 

ate or bicarbonate ions, carbon dioxide gas is formed. We 

generally say that carbonic acid (H?CO3) is u~astablc. Use 

bond energies to estimale ~ ibr the reaction 

HaCO3-->COa ! H~O 

Specify a possible cause for the instability of carbonic acid. 

Tlgee possible Lewis structures can be written for nitrous 

oxide (N.,O): 

Given the following bond lengths, 

1.20A N O 1.47 ~ 
1.10 ~ 

rationalize the observations that the N--N bond length in 

N2O is 1.12 ,a, and that the N--O bond length is !.19 A. 

38. Consider the following bond lengths: 

C O !.43 ~, 
C=O !.23 ft. 

C~O 1.09 7\ 

In the CO32 ion, all three C--O bonds have ide*ltical bond 
lengths of !.36 ~. Why? 

Molecular Structure and PolariW 

36, Predict the molecular structure of each molecule or ion in 41. 

Exercises 24 and 26. 

37, predict the molecular structure of each of the following: I3 , 

CIF> IF4+, and SF5+. 

38. Predict the molecular stcacture of each of the following: 

SeO~~ , Sell2, and ScOaz . 42. 

39, Predict the molecular structures of BrF>, KrF4, and IF6~. 

4tl. The addition of antimony pentafluoridc (SbFsI to liquid hy 

drogen produces a solution that is a superacid. Superacids are 

capable of acting as acids toward many compounds that we 

normally expect not to act as bases. For example, in the IB1- 

lowing reaction HF acts as a base: 
43. 

SbF5 + 2HF --~" SbF6- 4- H2F~ 

Write Lewis structures for and predict the molecular structures 

of the reactants and products in this reaction. 

Which of the following molecules have dipole moments? For 

the molecules that are polar, indicate the polarity of each bond 
and the direction of tile net dipole moment of the molecule. 

a CH2CI> CHCI~, CCla 

b CO2, N:O 

c. P!I,, NH~, AsH3 

Write l~ewis srtuctures and predict the molecular structures of 

the following: 
~ chromate ion 

b dichromate ion 

c. thiosulfate ion ($2032 ) 
d. peroxydisulfale ion (S~O82 ) 

What two requirements must be satisfied lbr a molecule to be 

polar’? 

346 [] Chapter Eight Bonding General Concepts 
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Write Lewis struclures and predict the molecular sUuctures of 

Ihe IMlowing: 

a. OCI?, Br~-, Bell2, BH2 c. CF,I, ScFI, XeF4 

b. BC13, NFa, IF~ d. IFg, AsF5 

Which of the above compounds have dipole moments? 

Write a Lewis structure and predict the molecular structure 

and polarity of each of the IMlowing sulfm fluorides: SE2: 

SF,,, SF~, trod S2F4 (exists as F?S--SF) 
P~edict the ~S F bond angles in eacb molecule. 

Additional Exercises 

46. Allhough both Br~, and I~ ions arc known: the Fa- ion does 52, 

not exist. Explain. 

47. l’here are three possible isomers of PF3(CH3)2~ where P is the 

central atom. Draw them and describe how measurements o[ 53. 

dipole moments might be used to distinguish among them. 

48. Look up the energies of the bonds in CO and N~. Althougb the 

bond in CO is stronger, CO is conside[ahly more reactive Ihan 

N2. Give a possible explanation. 

49. Carbon tetrachloridc and silicon tetrachlofidc both exist as 
nonpolar liquids. When CC14(I) is added to water, distinct 

54. 
layers form. When SiCI4(I) is added ~o ware[, a violent reac 

tion occurs. 

SiC14(I) + 2H~O(/) --~ SiOa(,s’) + 4HCl(aq) 

50. 

51. 

Explath why SIC14 is so rnuch more reactive toward water 
than Gel4, 

V~ich of Ihe l~.dlowing pairs would you expect to be more 

stable’? Justify each choice. 

a SO. or SO4~ e. MgFor MgO 

b. NF5 or PE’~ f. CsC1 or CsCI2 

c. OF6 or SF6 g. KBr or K:Br 

d BIt3 or BH,~ 

Many thnes extra stability is characteristic of a molecule or 

ion in which resonance is possible, flow could this be used to 

explain the acidities of the following compounds? (’lhe acidic 

hydrogen is marked by an asterisk.) 

OH* 

a. H C OH* 

011~ 

55. 

5g~. 

Would you expect the electronegativity of titanium to be the 

same in the species Ti, Ti~-, Ti~+, and Ti44 ? Explain your 

answer. 

Write a Lewis structure and predict the molecular structure of 

each of Ihe [ollowing: 

a, SiF,~ 

c. KrF~ 

Why do these Ihme molecules have differctu molecular struc- 

tures? 

Write a Lewis structure and predict the molecular structure of 
each of the following: 

a. BF3 
b. PFa 

c. BrF~ 
Why are the molecular structures different? Which, if any, 
molecules are polar? 

Give a rationalization for the octet rule in terms ol orbitals. 

Use bond energies (Table 8.4) to estimate ~ for the lbllow 

thg reactions: 

a. C3blg(g) -- 502(g) ~ 3CO2(g) - 4[t20(g) 

b. C~lll:eOl,(s) ~ 2CO2(g) + 2C~H5011(1) 

The structure of glucose, C6Ht20~, is: 

H It 

\c --o/ 
H/ 

0 

~H l/ H 
~x[)ll H 

I I OH 

~ to be 
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Figure 2A9 

PURPOSE 

[] 

(a) The arrangement of soclium ions 
(Na÷) ancl chloride ions (CI) in the 
ionic compound sodium chloride. 
(b) Sodium chlor’de (rock salt) 
c~,sta!s. 

An Introduction to the 
Periodic Table 

To introduce various features of the periodic table. 

Figure 2,20 

Ball-and-stick models of the 
ammonium ion (NH4+) and the nitrate 
ion (NOa-). 

In a room where chemistry is taught or practiced, a chart called the periodic 
table is almost certain to be found hanging on the wall. This cha~ shows all of the 
known elements and gives a good deal of information about each. As our study of 
chemistry progresses, the usefulness of the periodic table will become more obvi- 
ous. This section will simply introduce it to you. 

A simple version of the periodic table is shown in Fig. 2.21. The letters given 
m the boxes are the symbols for the elements. The number shown above each 

symbol is the atomic number (number of protons) for that element. For example, 

’,C) has atomic number 6, and lead (Pb) has atomic number 82. Most of the 
elements are metals. Metals have characteristic physical properties such as efficient 
conduction of heat and electricity, malleability (they can be hammered into ttfin 

0, ductility (they can be pulled into wires), and (often) a lustrous appearance. 
metals tend to lose electrons to form positive ions. For example, cop ............................................................................... 

per is a typical metal. It is lustrous (although it tarnishes readily); it is an excellent Photomicrograph of gold foil. 
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Alkaline 

earth metals 

Noble 

gases 

Halogens [ 

7A 

2A 

*Lantbanides 

Transition metalS 

33 

As 

51 

Sb 

83 

Pb 

+Actinides 

Figure 2.21 

The ~edodic ~ble Although 
m~he~or~ium and hahnium h~ve 
been proposed as names for 
elements 104 and 105, an attempt is 
being made to name the elements 
after 103 systematically, using a letter 
abbreviation for each number. In this 
system the symbol for element 104 is 
Unq, and for 105 is Unp. The 
systematic symbols are shown for 
elements 306, 107, and 109. 

conductor of electricity (it is widely used in electrical wires); mad it is readily 

formed into various shapes, such as pipes for water systems. Copper is also fmmd in 
many salts, such as the beaufiflflly blue copper sulfate (see page 50 for a photo- 
graph), in which copper is present as Cua+ ions. Copper is a member of the transi- 
tion metal family--the metals shown in the center of the periodic table. 

The relatively few nonmetals appear in the upper right-hand comer of the table 
(to the right of the heavy line in Fig. 2.21), except hydrogen, a nomnetal that is 

grouped with the metals. The nonmetals lack the physical properties that character- 
ize the metals. Chemically, they tend to gain electrons to form anions in reactions 
with metals. Nonmetals often bond to each other by forming covalent bonds. For 

exalnple, chlorine is a typical nonmetal. Under n~rmml condithms it exists as CI~ 
molecules; it reacts with metals to form salts containing C1- ions (NaC1, for exam- 

ple); and it forms covalent bonds with nonmetals (for example, hydrogen chloride 

gas, or HCI). 
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The periodic table is arranged so that elements in the same vertical columns 

(called groups) have similar chemical properlies. For example, all of the alkali 

metals, members of Group 1A lithium (Li), sodium (Na), potassium (K), ruN& 

ium (Rb), cesium (Cs), and francium (Fr)--are very active elements that readily 

form ions with a 1+ charge when they react with no~m~etals. The lnembers of 

Group 2A beryllium (Be), magnesium (Mg), calcium (Ca), strontimn (Sr), bar- 

ium (Ba), and radium (Ra)--m-e called the alkaline earth metals. They all thrm 

ions with a 2+ charge when they react with nonmetals. The halogens, the members 

of Group 7A fluorine (F), chlorhae (C1), bromine (Br), iodine (I), and astatine 

(At)--all form diatomic molecules. Fluorine, chlorhae, bromine, and iodine all 

react with metals to form saks containing ions with a [ chm’ge (F , CI-, Br , and 

1-). The members of Group 8A--helium (He), neon (Ne), argon (At), krypton 

(Kr), xenon (Xe), and radon (Rn)--~c known as the noble gases. They all exist 

under normal conditions as monaromic (single-atom) gases and have little chemical 

reactivity. 

~Ve will learn much more about the periodic table as we continue with our studv 

of chemistry. Meanwhile, when an clement is introduced in this text, you shoul~ 

always note its position on the periodic table. 

Naming Compounds 

PURPOSE 

To demonstrate hm~’ to mune compounds given their formulas, and to write 

formulas given their names. 

When chemistry was an inthnt science, there was no system for naming com- 

pom~ds, iX-ames such as sug,’u of lead, blue vitrol, quicklime, Epsom salts, milk of 

magnesia~ gypsum, and laughing gas were coined by early chemists. Such names 

are called common aames. As chemist~, grew, it became clear that using common 

names for compounds would lead to unacceptable chaos. More thm~ four million 

chemical compounds are currently l~mwn. Memorizing common names tbr these 

compounds would be an impossible task. 

The solution, of course, is to adopt a sys~etn for naming compounds in which 

the n,’gne tells something about the composition of the compound. After learning the 

system, a chemist given a formula should be able to nmue the COlnpound, or given a 

name should be able to construct the compound’s formula. In this section we will 

specify the most important rules for namh~g compounds other tha~ organic coin- 

pounds (those based on chains of carbon atolns). 

We will begin with the system for naming inorganic binary compounds-- 

compounds composed of two elements. The following rules apply: 

I. Binary compounds are named as ionic compounds, whether or not they are, by 
naming the cation fh-st and the anion second. 

2. Monatomic cations take their name from the name of the element. For exam 

ple, Na+ is called sodium, Ca2+ is called calcium, and AI3+ is called alumi- 

num in the names of compounds containing these ions. 
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3. Monatornic anions are named by taking the first part of the element name and 

adding -ide. Thus the C1 ion is called chloride; the F- ion is called fluoride; 

the S2- ion is called sulfide; and so on. 

Some common monatmnic cations and anions and their na~nes are given in 

Table 2.2. 

Common Monatomic Cations and Aaions 

Cation Name Anion Name 

H+ hydrogen H hydride 

Li+ lithinm F- fluoride 

Na- sodimn C1- chloride 

K+ potassium Br bromide 

Cs+ cesium I iodide 

Be2+ beryllium 02 oxide 

Mg2 magnesium S2- sulfide 

Ca2 ~ calcium N3 nitridc 

Ba~+ barium p~ phosphide 

Ap+ aluminum 

Ag÷ silver 

Table 

The rules for naming binary compounds are illustrated by the following exam- 

ples: 

sodium chloride 
potassium iodide 
calcium sulfMc 
lithimn nltridc 
hydrogen bromide 

strontium selenide 

magnesium oxide 

Name each binary compound. 

b. A1CI3    c. LiH 

Solution 

a. CsF is cesium fluoride. 
b. A1CI~ is aluminum chloride. 
c. LiH is lithium hydride. 
Notice that, in each case, the cation is named first, then the anion is named. 

In many cases a pair of elements can ~)1"tll inore than one colnpound. A case in 

point involves nitrogen and oxygen, which form the following compounds. 

N20 NO    NO2    N203    NaOa    N205 
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The system that has been devised to deal with this situation for covalent compounds 
uses tile Greek prefixes given in Table 2.3. 

Prefixes Used to Indicate Number in Chemical Names 

Nnmber indicated 

penta- 

hexa 

hepta- 

l 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 

Talale 2.3 

For example, the nitrogen oxides are named as follows: 

Compound Systematic name Common name 

N,_O dini/rogen monoxide nitrous oxide 
NO nilrogen monoxide nitric oxide 

NO2 nitrogen dioxide 
N20~ dinitrogen trioxide 

N204 dinjtrogen tetroxide 

N205 dini/rogen pentoxidc 

Note tile following additional roles for naming binary compounds: 

The prefix mono- is never used for naming the first element. For example, CO 
is called carbon monoxide, not monocarbon monoxide. 

The finn 0 or a of the prefix is often dropped when the clement begins with a 
vowel. For exmnp]e, N204 is called dinitrogen tetroxide, not din[trogen 
tetraoxidc. 

Name each of the following compounds. 

a. PCls b. PC13 e. SF6 d. SO~ 

Solution 

Name 

phosphorus pentachlorJde 
phosphorus trichloride 
sulfur hexafluoride 

sulfur trioxide 
sulfur dioxide 
carbon dioxide 

f. CO2 

28 Naming Cornpour/ds r~ 49 
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one type of positive ion and thus more than one type of ionic compound with a given 
anion. For example, the compound FeClz contains Fe2+ ions, and the compound 
FeCI~ contains Fe3+ ions. In a case such as this, the charge on the metal ion must be 

specified. Prefixes are not usedjbr naming ionic compounds, as they are for cova- 
lent ones. The systematic names for these two iron compounds are iron(I1) chloride 
and iron(IlI) chloride, respectively, where the Roman numeral indicates the charge 

of the cation. 
Another system for naming ionic compounds that is seen in the older literature 

was used for elements that lbm~ two ions. The ion with the higher charge has a 
name ending in ~ic, arm the one with the lower charge has a name ending in -ous. In 
this system, for example, Fcs+ is called the ferric ion, and Fe~ ~ ks called the ferrous 

ion. The names lbr FcCI3 and FeC12 are then ferric chloride and ferrous chloride, 
respectively. 

Table 2.4 gives both names for many common cations. The system that uses 
Roman numerals will be used exclusively in this text. 

Copper sulfate. 

Conmaon Names of Cations 

Ion Systematic name Older name 

ferric 

ferrous 

cupric 

cuprous 

cobaltic 

cobaltous 

stannic 

srannous 

plumbic 

plumbous 

mercuric 

mercurous 

*Note that mercury(I) 

Table 2.4 

Give the systematic name of each of the following compounds. 

a. CuC1 h. HgO c. Fe20~ d. MnO2 e. SnCI4 

Solution 

All these compounds include a metal that can form more than one type of cation; 

thus we must first determine the charge on each cation. This can be done by recog- 

nizing that a compound must be electrically neutral; that is, the positive and nega- 

tive charge must exactly balance. 
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a. In CuC1, [’or example, since the anion is CI-, the cation nmst bc Cu~. The name 

is copper(I) chloride, where the Roman numeral I indicates the I + charge on 

b. In HgO, since the anion is oxide, O- , the mercury caUon must bc Hg to g~ e 

a net charge of zero as required. Thus the name is mcrcary(II) oxide. 

c. In FeaOs, the tt~ree 02 ions carry a total charge of 6--, and the two iron cations 

must carry a total charge of 6+. Thus each iron ion is Fez=, and the name is 

iron(liD oxide. 
d. In the compound MnO> the cation has a 4+ charge, and the name is man- 

ganese(IV) oxide. 

e. In SnC14, the cation also has a 4+ charge, so the name is tin(IV) chloride. 

Note that the use of a Romtm numaral in a systematic name is required only in 

cases where more than one ionic compound fomas between a given pair of elements. 

This most communly occurs for cumpounds containing transitiun metals, which 

often form more than one cation. Elements thatjbrm only one cation do not need to 

be identified by a Roman numeral. Commun metals that do not require Roman 

numerals are the Group 1A elements, which form only 1+ ions; the Group 2A 

elements, which form only 2+ inns; and almninum, which forms only A1~ t. 

As shown in Sample Exercise 2.5, when a nletal ion is present that tbrms more 

than one type uf cation, the charge on the metal ion must be detemfined by balanc- 

ing the positive and negative charges of the compound. To do this you must be able 

tu recognize the common cations and anions and know their charges (see Tables 2.2 

mad 2.5) 

Give the systematic name of each uf the following compounds. 

a. CuBr~ b. CaCla c. AI~O-~ d. P:O5 e. CrCls 

Solution 

I nega- 

Compound 

a. CoB tL, 

b. CaCI_, 

c. A120? 

d. P205 

e. CrC13 

Name Colllment 

cobah(ll) bromide 

calcium chloride 

aluminum oxide 

Cobalt is a transition metal; the compound 

name ~nust have a Roman numeral. The two 

Br ions nmst be balanced by a (7oa~ cation. 

Calcium, an alkaline earth metal, li0rms only 

tlie Ca" ~ ion. A Roman numeral is not 

necessary. 

Aluminum forms oaly A13+. A Roman 

numeral is not necessary. 

diphosphorus pentoxide This compouM is formed between 

nomnetals. Use prefixes h~ the name. 

chromium(H/) chloride Chromium is a transition metal. "[’he 

compound name must liave a Romall numeral. 

CrCl~ contah~s Cr3’. 
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A type of ionic compound that we have not yet considered is exemplified by 

ammonium nitrate, NH4NO3, which contains the polyatomic ions NH~ and NO3-. 
Ammonium nitrate is classified as an ionic compound even though the NH4+ and 

NO~- ions contain covalent bonds, because it exhibits the propegies normally asso- 

ciated with ionic materials. Polyatomic ions arc assigned special names that you 

must menlorize in order to name the compounds containing them. The most impor 

tant polyatomic ions and d~eir names are listed in Table 2.5, 

NH4 ~ ammonium CO32 carbonate 

NO~_ nitrite HCO?- hydrogen carbonate 

NO? nitrate (bicarbona/e is a widely 

SO~~- sulfide used common name) 

SO,~~ sulfate C10 hypochlorite 

HSO4 hydrogen sulfate CIOa chlorite 

(bisulfate is a widely C10? chlorate 

used common name) (2104 perchlorate 

OI l- hydroxide C~H~O~ acetate 

CN cyanide MnO4 permanganate 

PO4~ phosphate CrzO7a- dichromate 

HPO42 hydrogen phosphate CrO42 chromate 

1 l~PO,~- dihydrogen phosphale O~~ peroxide 

Table 2.5 

Note ha Table 2.5 that several series of maions contain an atom of a given 

element and different numbers of oxygen atoms. These anions are called 

oxyanions. When there are two members in such a series, the name of the one with 

the smaller number o;f oxygen atoms ends in -ire and the name of the one with the 

larger number ends in -ate, tbr example, sulfite (SO~~ ) and sulfate (SO42 ). When 

more than two oxyanions make up a series, hypo- (less than) and per- (nmre than) 

are used as prefixes to name the members of the series with the fewest and the most 

oxygen atoms, respectively. The best example involves the oxyanions containing 

chlorine: 

CIO hypochlorite 

C1Oa chlorite 

CIO~- chlorate 

CIO4- perchlorate 

52 

Sd~~f¢4v" ~.~ ~#s~ 2, 7 

Give tbe systematic name of each of the following compounds. 

c. Fe(NO~)3 

f. Na2C03 
i. NaOC1 

k. KBrO3 

Chapter Two Atoms, Molecules, and Ions 
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Compound Name Comment 

a. Na_~SO~ 

b. KI-I2PO4 

c. Fe(NO~)3 

d. Mn(OH)~ 

e. Na2SO3 
f. Na2CO:, 
g. NaHCO3 

h. (2sClO4 
i. NaOCI 
j. Na2SeO4 

sodinm sulfate 

potassium dihydrogen phosphate 

iron(Ill) nitrate 

manganese(H) hydroxide 

sodium sulfite 

sodium carbonate 

sodium hydrogen carbonate 

cesium perchlorate 

sodium hypochlorile 

sodium selenate 

potassium bmmate 

Transition metal name must 

ion balances three NO3 ions. 

ion balances two OH- ions. 

Often called sodium bicarbonate. 

similarly. Thus SeO42 is 

sclcnate, like SO4~ (sulfate). 
As above, B~I),- is bromate, like 
CIO,- (chlorate). 

So far we have started with the chemical forlnula of a compound and decided 

{m its systematic name. The reverse process is also important. For example, given 

the name calcium hydroxide, we can write the formula as Ca(OH)2 since we know 

that calcium only forms Ca2+ ions and that, since hydroxide is OH-, two of these 

anions will be required to give a neutral compound. Silnilarly the nanae imn(II) 

oxide implies the formula FeO, since the Roman numeral 11 indicates the presence 

of Fe2+ and since the oxide ion is 02 . 

Given the follovimg systematic names, write the formula for each compound. 

a. ammonium sulfate b. vanadium(V) fluoride c. dioxygen difluoride 
d. rubidium peroxide e. gallium oxide 

Solution 

Chemical formula Name Chemical formula 

(NH,,)~SO,, 

sulfate 

b. vanadium(V)    VF~ 

fluoride 

O2F~ 

difluofide 

d. rubidium 
peroxide 

each sulfate ion (SO42 ) 
to achieve charge balance. 
The compound contains 
V5+ ions and requires five e. gallium 

oxide 
The prefix di- indicales 

two of each atom. 

Since rubidium is in goup IA, 
it tbrms only Iq ions. Thus 

two Rb- ions are needed m 
balance the 2 charge on 
the peroxide ion (Of). 
Since gallium is in group 
3A, like aluminmn, it forms 
3~ ions. Two Ga3+ ions 
are required to balance 
the charge on three O2- ions. 
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Acids 
When dissotved in water, certain molecules produce a solution containing free H+ 

ions (protons). These substances were first recognized by the sour taste of their 
sotutions. For example, citric acid (H3CrHsO~) is responsible for the tartness of 

lemons, limes, and oranges. Acids will be discussed in detail in Chapters 4, 14, and 

15. Here we wil! simply present the roles for naming acids. 

An acid can be viewed as a molecule with one or more H ~ ions attached to an 
anion. The rules for nanaing acids depend on whether or not the anion contains 

oxygen. If the anion does not contain oxygen, the acid is named with the prefix 

hydro- and the anft]x -ic. For exanaple, when gaseous HC1 is dissol’ced in water, it 

forms hydrochloric acid. Sinfilarly, HCN ,and H~S dissolved in water are called 

hydrocyanic and hydrosulfaxic acids, respectively. 
When the anion contains o.~3’gen, the acid name is formed from the root name 

of the anion with a suff~ of -ic or -ous. If the anion name ends in -ate, the -ate is 
replaced by -ic (or sometimes -tic). For example, H2S04 contains the sulfate anion 
(SO,,~=-) and is called sulfuric acid; H~PO,, contains the phosphate anion (P043-) 

and is called phosphoric acid; and HC,_H3Oz contains the acetate ion tCzH~O~ ) an 
is called acetic acid. If the anion has an -ire ending, the -ire is replaced by -ous. For 

example, HzSO~, which contains sulfite (SO3a-), is named sulfurous acid; and 

HNO_~, which contains nitrite (NO~-), is nanied nitrous acid. 
The application of these roles can be seen in the names of the acids of the 

oxyanions of chlorine, as shown in Table 2.6. 
The names of the most important acids axe given in Tables 2.7 and 2.8. 

The Names of the Acids of the Oxyanions or’ Chlorine 

Acid Anion Name 

HCIO~ pcrchlorate pcrchlorlc acid 
chlori~ acid 

ltC10-~ chlorate 

HCIO~ chlorite chlorous acid 

HCIO hypochlorire hypochlorous acid 

Table "2.6 

Names �ff Acids That Do Not Contain Oxygen 

Acid 
Name 

HF 
hydrofluoric acid 

HC1 
tlydrochlol~c acid 

HBr 
hydrobromic acid 

HI 
hydroiodic acid 

HCN hydrocyanic acid 

H2S 
hydrosulfuric acid 

Table ~.7 

Names of Some Oxygen-Containing Acids 

Acid                                 Name 

HN03 
nitric acid 

tlNOz 
~fitrous acid 

H2SO4 
sulfuric acid 
sulfurous acid 

H2SO3 

H~P04 
phosphoric acid 

IIC~H.~O~ 
acetic acid 

Table 2.8 
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CHEMICAL    IMPACT 

J 
~Sns Jakob Bcrzelius (Fig. 2.22) 

was probably the best experi- 
mental chemist of his generation 

and, given the cn~deness of his 
laboratory equipment, maybe the 

best of all time. Unlike Lavoisier, 
who could afford to buy the best lab- 
oratory equipment available, Berze- 
lius worked with minimal equipment 
in very plain s~mreundings. One of 
Berzelius’s sludents described the 
Swedish chemist’s workplace: "The 
laboratory consisted of two ordinary 
morns with the very simplest ar- 
rangements; there were neither fur- 
maces nor hoods, neither water sys- 

tem nor gas. Against the walls stood 
some closets with the chemicals, in 
the middle the mercury trough and 
the blast lamp table. Beside this was 
the sh]k consisting of a stone water 
holder with a stopcock and a pot 

FiS’ure 2.22 

J8ns Jakob Berzelius (1779-’~848 

standing under it. [Next door in the 
kitchcnl stood a small heating fur- 
nace." 

In these simple facilities Berze- 
lius performed more than 2000 ex- 
periments over a ten-year period to 
determine accurate atolnic rfrasses for 
the 50 elements then known. His suc- 
cess can be seen from the data in 
Table 2.9. These remarkably accu- 
rate values attest to his experimental 
skills and patience. 

Besides his table o|" atomic 
weights, Berzelius made many other 
major contributions to chemistry. 
The most important of these was the 
invention of a simple set of symbols 
for the elements along with a system 
for writing the formulas of com- 
pounds to replace the awkward sym- 
bolic representations o|" the alche- 
mists (see Table 2.10). Although 
some chemists, including Dalton, 
objected to the new system, it was 

gradually adopted and forms the 

basis of the system we use today. 

In addition to these accomplish- 

ments, Berzelius also discovered the 

elements cerium, thorium, selenium, 

and silicon. Of these elements, sele- 

nium and silicon are particularly 

important in today’s world. Berzelius 

discovered selenium in 1817 in con- 

nection with his studies of sulfuric 

acid. For years selenium’s toxicity 

has been known, but only recently 

have we become aware that it may 

have a positive effect on human 

health. Studies have shown that trace 

amounts of selenium in the diet may 

protect people from heart disease and 

cancer. One study based on data from 

27 countries showed an inverse rela- 

tionship between the cancer death 

rate and the seleniun~ content of soil 

iu a particular region (low cancer 

death rate in areas with high selenium 

content). Another research paper re- 

Comparison of Several of Berzelius’s Atomic Weights 
with the Modern Values 

Element Atomic weight 

Berzelius’s value Currenl value 

Chlorine 35.41 35.45 
Copper 63.00 63.55 
Hydrogen 1.00 1.01 
Lead 207.12 207.2 
Nitrogen 14.05 14.01 
Oxygen 16.00 16.00 
P{}t assium 39.19 39.10 
Silver 108.12 107.87 
Sulfur 32.18 32.06 

Table 2.9 
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The Alchemists’ Symb~ls for Some 

Common Elements and Compounds 

Substance Alchemists’ symbol 

Silver ~) 

Lead 5 

Tin ~L 

PlatinLtm 
~ 

Sulfuric acid + (~ 

Alcohol 
~ 

Sea salt (~) 

Table 2.10 

ported an inverse relationship be- 
tween the selenium content of the 
blood and the incidence of breast 
cancer in women. Selenium is also 
found in the heart muscle ~nd may 
play an important role in proper heart 
function. Because of these and other 
studies, selenium’s reputation has 
tmproved, and many scientists are 
now studying its function in the 
human body. 

Silicon is the second most abun- 

dant element in the earth’s crust, ex- 

ceeded only by oxygen. As we will 

see in Chapter 10, compounds in- 

volving silicon bonded to oxygen 

make up most of the earth’s sand, 

rock, and soil. Berzelius prepared 

silicon in its’ pure form in 1824 by 

heating silicon tetrafluoride (SiF4) 

with potassium metal. Today, silicon 

forms the basis for the modem mi- 

Figure 2.23 

A silicon chip. 

croelectroaics industry centered near 

San Francisco in a place that has 

come to be known as "Silicon Val 

ley." The technology of the silicon 

chip (Fig. 2.23) with its printed cir- 

cuits has transformed computers from 

room-sized monsters with thousands 

of unreliable vacuum tubes to desk- 

top and notebook-sized units with 

trouble-free "solid-state" circuitry*. 

*For further reading see Bernard Jaffe Crucibles." The StoD, (~f Chemistry (Premiere Book, 1957). 

Summary 
Three fundamental laws formed the basis fl~r early chemistry: the law of conserva- 
tinn of mass (matter can neither be created nor destroyed), the law of definite 
proportion (a given compound always contains exactly the same proportion of ele- 
ments by mass), and the law of multiple proportions (if two elemetus A and B form a 
series of compounds, the ratios of the masses of A that combine with 1 gran~ of B 

can always be represented by small whole numbers). Dalton accounted for these 
laws in his atomic theory. He postulated that all elements are composed of atoms; 
that all atoms of a given element are identical; that chemical compounds are formed 
when atoms combine; and that the atoms themselves are not changed in a chemical 
reaction, but are just reorganized. 
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Atoms consist of a dense nucleus containing protons and neutrons, sm~counded 

by electrons that occupy a large volume relative to the size of the nucleus. Electruns 

have a relatively small mass (I/1840 of the proton mass) and a negaLivc charge. 
Protons have a positive charge equal in magnitude (but opposite in sign) to that on 

the electron. A neutron has the same mass as a proton but no charge. 
Jsotopes ,are atoms with the same number of protons (thus constituting the same 

element) but different numbers of neurons. That is, isotopes have the same atmnic 

number but different mass numbers (total numbers of neutrons and protons)¯ 

Arums combine to form molecules by sharing electrons to form covalent bonds. 

A molecule can be described by a chemical formula showing the nmnbcrs and types 

of arums inw~lvcd, a structural formula (shuwing which atoms are joined to each 

other), or by ball-and-stick or space-lilling models that show the exact positions of 

the atoms in space. When an atom loses une or more electrons, it forms a positive 

ion called a cation. If an atom gains electrons, it becomes a negatively charged 

anion. The interaction of oppositely charged ions to form an ionic compound is 

called ionic bunding. 

The periodic table arranges the elements in order of increasing atomic number, 

and elements having similar chemical properties fall into vertical columns, or 

groups. Most of the elements are metals, which tend to form cations in ionic com- 

pounds with nonmetals, which are elements that tend to form anions. 

Cumpounds can be named systematically by a set ufrelatively simple rules. For 

compounds containing both a metal and a nonmetal, the metal is always named 

first, followed by a name derived from the root name of the nunmetal. For com- 

pounds containing a metal that can furm more than one type of cation, a Roman 

numeral is used in the name to specify the charge on the metal ion. In compounds 

containing only noarnetals, prefixes are used to specify the relative numbers of 

atoms. 

Key Terms 
law of conservation of mass (2.2) nucleus stntctural lbrmula nomnetal 
law of definite proportion proton (2.5) space-filling model group 
law of multiple proportions neuh-on ball-and-stick model alkali metals 
atomic masses (2.3) isotopes ion alkaline earth metals 
atomic weights atomic number cation halogens 
Avogadro’s hypothesis mass number anion none gases 
cathode ray (2.4) chemical bond (2.6) ionic bond binary compound (2.8) 
electron covalent bond polyatomic ion 
radioactivity molecule periodic table (2.7) 
nuclear atom chemical lbrmula metal 

~he Atomic Theo~ 

t Sevcral compounds containing only sullur (S) and fluorine (F) 
are known. Three of them have Ihe following composilions: 

i. 1.188 g of F for e;’ery 1.000 g of S 
ii. 2.375 g of F fbr every 1.000 g of S 

iii. 3.563 g off for every 1.000 g of S 

How do these data illustrale the law of multiple proportions’? 

2. A reaction of I L of chlorine gas (CI~_) with 3 L of lluorinc gas 

(F2) yields 2 L of a gaseous product. All gas volumcs are at 
the same temperature and pressure. What is the formula of the 

gaseous product? 

When mixtures o1 gaseous H: and gaseous CI: react, a prod- 

uct forms thai has Ihe same properties regardless of the rela- 

tive amounts o1 H2 and CI~ used. 
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a. ttow is this result interpreted in terms of the law of definite 

proportion? 
b. When a volume of Ha reacts with an equal volume of C12 at 

the same temperature and pressure, what volume of prod- 
uct having the tbrmula HCI is formcd? 

Early tables of atomic weights were generated by measuring 
the mass of a substance that reacts with 1 g of oxygen. Given 

the following data and taking the atomic weight of hydrogen 
as 1.00, generate a table of relative atomic weights t~r these 

elements. 

Element with 1.00 g oxygen Assumed formula 

Hydrogen 0.1260 g HO 

Sodium 2.8750 g NaO 

Magnesium 1.5000 g MgO 

How do your values compare with those in the periodic table’? 
How do you account for any diffcrences? 

The vitamth niacin (thcolinic acid, CorrlsNOa) can be isolated 
ii-om a variety of natural sources; thr example, liver, yeast, 
milk, and whole grain. It can also be synthesized from 
mercially available materials. Which source of nicotinic acid, 

fl’om a nutritional view, is best for use in a multivitamin tab- 
let? Why? 

How does Dal/on’s atomic theory account for each of the fol- 
lowing? 

a. the law of conservation of mass 
b. /he law of definite proportion 

c. the law of mintiple proportions 

What refinements had to be made in Dalton s atomac theory to 

account for Guy-Lussac’s results on the combining volumes 

of gases? 

One of the best indications ol a "good" theory is that it raises 

more questions for thrther expermientation than it originally 
answered. Does tins apply to Dalton’s atomic theory? If so, in 

what ways? 

The Nature of the Atom 

What evidence led to the conclusion that cathode rays had a 

negative charge’? 

Is there a dift?rence between a cathode ray and a/3 particle? 

From the information in tins chapter on/he mass of the pro 

ton, the mass of the elec/ron, and/he sizes of the nucleus and 

the atom, calculate the densities of a hydrogen nucteus and a 

hydrogen atom. 

A chemist in a galaxy far, far away pe~:formed the Millikan oil 
drop experiment and got the following results for the charge 
on various drops. What is the charge of the electron in 

zirkombs? 

2.56 X 10 ~2 zirkombs 

3.84 X 10-~ zirkombs 

7.68 x |()-l~ zirkombs 

5.12 × 10 ~2 zirkombs 

Elements and the Periodic Table 

What is the distinction between atomic number and mass 
number? Between mass number and atomic weight? 

Give the number of protons and neutrons in the nucleus of 
each of the following atoms: 

c. 
b. ~Cu d. ~He 

Using the periodic table, give the number of pro/ons and ncu- 

rtons in the ~ucleus of each of the following atollas: 

a ~SN c 2°Tpb e. l°TAg 

b 3H d. 151Eu 

16, Identify each of thc following elements: 
:, ] lx c. 

d. 
17. How many protons, neutrons, and electrons are in each of the 

following atoms or ions’? 
a ~4aMg d ~Co3~ g. 7~94Se~- 

b ~224Mga+ e. 5~v9Co 

An ion contains 50 protons. 68 neutrons, and 48 electrm~s. 

What is its symbol’? 

Complete the fultowing table: 

Number of Number of 

protons in neutrons in Numbcr of Nct 
Symbol nucleus nucleus electrons change 

33 42 3~ 

1522STe2- 54 

16 16 16 

81 123 1+ 

Classify the following elements as metals or nonmetals: Mg, 

Ti, Au, Bi, Si, Ge, B, At, Rn, Eu, Am, Br. 
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The distinction between metals and nonmetals is really not a 
ulear one. Some elements, called metalloids., are intermediate 

in their properties. Which elements in Exercise 20 would you 
reclassify- as metalloids? What other elements in the periodic 
table would you expect to be metalloids? 

Which of the following sets of elements are all in the same 

group in die periodic table? 

a. Fe, Ru, Os d. Se, Te, Po g. Rb, Sn 
b. Rh, Pd, Ag e. N,P, O h. Mg, Ca 
c. Sn, As, S f. C, Si, Ge 

23. Would you expect each of the following atoms to gain or inse 

electrons when forming ions? What is the most likely ion each 

will form? 

~ Na d I 
b Sr e. AI 
c Ba f. S 

24, Name the following compounds: 

a. Cff33 c. A1203 e. SeO~ g. PCI3 

h. Cr203 d. SeO2 f. NI~ 

25. Nmne the following compounds: 

~ NiO c. CeO2 ~. AgaS g. Nail 30, 
h. Fe20~ d, Ce203 f. MnO2 h. H2S 

26. Name die following compounds: 

a NaC1 e. All3 i. N2F4 

b. MgC12 l. HI j. N2C1z 

c RbBr g, NO 

d CsF h. NF3 

27. Name the following compounds:                          31. 

a. KC104 e BaSO3 i. AuCI~ 
h. Ca3(PO4)~ I. NaNO~ j. HIOz 
c. AIa(SO4)3 g KMnO~ 

d Pb(NO3)2 h. K2Cr~O7 

28. Name the following compounds: 

a HNO~ e, NRHSO4 i. Ru(NO3)3 

b. HNO2 f Ca(HSO3)~ j. V205 
c. H3PO4 g NaBrO3 

,:1 H?PO3 h. Fe(-IO,03 

29 Write formulas for the following compounds: 
a. cesium bromide c. ammonium chloride 
b. barium sulfate d. chlorine monoxide 

Write formulas for the following compounds: 

~ ammonium hydrogen     e aluminum hydrogen sulfate 
phosphate f. nitrogen trichloride 

b mercury. U) sulfide g. hydrobromic acid 
c silicon dioxide h. bromous acid 
d sodium sulfllc i. perbromic acid 

Write formulas for the following compotmds: 
~ sulfur difluoride d lithium nilride 
b. sulfur hexafluoride e. chromium(IIl) carbonate 
c sodium dihydrogcn f. finOJ) fluoride 

phosphate 

Wrile furmulas for the following compounds: 
sodium hydroxide d sodinm peroxide 
uluminmn hydroxide e. coppcr0I) acetate 
hydrogen cyadide f. carbon tetrafluoride 

Additional Ex~rciscs 

Insulin is a complex protein molecule produced by the pan- 

creas in all vertebrates. It is a hormone that regulates carbohy- 
drate metabolism. Inability to produce insulin results in diabe- 

tes mullitas. Diabetes is treated by prescribing injections of 
insulin. Given die law of definite proportion, would you ex- 
pect any chfferences in chemical activity between human insu- 
fin extracted from l~ancreatic tissue and human insulin pro- 
duced by genetically engineered bacteria? Why or why not? 

Technetium (Tc) was the first synthetically produced element. 
Technetinm comes from the Greek wold for "artificiul." It 
was first produced by Perries and Segr6 in 1937 in Berkeley, 
California, by bombarding a molybdenum plate with aH nu- 

tcchnctate. How many protons and neutrons are in die nuclei 

35. The early ulchemists used m do an experiment in which water 
was boiled for several days in a scaled glass container. Even- 

really, some solid residue would begin to appear in the bottom 

of the flask. This result was interpreted to mean thai mine of 
the water in the flask had been converted into earth. When 
Lavoisier repeated this experiment, hc found that die water 
weighed the same before and after heating, and the weight of 
the flask plus the solid residue equaled the original weight of 

the fl~sk. Were the alchemists correct? Explain what really 
happened. (This experiment is described in the article by A. 
F. Scott, in Scientific American, January 1984.) 

What results would you predict from the Rutherford ~x-particle 
scattering experiment ff the plum pudding model of the atom 
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